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It was in Moulmein in Lower Burma that the fortunes
of the Murugappa Group, one of the major conglomerates
in South India, began with a young m an of modest means
apprenticed to learn the centuries old Nattukkottai Chettiar
businesses of trading and financing. In time, he was to
prove rather different from the others of a South Indian
community known

for its conservatism. During the War

years, he encouraged his three sons to branch into
unChettiar-like industry and seize opportunities of a type
no Chettiar had done before. From these seeds has grown
the Rs. 3,700 crore Murugappa Group, one of the biggest
in South India today and a major player in several fields
in the country.
Looking Back From Moulmein’ is the fascinating story
of the sowing of those seeds and the growth of the Group
to what it is today as seen by Dewan Bahadur Murugappa
Chettiar’s third son. A.M .M . Arunachalam. AM M to all,
he was for 35 years closely associated with its growth
and, over the next 20 years, was paterfamilias, mentor
and guide to both Group and the family that nurtured it.
Much of the narration is derived from the recollections he
had taped and the hours of interviews he gave the author.
Both reveal a m an of strong, almost inflexible, principles
to w hom the wider family was his single most important
concern. How he built for that family and kept it united
to tend its inheritance is a remarkable story of community
traditions, family values, industrial foresight and business
acumen,
Here is a book that is a peep into the little known
past of the Nattukkottai Chettiars. a glimpse into the life
of one of its best-known families, and a look at what
makes family businesses tick - and succeed. As seen
through the eyes of a m an who had seen it all - but said
little till work on this biography was started.

A ll aerial view o f some o f the Nagarathar homes in Pallathur, Chettinad.
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D ewan Bahadur M urugappa Chettiar and Valliam m ai A c h i with, stand
in g fro m left, Arunachalam , M urugappa and Vellayan, the founders of
the M urugappa Group.
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A note by the author

T

his story of A.M .M . Arunachalam , the doyen of
industry in Madras that is Chennai and paterfamilias
of the Murugappa Group till he died as 1999 dawned, is
based for the most part on what he himself recorded in
1996, clarifications he gave his grand-daughter Lakshmi
Nagappan during the next couple of years and the con
versations I had with him in mid-1998 over a week spent
at the Iyerpadi guest house, Moulmein1, where he was
hospitality personified, sm ilingly fielded many an
awkward question and was as frank as they come in his
responses. Additional inputs came from several family
members, friends and those who had worked with him
in what was then known as the TI Group, all interviewed
by Lakshmi who also contributed much from the records
she had perused. My role has been merely to put it all
together and narrate a story which, I hope, will not only
be readable but will also hold a lesson or two for busi
nesses in India, particularly family-owned conglomer
ates. This then is the story of A.M.M. Arunachalam's life
as he saw it; there are very few of my views in it.
When the Chairman of the Murugappa Group went into
semi-retirement in 1996, he was determined to record
his memories and his views on business, particularly
family-owned business, for posterity. He got down to it
with a will and much of his early memories were enthu
siastically narrated into the tape-recorder in early 1996.
1 Nam ed after M oulm ein in southern M yanm ar (then Low er Burm a) w here the
seed s for the M urugappa G roup w ere first sown.
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But then came an unexpected blow. His nephew, M.V.
Arunachalam, who he had thought would take over the
steering of the affairs of the Group, fell ill and died in
September 1996. Not only did his personal sorrows
increase but he also had to once again devote time to a
Group in need of an elder at the helm. The tape-recorder
was forgotten in this welter of emotion and the demands
on time. It was not till the end of 1997 that he began to
respond to Lakshmi's coaxings and record now and then
the rest of the story. But his heart was no longer in it. At
Iyerpadi, however, he perked up. It was fascinating to
hear him go back and forth in time as I tried to bridge
the gaps and elicit his views on family and business.
Thereafter he was not in the best of health and could
add little. There may, therefore, be gaps in this story,
but on the whole only those who knew him best may
find it incomplete; it is a fairly comprehensive narration
of a full life of one who hid from the public gaze yet
contributed so much to modern India, particularly the
South.
To enable readers to follow his story more easily, a clari
fication or two is necessary, particularly about names.
The M urugappa Group is named after A.M.M.
A runachalam 's father Dewan Bahadur Murugappa
Chettiar and he will be referred to in the text as Dewan
Bahadur or Murugappa Chettiar. His eldest son will be
the Murugappa of the text and his second son will be
referred to as Vellayan. His third son, A.M.M. Aruna
chalam, will be called as he was best known to most
people, AMM. The third and fourth generations will be
referred to by names in conjunction with initials. And
the family itself, as a four-generation unit, will be called,
after A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar, the A.M.M. Family
or The Family.
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I must also state that this book will not provide detailed
histories of the companies in the Group or look at the
business each is involved in. The focus will as much as
possible be on AMM's role in them and how he saw
each when he was involved with them more closely. It
must be remembered that for over two decades till his
death he was not involved with any of the companies on
a day-to-day basis and more recently not even with a
watching brief. What he paid the greatest attention to in
the last few years of his life was the family's charitable
trusts and other charitable activities he was involved in.
So this is not going to be the story of a business and its
growth; rather, it will be the story of a man to whom
business was one of his many interests.
Finally, a personal note. He was a dozen years younger
than my father and a dozen years older than me.
Therefore, there was never a close relationship with ei
ther, but we did think of him as a friend and well-wisher
of the family. His brothers and my father were friends.
He and I shared a common interest and
concern: Heritage, particularly Madras's, and the need
to preserve it. That interest of his led to the Murugappa
G roup 's support of many of my publications on
Madras. Without that support I would not have been
able to do so much on Madras or create the awareness
about the city that has now been generated. He was
always a source of encouragement and help to whatever
project on the recording of social history I undertook.
Particularly on his own story.
"Put it all down as it was," he told me. "Then let's see
what we'll do with it." Almost all he recorded now sees
the light of day and reaches a wider audience. A bit of
it is kept under wraps for only the present and future
generations of the A.M.M. Family to read. What is
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offered here to the eyes of a wider public will, I am sure,
be not only of interest but of value to them as well. Here
was a man of strong, almost inflexible, principles to
whom the wider family was his single most important
concern. How he built for that family and kept it united
to tend its inheritance is a remarkable story of commu
nity traditions, family values, industrial foresight and
business acumen.

S MUTHIAH
Chennai
August 2000
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A M M and brother M uru g a p p a (righ t), the pioneering industrialists
in M adras

c.

1959.
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Into the mists of time

T

he thick jungle came down to the back garden of
the house on a ledge cut into the mountain. Once it
had been little more than a cottage with a large garden.
In those days, old-timers will tell you, the elephant and
the bison used to come down the slope and feed on the
leaves and grass while keeping a watchful eye on those
who lived in the cottage.
Now the animals had grown fewer, the people around
had grown in numbers and the cottage itself had been
enlarged. An additional wing and a portico had been
added to it and above the portico had been built a
private drawing room from whose three windowed sides
could be seen the green valleys sloping away below, just
beyond garden's edge.
The frail, gaunt man sitting in a favourite chair and look
ing out of the front windows was celebrating 80. Once,
he had been athletically built, of typical Indian height
and litheness, but with the muscle to play a hard game
of tennis or enjoy a boisterous game of 'friendly' cricket.
He had had pointed cheekbones even then, but the cheeks
had not hollowed. In those days, as now, the forehead
was broad, the eyes were piercing, but he smiled a lot
less, except when among some in The Family and friends.
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He had mellowed now and smiled much more, but many
still saw him as stern and forbidding. Now, with 1000
moons behind him, he had become frail, he needed a
stick occasionally and he looked haggard. But his mind
had not failed him nor his memory. He could still hold
firm the reins of one of the biggest conglomerates in
South India. He could also remember how it all began.
As he looked out of the window, he saw the thick mist
slowly rise and the sun begin to burst out of the clouds.
He saw mile after mile, acre upon acre of tea carpet the
slopes and plunge into the valley to rise on the next
slope and vanish into the valley beyond. The silver
oak here and there stood tall and the pluckers, women
in their colourful sarees bundled in sacking to keep
out the cold and the men turbanned in scarves and
warmed by coats or shawls, jabbered in the shade as
they waited to move out on the day's work: gathering
green gold.
The mist lifted and as he watched the pluckers begin
their day's work, his eyes misted and the day became
dim again. In his mind's eye there was the picture of
them shearing the tops of the bushes and filling their
bags at a rapid rate; in memory there remained the
picture of them, only women most of the year in those
days, delicately but nimbly picking with flying fingers
two bright leaves and a bud. Even gathering green gold
had changed.
And as he stared at the change, his mind began to clear.
The change had been one o f keeping up with the times, o f
accepting change and moving into a modern world so that we
could grow. And grow. Moving with the times and growing
... that's what's made this all ours. OURS as fa r as the eye
can see ...
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But as he peered at what lay in front of him, as he looked
forward and saw a future full of growth and promise,
his mind went back ... into the mists of time.
How had it been possible? How had we, born in a tiny village
in the back o f beyond o f Tamil Nadu, come this far? How had
we, born in a parched village in the middle o f nowhere, a
village o f moneylenders or those who worked fo r money
lenders, come to create a variety o f industries, nurture green
gold and care fo r more people in our factories and branches
and plantations than there are people in our village? And how
had we done this through four generations without the rare
ONE among over twenty wanting to go his own way?
A.M.M. Arunachalam's eyes misted again as he looked
back at Pallathur in Chettinad (see overleaf) where his
roots still remained, at a father left on his own going to
Burma to work, and a Family that stayed together and
slowly built up a conglomerate that today spanned sugar
and plantations, fertilisers and ceramics, cycles and metal
tubes, abrasives and construction. And named it the
Murugappa Group. In memory of Dewan Bahadur
Arunachalam Murugappa Murugappa Chettiar who
begat three sons and taught them how to make business
grow.
And as A.M.M. Arunachalam , Chairm an of the
Murugappa Group, looked back from that warm private
drawing room on the first floor of the appropriately
named Iyerpadi Estate guesthouse, Moulmein, Moulmein
in Lower Burma where it all began, he thought ... there
are stories to t e ll... events to recall... may be a lesson or two
to pass on ...
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Chettiar Towns & Villages
M ap
R el.
I.

1
2

N am e of Tow n/
V illa ge

Estim ated
N agarathar
population

P a t h in a r u r V a t t a k a i

A m a rava thi P uthur
A (th a n gu d i) M uth u pa ttin a m

3 A riyaku d i
4 A th a n gu d i
5 C h o kka lin g a p u th u r
6 Kallal
7 K a llu p a tti
8 K a n a d u ka th a n
9 K andanur
10 K a n da n ur/
K otta iyu r A lag a p uri
11 K araikudi
12 K (otham angalam )
L a ksh m ip ura m
13 K o th a m an g a la m
14 K o tta iyu r
15 M a na g iri
16 N a ch ch iyap u ram
17 N em a th a n pa tti
18 P ala va n gu d i
19 P a lla th u r
2 0 P u d uva ya l
21 S iraa va ya l
2 2 U (iyya ko nd a n ) S iruva ya l

100
900
600
1550
600
1700
850
1550
2 60 0
500
10,500
350
1100
2 15 0
300
1100
850
650
3 55 0
2 00 0
400
1700

II.
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

M e lappattur
K o p an a pa tti
K u ruviko n da n p atti
K u lip ira i
M e la sivap u ri
M idh ila ip atti
N ach a n th up a tti
P anayapatti
P (illam angalam ) A lag a p uri
P o n am a ra vathi/P uthu p a tti

1200
900
2 30 0
1600
750
2000
950
1500
1500

32
33
34
35
36
37

R a n g iya m
V a la ya p atti
V eg up a tti
V enthanpatti
V iraya ch ila i
V (irayaohilai) L akshm ipuram

1400
4 50 0
1400
2800
1050
350

III.
38
39
40
41
42
43

M ela Vattakai
(A )a th ika d u T h e kku r
A vinip a tti
K a n da va raya n p atti
K e e la siva lp a tti
M a hip a la n pa tti
N erku p p ai

1400
800
1800
1900
550
2200

M ap
Ref.
44
45
46
47
48

N am e o f Tow n/
V illa ge
P oo la n kurich chi
Sewur
S iruku d a lp a tti
V iram athi
U lagam patti

IV. Kila Vattakai
49
D evakottai
5 0 S h a nm uganathapuram /
51
V.
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

A ravayal
T h a n ich ch ao o ra ni

1100
650
1200
600
700

14,000
1500
20

T h erk u Vattakai
A lava kko ttai
800
A ra nm a n a i S iruvayal
550
C h o kka n atha p u ram
850
C ho la pu ra m
100
K ala iya rm a n g ala m
500
K a n daram anickam
1600
K arunkulam
200
K ila p o on g u di
400
M ath a gu p atti
600
N atara ja pu ra m
400
N (attarasankottai) A la g a p u ri
250
N atta ra san ko tta i
2650
O kku r
450
P a nangudi
100
P a g an e ri
1400
P atta m a n ga la m
450
C he m b a nu r
300
S akkanthi
100
V e triyur
400

V I. K llapp attu r
71 A rim a la m
72 R ayavaram
7 3 K adiapatti/
R am ach a nd ra pu ra m
74

E stim ated
N agarathar
pop u latio n

T h e n ip a tti

VII. N ind akarai Plrlvu
7 5 K on ap a ttu

2 40 0
2300
2500
400

1600

A p p ro x im a te to ta l p o p u la tio n : 1 ,1 0 ,0 0 0 ;
c o u ld b e a s h ig h a s 1 ,2 5 ,0 0 0 , g iv e n a
10-15% e rro r m argin.
Note: D ouble-barrelled n am e s are th o se of
neighbouring tw in villa ge s and are usually
know n b y the first initial com bined w ith the
second name, e.g., A . M uthupattinam .
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CHETTINAD

A ttk sketch map, not to scale

C h ap ter 2

Chettiar ups & downs

F

ew in Tamil Nadu, leave alone the rest of India,
have heard of Pallathur, the village of hollows1. More
are likely to have heard of Chettinad, though few would
be able to locate it, for even the two former principalities
it is sandwiched between, Pudukkottai to the north and
Sivaganga to the south, are little known outside Tamil
Nadu. Chettinad, once 96 villages strong in a 650 square
mile area in southern Tamil Nadu, has now shrunk to 75
villages and is still shrinking. Pallathur is one of the
surviving villages. But unlike many others, it thrives,
mainly due to the interest the A.M.M. Family takes in it,
to the extent of having had one member of The Family
or another on the local Town Board over the decades, as
a commitment to the village where its roots are. The
p o litics of Panchayat Raj may have changed The
Family's role, but not its commitment to Pallathur.
Chettinad is the land of the Chettiars. And that is why
it is known at all in India. For the Chettiars are known
as much for their 19th Century wealth as their 20th
Century industrial eminence. But little known are
several significant facts that have, in the course of the
1Pallam

(T) - depression, hollow; oor (T) = place
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years, not only played a role in the life of the
community but, as will be seen in the pages that follow,
influenced the A.M.M. Family as well.
Chettinad is not a principality, though many outsiders
see it as one; it is, in fact, traditionally a land of rare
social equality though modern values have created new
imbalances based on economic factors and competitive
ness. In 1936, the British granted S.RM.M.A. Annamalai
Chettiar, kin of A.M.M.2 Murugappa Chettiar, the title
Rajah to go with his knighthood, though with no privy
purse. With the abolition of titles after Independence,
both title and hereditary succession, that had rather
uniquely been bestowed, disappeared, but The Family's
pre-eminence remained, solidly based on its wealth, its
various business interests, its contribution to education
and its charities. In the years before World War II some
Chettiars began to dominate the textile, film and bank
ing industries in the South and in the years after the
War others began to play a major role in the plantation
industry and, like the Rajah's and the A.M.M. families,
in more modern industry. The Chettiars, for all their
conservative bashfulness, willy-nilly developed a high
profile in the eyes of the rest of the country. Titled
eminence, even if it be a British title, ensured a higher
profile.
Little known is the fact that while the high profile
Chettiars still give the community an image of wealth,
the community is no longer what it was in the hundred
years between the 1840s and the 1940s, the only period
2T h e C hettiar tradition is for a m an to be know n by his given nam e. Each initial
preceding it is the initial letter of his father's nam e, gran dfath er's nam e and a
couple o f forefathers' nam es. But until recent years, the initial o f th e person's
ow n nam e also figured at the end o f the string o f initials. Thus, the 'A ' here
is fo r 'A n n a m a la i' and the second 'M ' fo r 'M u ru g ap p a', rep etitio n o f the
given nam e.
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whose history can be narrated with any semblance of
being closer to the truth than legend. Few outside the
community — and not many in it — remember the trau
matic years the majority of the community went through
in the years after World War II. Whole families lost
everything, and almost every other family lost substan
tially. And therein lies the most haunting part of Chettiar
history.
Where the Chettiars came from is a mystery of the ages.
The community name that many bear as a suffixed title
indicates that they were traders. Seth or Sait, Shetty or
Chetty, suffixed or prefixed in different parts of India by
different communities, all derive from the Sanskrit
shreshti, a merchant, a member (some say, leader) of a
merchant guild. The Chetty is, therefore, a merchant or
trader and when he adds the suffix -ar to his name, he's
adding an honorific that sets him pedestally apart from
the rest.
There are in Tamil Nadu a score and more different
Chetty/Chettiar communities. But the community to
which the AMM and the S.RM.M.A. clan belong are
known as the N attukkottai Chettiar [the Chettiars
who build forts (kottai) in the places where they live,
(nattu (T) = country)] or Nagarathar (those who live in
towns). These names derive from their oral history. That
oral history itself is not very lucid or substantiated, but
it would appear that over the centuries the Chettiars
moved southwards from somewhere in the north3 and
settled in Kanchipuram in the early Cholas'
Tondaim andalam , later the capital of the Pallava
kingdom. Their migration southwards continued and by
3 Legend even has it as being from Sandhiapuri in N aganadu w hich, som e say,
w as in A ssam and oth ers say w as in the northern reaches o f w hat is now
A ndhra Pradesh.
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the 10th Century they were settled in the new kingdom
of the Cholas, specifically in the great port of Puhar or
Kaveripoompattinam in the Kaveri delta. It was from
this great port that the later Cholas were to send their
conquering fleets and trading ships southwards and
eastwards, taking with them the culture of India to lands
across the seas. The Chettiars, it is narrated, were not
only the ship chandlers for these vessels, but many sailed
with these ships and returned with coral and gemstones,
gem-trading thereafter becoming another of their occu
pations. The widespread use of the names Muthu
(T=pearl) and Vairam (T=diamond) among the Chettiars
is said to derive from this trade of theirs. And the car
rying of a symbolic bag of salt by the bridegroom during
his wedding is linked with another trade the Chettiars
were once in: salt-selling.
All this trade made the Chettiars a prosperous and re
spected community in the Chola kingdom. But then, it is
related, differences arose between the monarch and the
Chettiars, who had been given the right to crown the
Chola kings by one early monarch who had cherished
their contribution to Chola Nadu. It was as much for
their integrity and their respect for law, order and the
rulers as for their jewellers' association with the making
of the crown that they were so honoured. Legend offers
several versions for the differences with those who had
held them in such high esteem, but the end result was
that the Chettiars left Chola Nadu in the 13th Century
and settled in Pandya Nadu at the invitation of King
Sundara Pandian4. Here they established themselves
around the temple in Ilayathankudi5, and in the arid,
parched surroundings of Pandya Nadu lent money to
4 There w ere four Sundara Pandians in the 13th Century.
5 T h is tem ple has a 707 A .D . date attached to it.
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the impoverished farmers to help them raise a crop or
two. Travelling throughout the kingdom, they helped
sell the rice from the Kaveri delta they knew well, they
traded in cotton and salt and also continued to offer
gemstones to those who could afford them. In time they
became the financiers of even the satraps of the Pandya
kingdom, like the Rajahs of Ramanathapuram, Sivaganga
and Pudukottai and the descendants of the Nayaks of
Madurai and Thanjavur.
It was this regal connection with rulers close to the
emerging Raj in the first years of the 19th Century that
led to their being introduced to the new powers in the
land as principled local bankers whose word was their
bond and who believed that what was given must be
returned when promised — with interest. Their assets
were their integrity, an intuitive shrewdness when it came
to money and interest and an inborn ability to assess
honesty in others, it was said of them. They worked
hard, ran risks in alien climes and lived frugally, models
of thrift. Soon, therefore, the Chettiars were invited to
follow the flag, first to the new Imperial capital, Calcutta, then further afield to Ceylon and Burma and on to
the Straits Settlements that were to become Malaysia and
Singapore. Before long, the Dutch wanted them in
Sumatra and Java and the French in Indo-China and
Mauritius. A few Chettiars even travelled to South
Africa!
From the 1860s till well into the 1950s, much of the econo
mies of these countries owed not a little to the Chettiars.
They were the bankers the local people could deal with
in areas where the Western banks seldom reached. And
even in the big cities where the Western banks func
tioned in comfort, many a local businessman, trader or
planter could not get a loan, for his collateral was small.
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It was the Chettiar who came to his rescue and took the
risk. The foreign banks, the seths and saits of India and
even other Chettiar firms lent to the Chettiar, and the
Chettiar in turn would lend to millions in half a dozen
countries in South and Southeast Asia — and earn a
profit through the difference in the rates of interest, say
between 8 or 9 per cent and anything from 18 to 24
per cent.
Sir Harcourt Brown, an officer of the Crown, writing of
the Chettiars' contribution to Burma, said in the 1900s,
"Without the assistance of the Chettiar banking system,
Burma would never have achieved the wonderful
achievements of the last 30 to 35 years ... The Burman
today is a much wealthier man than he was 25 years ago
and for this state of things the Chettiar deserves his share
of thanks." At this time in history, Chettiar investments
overseas was estimated to be Rs.2000 million, a third of
it in Burma alone — a fabulous sum in today's monetary
terms. The plantation economy in Ceylon, the rice culti
vation and exports of Burma and Indo-China, the devel
opment of the rubber plantations and tin mines of Ma
laya and the success of the ports of Colombo and Singa
pore owed much to the Nagarathar.
For a hundred years the system worked and millions in
many an Asian country benefited. There was work for
the rural poor, the landowners grew richer, many a plan
tation owner became a person of eminence and the for
eign banks seldom failed to get their money back. The
Chettiars repaid borrowings, often acquired land and
property, occasionally made investments, earned and lost
money and always kept returning home to those deso
late villages that they began developing as towns with
the money brought back. Trust and regard enabled a
fine relationship to develop between lender and bor-
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rower. But the Great Depression changed things. When
borrowers were unable to pay, some of the bigger lend
ers resorted to foreclosures. And as they acquired land
and property overseas, they gained the image in those
countries of the classical usurer. Usurers are not the
favourite people of the majority. And, so, hatred grew.
Few Chettiars remained loved in the lands that were
their temporary homes and most would have been sent
back and their businesses taken over if it had not been
for the fact that they stayed in temporary domicile as the
favoured of the colonial powers. The few who were
appreciated may have been allowed to stay but they were
never going to be considered one with the soil.
But if the Chettiars were aliens in strange lands that
they thought of as second homes — and many did in
fact have second homes in these strange lands through
local liaisons — it was because they never lost sight of
the fact that home was some little village in Chettinad.
Curiously, it is a sentiment felt even today, from the
richest to the poorest, even if the commitment of years
past has diminished. After every trip abroad in that
halcyon past, the Chettiar would return to the village,
give a percentage of profits to temples and charities, build
mansions that looked like fortresses in the wilderness,
invest in jewellery, silver and gold, and household goods,
and spend lavishly on offering unsurpassed hospitality
at the celebration of family rituals.
Three things derailed the Chettiar gravy-train. First, there
was the failure of the leading private bankers in Madras,
Arbuthnot & Co., in 1906. Several Chettiar families with
investments in the firm lost heavily and had to reduce
their business activities. Then came the Great Depres
sion, which affected both their borrowings and their
earnings. Many more firms had to close down, several
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mansions that were being built remained unfinished,
employers had to compete with employees for work.
A consequence of this was a greater competitiveness, in
the process of which there were greater efforts to win
the favours of the ruling powers and their local repre
sentatives, and a reduction of the bond among Chettiars
on such matters as uniform interest rates. Nevertheless,
much of the community survived the Crash and began
to build anew on the same foundations, though more
individualistically. But with a difference. From the Thir
ties, in many instances, foreclosure or forfeiture became
the rule and, as a result, the Chettiars began to acquire
land and property in lands across the seas — as well as
the dislike, even detestation of the local population, those
affected most as well as the envious rest. The third blow
virtually finished off a good part of the community.
With India's independence the writing was on the wall.
And as country after country where the Chettiars did
business became free, the first persons to feel the conse
quences of the hidden passions released were the
Chettiars. The latent hatred against the usurer surfaced
now that there was no one to protect him and by the
1950s the Chettiars had to leave Burma, where more than
half the community's investment was, Sumatra, IndoChina and Ceylon. They stayed on in Malaysia and Sin
gapore, but it was a few decades before prosperity was
to come to that part of the world and they could partake
of it. Thus, there were nearly three decades when what
was once a prosperous community struggled to survive.
Today, 25 years later, it is still coming out of that long
drawn-out trauma that affected about 70,000 people and
that the rest of India remained totally unaware of.
As AMM remembers it, "Very few had been prudent
enough to see the writing on the wall. And so the
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majority of Chettiars had kept all their investments in
the overseas basket. Very few had anything in India to
draw on. Fewer still had the will to do anything new
with what they had in India. We were lucky that we had
transferred much to India. And that the elders in the
family were farsighted enough to see that the new India
would need manufactured products. It was with tubular
furniture and abrasive paper branded 'Ajax' that we
began. Of the fortunate few we were the only family to
prove somewhat more venturesome."
Most others with the wherewithal to build anew in India
did not prove as venturesome. They stuck to low level
employment or business they knew — money-lending
and financing, small trading and textile mills — but for
the majority their world had collapsed. What was stored
in the great mansions was sold off ... even the muchfavoured Ravi Varma reproductions of gods, goddesses
and mythological figures fetched a price ... then some of
the silver and gold and even bits and pieces of the jew
ellery, then the mansions or parts of them, a new breed
of 'antique' buyers having a field day with intricately
carved teak and satinwood and rosewood, sculpted pil
lars and polished black granite. Today, over 20 villages
have vanished, a few more are vanishing and the rest
have from a few to half their Chettiar homes standing as
stark, gutted memorials to bitterly recalled prosperity
and gracious living. And still the buildings come down,
many still live in respectable poverty in homes that are
little better than empty shells, and it's not unusual to
find a Chettiar begging for a handout or a job, any job,
for his son.
There is, however, on the whole a brightening of faces
and a lightening of spirits in the last 20 years. Three
major Chettiar banks that had grown from the Thirties
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and Forties and Fifties provided employment opportu
nities aplenty till nationalisation. The Murugappa Group,
the 20 or so mills and other industries, including the
film industry, provided employment at various levels.
The favoured Chettiar retail businesses of paper and
pharmaceuticals and textiles, all helped by the three
banks, provided job opportunities. And money-lending
at the local level was in vogue again. So, as in the past,
the Chettiars moved out again... but now into different
areas in South India and, somewhat differently from the
past, began sinking roots in these new places. Homes in
Chettinad became accommodation for occasional family
functions, a place to visit for a day or two a couple of
times a year.
Simultaneously with employment there came education.
A new India provided opportunities for education that
did not exist in British India. Chettiars who had been
satisfied with teaching their children the Three R-s at
home, particularly the third R, now saw education of a
different sort providing opportunities in the New India
and even abroad. In the Thirties, S.RM.M.A. Annamalai
Chettiar, who was to become the Rajah6 before long,
had developed a school in Chidambaram into Annamalai
University. For many years its focus was on Tamil and
the Arts and it was one of the cradles of the Dravidian
movement which now dominates Tamil Nadu politics.
Slowly, it moved into the sciences and the applied sci
ences. But by then it had acquired a reputation as a
university for all Tamils, with no special favours for
Chettiars, though in the early years it had turned out a
lot of Chettiar academics and scholars. Its location in
6 For the sake of convenience, S.RM .M .A . A nnam alai C hettiar w ill b e referred
to a s R ajah throughout th e rest o f this narrative, even though he w as bestow ed
th e title only in 1936.
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Chidambaram also added to the cost of living of impov
erished Chettiar students. It was in post-Independence
India that RM. Alagappa Chettiar, a barrister from the
Inns of Court, London, who had turned speculator in a
nascent share and commodities market, started several
colleges in Karaikudi, the market town of Chettinad. To
day, the Alagappa colleges have grown into a univer
sity. But what they, particularly the Engineering college,
did for Chettiar students living in subsistence homes has
been one of the major factors in the revival of the com
munity. The Murugappa Group has long had links with
this institution. "We didn't get into higher education at
the time because India still did not offer enough oppor
tunities to the graduates; we felt primary and secondary
education, especially for the children of those working
for us and in the neighbourhoods where we had sunk
new roots, were more im portant. But we backed
Alagappa Chettiar because we saw that he was giving
the less fortunate Chettiars the maximum opportunities
possible at the time," AMM explained.
Today, the sons and daughters of those post-Independence Chettiar graduates from Annamalai, of the first
graduates from Alagappa, of those who went into mun
dane workaday jobs in banks and factories and of those
who started small retailing operations, are leading a
revival of the community. Today they are entering the
ranks of professionals throughout India and in a com
munity 125,000 strong, more than 5000 are working in
countries around the world. The professionals abroad
earn handsomely, but unlike in the past little is ploughed
back into the land from where they had sprung, neither
in houses nor in education nor in social service. "Not
even for a temple!" Many feel savings repatriated to India
only depreciate or are ill-spent. No more are there the
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ties with Chettinad that the pioneers who went to South
and Southeast Asia had. A "self-centred" Western men
tality, "a level of selfishness", has crept in, thought AMM.
There is still a substantial part of the community suffer
ing from the shocks of the Great Depression and the
nationalism of Independence in South and Southeast
Asia, but by and large the community has become a
professionalised, employment-oriented one, a part of
India's burgeoning middle class. Few however have
ventured into industry and even fewer among them have
scaled the heights. Not THE biggest, but perhaps the
most successful, achieving success entirely through self
generated financing, has been the Murugappa Group.
"The Great Depression and the post-War happenings,
especially in Burma, had shattered the venturesome spirit
of the Chettiars," felt AMM, explaining why the Chettiars
who had investments in India in those dark post-1947
days had not struck out boldly into the industrial dawn
that beckoned. "The 19th Century and early 20th Cen
tury generations of Chettiars were as courageous a band
of adventurers as you would find. Imagine living in an
isolated village in foreign climes, one or two among
hundreds of people far removed from you in every way,
not knowing the language well, having to tend substan
tial amounts of cash in not particularly safe houses or
carry bags of cash ten kilometres or more through jungle
tracts ... they were a different type of people as they
built the fortunes that we benefited from. But as the
fortunes grew, many in later generations, particularly
those who sent out agents, grew softer. The traumatic
events of the Thirties and Forties and Fifties were shat
tering. They could not cope. And they took the easy way
out; they became conservative, sought low-level employ
ment, and were satisfied with making a little money on
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the side by lending to others, or developed businesses
that gave them safe returns. Fortunately for us, Father
never lost his adventurousness; 'Take a chance/ he would
say, and gave us our head, encouraging us all the way.
In many ways we're still conservative, even in business.
But we still take a chance from time to time to keep
growing."
It was this "loss of enthusiasm for taking risks" that
prevented the few Chettiars who could from branching
into Industry. When they went into textiles, they went
into something safe like spinning and selling yarn. They
were not willing to venture into weaving, printing and
retailing and, so, they could not grow big. The succes
sive traumas also reduced their confidence in themselves,
in their ability to take business risks, in their judgement
of people and in their intuitive feel for numbers.
Through good times and bad, however, one tradition of
the Chettiars has stood firm. And that is the clan system,
each clan a group of pangalis. Ilayathankudi, as already
mentioned, was the first temple the Chettiars established
in Pandya Nadu. It is 25 km north of Karaikudi, the
market town of the Chettiars today. As the community
grew, new clan temples were established and in some of
the bigger clans sub-clans were established. Today, there
are Ilayathankudi, Mathur, Vairavanpatti, Iranikovil,
P illaiyarpatti, Nemam, Iluppakudi, Soorakudi and
Velankudi. And Ilayathankudi and Mathur have seven
sub-clans each and Vairavanpatti three.
Clan traditions forbid marriages within the clan or even
the sub-clan. When a girl gets married, she becomes a
member of her husband's clan. For a wedding to be
formalised and accepted, garlands have to come from
the respective clan temples of the bride and bridegroom.
It is only on marriage according to this tradition that a
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young man is accepted as a member of his clan temple
(a familied adult, a pulli). Adoption is practised when a
couple does not have a son. The adopted boy must come
from the same clan or sub-clan as his parents-to-be.
Attendance at all family rituals is mandatory for the close
pangalis. In fact, a token contribution (moi), more often
than not as small as a quarter of a rupee, is paid by a
pulli as a symbol of participation and is recorded as a
token of continuance of clan kinship and unity. In the
past, the elders of each clan/sub-clan formed a powerful
group that often settled property and financial disputes
as well as ruled in cases of transgression of clan tradi
tions. The power of the conclave of clan elders may be
waning, but in a conservative community social com
ment plays a major role in keeping even the most mod
ern in line. Sadly, this unity has never been translated
into working for the common good and, as a conse
quence, while the community stands united socially, it
remains individualised on economic grounds, with a
united family the ideal rather than a united clan or com
munity. But even the united family is an ideal few
Chettiar families achieve. Among those who remain a
united family and a model for the community are the
Murugappa family whose paterfamilias was AMM till
he passed away as 1999 dawned.
About 12 km west of Karaikudi is Pallathur, home of the
Murugappa family who belong to the Pattinaswami sub
clan of the Ilayathankudi Temple. Descended from a com
mon ancestor are four families in Kanadukathan, five
kilometres to the east, and the Murugappa family of
Pallathur. It is related that this ancestor, Vellayan
C hettiar, lived in Ayangudi, a sm all village near
Rayavaram in what was later to become Pudukkottai
State. Around 1760, his five sons migrated to what was
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becoming British India, four of them to Kanadukathan
and the fifth to Pallathur, villages about 20 km south
and with more facilities than Ayangudi. The Chettiars
from Kaveripoompattinam had originally settled in agri
cultural villages, like Ayangudi, and financed the farm
ers. But feeling isolated in these rural areas, the Chettiars
from half a dozen such areas would band together and
move to larger villages, like Kanadukathan and Pallathur,
and establish a fairly large Chettiar quarter in them.
The Kanadukathan-Pallathur families are the conveningpangalis and over the decades have maintained close
social ties with each other while going their separate
ways in business. These families from the two neigh
bouring villages have also, because of their commitment
to education, their success in business and their involve
ment with politics and civic affairs wherever they have
been, always had a high profile in the world outside
Chettinad, which in many ways has been responsible for
the wide-view of the Chettiars being a very successful
community, a view rather removed from the facts.
Another consequence of this neighbourliness has been
that in times past, when transport was a problem, mar
riages were arranged with families from different clans
but who were friends and neighbours in neighbouring
villages. The Kanadukathan-Pallathur pangalis seldom
went out of the 30 km Kothamangalam, Kanadukathan,
Pallathur, Kottaiyur, Kandanur and Karaikudi stretch for
a spouse. The result is that, with this group's high pro
file, many an outsider sees all Chettiars as having inter
married amongst kin. Today, the search for brides and
bridegrooms spreads much farther afield, especially if
higher education is sought, but the image does not seem
to change of these once closely-linked KanadukathanPallathur families.
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The Kanadukathan-Pallathur pangalis start with the five
sons of Vellayan Chettiar. One record has Sathappan as
the eldest and Arunachalam the second of five
broth
ers. Another record-keeper says Vellayan Chettiar had
two wives and Arunachalam was born to the second
wife, which is why he went his separate way to Pallathur.
Sathappan had four sons, V ellayan, Annam alai,
Ramaswami and Chidambaram. Through the Vellayan
family has come the 'Colombo' Subbiah Chettiar family,
through Annamalai has descended the S.A.A. family, the
first to start cycle manufacture, and the S.A.P. family
who founded the largest-circulating Tamil magazine
Kumudam, and through the Ramaswami family has
descended the M.CT. family, founders of the Indian Over
seas Bank and United India Insurance, the M.RM.RM.
family (Ramanathan, who was a Mayor of Madras and
an MP), and the Rajah Sir Annamalai Chettiar family.
Arunachalam who migrated to Pallathur was the forefa
ther of the Murugappa family. The Murugappa family
tree, shorn of all the other kin, is as shown on the next
page.
Note how the Chettiar tradition of the eldest son getting
his paternal grandfather's name and the younger son
getting his father's name runs through the A.M.M.
Family lineage. This practice is followed with girls
getting their paternal grandmother's name and their
mother's name. Occasionally, names are given in similar
fashion from the maternal side to the younger children.
There are, however, individual exceptions to the prac
tice based on circumstance.
It was from money-lending and trading that A.M.M.
Murugappa Chettiar laid the foundation for the Fami
ly 's fortunes. A.M.M . M urugappa, V ellayan and
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Vellayan Chettiar

Arunachalam

Sathappan

M urugappan
Arunachalam

Three other
brothers

Palaniappan

M urugappan
Ramanathan

Arunachalam

M urugappa (Chettiar)

M urugappa Vellayan Arunachalam
M uthiah7 Arunachalam M urugappan
(adopted) M urugappan Alagappan
Subbiah
M = Arunachalam
A = Arunachalam
M urugappan Venkatacnalam
A = Vellayan
A = Venkatachalam
S = Vellayan

7V ellay an's second

son
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Arunachalam did something completely different from
what Chettiars had traditionally done; they moved into
industry. A.M.M. Murugappa got an industrial conglom
erate going and A.M.M. Arunachalam nurtured it into
one of South India's biggest industrial groups. Today,
children and grandchildren target m oving the
Murugappa Group from a Rs.3700 crore8 to a Rs.10,000
crore turnover company in ten years. A good part of
how the foundations were laid for such dreams is the
story of this book, the AMM story.

8 O n e crore = 10 m illion; lak h = 100,000

C h ap ter 3
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hat the genealogists describe as the A.M.M.
Family is how The Family has been known for a
few generations before A.M.M. Arunachalam's birth. It
wasn't the most prosperous of families, but it was
godfearing and hardworking and, so, its banking busi
nesses in Pollachi (where the business still continues),
Erode and Salem, western Tamil Nadu towns in the
shadow of the hills where tea and coffee grow, pros
pered. Comfortably off, The Family built a house at the
south end of Pallathur, near the temple. And to that
house Arunachalam Murugappa Chettiar brought his
three sons, Arunachalam, Ramanathan and Murugappa,
the last named showing no signs as a child of being
honoured with those then-coveted British Indian titles,
Rao Bahadur and Dewan Bahadur.
It was to The Family firm in Pollachi that the young
Murugappa (Chettiar), called Kasi by all, was sent. There,
between learning the basics of business and going to
school, he began to participate in bullock cart racing
demonstrating a streak of daring in one so young. Back
in Pallathur with an incomplete education, he came
under the care of his stepm other, who was from
Rayavaram. Adaikammai, called Omayal by all, she was
to have no children and virtually 'adopted' the youngest
member of the family, who was much younger than his
two brothers. Arunachalam Murugappa Chettiar had the
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three boys and three daughters by his first wife, who
was from Kothamangalam. When she died, he married
again to have someone look after the children. Omayal
Achi was to devote the rest of her life to them, particu
larly to the youngest, Kasi.
In time, with the passing away of their father the three
brothers were to go their own ways and establish them
selves as prosperous businessmen in different fields. But
each at a young age showed a streak of independence
and followed his star. The Dewan Bahadur-to-be saw
his overseas. Burma was where the Chettiars were
making their first fortunes and it was to that province of
British India that he went with his maternal uncle in the
late 19th Century. He was only 14.
It was a rigorous training the uncle gave his teenaged
nephew in Prome, not far north of Rangoon. Starting
with counting money and mentally calculating the inter
est, the young apprentice also started learning the finer
details about Chettiar banking practices, including dou
ble-entry book-keeping which was an ancient Chettiar
tradition, not one introduced by the British. But he also
did something different from Chettiar banking tradition
in Burma; encouraged by his uncle, he learnt the Bur
mese language. Before long, he was fluent in its collo
quial versions. And this was to stand him in good stead
in later years.
Murugappa Chettiar, as he will be called hereafter, was
18 when he returned to India and announced that he
was going back to Burma to seek his fortune. His brother
Ramanathan already had an interest in Burma and the
eldest, Arunachalam, was doing very well in the princely
state of Cochin where he was not only in banking but
also trading in salt and tiles and becoming close to the
Cochin Royal Family.
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When Murugappa Chettiar returned to Burma, he did
what many a Chettiar did; he went to work for a more
affluent Chettiar, not merely to improve his grasp of the
banking business but also to develop contacts.
Murugappa Chettiar joined one of the biggest banking
firms in Moulmein in Lower Burma, the AL.AR.1 firm
that belonged to the Zamindar of the largest Chettiar
village, Devakkottai. In a few years, he had not only
worked his way up but had also helped to develop the
firm greatly, his knowledge of Burmese helping improve
local relations considerably. Differences, however, arose
between Murugappa Chettiar and the AL.AR. family
during the visit of one of the proprietors. He thought
that Murugappa had overstretched the firm. He was also
unhappy that his enterprising 'agent' was doing some
moneylending on his own. Married by now, he was using
the money his wife had brought as her dower. Other
Chettiars in the Moulmein area helped to settle the
differences and the AL.AR. family decided to pull out of
the firm that Murugappa Chettiar seemed to be running
as his own. To make possible the takeover, Murugappa
Chettiar had to bring in a few partners. The firm now
took the name A.M.M.RM. because one of the partners,
a kinsman, was a Ramanathan (RM.), who had a sub
stantial investment in it. But all did not run smoothly in
the partnership, particularly as Murugappa Chettiar did
not see eye to eye with Ramanathan Chettiar. So,
Murugappa Chettiar bought his partners out one by one,
but the firm remained the A.M.M.RM. firm for years. By
the end of the Great War, he was the sole proprietor of
the firm, by then the biggest private bankers in Lower
Burma.
1 M an y C hettiars m ade one initial tw o to avoid confusion in the nam es they
stand for. In th is instance, A L stands for A lagappan and A R for A runachalam .
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During the nearly two decades he was establishing him
self in Burma, Murugappa Chettiar visited India fre
quently and raised a family. His first child was a girl
Valli and his second was his first son Murugappa. Then
followed Vellayan, another girl Meenakshi, yet another
girl, who died young, then Omayal — who died tragi
cally in an aircrash with her only family, a son and a
daughter-in-law — Annapoorani, AMM, another boy —
he too died young — and the youngest girl, Sivagami.
Most of them were brought up in the house the Dewan
Bahadur-to-be built north of the ancestral house when
he and his brothers decided to go their own ways.
The main highway runs North-South through Pallathur
and to the east of it are the grand Chettiar homes of
what was in the first half of the 20th Century one of the
most prosperous Chettiar villages of the time. Homes
built to stretch from street to street, homes built around
three or four courtyards joined together, homes through
which you could see from front door to the rear. Stretch
ing from the second street, now M.KR. Street, to the first
street parallel to the highway was the house that the
founder built. It remains a handsome house, its huge
dining hall its most striking feature. Across from it,
stretching from M.KR. Street to an entrance on what is
now A.M. Street, is the second, even more splendid
house, Rama Vilas, that Murugappa Pere built to wel
come his third son, Arunachalam, the AMM of this book.
This house, 70 years old as these lines are written, is
kept in splendid condition by the Family, the black gran
ite pillars and white-marble-and-black-granite rhombuses
on the floor shining bright, the doors throughout the
building polished to gleam, everywhere a state of spot
less cleanliness rare to find in Chettinad nowadays but
here bespeaking a constant maintenance that reflects
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care and attention and a proud acknowledgement of roots
in this village in the middle of a desolate nowhere. AMM,
who was born in this new house on March 1, 1918, took
particular pride in maintaining it immaculately as a
showpiece of what the artisans of Chettinad were once
capable of. The most skilled asaris (carpenters) earned
2½ annas2 a day for some of the most exquisite woodcarving in India!
In this house, Murugappa Chettiar's family was brought
up by his wife — Rajah Sir Annamalai's sister's daugh
ter — and his step-mother. In fact, running house for the
large family as well as kin who stayed with them was a
full-time occupation for AMM's mother, so the children
were more cared for by Grandmother Omayal, their
father's stepmother, than by their busy mother. Amongst
the kin, and brought up as another brother, was the
eldest girl Valli's son, M.K.Ramaswami, whom the
family called Govindan and whom we will meet in these
pages later.
In those initial years the family was not particularly
wealthy. Murugappa Chettiar, a man of great self-confi
dence, knew how to make money and enjoy it. It was his
wife, a soft-spoken person but with great self-discipline,
who inculcated thrift in the family and made both ends
not only meet but also stretch further by doing things
like rearing cattle and selling milk. This — and a good
cook — ensured hearty meals every day. She also
ensured that the basic needs of all were met; none ever
wanted and life was comfortable and happy for a large
brood rather pampered by their stepmother.
While the family was growing up during the first quar
ter of the 20th Century, Murugappa Chettiar still spent
2 A bout 15 paise today.
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a considerable part of his time in Burma. But from the
time he took over the A.M.M.RM. firm, around the time
AMM was born, he began to spend more time in India
and the firm was managed by trusted agents. The
success of the Moulmein firm, and that it never had any
real management problems, was "in many ways due to
the fact that Father knew the Burmese language well",
AMM felt. His father thought it was because of the son
he did not expect after four daughters. He was over
joyed with AMM's birth and when his luck began to
turn, he attributed it entirely to AMM. And so AMM,
nearly 16 years younger than his brothers, was petted by
all. One consequence was that he spent more time with
the toys all in the family gave him than on his books.
AMM, Murugappa Chettiar was to tell a friend in later
years, is the lucky one, Vellayan is the ambitious,
venturesome, business-minded one, and Murugappa is
the sobering influence who argues with us all and makes
us see what we might miss by being over-enthusiastic.
Murugappa, all in the family agree, was the one who
kept telling them all that they needed always to settle
their differences amongst themselves and never speak of
them to the world.
W hether it was because of M urugappa C hettiar's
Burmese, his bonhomie or his business foresight, he
became close friends with one of the leading families in
Moulmein, the Wong Pae family. U. Thwin, the elder
brother in this family, and Wong Pae, the younger, owned
the Moulmein Electric Supply Company apart from
being major stockists of a variety of imported goods,
particularly electrical items. The MESC account helped
the A.M.M.RM. bank's finances and prestige consider
ably. It was an association that was to prove of great
help to the Family in later years when Thwin moved to
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Rangoon, and became an important personage in the
capital, his eminence recognised with a knighthood. But
the link between the two families was more than merely
business. The brothers considered Murugappa Chettiar
a member of the family and he reciprocated by finding
a bride for Wong Pae's son, U Thwin. She was from the
Shan States and her family were clients of the A.M.M.RM.
firm.
With business in Burma thriving and new business
being opened in Malaya and Ceylon, Murugappa Chettiar
left much of their management to his three sons and
began to develop new business in India. It was almost as
though he had a premonition that a solid foundation
had to be laid for business in India if anything
happened to the A.M.M. interests overseas. It was a
foresight few other Chettiars had.
With several Chettiars entering the textile industry in
Coimbatore in the 1930s, and friendly as he was with
the Naidus who were also moving into the industry,
Murugappa Chettiar decided to move to Coimbatore as
much for business as for his health. And there he
entered the yarn business and was hugely successful at
buying yarn even at a premium and selling at prices that
left him with a handsome margin. When World War II
broke out, yarn control helped his business even more.
But when Japan swept through the East, he sensed a
new opportunity and moved to Trivandrum. This was
in the numerous rubber smallholdings of 25-50 acre
extent in Kerala. The Japanese sweep in the East had
made Ceylon and Kerala the only two major suppliers
of rubber the Allies could rely on. Every pound of
rubber was vital for the War effort. Seeing that the
estates of the smallholders were well-maintained and
that their produce was tapped judiciously and reached
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the market in good condition was what Murugappa
Chettiar ensured during his Trivandrum days.
My father always had foresight but more importantly he
was ever ready to dare, recalled AMM. "In fact, if there
was anything about him that we brothers worried about
was the extent of his ever-readiness to take a chance;
this even took the form of gambling on the races. He
owned a few horses, but he was much more interested
in betting. And his bets were quite big. In later years it
became quite worrying and the three of us spoke to him
about our concerns. We were very happy to find him
slowing down with his bets, thereafter," narrated AMM.
The gambling streak was not passed down, but the
willingness to dare was. And the subsequent family saga
was one of looking ahead, sensing an opportunity even
if they did not know the business, moving in, learning
all about it as they consolidated, and then building on
these foundations. "Father indeed set a good example
for us in being venturesome and in learning from expe
rience," AMM said looking back.
There was another aspect to Murugappa Chettiar's
gambling streak. Many a Chettiar took a vicarious
pleasure in his losses at the races. And one who did was
a friend who appeared to get a kick out of it; Sir
Annamalai Chettiar would always insist that his niece's
husband should not be disturbed on race days or when
he was studying the form book, recalled AMM. "Leave
him alone with his preoccupation," the Rajah would say.
The relationship between Murugappa Chettiar and the
Rajah was a curious love-hate one. All their lives they
remained close friends, their families married into each
other's whenever kinship permitted, yet they were not
the best of business rivals and were often willing to take
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each other on in the Courts. Perhaps the bitterest of these
cases was the one they fought in the early 1930s over the
venerable S.A.RM. firm in Mandalay, a firm that belonged
solely to AMM's aunt (his mother's sister) and her three
sons and which had run into difficulties. To stop the run
on the firm, Vellayan thought the AMM firm should help
as it was fairly flush with funds at the time. But
Murugappa Chettiar said 'No'. He foresaw the plight
The Family's firm might be in if there was a run on it
too. But all he could say in his telegram to Vellayan was
a blunt 'NO'. And Vellayan accepted the decision, though
he didn't like it. That is the kind of family discipline that
ensured the unity of The Family and helped it to grow
the way it has, recalled one of AMM's sisters of this
difficult period.
In the event, the Court held that Murugappa Chettiar
was not responsible for the S.A.RM. firm's liabilities to
the Indian Bank. But a whispering campaign set in motion
against Murugappa Chettiar did him no good. He was
under tremendous pressure as, first, the banks and pri
vate bankers began to seek the return of monies they
had lent Murugappa firms. It was at this time that
Murugappa Chettiar not only discovered who his friends
were but which of them would be willing to support
him as well. With their help he weathered the storm, but
he also realised that he would always have to cover his
flanks as he found too many who preferred to work
against him or, at least, watch what went on without
getting involved.
Murugappa Chettiar, for his part, was not prepared to
let matters rest. He demonstrated what is recognised as
a family characteristic: a willingness to meet a challenge
head on. And so when an opportunity presented itself to
take on the Rajah, narrated AMM, he threw himself heart
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and soul into a case a kinsman of his, as well as of the
Rajah, had filed against the latter. Eventually the case
was settled without it going to trial.
Once settlement was reached, Vaidyasubramania Iyer,
the Rajah's personal adviser, urged both sides to call off
twisting each other's tail and agree to work, if not with
each other, at least not against each other. His advice
was taken and they agreed that they would not interfere
in each other's businesses but would, instead, strictly
mind their own businesses. Over 50 years later, the
unwritten understanding stands and the two families go
their own ways in business. In AMM's view this accord
was "the best thing to happen to us. From then on,
Father did not spare any time for any of the Rajah's
business, either as a friend or as a rival, and became
fully engaged with my brothers in our business. It made
a big difference to us."
But if the rivalry ended between the two elders, peace
appeared to be some way away in the next generation.
This time the rivalry was between Rajah Sir Muthiah
(Rajah Sir Annamalai's eldest son) and Dewan Bahadur
Murugappa Chettiar's eldest son, Murugappa. And once
again the problem arose over the Indian Bank, that
Chettiar-funded bank that arose from the ashes of the
Arbuthnot Bank crash. This too sorted itself out in time
with the Murugappa family deciding to pay greater
attention to the business it was getting into at this time
than to the fortunes of the Indian Bank.
Despite these public displays of differences between each
other, the two families maintained impeccable kinship
relationships as well as, at the seniormost level, a warm
friendship and regard. Murugappa Chettiar was a regu
lar caller on Rajah Sir Annamalai and they would spend
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hours gossiping about other Chettiars, discussing kin
ship relationships and politics. In fact, it was the Rajah
who got Murugappa Chettiar to join the Justice Party,
the forerunner of the Dravidian and regional political
parties and the first non-Congress Party to come to power
in a Province in India. Curiously, despite their anti-Brahmin political stance, both depended considerably on
Brahmins for much advice.
This friendly equation also led to AMM marrying
Lakshmi, the daughter of Rajah Annamalai's eldest
daughter who was married into the P.M.A. House in
Kottaiyur. The two daughters of Rajah Annamalai's
youngest daughter, the wife of C.V.CT.V. Venkatachalam
Chettiar of Kanadukathan, married M.V. Arunachalam
and M.M. Muthiah. Apart from marriage, kinship rela
tions were also scrupulously maintained.
The most significant outcome of this curious relation
ship was the acquisition of a vast acreage in Kotturpuram
in 1926 that the Rajah-to-be and Murugappa Chettiar
divided up. The property, once called Nawab's Gardens,
had been owned by the Nawab of the Carnatic before it
was sold to a British merchant. He was looking for a
buyer and S. Sankaran, one of the two sons of Justice
Subramania Aiyar, bought the property in the early 20s.
Sankaran, who liked the good life, had heard it bandied
about in his club circles that the Nizam of Hyderabad
was looking for a prime property in Madras to add to
those he had in Bombay and Ooty in British India. Look
ing to turn a fast buck, Sankaran planned to buy the
property and immediately sell it to the Nizam. Unfortu
nately for him, the whimsical Nizam changed his mind
about buying a property in Madras and Sankaran was
left saddled with the commitments he had through
borrowings from the Rajah's firm and the A.M.M. firm.
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Both Nawab's Gardens and urban and rural property in
Madurai had been pledged to the two firms and when
Sankaran declared insolvency, they brought all of it
into court auction sometime in 1924-25, bid for it and
adjusted it against the loans. The two families then
divided up the property — the Madurai property went
to the A.M.M . Fam ily (in the subsequent Fam ily
partition it fell to AMM who later sold it), the Madurai
village with about 40 acres of cultivable lands went
to the Rajah's family and the two families agreed to
share the Kotturpuram property. Unfortunately, title
had to await the death of Lady Subramania Aiyar,
in whose name the property was. So the division too
had to wait.
In those days there was no approach road to the prop
erty from the town end. You had to cross the Adyar by
boat or come round to what was called Elliott's Beach
Road (now Sardar Patel Road) and walk from there
through the scrub wilderness. During World War II, Lady
Subramania Aiyar had rented the property to the British
Army and it was used as an officers' rest home. Title
came to the two firms at War's end, Lady Subramania
Aiyar having died by then. In 1947, Rajah Annamalai
Chettiar and Murugappa Chettiar visited the area and
agreed on the spot to divide the area. The Rajah sug
gested drawing lots, Murugappa Chettiar said take
whichever side you want, and the Rajah chose the side
with the old garden house and its by now dilapidated
garden. The slight difference in acreage they agreed to
adjust in value. They also agreed to leave space for a
road between the two halves. Sixty feet, said the Rajah;
eighty, said Murugappa Chettiar and eighty it was — a
decision whose wisdom is being appreciated only in the
1990s.
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With no proper access to the property, development was
not possible. But when partition in the Rajah's family
gave
the
property
to
his
youngest
son,
M.A. Chidambaram, he decided to build a new garden
house there. In 1961, M.A. Chidambaram had the
grihapravesam for his house and by then had laid the
road to it — Adyar House Road (a sign stood till re
cently on a stretch of it), now much widened as Gandhi
Mandapam Road.
Both families thereafter did commence some develop
ment in the area, but the major development was by the
Government in the early 70s. The properties of both fami
lies extended down to the Adyar River's edge, but be
tween that edge and the course of the river were acres
of dry scrub and Government decided to raise tenements
for the Low Income Groups, much against the advice of
both families, who pointed out that the space being built
on was riverbank and riverbed. Government however
was confident the river, even in spate, would not spread
this wide and, so, it raised its flats. Two bad floods in
the Eighties forced it to strengthen the embankments of
the river. By that time, the land ceiling laws had led to
greater development of the area and when the bridge
across the Adyar was opened in the late Eighties,
Kotturpuram became one of the better addresses in the
City, The A.M.M. Family, who helped develop the north
ern half, have left their mark in the names of several
roads here.
While Murugappa Chettiar could be jovial when chat
ting with the Rajah or pampering the young AMM, he
generally wore a stern visage and was looked on as a bit
of a martinet. But there was a soft corner in him that
often expressed itself in surprising ways. AMM remem
bered the occasion in 1947 when as a young man he had
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been invited by M.CT.M. Chidambaram Chettiar to join
him during a visit to England. AMM had never been to
England and was eager to make the trip. This poignant
story is best told in AMM's own words:
"I spoke to my brother Murugappa and then began to
make my arrangements for the trip. Father was in
Bangalore at the time. He had not been well for some
time and had moved from Coimbatore to Bangalore's
better climate. I went there to tell him about the trip and
my plans for it. I was surprised to find that Father was
not enthusiastic about my plans and it was evening before
my pleadings succeeded in getting a reluctant 'yes' from
him.
"I slept soundly that night, but suddenly awoke around
midnight to the sound of sobbing. There was Father
standing by my bed, crying, and as I sat up he sat on the
bed beside me, held my hand, and in a broken voice,
pleaded, 'Thambi, don't go on this trip'. He kept repeat
ing this amidst his tears till, finally, I gave in. It was
only then that he left the room. I was very upset by this
turn of events, even angry that I was not being allowed
to go to England, so, early next morning I left without
even saying goodbye to him.
"In Madras I cancelled my PanAm ticket and cabled
London to inform M.CT. that I would not be coming.
When I got home later that day, my brother Murugappa
told me that Father had telephoned from Bangalore to
say that he realised how disappointed and hurt I was,
but he wanted me to know he was also happy I was not
taking the plane.
"You can imagine my shock a few days later when it
was reported that the plane I was to travel in had crashlanded, I think it was somewhere between Dahran in
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Saudi A rabia and Cairo, and caught fire, killing
several passengers. Among those who died was
Mrs K.P. Goenka, the daughter-in-law of Sir Badridas
Goenka, Director of the Imperial Bank of India (later the
State Bank), and mother of R.P. Goenka. Father mourned
the death of a friend's kin, but rang me to tell me how
glad he was I had listened to him."
Here was further reflection of Murugappa Chettiar's
'foresight', on this occasion in the shape of premonition.
In fact, that he was prescient and given to premonitions
— an extension of foresight — was known to many,
AMM related. A fall-out of this accident was an A.M.M.
Family decision never to travel together by plane.
M urugappa C hettiar's soft streak also extended to
several charities. It was in 1924 that he established a
six-bed hospital with surgical facilities in Pallathur and
free treatment for the weaker sections of society. Respon
sible for its reputation and for adding beds and facilities
to it was a Dr Subramaniam who was its first doctor-incharge. His diagnostic skills were legendary in the
Chettinad area and his surgical skills no whit behind.
Dr Subramaniam was a staunch Gandhian and an active
member of the Congress Party. Murugappa Chettiar was
a Justice Party member and toed its pro-British line. The
political discussions between the two were long and
heated, but that did not prevent them from being friends
or Dr Subramaniam serving the hospital for a long time,
remembered AMM. It was only when Dr Subramaniam
decided to spend more time on Party work that he left
Pallathur and the hospital and settled to private practice
in Karaikudi. Indeed, Murugappa Chettiar's friends com
prised a wide spectrum and they held a variety of be
liefs. He valued the person more than his views and
didn't let their differences of views get in the way.
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Such cold-w arm relationships marked Murugappa
Chettiar's family life too. AMM, born at a time when the
Burma firm had just been acquired, became a petted
young favourite, with room for him on Father's lap even
when he had grown out of infancy. He, Murugappa
Chettiar believed, had brought a change for the better in
The Family's fortunes. The older boys, Murugappa and
Vellayan, on the other hand would stand, arms crossed,
when they were spoken to by their father. But what was
different in this expression of respect in the traditional
manner was that the two elder brothers were encour
aged to express their opinions freely. And what they
said was paid attention to before the head of The Family
delivered his decision.
This rather more than normal sense of equality — which
survives to this day and which will be recounted at
somewhat greater length elsewhere — was not the only
thing different that Murugappa Chettiar introduced in a
traditional Chettiar home. As his father had done, he too
partitioned the joint family property and wealth when
his sons were young. That was as far back as 1929, when
AMM was a minor; Murugappa Chettiar acted as his
guardian. This too is a practice that has continued. Fa
ther made it clear that we could work together or in
dulge in our separate businesses, but The Family as a
social unit should stick together, AMM recalled. "This
exchange of free views between the elders and the young
and the partitioning while the members of The Family
were young gave each the confidence that he had a place
as an individual in the whole. It also instilled in us the
necessary prudence that comes with having to look after
yours and yourself with whatever is yours. It also freed
you from the worries dependency brings on and encour
ages you to nurture and grow to your own satisfaction
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that which is distinctly yours," explained AMM looking
at his father's pragmatism in retrospect. Much of this
explains the way The Family remains united today.

C h a p te r 4

Learning exercises
he traditional Chettiar form of education was learn
ing the three R's in Tamil till a boy was considered
old enough to help in the family business, which would
be when he was about 12-14. A girl might be taught
something of this till she was around nine or ten. While
reading and writing Tamil — the latter in a flowing hand
few can read today — was taught rather functionally,
Arithmetic was taught with a passion. And mentally
computing in fractions of one-sixtyfourths and even
one-one hundred and ninety seconds seemed to come
naturally to Chettiar youth. Those were the days a rupee
was 16 annas and an anna four pice or 12 pies, a pound
20 shillings and a shilling 12 pence. It is no wonder that
the new generation of Chettiar boys — and girls too,
nowadays — are computer whizzes.

T

This home-centred style of education was to be the prac
tice till the Depression years indicated the necessity for
change. Murugappa Chettiar too was convinced that his
sons must be grounded in these lessons, but he was also
determined that they should join the stream of educa
tion the British had been introducing throughout India
in the latter part of the 19th Century. By the time
Murugappa and Vellayan and, in time, AMM were near-
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ing their teens there was at least one English medium
high school in every district headquarters and in a few
other moderate-sized market towns.
One such school was in M ayavaram , now called
Mayiladuthurai, in what was then called the Tanjore
District. Mayavaram was a town with which the A.M.M.
Family had associations from the time of the VellayanArunachalam connection through which the line de
scended. The V.AR. family had established a patasala\
there in the 19th Century and The Family had continued
to run it. The Family also had some of its traditional
business interests in the area. So, Murugappa Chettiar
knew well Sesh Iyer, the Headmaster of the Mayavaram
Municipal High School. To Sesh Iyer's care he entrusted
Murugappa and Vellayan, virtually the first generation
of Chettiar boys to get the type of education Macaulay
had advocated. In school with them was a boy called
N arayanasw am y. The younger son of Sesh Iyer,
S. Narayanaswamy, who went on to become one of
Madras's leading stockbrokers and a Director of many
of the Presidency's major business houses, was to be
long associated with the A.M.M. Family.
When Murugappa and Vellayan finished high school,
college had still not become fashionable or thought
necessary. Instead, they were sent to Pudukkottai, a
princely state at the time where an enlightened ruler
encouraged the flowering of education, at least in his
capital. There the brothers were under the guardianship
of C.R. Subbiah Pillai, a close associate of the
S.A.RM. family, and he had the best teachers in that
Anglophilic princely state teach them Tamil, English and
Mathematics. Being well-versed in these was more than

1A traditional school where Brahmin boys were instructed in the Vedas and
prepared for the priesthood.
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adequate for a businessman in Father's view, AMM nar
rated. The two were then sent to Burma to be trained in
the family business and gradually take it over. Father
would regularly visit Burma and see that they were not
only picking up the business but were making the nec
essary progress to take charge before long, AMM re
membered.
AMM meanwhile studied in the Corporation High
School, Purasawalkam, in Madras for a year or two, then
went to Pudukkottai where C.R. Subbiah Pillai not only
had him follow in his brothers' footsteps but also got
him a seat in what was called the Branch College School,
that institution being a branch of the famed Maharajah's
College, Pudukkottai. AMM then transferred to P.S. High
School, Madras, for his last year of school and there he
successfully completed his school leaving exam. With
that, like many of his generation, particularly in his cir
cumstances, his formal education was considered ad
equate. What lay ahead was business training; few sons
in those days even dreamt of suggesting to parents in
business that they would like to train for something
different.
AMM joined the Indo-Union Insurance Company The
Family had started in 1931. T.V. Sundaram Iyengar's sonin-law A.N.S. Raghavan, a Chartered Accountant, was
its Secretary. Working with him, AMM learnt account
ancy, record-keeping and something of the insurance
business. And then it was time for him to head for Burma.
He was 17. In Burma, the stress was on learning to write
Tamil accounts using Tamil numerals and studying how
the business was run. The agents never gave the
mudalali's son any particular privileges. He lived, ate and
worked with them as one of them. But unlike most of
them, AMM made an effort to learn Burmese, but with-
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out much success. Vellayan was the son who was to
acquire his father's fluency in that language.
AMM spent less than a year in Moulmein during that
first visit. Responsibility was thrust on his young shoul
ders even during that short period when Meyappa
Chettiar, the firm's Agent at the time, had to come to
India for a month. During that period, AMM was asked
to oversee the firm and sign cheques. In those days, the
A.M.M.RM. firm was doing the largest banking business
in Moulmein after the Imperial Bank of India. It issued
cheque books (the cheques were called 'Memo Notes') to
its clients, accepted deposits, gave drafts for Rangoon
and other major cities in Burma and offered term loans
and overdrafts. The variety of this banking business, and
the spell in the insurance company, gave AMM a con
siderable insight into financial management when he was
not yet out of his teens. It was experience that was to
stand him in good stead all his life.
A more exciting part of this apprenticeship, one that
AMM thoroughly enjoyed, was the timber business,
which was one of Moulmein's mainstays. Moulmein was
on the Salween River — the boardwalk on the river bank
was where everyone went for a stroll of an evening,
AMM remembered — and it was to its numerous saw
mills that timber felled in the Shan States would be
brought. The teak and other logs would be floated down
the Salween by the loggers and stacked in Kadaw, about
eight miles up-river from Moulmein. The tax on the logs
had to be paid at Kadaw and the logs released to be sent
to Moulmein. AMM used to be fascinated watching the
elephants work the logs. Each elephant would pull a log
out of the river, then lift it with its trunk and, holding it
lengthwise, go unerringly to the stack with timber of
this particular length. The log would then be placed on
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the pile by the elephant and pushed level with its foot,
knee or head, depending on the height of the pile. What
a forklift truck does today, these elephants did as well,
remembered AMM, who would spend hours watching
these well-trained animals at work.
The sawmill owners would leave Moulmein for Kadaw
early in the morning and before they left they would
collect from their bankers the large sums of money that
they needed to pay the taxes necessary to release their
purchases. They would inform their bankers of the
amounts they needed the previous night and they would
be there by seven the next morning to collect what they
had requested. Banks like the A.M.M.RM. firm would
count the money in the night and keep each client's
requirements in separate bundles, ready to hand over to
them the moment they came for it. The charges for such
services were commensurate with the risks being taken,
so it was good business.
The day for the A.M.M.RM. firm would, thus, start well
before 7 a.m. and go on till long after 8 p.m. Every
evening the firm's assistants would go to the Moulmein
bazaar and other nearby bazaars, meet their clients and
collect the cash from the day's sales of traders who
banked with them. The amount collected would be
entered in the passbook the trader held and the assistant
would note the amount in his little notebook. Back at the
firm, the collected cash would be counted, the records in
the assistants' notebooks checked and the accounts
written. Nothing was left for the next day. On a light
day, they would wind up around 7 p.m., but on a busy
day the day's work could go on for many more hours.
There were days, remembered AMM, when the accounts
would not tally, sometimes by as little as a quarter of an
anna, and no one could go for dinner till the amount
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reconciled. There were days when this reconcilia
took till well after 10 p.m., but the day's accounts
to be completed perfectly on the same day. That
the Chettiar practice.

While in Moulmein, AMM used to visit Rangoon often.
Vellayan had made Rangoon his second home and, apart
from looking after The Family's business, had established
businesses of his own and become an important part of
Rangoon's commercial and political society, more of
which anon. Vellayan's position in Rangoon enabled
AMM to enjoy one of the most memorable occasions of
his young life. This was the celebration of the 'independ
ence' of Burma. The year was 1936 and until then Burma
had been part of India, another province. In 1936, Lord
Linlithgow, the Viceroy of India, arrived by ship in
Rangoon and drove up in state from the ship to the
handsome, newly built Rangoon Corporation City Hall.
There he read His Majesty's declaration that Burma, an
India province from 1885, would from 1937 be a selfgoverning colony and have a Governor who would
report directly to the Secretary of State for India and not
to the Viceroy. It was a very important day in the
history of modern Burma and was to lead to the inde
pendence of the country in 1948.
Soon after these events in Burma, AMM returned to
Madras and after a couple of years with his father went
to work with Swastik & Co, a stock-broking company he
had been keen The Family should start. The company
was prom oted by M urugappa C hettiar but
S. Narayanaswamy and H. Subramaniam (who had been
with Randal's, Kottaiyur Alagappa Chettiar's firm) ran
the firm, though as minor shareholders.
A year or so after picking up what was happening at
Swastik, AMM left for Malaya where The Family had
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established a banking firm in Kuala Lumpur in the early
years of the century. By the time AMM went to learn its
main business in 1938/39, its banking operations had
been closed down and it was into rubber. The firm had
got into rubber when, during the Great Depression, sev
eral small rubber properties in the Bentong area near
KL, each about 30-250 acres, had come into the AMM
Firm's hands when borrowings could not be repaid.
These rubber holdings were too small to be run as
estates, so looking after them, tapping the rubber, and
supplying smoked sheets were contracted out to
Chinese. The Chinese worked hard and ensured that we
got a steady supply of sheet rubber for the market,
recalled AMM. He also took this opportunity to
regularly visit the excellent Rubber Research Institute in
KL. This was how AMM got interested in rubber and
together with Vellayan led The Family into the planting
business in later years. Do you know the unit of
measure by which we bought the rubber, AMM had
asked me with a smile, remembering the days of his
youth. I hesitantly replied, 'a pickle'. He seemed
surprised by my response, but laughed loud when I
confessed I d id n't know what a pickle was. "It's
133 pounds," he told me, remembering a 60-year-old
unit that had gone out of fashion many years earlier.
It was while AMM was in Kuala Lumpur that World
War II broke out. On the evening of September 3, 1939,
he was at a classical Carnatic music concert organised
mainly by the Chettiar community when the news was
announced during the interval that Britain had declared
war on Germany. The concert, which had been organ
ised at the request of Vellayan, who had sent the troupe
with a letter of recommendation from Burma, went on.
In those days, it was quite common for touring South
Indian music and dance troupes to depend on the
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Chettiar community to organise their concerts during
tours in the East where Indians had settled, AMM
explained, adding, "The Chettiars in those days were
often great patrons of the arts".
Though the War in the West was far away, restrictions
were being imposed in all Britain's colonies, so AMM
thought it best to return to India. He flew by KLM, the
Dutch airline which linked Batavia (Djakarta), the capi
tal of the Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia), with the
major cities of Southeast Asia. That flight from Penang
to Rangoon was the first in his life and he remembered
it as a "great adventure". From Rangoon, after a few
days spent with Vellayan and in Moulmein, he took ship
for Madras. It was a four days' journey and there was
the family car waiting at the wharf. Since Mrs Gentle,
wife of Justice Gentle of the Madras High Court, who
had been aboard the same ship, had no one to receive
her, AMM dropped her home and went on to the join
the family. It was to be nearly sixty years before AMM
was to see Rangoon again. By then it had become Yangon,
the capital of Myanmar. It was a different world alto
gether, where the Chettiars had almost no role to play.
But that gesture to Mrs Gentle was to prove useful in
later years. It gave AMM some access into official Euro
pean society in Madras.
As for the Malaysian rubber, getting possession of the
small properties after the War was difficult but running
them thereafter became impossible because of the Com
munist insurgency. Angappa Chettiar, The Family's
Agent, did his best to keep them going, but in the end
sold them and remitted the money. It was to prove most
helpful at a time The Family had decided to take its first
steps in major industry.

C h ap ter 5

Seeing a different future

T

wo pioneering journeys abroad changed the entire
outlook of the A.M.M . Fam ily. In 1930-31,
Murugappa and a friend, V.VR.N.M. Subbiah Chettiar,
travelled together to Washington by way of Tokyo and
San Francisco to attend the International Chambers of
Commerce convention. They were not only the first
Chettiars to visit the United States of America, but
during the next eight months became the first Chettiars
to travel round the world. In Washington, President
Hoover hosted a dinner for the delegates, over one thou
sand in number, and a valued picture in the Family
album is a picture of the two delegates with Hoover.
Mrs Hoover, who had circulated among the diners, had
wanted to know, when she got to their table, whether
they spoke English. When an American at their table
said, "They speak better than you", she had a long
conversation with Murugappa and Subbiah.
About this time, Vellayan too made a path-breaking
journey for a Nagarathar. Accompanied by L. Aruna
chalam , a friend from Burma and the father of
AR. Lakshmanan who was later to be long associated
with the Murugappa Group, he travelled into the
interior of China at a time when every traveller to those
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areas needed special Government permission, a guide
and a gunman as a guard. Vellayan then went on to
Japan — where he caught up with the America-bound
travellers' — and then returned to Burma after reporting
to his father what he had seen and learnt on his travels.
Curiously, both Vellayan and Subbiah, after these trav
els, settled abroad, Vellayan in Burma (more of which in
its place) and Subbiah in Ceylon, where they both played
active, even political, roles in the affairs of the respective
countries and became more associated with the coun
tries where they sank new roots than with India.
What the trip did for the three of them was to open their
eyes to the new opportunities the world offered. They
saw that banking was not the only way to make money.
In fact, in a few years, the Great Depression was to leave
bankers like them in Burma "saddled with vast acres of
paddy land" and several town properties which became
theirs, not particularly remunerative at the time, when
borrowings could not be repaid. The lessons of the trav
els and the first harbingers of the difficulties the banking
sector was to face, thus led Murugappa Chettiar and his
two elder sons to look at new opportunities. When
M.CT.M. Chidambaram Chettiar bought United India
Insurance cheap, it was a pointer to the A.M.M. Family.
An insurance company, they thought, would be an
attractive proposition despite the competitiveness in the
field. The fund availability in an insurance company
would be large and they knew, through years of experi
ence, how to invest funds wisely and nurture them. So
the Indo-Union Insurance Company was formed by
Murugappa Chettiar with a very strong Board, mostly of
em inent Justice Party leaders like Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar. Murugappa Chettiar himself took the new
company under his wing and it was here, as already
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mentioned, that AMM was to get his first training in
Madras when he returned from Burma in 1936.
With Muruguppa Chettiar taking a personal interest in
managing the Indo-Union and Vellayan having estab
lished himself in Rangoon, Murugappa was still looking
for something he could set up and lead. Opportunity
came by chance. In the 1930s, several well-qualified
Indian doctors kept returning to India with European
degrees, but found few opportunities in Government
service or in urban private practice, where those who
could afford to pay for m edical treatm ent were
comparatively few in number. So, many of these doctors
preferred salaried jobs with comfortable perks in private
hospitals, even if it meant settling in rural areas. Thus it
was that half a dozen such doctors found themselves
working in Chettinad where, apart from their hospital
work, they found fairly handsome private practice
between the Wars. One such doctor was Dr. Appaiah,
who joined the A.M.M. Hospital in Pallathur as its
gynaecologist. Once, when Murugappa was spending a
couple of days in Pallathur, Dr. Appaiah and his brotherin-law who was holidaying with him, a Shetty, called on
Murugappa to spend an evening and they got to talking
about business. It turned out that Shetty was working
with Godrej in Bombay at the time, in their steel security
equipment factory. He mentioned that Godrej's was
unable to meet the demand and there was room in the
market for another quality manufacturer. Murugappa
immediately showed interest and that interest grew when
Shetty m entioned that they could start small and
develop the unit in time, because even with small
investment and minimal equipment a tidy profit could
be turned making steel almirahs, safes, cash boxes, filing
cabinets, and other steel security furniture.
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Murugappa moved fast once The Family agreed on the
new project. He acquired 27 acres of land at Tiruvottriyur
from the Calavala Cunnan Chetty Trust for Rs.100 an
acre and, continuing to benefit from Shetty' s advice,
bought the machinery and got Ajax Products Limited
going in 1940. Later, when Carborundum was set up,
and more land was needed, the balance 25 acres of this
property was bought, most of it from the same Trust.
But the price in 1961 was somewhere around Rs.7000 an
acre!
With Murugappa and their father each busy with a busi
ness in 1936, AMM was keen to start something that he
could oversee himself. The companies being looked
after by his father and elder brothers may have been
jointly owned by all of them, including AMM, but they
were not big enough to give him an independent role.
Looking around, a stockbroking company seemed a
worthwhile investment. AMM recalled putting forth a
case along these lines: "It does not require large capital.
More important, it will give us an inside view of the
working of many companies. And getting to know
several firms, the businesses they do and the people in
charge will prove a great advantage when we begin to
look at bigger business." That was not only being
perceptive but also reflected someone quite unlike the
person whom most people thought of, in his later years,
as stern, rigid and aloof. In the event, The Family agreed
with his view. They also had no difficulty in agreeing on
the person they should bring in to help them establish
the business. That person was an old friend of The
Family, S. Narayanaswamy.
Giving up his college education midway, Narayana
swamy had joined Dalai & Co, stockbrokers, started by
T.N. Krishnaswamy, who had been a senior assistant
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with one of the two leading British stockbroking firms in
Madras. Narayanaswamy had then been recruited by the
Travancore National Bank as Superintendent of Securi
ties. This Bank merged with another Syrian Christian
bank, the Quilon Bank, and emerged as the Travancore
Quilon Bank. In its new avatar it became a very success
ful bank and even overtook the Indian Bank in quantum
of business even though it had emerged as an entity
much later. As the Superintendent of Securities of the
merged bank too, Narayanaswamy, who was responsi
ble for the buying and selling of shares, securities etc,
was well known at the Stock Exchange, at that time with
a membership of six, which included the first Indian
stockbroker, C.M. Kothari, whose company was known
as Madras Stock Exchange Limited. Murugappa Chettiar
and M.CT.M. Chidambaram Chettiar were among the
first shareholders of this company.
At this point in time, when the movement for independ
ence was gaining steam , the Congress-supporting
Travancore Quilon Bank, not only managed but also
supported by the Syrian Christian community of the
princely state of Travancore, was having trouble with
the Government of Travancore. Sir C.P. Ramaswami
Aiyer, Dewan1 of Travancore, had his own agenda —
and when the Bank's directors didn't fall in line with
that, it was never going to be easy for the Bank to func
tion successfully. In fact, in time it had to close. And
Narayanaswamy was winding up operations when
M urugappa C hettiar got in touch with him.
Narayanaswamy was at the time living next door to
R. Venkataraman, later to be President of India but at
that time, just having finished his Law degree, leading
some Congress labour unions and running the Labour
1'P rim e M inister', chief adviser.
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Law Journal. He too was a friend of Murugappa Chettiar
and, so, added his bit of advice while Narayanaswamy
was considering the invitation.
Narayanaswamy was keen on bringing in a friend of his
who, too, knew the Stock Exchange well. Why not, said
Murugappa Chettiar, including H. Subramaniam in the
invitation. Murugappa Chettiar also insisted that they
take a stake in the company and be partners in it, not
employees of it. As partners, they would always have an
interest in the future of the Company, he told his sons.
And so, "F ath er offered a four anna share to
Narayanaswamy, a three anna share to Subramaniam
and a three anna share to each of the three of us". Swastik
and Co was, thus, born in 1938, with the Murugappa
Family holding a 9/16ths share.
Father had insisted that rather than employ friends we
should bring them in as partners, with no matter how
small an interest; that would ensure they thought of the
firm as theirs too, recalled AMM. He also remembered
it was through them and Swastik that he learnt much
not only about stocks and shares but also about Madras
business. Through them he was to become friends with
the leaders of business in Madras and this was to help
enormously in later years. "It was a fine opportunity to
learn about industrial progress in the country and who
were the business leaders making the running. It was an
excellent education for a young man like me to learn
about the world of modern business and to examine
where the future lay in this world."
Swastik, in Khaleeli Buildings, Armenian Street, was where
AMM spent the day during the first years of the
Company. Some of these coincided with the first years
of World War II. Bombay was the main stock market in
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those days, but there was much trading in Government
securities in Madras. With every defeat and counterat
tack by Britain and its allies, the price of securities fluc
tuated, so there was quite a lot of trading. As he had
anticipated, all this activity enabled him to meet several
important people in Madras, which was the capital of
the Madras Presidency. The Presidency at this time was
virtually the whole of South India today, including south
ern Orissa, except for the princely states. Madras being
as important as it was — as the seat of Government and
Governor — all the princes, zamindars and many other
important people throughout the Presidency had homes
in the City or came to the capital to do business or for
official occasions. Many of these people did business with
Swastik and this is how AMM got to know a large
number of eminent people throughout the far-flung Presi
dency as well as in the City. In time, many a client
became a friend — and that was to prove most useful in
business later.
By this time, The Family had settled in Madras and begun
to consider the City its second home. The first house The
Family had lived in in Madras was one they had rented
in 1931, Lakshmi Vilas in Purasawalkam on Poonamallee
High Road; Purasawalkam was where the wealthier
Chettiars put down roots in Madras. The Laurels on
Edward Elliot's Road, now Dr. Radhakrishnan Salai, was
the first house The Family owned in Madras. This house,
quite unusually, hosted the Stock Exchange during some
months of the War. When it appeared that Madras might
be threatened by the Japanese, many began to flee the
City. Several institutions close to the Port were asked to
move to safer places in the City. One of the organisa
tions that decided to heed this request was the Stock
Exchange. When he heard it was looking for a place,
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Murugappa Chettiar offered the Exchange the first floor
of The Laurels, empty at the time because most of The
Family had gone to Pallathur to sit out the War. When
the Stock Exchange accepted this offer and moved into
The Laurels till the Japanese threat abated, Swastik & Co
found itself during this period with its office in Arme
nian Street and the Exchange it did business with above
the bedrooms of its three senior partners! It meant much
travelling.
Meanwhile, the threat of war in Europe was not only
proving beneficial to Swastik, by driving up share prices
and increasing the volume of the securities business, but
it was also making The Family aware that there were
several other opportunities opening up in India. With
most of British shipping bound to give priority to the
War effort, the volume and variety of goods being
imported into India would decrease, The Family rea
soned and saw that if it began to expand into the manu
facturing industry, no matter in how small a way, there
was money to be made in these conditions provided
quality was maintained. The Ajax brand name, which
was by now fairly well established in South India, would
prove advantageous to any products manufactured by
them, The Family felt. Murugappa Chettiar was not in
the best of health at this time, and Murugappa and AMM
were beginning to take decisions more and more. They
decided it was time that Ajax began to look beyond secure
storage equipment. But at what? Certainly not textiles,
which several other Chettiars were getting into and
creating a very competitive market. They were looking
for an industry where competition would be minimal
and hard work would be paying.
It was in 1939 that a person called Narasimhan had met
Murugappa and suggested that the A.M.M. Family set
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up a sandpaper plant. If War broke out and involved all
Europe, industry in India would grow with the conflict.
There w ould then be great need for sandpaper,
Murugappa saw. Narasimhan claimed to have the entire
technology for manufacture of this abrasive and the
figures he mentioned indicated that the whole operation
would not involve too much capital. Murugappa was
convinced by Narasimhan's report and The Family
decided to go into the abrasives business. Soon after War
broke out. Narasimhan was hired to set up the opera
tion.
A plant was identified in America in early 1940, belong
ing to a firm called Mid-West Abrasives. An American
plant was looked at because, America not being in the
War, there would not be too much difficulty nor much
danger in shipping it to Madras in an American vessel.
So, when this plant in midwest America was identified,
it was decided to take it, even if it was secondhand, and
a fair price was negotiated. But Ajax insisted that a fore
man should be sent out with it, to erect it, train the
locals and leave it in manufacturing condition. And so
plant and foreman headed for India on an American
vessel.
A building for the machinery was, however, needed
before the plant arrived. And here Ajax had a stroke of
luck. Vellayan, who was in Burma, had bought Bullock
Brothers, who owned three large rice mills in Rangoon,
Moulmein and Bassein. He shipped out the factory shed
of the Rangoon mill, which was one of the biggest in the
country, to serve as Ajax's new factory shed. That huge
shed, erected in 1939/40, still stands in Tiruvottriyur,
the Murugappa Group's Carborundum Universal using
it for the manufacture of its coated abrasives. While
waiting for the building to be erected and the main plant
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to arrive, "we began to learn about the business; in fact,
we had to learn everything about setting up a manufac
turing unit, leave alone the specialisation we were into,"
remembered AMM. Supplementary machinery was
needed, crushing and grading equipment were neces
sary and boilers were wanted. AMM, who was closely
involved with the setting up of the factory, not only learnt
the need for these requirements but also that there were
such creatures as boiler and mining inspectors.
He came across the mining inspectors in Salem, where
Ajax had gone in quest of raw materials and got licences
to opencast mine garnet, the core ingredient for high
quality sandpaper. The other im portant ingredient
needed, quartz for cheaper sandpaper, was bought from
the Gudur area and crushed in the factory to the
required grain. The crushers, vital equipment, had to be,
like the main plant, imported. "Being key equipment to
ensure a quality product, we decided to order the best,"
explained AMM. And the best at the time was Edgar
Allen's from the U.K., represented in India by Parry &
Co. The crushers being British were sent out in British
ships, but were, unfortunately, sunk. As were their
replacements. Third time proved lucky — but by then
production had long been delayed and the war had
spread to the East with the Japanese bombing Pearl
Harbour.
By early 1942, it seemed that South India and Ceylon
were the next Japanese targets. "And that's when we
suffered the biggest blow. The erection of the American
plant was almost over and we would soon have started
trial production, when we were badly let down by the
American who had come to set up the plant and leave
it running," narrated AMM. In the best American
English, this American took a powder, leaving behind a
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note for the brothers. Not even the American couple he
was staying with — an American engineer, who had
come to erect The Hindu's new rotary printing machine
and train the printers, and his wife — had any inkling of
their paying guest's intention to run.
"That left Narasimhan and others whom we had recruited
trying to get the plant to run by trial and error meth
ods," recalled AMM. This was when Narasimhan, on
whom much depended, decided to be "difficult" and
"demanded exorbitant terms"; parting company was
"inevitable", because "we never succumb to pressure",
AMM described the events that followed the American's
flight. Ajax now decided to advertise and an Americantrained engineer named N ath, who was with a
Coimbatore textile mill, appeared the best of the few
who had responded. "Nath eventually proved very
capable and loyal; he stayed with us a long time and
really put Ajax on its feet," recalled AMM.
Once Nath had got the line moving, there was no dearth
of orders. With the War at Madras's doorstep, the tide
had changed in favour of the Allies. Now the sleepy
trading town, with its languid commercial environment,
began to wake up and all the import and agency houses
began to branch into industry. It is an industrialisation
process that has still not stopped nearly sixty years later,
a process that has seen a city of 750,000 people in 1941
grow to 1.5 million in 1951 and top 4 million at the end
of the Second Millennium. Almost all these industries
and the numerous Government workshops that mush
roomed to meet the demands of war cried for more and
more sandpaper. And Ajax was the beneficiary.
Apart from quartz sandpaper and garnet paper,
emery cloth was in great demand in the more important
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workshops. But getting the right cloth proved a prob
lem. So did the natural emery. Eventually, a source for
the emery was found in Turkey and Anglo-French Mills,
Pondicherry, agreed to make the cloth for Ajax — at a
price, of course. But who worried about price in those
days? What was needed was uninterrupted production
and supply, and Ajax met those dem ands, AMM
narrated, explaining how Ajax, with its mark an
aeroplane, symbolising SPEED, established itself as an
important industrial unit in Madras with a reputation
for speedy delivery.
Tending their first businesses in Madras, Ajax steel
security equipment and Swastik, and nurturing the
growth of their first full-fledged industrial unit, Ajax
abrasives, was not all that Murugappa and AMM did
during the War years. Madras being a well-equipped
port, to it were brought several 'enemy' ships seized on
the high seas by the Royal Navy or consignments confis
cated from neutral vessels in stop-and-search operations.
A wide variety of goods meant for the 'enemy', such as
textiles, hardware, paint and engineering goods, were
offered to the public in small and large lots. "Anything
that was offered we bought, for in a few days the
premium on everything increased substantially," smiled
AMM recalling that "remunerative business".
Later, as the Allies moved back into Burma and Malaya,
the demand was for cotton lungis, the famed Madras
Checks or Real Madras Handkerchiefs, to clothe the
population. Soon the brothers were into this business
too, supplying the lungis to Government. "Yes, the War
years proved good years for us. This trading, an active
stock market that helped Swastik and the abrasives busi
ness all thrived. We not only did not feel the loss on any
income from the East, but those years also laid the
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foundation for us to establish ourselves in independent
India after the War," stated AMM, looking back. And
added, "In fact we were the first of the Chettiars to go
into any other industry apart from textiles and this is
what gave us a headstart after the War, when the tradi
tional businesses in the East were lost". When Nehru's
post-Independence policy focussed on modern industry,
the Murugappa clan was more or less ready to meet the
challenge.

C h ap ter 6

Widening the social circle

I

f you saw AMM in his later years at the various
National Day parties, Consul-Generals and Consuls
held in Madras or Club Day celebrations at the different
clubs in the city or at the more form al business
functions, or even at Family functions, what struck you
was his ever-polite but smiling detachedness. There was
hardly anyone you saw him talk to animatedly or for
long. He'd stroll through the party, have a word, it
seemed, for all, generation gaps proving no barrier, and
leave early. At Family functions, he'd greet everyone
with a gentle smile or a word and indicate they should
make themselves comfortable and be sure to have some
thing to eat. And he'd turn to the next guest. This
preference for few words became more pronounced
after the death of his elder son, M.A. Murugappan, in
1995 and his wife Lakshmi in 1996; the death of his
nephew M.V. Arunachalam not long afterwards and well
before his time, only seemed to hasten this process of
withdrawal. He preferred the quiet comfort of his home
and the company of the few friends and family mem
bers who would call there every evening.
P.M.A. Lakshmanan, Lakshmi Achi's1 younger brother,

1Achi is the respectful feminine 'equivalent' of 'Chettiar'.
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was one with whom he was happy to talk with for hours
about the events of the past and present in Madras and
Chettinad. Japanese Consul General Yuzuki Kaku learnt
so much about India, Tamil Nadu and the Chettiars from
him that he seemed to become almost an Indian, his
preferred attire a dhoti and a stylised jibba. And with
daughter Valli and youngest sister Sivagami there was
always The Family and its various trusts to talk about;
in fact, in those later years, it was both Family as well as
all the trusts he was involved with that were his greatest
interest, even more than the corporate empire he headed.
Within this close circle there was the articulateness of
the past about him. But it wasn't quite the bonhomie of
his youth. Those who knew AMM in his youth remem
ber him as an outgoing person, a person who enjoyed
company, a person always willing to participate enthu
siastically in any activity, be it a sporting event, a club
party or an association get-together. In fact, it was this
outgoingness that contributed much to the Murugappa
Group's early growth, enabling it to have friends every
where it counted.
At the time The Family began to move away from the
traditional Chettiar business of financing and enter the
mainstream of industry that was to change India from
the 1940s, Murugappa Chettiar himself was ailing and,
in any case, more comfortable with the elders of Madras
society and politics. Murugappa, quite a bit older than
AMM, was more comfortable with the ways of those in
the older group in business circles, like the Amalgama
tion G roup's A nantharam akrishnan, The H indu's
K. Srinivasan, T. T. Krishnamachari and the heads of the
British business houses. AMM, quite a bit younger, was,
thus, in the ideal position to mix and become friends
with the younger crowd in British and Indian business
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and officialdom, amongst the Indians particularly those
who were to head the creation of modern Indian indus
try in the South and those who were to govern its
destinies. As already mentioned, AMM had seen the need
for this and the possibilities a company like Swastik
would offer to this end. But he also realised that friend
ships were often better forged in the relaxed atmosphere
outside business than in business. His interest in sport
was to help him considerably in making these friend
ships. And in the pursuit of sporting activity he became
a clubman.
The Cosmopolitan Club, founded in 1873 "to (introduce)
Europeans...to the principal residents and thereby
(afford them) some insight into Indian Society", was by
1882 located in its handsome premises in Mount Road.
There, the occasional European, particularly from the
legal side or officialdom, turned up if there was some
thing special on. But the "principal" Indian residents
certainly turned up every day. Unlike today, where there
is a substantial membership of all ages and mainly rep
resenting commercial interests, the Cosmopolitan Club
of 1936, when AMM first joined it, was an elitist club
and he, as an 18-year-old, was the exception rather than
the rule. The seniors of the Bench and the Bar, the 'royal'
aristocracy and 'old wealth' — "the high dignitaries" of
the Madras Presidency, AMM called them — comprised
the membership.
This was the first club AMM joined. He was a mere
stripling in its rather overwhelming portals and amidst
its formidable membership, but many, particularly that
former Madras tennis champion Justice K.P. Lakshmana
Rao of the High Court, enjoyed AMM's tennis — not
championship class but of good club class and thus able
to give an elder with ability a good work-out. Every
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afternoon, AMM would head for the Club's tennis courts,
have a couple of good games, then enjoy the Club's famed
'tiffin' — many thought it was the best in the Presidency
— then come home for a bath and to dress for the
evening. He'd then go back to the Club, and in its great
hall, in its most comfortable leather chairs, would be
sitting the legal eagles, the political thinkers and the
intellectual elite of Madras discussing local, national and
international politics, the day's news, social issues and
even classical Carnatic music and dance. AMM would,
with a few other younger members, hang around these
discussions, very much like bridge kibbitzers. In voices
used to court room or Legislative Council debates, in
English in all its rotund Victorian splendour, and in
skilled cut and thrust but never once drawing blood or
rancour, the leaders of Madras society provided an edu
cation for the listeners. In time, they got to recognise
AMM as a regular listener to what they had to say and
gradually he found himself being invited to make a con
tribution or two. By the time the Murugappas were set
ting up industry and as the War got underway, AMM
could say that he knew Sir P.T. Rajan, Chief Justice
Rajamannar and other High Court judges, leading law
yers, Lakshmanaswami and Ramaswami Mudaliar,
zam indars and rajahs like V enkatagiri, Bobbili,
Pithapuram, Vizianagaram and Choonampet — and they
knew him too, as someone who saw India's future in a
new world, the world of industry, not trade.
It was around this period that AMM also became a
member of the Madras Race Club. He owned half a dozen
horses at one time. To him racing was a sport. He liked
seeing the horses running, challenging each other down
the straight and fighting it out to the finish. He was,
unlike his punting father, quite happy with the occa-
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sional small bet that often made those close finishes more
exciting. He gave even this up when he was elected a
Steward. But what he enjoyed most at the races was
meeting people between the races and chatting with
them. "In those days, almost all Madras society used to
go to the races and you could mingle and talk with the
elite in every field in the City," AMM recalled his Satur
day afternoons at the Guindy Racecourse. One of those
he regularly met at the races was Justice Gentle of the
Madras High Court. He never forgot the kindness AMM
had done his wife when returning from Burma soon after
the War in Europe broke out. Mrs Gentle was always at
the races with her husband and they would always make
it a point to exchange a few words with AMM. The few
words often took a long time, because several important
people would stop by to greet Justice and Mrs Gentle
and they would always be introduced to "our friend Mr
Arunachalam". And so widened his circle of acquaint
ances, particularly amongst the Europeans in the City.
This acquaintanceship with several Europeans in legal,
business and official circles was to help considerably
when the Madras Cricket Club opened its doors to Indi
ans. So did his friendship with Justice Lakshmana Rao,
one of the first Indians to be invited to be a member of
the Club. The Madras Cricket Club, founded in 1846 by
a Civil Servant, Alexander J. Arbuthnot, opened its doors
to Indians only in 1935. And that was only because its
lease for its famed Chepauk grounds was coming up for
renewal in 1936 and the Presidency had by then a local
governm ent of sorts with the Rajah of Bobbili as
Premier (as Chief Ministers were then called). The first
Indian invited to be a member of the Club was
Kumararajah M.A. Muthiah Chettiar, at the time Mayor
of Madras City, the title just having been re-introduced
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in the oldest municipal corporation outside Europe. As
Mayor, and as a member of Bobbili's Justice Party gov
ernment, he would have much to say about Government's
renewal of the lease, so the membership offered—and
accepted — was prudent. The Club was to act in this
same (diplomatic) fashion two decades or so later.
It was in 1947 that AMM was invited to join the Madras
Cricket Club, one of only 50 Indians admitted upto that
time, almost half of them in 1946/47 in the first flush of
Independence. AMM, who played better tennis than
cricket but who enjoyed watching cricket and playing
scratch games, came to regard the Madras Cricket Club
as his second home thereafter. He particularly enjoyed
the 'B' team cricket matches, half-day affairs where the
camaraderie and refreshments served by the ladies in
the makeshift tented pavilion on the boundary, far re
moved from the sacred turf of Chepauk, were greater
fun than the cricket. The fact that the Murugappa Chettiar
Family were moving into industry and that AMM was
already fairly well-known in European circles in Madras
made his entry into this company that much easier. And
when they found that he was a good sport, enjoyed his
tennis and cricket and used the club as a place to relax
in of an evening, he became very much part of the Madras
CC ethos. Ten years from the time he became a member,
this acceptance by the British members of the Club and
their families was to play a major role in elevating AMM
to the helm of the Madras CC.
Until the early 1930s, the Europeans of the Madras
Cricket Club had virtually run cricket in Madras. By then,
Indian cricket in Madras had been established, undoubt
edly with help from that pioneering cricket institution
but now widely spread and with several clubs powerful
enough to challenge the Madras CC on the hallowed
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turf of Chepauk from which its teams would never stir
for any match. This was a turf meticulously tended with
love and care and was an even greater joy to the mem
bers of the Club than their old world clubhouse; few
stayed more than an hour or so in the clubhouse — except
on a Club Night — and most spent more time using the
turf for cricket or hockey or the squash and tennis courts.
It was against this background that the Madras Cricket
Association was formed in 1932 with the representatives
of the Indian clubs at the helm and a Madras Cricket
Club stalwart as Patron. The Association, once on firm
ground, began to cast covetous eyes on Chepauk's lovely
sward, but with the Raj still in charge could do nothing
when the lease came up for renewal in 1936, though, as
mentioned, the Club had had to bend with the winds of
change. The lease was due for renewal again in 1966,
but those in charge of the MCA set the ball rolling in
1956 itself, asserting the need for a change in outlook on
cricket facilities in the City.
Times had changed. India was an independent nation
and though a substantial number of the British had stayed
on, they did realise that there was an element of suffer
ance in their presence being accepted. In these circum
stances there was no reason for the Madras Government
to renew the lease to what many considered an elitist
club, so the Club was concerned about what lay ahead.
The picture looked gloomier when some members of the
Club appreciated another aspect of this issue. Cricket in
the post-War world was proving a popular sport with
more countries playing it well and if India was to be a
part of the coterie that ran world cricket it would have
to establish better facilities for touring Test-playing na
tions. Stadium and excellent pavilion and dressing room
facilities were the need of the day apart from a first-rate
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ground and a well-tended pitch. An ancient county-style
pavilion with a long bar across it, hardly any dining
facilities and no dressing room worth speaking of were
hardly the way to attract more Test teams to Madras.
Nor was the football stadium the MCA chose as an al
ternative, when it couldn't see eye to eye with the Club.
Capitalising on the political thinking but more interested
in raising a stadium was the President of the Madras
Cricket Association. If in 1936, the Madras CC had to
deal with Kumararajah M.A. Muthiah Chettiar, 20 years
later they had to, singularly ironically, contend with his
youngest brother, M.A. Chidambaram, who was at the
helm of MCA affairs.
That the MCA would eventually get the ground most of
the Madras CC members resigned themselves to, but
how much of the Club, its exclusiveness and its ground
privileges they could retain was what men like Castell
and E.W.D. Jeffares of Binny's and Stanley Goodwin were
most concerned about. They saw that the answer lay in
electing an Indian as President, but he would have to be
an Indian who would be treated on equal terms with
M.A. Chidambaram who, though a member of the Club,
considered the MCA, and particularly the stadium, his
priority. In AMM the Club found the man they were
looking for. In the first instance, he was a popular mem
ber of the Club, used its facilities well and fulfilled an
unwritten rule — of playing cricket, even if it was for
the 'B' team — particularly well, as he enjoyed both the
play-for-fun games as well as the socialising that went
with them. Who would believe it of the AMM of the
later years! Also going strongly for him was the fact that
all knew he loved the tree-shaded grounds of Chepauk
and its old pavilion built by Henry Irwin in 1892, that he
felt cricket should be played only in this atmosphere,
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not in the stifling conditions of a steel and concrete bowl.
But those planning his future at the Club kept in mind
two other assets.
One, as AMM was later to recount, was "our English
connections". That was a connection forged in 1949 with
Tube Investments and its Cycle division, "the first Brit
ish joint venture in South India after Independence". This
had grown substantially by 1956 and was considered by
the State Government to be the forerunner of the State's
thrust towards becoming a major industrial power in
India. From the point of view of the British membership,
not only was TI's "big in Madras" but "Tube Invest
ments in the U.K. was much bigger than any of the
connections other Madras business houses had in the
U.K., with the exception of Binny's which had a strong
Inchcape connection," AMM pointed out. Apart from the
clout-through-industry that AMM had, Castell and
company were well aware of the fact that AMM and
'M AC' were not only kin but also related through
marriage, AMM having married MAC'S niece. And that
was a relationship that would also weigh with the
powers-that-were in the State.
And so, in 1957, AMM was brought in by the Club lead
ership during m eetings it had on the lease with
C. Subramaniam, then the State's Minister of Finance
and Education. In 1958, while he was in England, AMM
received a cable from Castell inviting him to be the Club's
Vice-President, its first Indian Vice-President. When
AMM accepted, it paved the way for him to become the
Madras Cricket Club's first Indian President in 1959.
During this period and for several years afterwards he
was closely involved in the negotiations on the future of
the famed Chepauk grounds. When matters were finally
settled in 1966, the Club had rights to use the grounds,
it had a portion of the stadium which it could develop,
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a quantum of seats above this section which it could sell
to members and their guests, and a portion of the grounds
behind the stadium for development of facilities for its
other sporting and social activities.
Looking back on what he had helped the Club to gain,
AMM was a happy man, but he could never get himself
to accept the huge 40,000-seat airless stadium that came
up and which remains empty except on the occasion of
the one or two international matches played, it would
seem, every other year. When the stadium was rented
for a filmi show, AMM was positively shocked. But he
was in his element, with a broad smile and a word for
everyone, when the Club celebrated its 150th birthday
and he was, as the first Indian President, the Chief Guest.
A year after that, in 1998, he was again the Chief Guest
on what had now become Club Day and at which he
released The Spirit o f Chepauk, the story of the Madras
CC that was authored by this writer.
The Madras CC helped AMM to keep in touch with many
of the British who were still a force in Madras trade and
industry. He also made friends with many Indians in his
age group who were pioneering industry in Madras.
Tennis-loving K.S. Narayanan of India Cements (later of
the Chemplast Group) and Mammen Mappillai of MRF
were to become fast friends of his. But if you were in the
vanguard of trade and industry in Madras at the time,
you had to trade pleasantries with the senior leadership
too. And that was best done at the Madras Club, the
'Ace of Clubs', which had merged with the more infor
mal Adyar Club in 1964, and opened its doors to Indian
membership that year after moving from its Mount Road
home to the Adyar Club's spacious riverside Moubray's
Cupola and grounds. AMM was invited to become a
member of the Club in February 1965.
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After the easy-going atmosphere of the Madras CC the
formality of the Madras Club was quite a contrast. But
the food it served, especially its 'European' food, and
the immaculate dining room service were "splendid" and
AMM enjoyed going there to lunch or dine from time to
time, particularly when he had guests from abroad. To
many of them it was a cultural setting that had vanished
in the West after the War. "A pity both the table and the
service began to deteriorate from around the Eighties,"
AMM regretted. In fact, by the Seventies, he had begun
to use the Madras Club more than the Madras CC, but
with its main attraction to him not what it used to be, he
quietly slipped out of club life except for the occasional
Presidential party where he could exchange a word with
all whom he knew. That's when he'd hold that one glass
and sip it through the evening. And think, what fun it
had once been.

C h ap ter 7

A shattering tragedy
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hile Murugappa, as the eldest, stayed in head
quarters, first in Pallathur and then in Madras,
and AMM was thought still too young to take over any
far-flung enterprises, it fell to Vellayan to look after the
entire Burma business and supervise the Malaysian op
erations. This suited him well, for he loved Burma and
the East. He spoke Burmese fluently, had numerous Bur
mese friends and was highly thought of in business, social
and official circles in Rangoon. And so Rangoon became
his home to all intents and purposes. By 1938, he had
put down deep roots in Burma, building a large bunga
low, Muruganadi, whose address was 105 Moghul Street.
His proximity to the Burmese leadership led to Vellayan
being nominated as a Member of the Assembly. When
Burma separated from India, he was nominated to the
new House of Representatives to represent Indian and,
in particular, Chettiar interests. Apart from this, he was
President of the Nagarathar Association for years and,
later, President of the Indian Chamber of Commerce. All
this made him perhaps the most eminent Indian in Burma
in the 1930s. His eminence certainly had a positive effect
on the A.M.M. Family business, but there was also a
negative side to it which was to have tragic results as we
shall see.
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On the positive side was the fact that while the Family
was branching into new businesses in India, Vellayan's
remarkable drive was leading it into new areas in Burma.
In the early days it was single transaction businesses
w here he acted as the m iddlem an. This included
participation in tender bidding, importing or exporting
particular items, and local bulk sales. From here he slowly
moved into the hardware business — and this put him
in touch with several of the European firms in Burma,
some of whom were agents who supplied him goods
they imported, others buying from him the requirements
of their plantations, mines and factories.
It was around the mid-Thirties that he had developed
this business and it was not long afterwards that the
Japanese invaded China. The Americans in particular
and the British to a lesser extent decided to provide
material support to the Chinese. But the only way they
could do this was through the backdoor, so to speak, a
land route they developed from northern Burma into
Southwest China through some of the most rugged
terrain in the world. This was what became famous as
the Burma Road, from Lashio in Burma to Kunming and
then Chungking, the wartime Chinese capital. Lashio
boasted one petrol bunk. A Chinese friend of Vellayan,
Ohie, AMM thought his name was, wrote to him
suggesting they take it over and develop it. They not
only took it over but they also made it a major service
station with all service facilities as well as a large stock
of spares. This petrol bunk was to prove a windfall, with
wartime rates being charged for spares and repairs and
the oil company paying handsome commissions on pet
rol and diesel. Unfortunately the Japanese occupation of
Burma in 1942 put an end to this business.
Before Vellayan left Burma in 1942 in the face of the
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advancing Japanese Army, he had expanded his busi
ness considerably by meeting several of the desperate
needs of the Chinese. There was much material that the
Chinese wanted that he bought in Rangoon, the British
agents always giving him preferential treatment, and he
would send the consignments by train to Mandalay or
Shwebo from where Ohie would ensure they were loaded
in trucks to Lashio that continued on to Chungking. It
was business that earned the partners handsome profits.
Vellayan's enterprise in Burma was to make quite a dif
ference to the A.M.M. Family in the years after the War
came to Madras's doorstep. Unlike other Chettiars in
Burma who stuck to the traditional banking business
and were left with only land and property — on which
returns were marginal, and which the Burma Govern
ment took over without payment of any compensation
after Burma's independence in 1948 — he had ventured
into businesses which may have had a greater element
of risk but whose returns were several times more. Even
more foresightedly, Vellayan had repatriated to India
most of the substantial profits that the Lashio business
brought in. With the result that in a post-War Independ
ent India com m itted to industrial developm ent,
Murugappa Chettiar's Family were in a strong financial
position to make a head start. Most other Chettiar fami
lies, despite their reputation for financial acumen, had
been content to leave their eggs in Burmese and other
eastern baskets. When those baskets were upset by the
tide of independence that swept through the region in
the post-War years, a large part of the Chettiar commu
nity was left financially battered; "We fortunately es
caped, despite suffering losses in Burma," recalled AMM,
explaining how the A.M.M. Family were able to get in at
the ground floor when Nehru's industrial revolution got
underway.
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When Vellayan returned to India, he spent some time
tending the rubber business in Travancore, but he was
on the look-out for something that suited his talents,
drive and individualism better. Getting The Family into
industry was his ambition. When he heard that Ohie
and another friend from Burma, a big rice trader, Brijlal
Narayanlal, had reached Bombay and that opportunity
beckoned there, he decided to join them. Another in this
group of friends was Azim Premji's1 grandfather, also a
major rice trader in Burma. All of them began trading in
what can best be described as odds and ends, while
looking out for a venture which held out greater hope.
Accommodation was also a problem and Vellayan per
force lived and operated out of a room in a small hotel.
When he was introduced to Chintaman Deshmukh and
V.B. Desai of the Reserve Bank, it proved a bit of luck.
Desai had a spare bedroom in his three-bedroom flat
that was in Kapoor Mahal, one of the first apartment blocks
to come up on Marine Drive. Vellayan gladly accepted
Desai's offer and he lived in this one room for a few
years. However, with permission granted for use of the
kitchen, Vellayan got a Chettinad cook who was Man
Friday as well and that made the straitened circum
stances, after the expansive living in spacious surround
ings in Burma, a little more comfortable. But the office
space Ohie, Narayanlal and Vellayan found was a hole
in the wall which they had to share with several others.
In their quest for an industrial venture the three one day
struck a bit of luck when they found a spun silk mill
that had closed. Its owners could not get enough raw
material to enable it to operate efficiently and what little
they produced could not compete with the Mysore Spun

1The man behind the success of Wipro, which has made him the richest man in
the country and one of the richest in the world.
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Silk product, which virtually enjoyed a monopoly in the
market. Despite this gloomy scenario, the three decided
to go ahead and buy it, Vellayan representing the AMM
Family's interests. They bought the mill cheap, but they
had to spend as much to get it in running condition.
With spun silk in demand for parachutes, Government
was only too willing to oblige with priority power con
nections and a commitment to buy all the silk that could
be supplied. The fly in the ointment was a regular sup
ply of raw materials. So Kasi Chettiar, an old Burma
hand, was given a new assignment: camp in Mysore and
arrange for the collection of cocoons and other waste
needed to manufacture spun silk. Before long, Kasi
Chettiar had established regular supplies to Bombay. But
expertise in maximising production was needed. Fortu
nately, wartime conditions came to the rescue again.
Mysore Spun Silk had a British technician in charge and
he persuaded them — citing the War — to lend him and
some of their other technicians to train the staff in the
Bombay mill the partners named the Jaya Spun Silk Mill.
Once Kasi Chettiar's supplies and that training ensured
maximum production, the mill began to spin money.
Vellayan might have been spinning money in Bombay,
but his heart was in Burma and right through the War
he kept in touch with Burmese affairs. The Burma Government-in-Exile had headquartered itself in Simla for
the duration and Vellayan kept in touch with it as one
of the few House of Representative members living out
side Occupied Burma. The Government also regularly
sought his advice as the leader of the Indian Commu
nity. It was in these circumstances that the Government
in 1946 constituted a four-member committee headed by
him to visit Burma and evaluate the situation there,
particularly if it was safe for Indian civilians to return to
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the country. The other members were V.VR.N.M. Subbiah
Chettiar, Zora Singh, and S.N. Hadi. They were also to
assess the state Indian businesses were in in Burma at
the time.
When the War came to Burma, tens of thousands of
Indians fled to India with virtually only the clothes they
were in. Many walked all the way to reach Chittagong
in what was then still Bengal before they could catch a
train to Calcutta and then move South. But several also
stayed behind, including a number of Chettiar agents
who struggled to carry on under the Japanese regime.
The A.M.M. Firm's Periakaruppan Chettiar was one of
them. And he was sitting on a lot of hardware stock. The
Japanese frequently visited him, threatened him often
enough and got him to part with stock in exchange for
wartime Japanese currency, valueless anywhere except
in Burma. Several other Indian firms too had large
amounts of this Japanese currency. This was another
matter the committee had to find a solution to.
And thirdly, they needed to examine the consequences
of the Burmese wartime leadership making its voice
heard about independence. If it came, following, as
seemed likely, in the wake of India being given its free
dom, what the fate of Indian interests in Burma would
be was another question the committee hoped to find
answers to in Burma. Some negotiating on this had al
ready begun. Most of the Burmese leadership seeking
Independence were friends of Vellayan and members
like him of the Orient Club in Rangoon. Aung San, their
leader and later to be independent Burma's first martyr,
was not particularly sympathetic to Indian interests. He
had long wanted all land owned by Indians to be taken
over by the Government and re-distributed. But he was
also a realist — and, particularly, did not want to
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antagonise the Government of India. So he offered
Indian landowners Rs.80 an acre. Vellayan and many
others were in favour of such settlement, but Rajah
Annamalai Chettiar, who held over 100,000 acres in
Burma at the time, the biggest holding, thought a higher
figure should be paid and persuaded most of the Chettiar
community to go along with him. When Aung San was
killed, his successors took a much harder line — and the
Chettiar community were virtually driven out, penni
less, around Rs.1000 crore of property lost. The A.M.M.
Family lost about 7000 acres and never saw anything of
the rubber estate in Moulmein, in which they were part
ners with Soe Thwin, or of whatever Vellayan had left
behind when he left Burma. Before the final pull-out
from Burma, The Family had sent in an agent, Raman
Chettiar, to handle the funds Periakaruppan Chettiar had
stashed away. The new agent proved a successful trader
and made good money for the firm — but eventually all
to no purpose when the Burmese Government turned the
Indians out. But that was still in the future. At the time
plans were drawn up for the first Indian delegation to go
to Rangoon, there was a degree of optimism in the air.
The ship from Calcutta to Rangoon, the only way to get
there at the time, had only three berths it could offer the
committee, so Subbiah Chettiar agreed to stay back and
take the next ship. In Burma, Vellayan moved in with
Periakaruppan Chettiar in his second floor flat. During
the next couple of days the three members of the com
mittee went around Rangoon catching up with all that
had happened during the occupation. On the afternoon
of the second day, Vellayan wrote a long letter to
Murugappa Chettiar about conditions in Burma and that
evening he went to call on a Dr Srivastava, the former
Chief Medical Officer of the Rangoon Corporation and
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with the Army at the time, who was going to Calcutta
on some official work. Vellayan gave him the letter he
had written to his father and requested him to post it to
Madras.
It was quite dark when Vellayan and Periakaruppan
Chettiar returned and with Rangoon having no electric
ity — sabotaged by the Japanese before they withdrew
— the two had to find their way back by torchlight.
Climbing the stairs to the flat, Vellayan was in the lead
when his torch caught a glimpse of a young man coming
down from Periakaruppan Chettiar's flat, obviously hav
ing found it locked. The moment the young man spotted
who was coming up, he fired. It was fate that in that
gloom the revolver bullet found its target. Vellayan fell
on the steps. The gunman jumped over the body, pushed
Periakaruppan Chettiar aside and rushed out, pausing
only to turn back at the door and wildly fire a second
shot, which went wide. Periakaruppan Chettiar followed
him down, shouting all the way. On the street he found
the gunman had run into a soldier who had caught hold
of him and was taking him to the police. By then, sev
eral neighbours had gathered and they carried Vellayan
into Periakaruppan Chettiar's flat. There they found that
the bullet had struck Vellayan on the temple and pen
etrated into the brain. He was only 40.
A message was sent by the Government in Burma to The
Family immediately, but it was delayed and the first
news they received was when The Hindu rang them up
and broke it to them. "Father, who was ill from 1940,
broke down and Vellayan's wife was inconsolable," re
m em bered AMM. V ellay an's eldest son, M.V.
Arunachalam, who was in his last year in college, was at
an OTC camp and was asked to return immediately. It
was decided that the ceremonial death rituals would be
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done in Pallathur and, so, the whole Family left for the
village. At Villupuram, AMM, who still couldn't believe
the news, particularly as there had been no official no
tification, decided to return to Madras and await more
information. But when he arrived at The Laurels, there
was a cable from Periakaruppan Chettiar confirming
everything and providing details. AMM telephoned the
news to Murugappa. Vellayan was no more.
Rationing of petrol had made car travel virtually impos
sible in those days, but T.S. Krishna of the TVS family
came to AMM's rescue, offering him a gas-run car to
take him to Pallathur. It took him in that slow-moving
vehicle 12 hours to get to Pallathur. And there he found
a house virtually rudderless, everyone distraught. Add
ing fuel to The Family's distress were the visits by
Chettiar after Chettiar to tell them how much they had
been depending on Vellayan. Almost the entire Chettiar
community had interests in Burma; to them, Vellayan
was their leader and, in the post-War circumstances, their
only hope. Even though Rajah Sir Annamalai Chettiar
had the largest Chettiar holdings in Burma, the commu
nity saw their saviour in Vellayan who had built the
sturdiest bridges with the Burmese and the British, apart
from with the rest of the Indian community. Without
Vellayan in Burma, the community would be bereft of a
voice in a country that was not exactly friendly to them.
In the end, this indeed proved to be the case, but at the
time the woes of the callers only added to the burden of
a shattered family.
There were, however, three letters of condolence, "Dewan
Bahadur treasured," recalled an old Family accountant;
one from Sir Ramaswami M udaliar, one from Sir
C.P. Ramaswami Aiyer and the third from C. Rajagopalachari. Rajaji's, in Tamil, spoke of Vellayan's elo-
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quence in English and Tamil and expressed the view
that he had thought Vellayan "would become a leader
among us. But the Almighty thought otherwise."
Why was Vellayan killed? Though the murderer, an IndoBurman, was caught almost red-handed, and there was
no doubt about his role, he never ever gave his reasons
for murdering Vellayan Chettiar except to indicate he
nursed a grudge against him. He was sentenced to life
imprisonment, but when Burma became independent the
new Government reduced the sentence to 20 years. Three
years later he was released. AMM thought this "clearly
pointed to a political angle; the Burmese didn't want the
Indians back and this could have been a signal."
Certainly Vellayan would have been the person who
could have wrung the greatest concessions from postWar governments in Burma, so killing him left the
Indians in Burma, particularly the Chettiars, who had
the largest investment in the country, with no leader
who could have done as much.
There could, however, have been another angle to the
murder, AMM felt. Many a Chettiar agent who had
stayed on in Burma during the Occupation had had to
manage on his own, answerable only to the Japanese. In
these circumstances, the traditional Chettiar integrity had
cracked in a few cases and they had milked dry what
they were meant to tend carefully. Jewellery and cash
vanished, properties were disposed of. And they had
established themselves on their own. They could have
hardly wanted the return of the proprietors, thought
AMM. And so they may have been conspirators too, he
speculated.
Whatever the reasons for Vellayan's murder, his death
certainly wrought changes in The Family. As far as busi-
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ness was concerned, The Family decided to focus only
on India and planned to close down its establishments
overseas, in Burma, Malaya and Ceylon. Murugappa
Chettiar was so shaken that he decided to withdraw from
public view and he decided to stay in Pallathur. He was
a sick man and the shock only hastened his end; he
suffered a stroke in 1948 and died the next year. But
there were two things he was determined to do in his
lifetime.
The first was to see that the Vellayan family was well
established. This he got Murugappa and AMM to com
mit themselves to. The other was to get Murugappa to
adopt a son. Murugappa had two daughters, the younger
one, Annapoorani, one of the first Chettiar girls to go on
to college. Both girls were already married at the time,
the elder, Valli, to the younger brother of AMM's wife,
a grandson of Rajah Sir Annamalai Chettiar. It is an ageold Chettiar custom that a family without a son adopts
a boy from the same clan temple, and sub-sect if there is
one, to ensure succession by one with 'fraternal' links.
Murugappa Chettiar, determined to strengthen the bonds
between the brothers and their children, was adamant
that Murugappa should adopt Vellayan's second son,
Muthiah, then a teenager. Initially, Murugappa and his
family were in two minds but Murugappa Chettiar con
vinced each one of them as well as the other members of
The Family that this was the right step. Vellayan's widow,
however, would not agree to parting with her son. She
held out till the end, but when everyone else had said
'yes', she had to give in. Muthiah, a teenager at the time,
went to live with Murugappa while Vellayan's other sons,
Arunachalam, Murugappan and Subbiah, stayed with
their mother. Vellayan also left two daughters. "Looking
back on it, what Father did was best; it was also wise.
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Our three families have stuck together and even in the
next generation, the children spend much of their time
with each other. This unity has helped us enormously,"
AMM felt in this instance.
On the general question of adoption, however, AMM
had a rather wider view than the traditional one. "I have
nothing against adoption, but it is something each fam
ily must decide for itself. If a family has decided to adopt,
it is better to adopt from within the immediate family,
particularly if an older boy is being adopted; otherwise,
a young boy is preferable, so that you can mould him to
your family's ways. Remember, each family has its own
culture and a boy in his pre-teens would adapt to a
certain family culture more easily than an older, particu
larly a mature, boy. But having said all that, I think it is
best to leave your wealth to your daughters if you have
only girls or, if you have no children, will it to other
family members or charity," AMM expanded, explain
ing his views on adoption. It might not be a view ac
cepted gladly by conservative, tradition-bound Chettiars,
but then AMM never believed in paying lip service to
tradition. Traditions he believed in, he was almost dog
matic about, but many a custom other Chettiars held
sacrosanct he could be quite dismissive about. AMM was
his own man.

C h ap ter 8
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t was in 1639/40 that the East India Company's
Andrew Cogan, Francis Day and the latter's dubash,
Beri Thimappa, founded the town of Madraspatnam, little
more than a stockade with a warehouse and a few resi
dential houses within, on a strip of no man's sand. The
land was granted to the Company by the Poonamallee
'Governors' of the Rajah of Chandragiri, the last heirs to
the glory that was Vijayanagar. It was that small settle
ment that was to grow into Madras, the capital of a
Presidency, and lay the foundations of much of what is
modern India today.
Ever since the days of Cogan, Day and Thimappa this
has been a town of migrants, first from the Nellore area,
then from the Kanchipuram area, still later from the
Arcots and finally from the southern districts. When in
the early 20th Century, Madras had developed in a
manner fit to be the capital of a sprawling Presidency,
the rich and the powerful also began to migrate to where
the Governor held court and Madras developed as a
gracious city with splendid garden houses and reflected
a spaciousness that few cities in India had. It was to this
sprawling city, in 19311 just about half the area of what
1 Census record o f that year.
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it is today, that Murugappa Chettiar brought his Family
to settle in the early 1930s. The city they came to had a
population that had still not reached 700,000 and 'To
Let' and 'For Sale' signs on large houses with ample
gardens were not hard to find. The house Murugappa
Chettiar brought his family to was a rented bungalow in
Purusawalkam.
The Murugappa Family were comparative latecomers
among the N agarathar to establish them selves in
Madras. The first Chettiar to buy a house in Madras was
P.M.A. Muthiah Chettiar, whose house was opposite
where M.CT. Muthiah's Bedford Villa now is. Following
this lead, all the Chettiar families bought or rented
garden houses in the Purasawalkam area. Murugappa
Chettiar was one of the first to move from Purasawalkam
to what was once called the Great Choultry Plain, the
area on either side of Mount Road. The house he bought
was The Laurels, on Edward E llio t's Road (now
Dr. Radhakrishnan Salai). It was a road on which
lived some of the best known names in M adras...
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, who was to become the President
of India but at the time a famed academ ician,
Anantharamakrishnan of the Amalgamations Group who
had pioneered the take-over of British-owned compa
nies even before Independence, S.S. Vasan who led the
magazine and film worlds, P.S. Sivaswamy Iyer and
many others.
Murugappa Chettiar, his three sons and their families,
over a dozen persons in all, and the staff which went
with such a large establishment made living in The Lau
rels seem cramped. As AMM remembered it, "The house
was just not big enough for all the family members, as
each of us wanted a separate room. We all found it very
difficult there." And so it was decided that they would
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look for separate accommodation. Murugappa was the
first to move, buying a modest-sized house, Kilwowan,
not far away, near the junction of Moubray's Road and
Cathedral Road. AMM was keen on building his own
house so he was biding his time. Nevertheless, when a
small house on Moubray's Road next to Kilwowan fell
vacant, he rented it and moved in. Meanwhile, he con
tinued to scout around for vacant land to build his dream
house.
That vacant land came through a perceptive purchase
Murugappa Chettiar made. There was a time in the late
19th Century when several Gujarati families who had
settled in Madras were among its wealthiest citizens and
were leaders of Indian society in the City. The most
prominent among them were Lodd Govindoss and his
family. Unfortunately, the Great Depression had affected
their fortunes adversely and in the late Thirties they were
disposing of large landholdings they owned. One of these
was about 16 acres (about 250 grounds) of vacant land
on Chittaranjan Road they had pledged to the Jupiter
Insurance Company. Murugappa Chettiar at the time was
very keen on buying a house by the sea but the shrewd
businessman that he was he realised 16 acres in hand at
a distress price would be worth much more than a house
by the sea that had not materialised — and within the
day he had finalised the deal when the Lodd Govindoss
property was offered to him.
"Father, however, was determined to get a house by the
sea after S.A.A. Annamalai Chettiar, a great friend of
his, had built his house by the San Thome Beach, so he
was not interested in building here. But I was keen on
building on this property because I was sure this would
develop as one of the better residential areas in the City,
with the sprawling Adyar Club property, the Boat Club
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and several large garden houses virtually across the road
from it. So Father suggested I go ahead and plot the
land because he could think of several persons connected
with The Family who would be willing to take some of
the plots," AMM narrated.
Among those Murugappa Chettiar had in mind was
C.RM.L. Lakshman Chettiar, the father-in-law of his
daughter Omayal, his daughter Annapoorani's family,
his son-in-law Narayanan, who was married to his
youngest daughter Sivagami, some other Puduvayal
people and his partners in Swastik, Narayanaswamy and
Subramaniam. One day, he summoned the two Swastik
partners to The Laurels and told them, "You are partners
with us in Swastik. And since the firm has done well,
you have become well-known in Madras. You must each
have a house of your own to reflect that status. So why
don't you each build on one of the plots we have in
Chittaranjan Road?" To make his offer more attractive,
Murugappa Chettiar added, "W e'll lend you the money
from the firm for you to buy the property and build".
And that was an offer they could not refuse; they were
also delighted with acquiring their first property in
Madras. That it would turn out prime property only
AMM had assessed.
The entire 250 grounds or so was bought for a little less
than Rs.40,000! With the entire plot being bought in his
name, AMM set to work getting the layout organised.
Knowing Pulla Reddy, the Commissioner of the Corpo
ration, expedited the work of laying out the area, putting
in paved roads and providing sewerage lines and bring
ing in water supply. When the Corporation estimate for
this came, it was about Rs.40,000 — and the moment it
was paid, work started and was completed as fast as
possible. "In those days, if you paid up front, the
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Corporation completed the work quickly and efficiently.
No inducements were necessary at all," commented
AMM on the speed with which the layout was com
pleted.
Many began to build as soon as the land was transferred
to them, but AMM bided his time. He had a little less
than an acre and he wanted a much bigger plot. It was
in the mid-1940s that some who had bought plots were
prepared to sell and by 1945 AMM had an area of 2 }/i
acres (about 40 grounds). But much of what he bought
was purchased at prevailing prices, so his plot proved
much more expensive than what the others had paid
initially.
In 1946, AMM started building his house, the English
architect responsible for it favouring an art deco style
amidst large garden space. AMM and his family moved
in in February 1947. About 25 years later, the land
ceiling laws of the 1970s were to force him to sell the
house and 25 grounds and this he did to the Japanese
Government as residence for its Consul-General in the
South. In its 15-ground west garden, to which he added
four grounds, AMM built a smaller, tiled roof house
designed by a local architect who combined a bit of
Chettinad and Kerala architectural styling with the
Regency. AMM moved in in 1975, into a house built to
his taste — a new house with an old look, featuring tall
columns, wide verandahs, high ceilings, old-style tiles
and a semi-circular stairway.
At about the time the Chittaranjan property was offered
to Murugappa Chettiar, he was offered another property
closer the Adyar River and the two Clubs. This was an
old garden house, one of the many owned by the
P. Venkatachellum family who had made a fortune in
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pickles and condiments from the Raj and invested it in
real estate. Their business, however, was affected by the
Depression and they had begun disposing of their house
properties, over 70 in number according to some counts.
Beachborough as this property was called was sandwiched
between Ben's Gardens on Chamier's Road, Parry prop
erty, and a garden house called Adyar House by the Boat
Club. Murugappa Chettiar was really keen on this house,
even though it was not by the sea because it was prime
property in a developed residential area where the gar
den houses o f the British w ere the norm . Ju stice
Lakshmana Rao of the High Court was also, at this time,
looking for a property and Subramania Iyer of the Impe
rial Bank, who was very close to him, quoted him a
price. "He then quoted a substantially higher price to
Father. When Father hesitated and took a few days to
decide, Subramania Iyer informed him that he had final
ised the sale. The Rs.85,000 Justice Lakshmana Rao paid
was Rs.5000 less than our final offer. But the transaction
did not in any way affect the tennis I played with the
Judge," recalled AMM. Beachborough was about 12½ acres
(about 200 grounds) and included an old, large house in
rather decrepit condition. Justice Lakshmana Rao did not
plot out his purchase; instead, he repaired the house and
lived there for quite a while.
"It was about the time that I moved into my house, that
Father got his wish," related AMM. As already men
tioned, with Madras the capital of a Presidency that was
virtually South India, many a Maharajah and Zamindar
had a home in the City. The Mysore Maharajah had a
campus of houses by the sea at San Thome and the prop
erty was generally called the Mysore Palace. During the
War, the property had been requisitioned to serve as
British officers' quarters and, when they left, it was in a
shabby state. The Maharajah decided to sell the property.
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At the time, Sir Arcot Ramaswami Mudaliar was the
Dewan of Mysore. He had been a Member of the Vice
roy's Executive Council and when Independence came
was returning to Madras. That's when the Maharajah of
Mysore invited him to be the Dewan of a state that had
acquired a reputation for progressiveness under Sir
M. Visweswarayya and Sir Mirza Ismail. Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar was delighted to accept the offer and moved
to Bangalore.
M urugappa Chettiar was in Bangalore at the time
Murugappa heard that the Mysore property in Madras
was likely to come into the market. Knowing his father's
keenness to live by the sea, Murugappa immediately rang
him and suggested he see the Dewan. Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar and Murugappa Chettiar had been friends from
the Justice Party days. Although Murugappa Chettiar
held no position in the Party, his advice was valued by
all and the leaders would regularly consult him. Sir
Ramaswami Mudaliar was no exception and a warm
friendship had developed between the two. So, now, he
did not hesitate to call on the Dewan. Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar soon found out that the Maharajah was indeed
planning to sell the property and he had already re
ceived some offers, including one from the Rajah of
Pudukkottai. "Sir Ramaswami told the Maharajah that
he would appreciate it very much if he met Murugappa
Chettiar and agreed on a price with him. Whatever the
price, he would be happy if a friend of his got the prop
erty, he had said," AMM recounted.
When the Maharajah agreed to hear out Murugappa
Chettiar, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar arranged for his friend
to call on His Highness. At the meeting, the Maharajah
said that he had received an offer for Rs.4 lakh but he
was expecting Rs.50,000-60,000 more. "Father immedi-
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ately responded, 'Whatever price Your Highness states
is agreeable with me and I'll pay the advance immedi
ately'," AMM remembered his father describing that
meeting. The deal was settled on the spot for Rs.50,000
more "and Father returned home a happy man". Many
in Madras who subsequently heard about the purchase
felt that if the Maharajah had publicised the property
being for sale he would have got a much higher price; as
it was, the price was a bargain. But that was the way
with Murugappa Chettiar and it was a trait he bequea
thed to his heirs: Plan to strike while the iron is hot and
when you do so, take a decision immediately. On one of
the few occasions he had hesitated, he had lost
Beachborough.
The Mysore Palace compound housed a main house that
was anything but a palace and several smaller houses. A
small house behind the main building, which was clos
est to the sea — it had just two rooms and a kitchen —
was repaired in less than three months and Murugappa
Chettiar moved in in late 1947. When a neighbouring
house was repaired, Vellayan's family moved in there.
Another house was then repaired and Murugappa moved
in. "Father had at last got the house he wanted and it
was here that, two years later, he passed away a happy
man," AMM narrated.
In the 70s, land ceiling laws forced the sale of this prop
erty and the scattering of The Family to different loca
tions. The buyers of this palatial compound were, ironi
cally, the Government of the USSR who converted it into
their Consulate General and the residences of the Con
sul-General and some of his staff. The AMM Family may
not have left it a palace, but they left it as a campus of
well-equipped, comfortable homes. The Russians would
have found that luxurious.
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With AMM in Chittaranjan Road and the rest of The
Family in the Mysore Palace campus by the end of 1947,
The Laurels was empty. But the property market was
depressed in the post-War calm and buyers were diffi
cult to find. Fortune, however, favoured The Family
again. Krishna Rao, whose story was one of rags to riches,
had brought the Udipi restaurant to M adras and
followed it up by establishing in the Thirties the first
Western-style vegetarian hotel in the country in the
garden house of the Rajah of Ramnad, Woodlands, on
Royapettah High Road, which he had leased. He gave
his hotel the name of the house — and in later years
Woodlands Hotels were to be established elsewhere in
India and in half a dozen countries abroad. But at end of
the ten-year lease in 1948 he was in trouble. The person
who had acquired the property from the Rajah of
Ramnad's family consequent to litigation wanted to run
Woodlands himself. Krishna Rao was asked to vacate
the property, his lease not renewed. Krishna Rao, who
had established a hotel which had gained an excellent
reputation and full occupancy, was therefore frantically
looking for a place to shift.
When Murugappa heard of this, he got in touch with
Krishna Rao and offered him the 4-acre Laurels property
for Rs.3.5 lakh. Krishna Rao, however, didn't have that
kind of money. He offered to pay Rs.50,000 down and
wanted to borrow the rest and settle the account.
Murugappa replied, "I'll take the 50,000 and you treat
the rest as a loan from us against the property. Only
settle it as quickly as you can." Not long after taking
possession, Krishna Rao borrowed money from the In
dian Bank to develop his hotel, then pledged the whole
property to the Bank and settled the A.M.M. Family's
loan. Thereafter he began to make a success of New
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Woodlands and it became an international name. But he
never forgot how Murugappa had helped him.
As long as Murugappa was alive he would call on him
once a month, say very little except to insist he was his
saviour and then seek his blessings. Later, he would
occasionally call on AMM. But he would always come in
person to invite the whole A.M.M. Family when he had
a function, religious or secular, in his house. And there
was always an A.M.M. Family representative on these
occasions.
With the sale of The Laurels, it appeared as if The Fami
ly's real estate affairs had finally been settled. But then
there came the Urban Land Ceiling Act in Tamil Nadu
in 1976. And The Family had to take a long look at all
the large holdings it had, but particularly at the vast
extent of land in Kotturpuram it had fortuitously come
by, as already mentioned. This property, which had been
laid out some years previously, was now developed.
Much of it was sold to friends, relations and executives
of the Group. Several of the younger Family members
built their homes here, all favouring the tiled roof and
courtyard Chettinad-Kerala amalgam AMM had pio
neered when he built his new house following the leg
islation. The older members of The Family built homes
in the Boat Club area, across the road from where
Beachborough was and in neighbouring Bishop's Gardens.
AMM bought 14 grounds in front of his house to be
shared by his two sons. When Murugappan preferred
another location, Alagappan took 10 grounds and the
remaining four grounds were disposed of. Alagappan
built in his property and occupied his house in 1972.
The San Thome Palace property, Chamundeswari Bagh,
was sold by now. No longer was a house by the sea an
obsession. No more too was a large family living to
gether a part of The Family's philosophy.

C h ap ter 9

Raising a family

P

art of the settling in process in Madras for AMM
was also raising a family. His first son was born in
Chettinad in 1940, while the joint family lived in The
Laurels. He was named Murugappan1 (M.A. his initials),
named after his grandfather. Like most of the children
of this generation of the A.M.M. Family, he too had his
early education in Church Park, a leading 'convent'
school in Madras, before going on to the Doon School.
M.CT.M. Chidambaram had been the first Nagarathar to
send his children to this famed school in Dehra Dun and
he strongly recommended it to other Chettiar parents.
Doon, as AMM saw it, "was a public school along the
lines of public schools in England; it had a British Head
master and it offered a good all-round education". Look
ing into the future when India, in order to industrialise,
would have to deal with Western countries, AMM had
thought the country would need business leaders who
had from their young days been familiarised with West
ern ways. And Doon was one of the few Indian schools
in India, apart from the 'Anglo-Indian' schools, that at
1 M .A. M urugappan w ill b e referred to in these pages as M urugappan, as dis
tinct from M urugappa, h is uncle, and M urugappa C hettiar, his grandfather.
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the time offered this 'benefit'. So, Murugappan went off
to Doon, nearly 2000 km from home, to return only for
the annual holidays.
When Murugappan passed out of Doon, AMM thought
he should go abroad for his higher education. In the
1950s, the United States had still not superseded the
United Kingdom as the favoured destination of Indian
students. Also, by that time, the A.M.M. Family had es
tablished firm links with British industry, particularly
with the Tube Investments Group. With Murugappan
showing a mechanical bent, AMM thought it best he do
a Mechanical Engineering degree and through the good
offices of Tube Investments a seat was arranged for
Murugappan in Loughborough College in Leicestershire,
not far from Birmingham. Despite Murugappan's tech
nology bent, mathematics was not his cup of tea and, so,
despite all the coaching he received in mathematics, he
found Loughborough tough and decided to opt out. A
training stint was then arranged for him at Tube Invest
ments and here he found himself in happier surround
ings, especially under the guardianship of E.D. Chrishop,
a senior civil engineer with TI's, who proved the perfect
godfather.
By the time Murugappan returned to India, the compa
nies established with TI participation had put down
strong roots and w ere becom ing success stories.
Murugappan started his working career with them, but
had lived too long far from home to be really comfort
able in the more formal local set-up. His independent
mindedness was no help in smoothing his path through
out his unfortunately short life. He died in his fifties2,
while addressing his Coromandel Engineering team —
the Murugappa Group's construction business that he
2 In 1995
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was head of at the time — shortly after lunch at its sales
conference being held in a Madras hotel. Planning to
build big, not only in India but abroad as well — he had
been eyeing the southern republics of the erstwhile So
viet Union — he had in his most recent assignment been
happier than he had been in a while, recalled AMM.
M urugappan left behind, besides his wife, a son,
Arunachalam (A.M.), a talented squash player and a mo
tor racing driver, and a daughter, Lakshmi. AMM and
his wife were shocked by the sudden death of Muru
gappan, which certainly contributed to his ailing moth
er's death shortly afterwards. AMM, himself, spent con
siderable time in his last year ensuring that Murugappan's family was firmly established on a stable footing.
If Murugappan never really found his niche in the
Murugappa Group, his younger brother Alagappan
(M.A.), named after his maternal grandfather, quickly
did. Alagappan was born in 1943 soon after AMM had
moved into the small house in Moubray's Road. As a
child, Alagappan was sickly and caused The Family a
lot of anxiety. But once he started going to school, he
grew into a strapping young man, tall and heavily built,
"taking after his mother's side". Murugappan — and
Valli, who followed Alagappan — took after AMM, be
ing slim and of average height.
Alagappan too followed the Church Park route and was
scheduled to go to the Doon School. But Dr K.I. Thomas,
a well-known educationist had just then taken charge of
the Lawrence Asylum in Lovedale near Ooty and begun
transforming it. The Lawrence Asylums, named after
Lawrence of the Punjab, had been founded after the
Sepoy Rebellion of 1857 to tend and educate the children
of British soldiers who had lost their lives in India. Many
of these children had been bom to Indian mothers. In
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time, the schools in Sanawar (near Kasauli), Ghora Gali
(near Murree, now in Pakistan), Mt. Abu (now closed)
and Lovedale began admitting the children of AngloIndians, the Domiciled British and other British ranks on
long service in India. Semi-military in nature, the asy
lums became schools focussed more on the three Rs, sport
and outdoor activity than on the type of education India
would need when it became independent. The depar
ture of many of the families in these social groups after
Independence and the advent of Dr Thomas changed
Lawrence Asylum into Lawrence School, a forward-look
ing educational institution that promised to offer some
of the best features of a public school education. With
Lovedale nearer than Doon and with AMM having a
house in Ooty, bought in 1949 next to The Family house,
another Laurels, where they could spend time with
Alagappan during his shorter breaks, AMM decided to
enter Alagappan in the school. Alagappan him self
favoured the school, having seen it during holidays in
Ooty. In time, many a member of the extended A.M.M.
Family was to study there, including his son Arun, who
is preparing to join the Group as these lines are written.
Arun's sister Lakshmi, however, did not go to Lovedale.
She studied in Madras and was one of the first girls in
the family to work in the wider world. She was in the
travel business till she got married.
Alagappan enjoyed Lovedale, because he saw The Family
almost the year round, but still had time on his own
with his school friends. He also got to see much of the
surrounding areas in the Nilgiris because AMM had a
friend, G. V enkatesw aran, a C ivilian, w hose son
Narayanan was also in Lovedale, though a bit senior to
Alagappan. Venkateswaran, who went on to become the
first Indian Chairman of the Madras Port Trust, was a
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tennis-playing friend of AMM from the Cosmopolitan
Club. Often he would be in Ooty when his son had a
short break and so would the AMM's. The two families
and the boys would drive through different parts of the
Nilgiris and discover their beauty. AMM and Alagappan
also discovered tea country, which was to play an
important part in their later lives. As for Narayanan, he
went on to head Pond's. After Pond's was taken over by
Unilever, he left them, but continued his association with
the company as a Director of Hindustan Lever's.
The youngest member of AMM's family was born in
1945, just a few months before Vellayan's tragic death.
Valli, who studied at Church Park and did well there,
wanted to go on to Women's Christian College to take
Mathematics. But the College seemed reluctant to take
her, for unstated reasons, and AMM was not willing to
go seeking recommendations. "I never favoured recom
mendations, either seeking them or receiving them,"
AMM was categorical. But Murugappa was never quite
so rigid; he approached old family friend Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, who was then the Vice-Chancellor of
the U niversity of M adras, and Lakshm anasw am i
Mudaliar had no hesitation in speaking to the Principal
of WCC. So, Valli went to WCC, did Mathematics there
and earned a First Class and a high rank.
Valli married a cousin, her mother's younger brother
P.M.A. Lakshmanan's son Alagappan. Their daughter
Lakshmi had much to do with collecting the data for
this book. Their son Murugappan is with Cazenove &
Co., leading British stockbrokers and pioneers of new
issue finance, with which the Group is associated. As for
Valli, she worked at Murugappa headquarters for a while
and helped develop its computerisation. But with The
Family taking a stand that the women of The Family
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should not be involved with the Group s business but
should only look after the Group's numerous trusts, Valli
moved into the world of education. This move coincided
with her doing a couple of very successful series of math
ematics and science textbooks for children, both pub
lished by Macmillan's.
Valli was always close to her father and in AMM's last
days she was closest to him. She ran for him the house
he named The Laurels and spent the most time with him,
visiting every day to be with him. Her academic excel
lence was som ething AMM was very proud of.
Alagappan's business acumen he recognised as a strong
continuation of The Family tradition. It was only with
Murugappan that he did not exactly see eye to eye, not
in their personal familial equation but in terms of the
broader business and extended family relationship.
Did the long years of separation, both in school and,
later, abroad, have anything to do with their inability to
build stronger bridges? That's quite possible, AMM had
replied. "Some children take boarding and separation in
their stride and their relationship with their parents does
not get affected, in the case of others a communication
gap develops; there's no definite answer to questions
like that, but then parents do always try to do what they
think is best," AMM had expanded on the subject. In
deed, AMM had done his best to prepare his children
for the last quarter of the 20th Century and beyond,
particularly in The Family, in The Family's businesses
and trusts, and, more importantly, in social responsibil
ity in the wider world.

C h ap ter 10

A product for the masses

T

he War was over. India was an independent na
tion. And Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was at the helm,
with
men
like
M atthai,
D eshm ukh
and
T.T. Krishnamachari to advise him on the economic front.
Nehru, an admirer of the Industrial Revolution and what
it had done for the Western world, found in them kin
dred spirits who saw the future of India tied up with
what its own Industrial Revolution could do for it. And
so, despite constricting their vision with much restric
tive red tape and governmental supervision, apart from
a socialist outlook derived from the London School, it
was investment in industry they sought from established
business houses and newcomers. To reduce the burden
of imported manufactured goods and in the process in
crease employment in India was the policy of Nehru
and his economic advisers.
The A.M.M. Family was already in at the ground floor
with its contribution to the war effort: sandpaper and
abrasives in bulk. This seemed the logical way to ex
pand and Murugappa and AMM discussed the expan
sion at length without coming to a final decision. Mean
while, the ailing Murugappa Chettiar continued to
worsen and in 1949 died in Madras. During his lifetime
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he had been respected in Burma, honoured with the Rao
Bahadur, then the Dewan Bahadur titles by the British in
India and had established himself and his sons in Ran
goon and Madras. With the tragic death of Vellayan and
the passing away of their father, Murugappa and
Arunachalam had to take pressing investment decisions.
And expanding The Family's industrial base was what
they agreed on. But getting new technology and devel
oping Ajax on a larger scale was something they were
still very uncertain of in 1949.
AMM, however, was certain where he felt The Family
should be. It was thinking that reflected the Govern
ment's in some ways. Heavy industry is what the Gov
ernment planned to invest in, light industry was to be
the private sector's. Though not spelled out in so many
words, light industry was targeted at consumers, be they
other manufacturers or the public. And with the war
boom having left many a farmer and factory worker as
well as those offering them urban support services, not
to mention a burgeoning bureaucracy to run the new
nation, with more money in their pockets than they had
ever had, AMM saw the beginnings of an Indian middle
class that would be looking at consumer goods. A grow
ing population in an economy that took off would only
increase the demand for consumer goods. He was
therefore certain the way to go was with a consumer
product and he argued his case w ell w ith both
Murugappa and, a few weeks later, with Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar, whose advice and friendship their father had
valued and whose wisdom and assistance they felt they
too could depend on. In fact, one old timer remembers
Murugappa Chettiar telling Ramaswami Mudaliar, then
on a visit to Pallathur, "After me, I charge you with the
care of my sons"!

A M M , all dressed up

as a four-year-old.

V alliam m ai A c h i w ith her sons, fro m left, Vellayan,
AMM
an eight-year-old and M urugappa.

as

A M M and Lakshm i at their betrothal in 1929.

A fa m ily grou p photograph on

Sashtiabdapoorthi

the occasion o f the
of
Dewan Bahadur A .M .M . M uru g a p p a Chettiar. To h is left is h is wife
Valliam m ai A ch i. Others in the p ictu re are their three sons and their
w ives and three o f their daughters. Top row fro m left, Vellayan, h is sister
Sivagami, the A M M s , another sister, Annapoorani, and M urugappa. In
the fro n t row, from left are Valliam mai Vellayan, a third sister, Meenakshi,
and Valliam m ai M urugappa.

Sashtiabdapoorthi

A fa m ily portrait on the occasion o f A M M 's
(60th B
A .M .M . M urugappa Chettiar's
in 1944. M urugappa is third

Sashtiabdapoorthi

1978

day) in
. The inset is o f the fa m ily on the occasion o f Dewan Bahadur
from right in the last row, A M M is to his right and Vellayan is to A M M ’s right.

A M M 's children in their teens. From left,
M .A . M urugappan, V a lli and M .A . Alagappan.

The M uru g appas, M .A . Alagappan, h is sister V a lli Alagappan w ith
M .A . M u ru g appan ’s infant daughter Lakshmi, and the A M M s at the
M adras A irp o rt in 1965. They had come to see off M .A . M urugappan
when he left f o r the U .K . f o r higher studies.

M urugappa Chettiar w ith his frie n d s in Burm a. To his left, U. Thw in
w ho w as clo sely associated w ith T h e F a m ily in m an y a ctiv itie s.
A t extreme right, U. Thw in 's yo un g er brother W ong Pae.

M uruganadi

A M M at the gate to
in Yangon (R angoon) in 1994.
was the A .M .M . Fa m ily house in M yanm ar (B urm a) where
A .M .M . Vellayan lived f o r m any years. In the p ictu re on the right,
A M M and Seetha M uthia h (M rs. M .M . M uthia h) are seen together w ith
frie n d s and the then tenants o f
a E u ro p ea n fa m ily .

Muruganadi

Muruganadi,

M other and son - Lakshm i A c h i (M rs. A M M . Arunachalam )
and her elder son, M .A . M urugappan.

A M M , f ir s t In d ia n P residen t o f the M a d ra s C rick e t C lu b (1 959),
inaugurated the 150th year celebrations o f the C lu b in 1997. H e presented
bouquets to all past Presidents - and this one was presented to his son,
M . A . Alagappan, whose presidentship completed the o n ly father-son lead
e rs h ip o f the C lu b . The o th e rs in the p ic t u r e a re D w a ra k n a th
Reddy, President at the tim e o f the celebrations, and N . Sankar, a past
President, who chaired the 150th A n n ive rsa ry Celebrations Committee.
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Murugappa and AMM went to Bangalore to see the man
who was still the Dewan of Mysore and who was trying
to further industrialise that progressive princely state at
the time. Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar was immediately
responsive to their suggestion. He'd be delighted to help,
but did they have any idea what they were looking for?
A product for the common man, which they could sell in
large numbers, Murugappa had been definite. Cycles for
instance, AMM had added. And so they got down to
discussing the bicycle industry.
Curiously, that industry had had its beginnings in India
in Madras — and with a fellow Nagarathar. S.A.A.
Annamalai Chettiar was a pathbreaker in many ways.
He was the first Chettiar into horse racing and one of
the first Indian members of the Madras Race Club. He
was a pioneer in civil aviation in South India. And in
1924, when he visited the Wembley Exhibition in Lon
don, he returned with an arrangement with a German
firm to manufacture cycles in India. His 'Swan' was
India's first bicycle, the frames being manufactured by
'SA' in a small factory and the rest of the bicycle being
imported and assembled there. It was a venture ahead
of its times; it also did not have the economic advan
tages of scale.
Taking a cue from this pioneering venture, the Birlas
later started Hind Cycles in Bombay. This was a much
bigger, factory-scale operation, but India was not yet
ready for the local product. The imported products with
their big and well-established brand names continued to
remain the people's favourites. And, so, Hind Cycles
was still struggling along at the time AMM told Sir
Ramaswami, 'We'd really like to tie up with one of the
well-known British bicycle manufacturers and make one
of their established brands in India'. A Raleigh, for
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instance, AMM had suggested when Ram asw am i
Mudaliar had asked for names.
A former Number One at P. Orr & Sons was at the time
the Government of Mysore's Trade Agent in London and
Sir Ramaswami sent him a cable asking him to have a
chat with Raleigh's. He did, but unfortunately Raleigh's
said, 'W e're sorry. We have an agreement with Sen and
Pandit of Calcutta. They've been our long-time agents in
India and we've told them that when we decide to
manufacture in India it would be with them.' By the
time this information reached Madras, Sir Ramaswami
had gone to London and so AMM had cabled him, 'How
about Hercules?'. At the time, the Raleigh was the most
popular bicycle in India and considered the best. The
cheaper Hercules, however, was as well-known and did
enjoy a good reputation, so they'd not be losing any
thing much by opting for it, AMM had thought. What
Murugappa and AMM did not realise at the time was
that Hercules was owned by Tube Investments, an
industrial giant in Britain, and a tie-up with any of its
firms could become meaningful in the future. "W e were
truly babes in the industrial woods at the time," laughed
AMM. That fortuitous request for a partnership with a
small bicycle manufacturing company was to lead to
much bigger things for the A.M.M. Family, but at the
time they had no clue to what the future held.
Hercules, a family-owned company, had come into the
Tube Investments fold as a consequence of a policy
decision TI's Chairman, Sir Ivan Stedeford1, had taken
just after the War. As TI's was manufacturing and
supplying tubes to the cycle industry, Sir Ivan felt there
was opportunity in acquiring some of those who used

1He was Ivan Stedeford at the time, but was knighted some years later. He'll,
however, be referred to as Sir Ivan in these pages, cutting across chronology.
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the tubing downstream. Any bicycle manufacturer was
an attractive proposition, for post-War Britain was a long
way from returning to successful car manufacture and
sales. For some years after the War, the bicycle was to
remain the favoured mode of transport in Europe. So,
TI's had bought Phillip's, wholly, and, not long after
wards, Sir Ivan had followed that purchase up by taking
over Hercules for three or four million pounds, paying
for it "cash down".
As it happened, when Sir Ramaswami's representative
met Arthur Chamberlain (later Sir Arthur), the Manag
ing Director of Hercules and a cousin of Britain's former
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, this bicycle com
pany was very keen on setting up an Indian operation
and stealing a march on Raleigh's who, Hercules felt,
had let them down. Apparently Raleigh's and Hercules
had a gentleman's agreement that they would let each
other know when they decided to set up shop in India
but Raleigh's had gone ahead negotiating with Sen and
Pandit without telling Hercules about it. An irked
Hercules therefore not only wanted to establish a manu
facturing base in India but also wanted to do it ahead of
Raleigh's. And so that March 1949 meeting went off very
well.
Cham berlain prom ptly set up a m eeting with Sir
Ramaswami in London and, after they had met, set up
another meeting for Sir Ramaswami, this time with Sir
Ivan Stedeford. It was there agreed that Sir Ivan and Sir
Arthur would fly to India in July, when it would be
cooler after the rains, to meet Murugappa and AMM
and see for themselves the Indian situation. When they
arrived in Bombay that July, Sir Ivan informed J.R.D.
Tata of their arrival; Tata's represented Stewart and Lloyd
in India and TI's, U.K. had long had a close working
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relationship with this com pany, through cro ss
shareholding and agreements on items of specialisation.
Sir Ivan, thus, knew J.R.D. Tata immediately offered Sir
Ivan his plane for use during his stay in India. Sir Ivan
thought that was a very generous goodwill gesture till
the bill turned up at TI's, U.K., AMM narrated, recalling
the story Sir Ivan had told him when they became good
friends. In Bombay at the time, however, the omens were
anything but propitious. Sir Ivan and Chamberlain had
gone for a walk on Marine Drive, a hatless, sunglassesless Sir Ivan ignoring the Bombay sun. A bad case of
sunstroke was the result. The doctors advised Sir Ivan to
go to a cooler clime and take a week's rest. And so off
he went to Bangalore, to the sylvan West End.
From Bangalore, Chamberlain came to Madras. And there
AMM laid out the red carpet for him — but at home.
"We wanted to keep the visit as confidential as possible;
we also wanted no publicity at this preliminary stage,"
AMM explained. It's a policy the Murugappa Group
follows to this day. The lunch, virtually a family affair,
the only ladies present being Lakshmi Achi, AMM's wife,
and his sister Sivagami to keep her company, went well
and so did the preliminary discussions. Chamberlain then
returned to Bangalore that evening in the Tata plane,
though he had a room going at the Connemara which he
would drop in to, from time to time, to freshen up. The
next morning he was back again and it was an all-day
meeting at AMM's house when they got through an
enormous amount of work. That evening Chamberlain
again left for Bangalore, promising to be back in Madras
in three days with Sir Ivan.
The meeting with Sir Ivan was much tougher, but AMM
was as forceful in expressing the A.M.M. Family view
point. It was quickly agreed that Hercules would come
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to India and that those around the table would manufac
ture it here as a joint venture effort. The nitty-gritty of
the agreement was much more difficult. Sir Ivan did not
want to give the Hercules brand to India; he thought it
would be better if the same product was manufactured
under an Indian brand name. AMM, however, was ada
mant: "I strongly protested that unless they gave us the
Hercules name there was no point manufacturing the
bicycle in India; we just couldn't go about establishing a
new mark from scratch in a market used to certain
brands, some of which looked like setting up manufac
ture in India." After a long argument, it was agreed that
the brand name of the Indian bicycle would be 'Hercules
India' and that the word 'India' would be removed from
the brand once TI's felt that the product was being manu
factured exactly to their specifications and quality.
'India' eventually went out of the name in 1953-54. At
that time, TI's, U.K. had more or less decided to pull out
of the bicycle business and the Hercules, BSA and
Phillip's brand names were all assigned to TI India. Such
was the rapport that had been built between the two
organisations that the asking price was £5 each — pay
able to any charity.
The other major issue was the investment TI's would
make in the project. "We said we would give them 50
per cent; in those days, we could well do with assistance
if any project was big," AMM recalled the A.M.M. Fami
ly's point of view. But Sir Ivan dug his heels in; TI's was
into the project for just the Rs.30 lakh it wanted for
knowhow and engineering fees and there would be no
cash component. However, it wanted an option on in
creasing its shareholding at a later date. AMM eventu
ally agreed — though pointing out that if government
did not agree to any increase at a later date, the A.M.M.
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Family could not be held responsible — and TI Cycles of
India Ltd was floated with a capital of Rs.70 lakh, the
A.M.M. Family putting in the Rs. 40 lakh that was re
quired for working capital. When they shook hands on
it, Sir Ivan said,'Let's meet at the West End (in Bangalore)
for dinner and tell Sir Ramaswami all about it'. It was at
that dinner that there was born AMM's close friendship
with Sir Ivan, a friendship that was to enable the A.M.M.
Family business to grow into the Murugappa Group,
one of the biggest conglomerates in South India. In fact,
the splendid personal equations Murugappa and AMM
— and later their sons and nephews — established with
their English and American associates have been a re
markable feature of the Murugappa Group's relation
ship with its overseas partners. This is all the more re
markable when it is remembered that the links had to be
forged between a conservative, loyal-to-tradition South
Indian family on the one hand and upper crust British
families or more casual American ones on the other. It
speaks much for the diplomatic skills of all the members
of the A.M.M. Family. It is also significant that that joint
venture agreement signed in 1949 was the first collabo
ration agreement signed in India for manufacture after
Independence. The registered office was Swastik House,
106, Armenian Street, not the most impressive of offices
for what The Family's dream was.
Before Sir Ivan and Chamberlain left India it was
decided that TI's would send out E.D. Chrishop, the head
of its Civil Engineering Department, to survey the land
chosen and plan the factory. TI India could select
w hatever land it thought fit, its English partners
agreed, but they had to have possession of the land by
the time Chrishop came out. And so began the search
for land.
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Sir Ivan also had a final word for AMM. Raleigh's may
have signed their agreement a year and a half before us,
but will you make sure we start manufacturing in India
before they do, he challenged. "W e at TI's will do eve
rything on our part to make this possible," he added.
And TI's did too. The way the A.M.M. Family responded
set the seal for the TI-A.M.M. partnership to start on a
cordial note, and that happy note continues to this day
— even when TI's, U.K., has only a four per cent stake
in Tube Investments of India Ltd.
At the time, M.K. Ramaswami, known to all in The Fam
ily as Govindan, was the manager of the Ajax factory.
MKR, the son of AMM's eldest sister, had been brought
up with AMM in the Pallathur house. He had later gone
to Presidency College for some time and then to his fami
ly's business in Burma to follow the traditional training
scheme for Chettiar boys coming of age in the years
before World War II. When he returned to India he joined
Ajax and, after the problems with Narasimhan, had been
put in charge of the factory. Having a family member in
charge of each factory was a practice that started with
this decision. "With an outsider there was always the
chance to be held to ransom, as we had been at Ajax,"
AMM explained. With Ajax now running smoothly, it
was decided that MKR could be spared to help AMM
look for a site for the new cycle venture. As Ajax was in
north Madras, it was decided not to have another fac
tory there, so AMM and MKR scoured the suburbs south
and west of Madras, travelling by road and train. MKR
would do the preliminary scouting and when he found
a likely site, he'd ask AMM to join him and they'd in
spect it.
In this way, they found that there were no factories at all
in the west, except a large World War II army transport
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workshop in Avadi. Near the Ambattur Railway Station,
however, there was a beautiful mango grove, Manthope,
that AMM thought was just what they wanted. The
owners and her cousins were initially hesitant about
selling it, but then agreed when an attractive price was
offered them by AMM. However, when the documents
were examined, it was found that they had only lease
rights from Government for the land. So the Collector of
Chingleput, a Mr Iyengar, was approached and he said
if an application was made to Government and sanc
tioned, they would not have to pay Government the kind
of price they had already offered; some compensation to
the owners for the trees was all they would have have to
pay over and above Government's price. But Murugappa
felt that there should be no problems with the sellers
when buying a new place, so it was agreed that the
occupants in this instance would be paid the price that
had been agreed on and that Government too would be
paid its price. A Government in search of industrial
development acted magnanimously, particularly as it was
aware "we had already paid a fair price", and so it agreed
to accept a much lower price than its valuers had recom
mended, the price was Rs. 78,500 for 56 acres against an
estimated Rs. 1 lakh. London was informed of the pur
chase and Chrishop arrived in September 1949, ready to
get to work. Instead, he watched intrigued as an auspi
cious day and hour were chosen and while the ground
breaking pooja was performed on that day. The pooja
was performed in pouring rain, which The Family wel
comed as an auspicious omen, but which Chrishop
thought was going to delay all his plans, as he felt it
would be difficult to do any marking after the almost
monsoonal deluge. But mark the site they did and be
fore long building work began according to the plans of
Chrishop and the local architect. A year and a bit was
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what it took to build the TI India factory and in 1951 it
was ready to undertake the first stage of manufacture.
The first steps taken at Ambattur were the manufacture
of the frame, fork and some other parts. The more com
plicated components were imported from the U.K. Thus,
slowly, the manufacture of the Hercules-India began.
But for all the lip service Indians paid to Swadeshi, they
were not prepared to encourage an Indian manufacturer.
As far back as the beginnings of post-Independence in
dustrialisation, the attitude of each man for himself and
the national interest take the hindmost had begun to
manifest itself. In the case of TI India, the dealers began
to oppose its plans from the very first.
It was TI India's marketing plan that first faced opposi
tion. To lay the ground for marketing its brand, TI India
thought it would begin with a seeding arrangement that
would get the dealers who had been directly importing
Hercules used to dealing with a local manufacturer of
the same brand. To do this, TI India applied for a licence
("Remember these were the days of the most stringent
licensing") to import a substantial quantity of Hercules
and it planned to distribute them throughout the coun
try. But when the licence was given, there was a hue and
cry from the big importers who felt their quotas would
be cut, for one thing, and, for another, TI India might
not favour them and would distribute its imports to other
dealers as it pleased. Despite TI India stating that distri
bution would be on a pro rata basis to former importers
based on their past volum es, Sundaram Iyer and
Eswaran, who were the dominant dealers in Madras,
organised an All India Cycles Dealers' Conference in
Madras to protest against this licence and got the senior
Sen of Sen and Pandit to chair the meeting. He was by
then manufacturing Raleigh bicycles, but that did not
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bother the organisers of the meeting who saw him as the
once and former chief agent for Raleigh's and a veteran
in the cycle industry. TI Cycles was not the most wel
come of participants at the conference, with many even
opposed to its participation. But TI Cycles also had
friends who ensured its invitation.
The conference at Gokhale Hall, across the street from
the AMM Family office on Armenian Street, was a re
sounding success for Murugappa who demonstrated his
uncanny ability to deal with Indian businessmen. He
addressed the conference, reiterated TI Cycles' promise,
invited them to a party, took them to the factory and
organised a big dinner for them at the San Thome house.
Best of all, he and Sen struck it off so well that they
agreed to work together in future rather than adopt an
adversarial approach even if they were rivals. Although
the Sens had long been in the bicycle business, they took
note of the clout Murugappa appeared to have with
Government and Independent India's political leader
ship and decided that they would leave it to Murugappa
to lead all delegations from the bicycle industry that
needed to negotiate with the Government on manufac
turing regulations and licensing.
Despite TI Cycles' bona fides being accepted at the Ma
dras conference, there were still dealers trying to pull
the rug from under its feet. And the Industries Minister
at the time, Shyama Prasad Mukherjee was not proving
helpful at all. These were dealers who felt the Indian
market would respond better to imported bicycles, which
also gave their dealers better margins. So, a complaint
was made to the Government that TI Cycles was only an
assembler and not a manufacturer. T.T. Krishnamachari
had by now becom e M inister of Industries and
Murugappa knew him well, for they had long been vir-
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tual neighbours in Madras. When Murugappa met TTK
they hammered out a very fair agreement based on a
phased programme of indigenisation. It was agreed, at
Murugappa's suggestion, that the Government would
not nominate the component but it would insist that
every six months or one year, the manufacturer would
bring down the value of imported components by a
reasonable percentage based on the total value of the
bicycle. This enabled phased indigenisation by putting
the pressure on the manufacturers, while at the same
time it enabled the manufacturer to pick and choose what
he would manufacture; it gave the manufacturer the
opportunity to choose what he could easily manufacture
at first and the time to learn all about what was more
difficult to make. TTK was quick to appreciate the sug
gestion and authorised phased indigenisation. TI Cycles
India responded to the challenge well; within 2½ years
it had indigenised 85% of its Hercules, 2½ years later the
freewheel was the only part being imported. And even
that was taken up for manufacture in 1956-57. TI's deci
sion to make all its components under one roof was a
singular achievement at the time, but the wisdom of it
became an issue of debate in the years that followed
when Ludhiana — with its cottage industry culture and
consequent lower overheads — took the lead in the in
dustry by producing less costly bicycles.
Indigenisation was possible at TI Cycles entirely due to
the enthusiastic support of Sir Ivan Stedeford who could
see the wood from the trees better than his colleagues. It
was due to him that some recalcitrance on the part of
Hercules in the early stages was overcome. When Sir
Arthur Chamberlain resigned after differences with the
Tube Investments Board on which he was, as Managing
Director of Hercules, it was decided to amalgamate the
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various cycle companies, TI's, U.K. controlled as one com
pany, the British Cycle Corporation. Put in charge was
a Mr Boultsridge, Managing Director of J.A. Phillip's
cycles. With the Phillip's Division still exporting to In
dia, he was not exactly enthused with the challenge the
Hercules made in India would pose it, so he was not
rushing with the help TI Cycles needed to implement its
indigenisation plan. AMM got in touch with Sir Ivan
and in no time Boultsridge became most obliging. But
Sir Ivan did more. He got a Mr Yapp, the Works Direc
tor of Hercules and the person helping the Indian fac
tory, put in charge of Indian operations and with Yapp's
help virtually total manufacture in India was achieved.
Backed by Sir Ivan, Yapp proved a tower of strength for
the Ambattur factory. By 1959, it was manufacturing
Phillip's bicycles and in 1964 the BSA brand too.
This manufacture of the whole cycle under one roof was
to have its downside in time, as already mentioned. TI
Cycles looked with pride on being able to do what the
British did. Making every part on its own, it considered
the quality of every part equally good. Paying fair wages
to unionised workers and offering them several benefits
was thought of as being completely fair to the worker.
And obeying both patent and Factories Acts was seen as
respecting the rule book. It's the way TI Cycles still
behaves, but it didn't reckon with the fact at the time
that there was an Indian way too, which was not too
different from the beginnings of Japanese industrialisa
tion. And that was the Ludhiana way.
It was during the War, when there was a shortage of
parts for bicycles, that the skilled machinists of Ludhiana
began turning out what were, in fact, components. Their
quality may initially have been poor, but once TI Cycles
and Sen went into full-scale manufacture after the War
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it wasn't difficult to discover what they were doing and
follow their lead. With improved components and a home
assembly system, Ludhiana was soon on its way. In time,
both were refined and with very high productivity and
lower overheads Ludhiana was able to produce a prod
uct much cheaper than in Madras or Calcutta. Slowly,
Hero from Ludhiana took the lead in the business, but
TI Cycles continued to do well enough to prove a con
tinuous profitable proposition. Brij Lal Munjal, the doyen
of the Indian cycle industry as the Millennium dawns,
is, however, the first person to acknowledge it was
Murugappa who helped steer not only government policy
on two-wheelers but also steered him into the industry.
But while TI Cycles slowly surrendered the lead it had
built up in the early years, it continued to lead the in
dustry as its spokesman. It was instrumental in forming
the Cycle Manufacturers' Association and installed Sen
Senior, perhaps the oldest distributor in the country still
playing a significant role in the industry, as President.
Sen was follow ed by M urugappa and for years
Murugappa negotiated the various key cycle policies with
the Government, ensuring that the industry not only
thrived but also improved. Thanks to Murugappa's ef
forts on behalf of the industry, it put down firm roots
and became one of the success stories of India's early
industrialisation. The lead he and TI Cycles under AMM's
leadership gave ensured that within five years of TI
Cycles going into production virtually 100 per cent of all
components were manufactured in India. The policy the
Ministry of Industry and Murugappa evolved together
was also to prove a model that was followed in the case
of several other industries in the future.

C h ap ter 11

Backwards expansion!
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y the mid-Fifties, TI Cycles of India had been well
established and the relationship with TI's in the U.K.
had been firmly cemented with both Murugappa and
AMM paying several visits a year to England and TI
directors reciprocating. With this association with one of
the U.K.'s largest companies having fortuitously come
their way when they decided to seek a partnership with
H ercules after R aleigh's had said 'S o rry ', both
Murugappa and AMM felt that they must build bigger
on the solid foundation the two organisations had laid
together and which they had built on with mutual re
spect and regard. And so they began to look at TI's core
business, steel tubes, and what opportunity in India
beckoned it.
The obvious opportunity lay in backward integration, in
allowing an India-based tubing plant to supply tubes for
the now fast-growing TI Cycles. This was business
Murugappa and AMM felt could be expanded by selling
tubes to other bicycle manufacturers as well. Once this
business was established, and a name acquired in the
industrial market, they felt they could move into the
larger world of tubes, almost all of which were being
imported into India against licences that had to be hard
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fought for. And who could help them better in this busi
ness than TI's, U.K., the world's largest manufacturer of
mechanical tubes and the first company to use the elec
trical resistance welding technology.
When negotations began to set up Tube Products India,
Sir Ivan Stedeford was not going to make the mistake he
did, one he always admitted, when he took only 30% of
the equity in TI Cycles in 1949. This time he wanted to
be the majority shareholder. "Since he had been so good
and so helpful, we immediately accepted," AMM re
called. But Murugappa also held the view, Tf we are
patient, our time will come'. And so Tube Products was
started as a Public Company in 1955 with TI's, U.K.,
holding 60% and the A.M.M. Family and friends 40%. A
part of the investment was a lumpsum valuation for
knowhow, which TTK, the Minister in charge, insisted
be reduced. TI's, U.K. was reluctant, but "TTK would
not agree; you know that once he made up his mind he
would not change it, so we advised Sir Ivan to agree and
there would be no problems in the future. And there
weren't. TTK proved most helpful and Sir Ivan was
delighted with the growth that followed."
Some years later, it was decided to merge TI Cycles and
Tube Products because a merged unit made greater eco
nomic sense, eliminating sales tax being paid separately
on tubes when TI Cycles purchased them from Tube
Products. When the companies merged, the A.M.M. Fam
ily went along with the original agreement and TI's, U.K.,
remained the majority shareholder but now with a 51%
stake. It was, however, agreed that ten years down the
line TI's U.K. would dispose of 2% of its shares to the
A.M.M. Family at the original price and, thereby, allow
its Indian partners to become the majority shareholders.
When the time to transfer this 2% came, there were some
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problems over the price, but this was soon sorted out
and TI's, U.K., kept its promise. That, however, is get
ting ahead of the story.
When the new venture was agreed on, Sir Ivan Stedeford
once again told AMM, "Find the land and get started as
soon as possible". And once again it was decided that
Chrishop would come out to supervise all the civil work.
Tube Products, U.K.'s Technical Director at the time was
a Bradshaw, and its Managing Director Fred Martin as
signed him the responsibility of the technical side of the
new plant, particularly equipping it with the latest and
best machinery.
The search for land began in 1954 and AMM found that
the British Government of Malaya's Immigration Camp
in Avadi, near Ambattur, had been closed and the va
cant but well-developed property was up for sale. This
was a sort of 'quarantine' camp for Indian labour re
cruited by Malaya in India. With Malaya in ferment at
the time, while also heading for independence (which
came in 1957), it had been decided to put a stop to im
migrant labour and the Camp had been closed down.
AMM approached the Civilian in charge of the camp
who was staying on only to settle the property, but was
told that he would have to talk to the Immigration Com
mittee in Kuala Lumpur. The officer, however, added
that they had already received an offer of Rs.20 lakh for
the property from the Madras Government but the Com
mittee thought it too low and wanted to wait for some
time till the value appreciated. In fact, since the Con
gress Sessions of 1955 were to be held at the Camp and
Nehru would even occupy one of the smaller houses in
it, the Malayans thought the value of the property would
appreciate with the prestige bestowed on it!
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Murugappa thought otherwise and advised that "we
should bide our time". A few months after the Avadi
Congress Sessions, Murugappa heard that the Malayans
had had no further offers. He then approached the
Madras Government. Kamaraj was Chief Minister at the
time, R. Venkataraman was Industries M inister and
C. Subramaniam was Finance Minister. Murugappa knew
all three well and they, in turn, greatly respected his
views. When he met them, he told them that he was
interested in the Avadi campus but it was too big for the
plant he wanted to put up. Would the Government agree
to join Tube Products of India in a joint purchase and
then divide the property suitably? He also suggested
that Government, in those circumstances, could keep all
the built-up area, provided the water supply it was re
ceiving from Paruthipet was diverted to the new factory;
after all, Government could get Red Hills supply with
out difficulty. It did not take long for Government to
agree to Murugappa's suggestion. Whereupon he took
his suggestion a step further.
I know the Immigration Committee and I know Malaya,
having lived there for some years, he told Kamaraj and
his colleagues. Would the Government of Tamil Nadu
agree to let him negotiate on its behalf with the Malayan
Government, he requested. Kamaraj was only too glad
to let Murugappa negotiate for the property, for he knew
Murugappa to be a shrewd businessman as well as a
man of integrity. He however insisted that the transac
tion should be between the Government of Malaya and
the Government of Madras, with Murugappa only act
ing as the official representative of the latter. Once the
Government had acquired the land, it would sell a por
tion of it to Tube Products of India, he added. Murugappa
immediately agreed. He had only one question. How far
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did the Government want him to go? Rs.20 lakh, Kamaraj
replied; that was the same price Rajaji, when he was
Chief Minister of Madras, had offered a couple of years
earlier.
When Murugappa met the Immigration Committee in
Malaya, they kept asking for a bid higher than the Rs.20
lakh they had been earlier offered. Murugappa coun
tered with a price about half of that and pointed out, "A
property is worth only what other people are prepared
to pay for it. The greater the demand, the higher the
price will be. But in this case there is only one buyer."
He also pointed out that waiting for a better bid would
only cost the Malayan Government more every day, as
they had that Civil Servant in residence in the camp as
well as several staff; the cost of all of them as well as
maintenance would only keep mounting the longer they
waited. And that's when the negotiations began. Two
days later, the deal was finalised for Rs.15 lakh, Rs.5
lakh less than what Kamaraj had authorised or what
Rajaji had offered! When Murugappa returned with the
Malayan Government's acceptance, Kamaraj and his
Cabinet were so overjoyed they invited Murugappa to
get all the documents prepared for the transactions.
AMM and The Family's lawyers worked with Govern
ment Pleader Veeraswamy, later to become Chief Justice
of the Madras High Court, and Government Engineer
Muthian, later to become Chief Engineer, PWD, to draw
up the documents and mark out the land. Once the di
vision was marked out, Tube Products of India paid its
share to the Government of Madras, which then settled
accounts with the Government of Malaya. Tube Prod
ucts of India then began building the dividing wall be
tween the two properties.
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Once this was done, Chrishop came down, surveyed the
land and got work on the building going. This had to be
a totally different type of building from the Cycles' build
ing he had helped plan. This had to be very high and
spacious in order to accommodate large overhead cranes
that had to move heavy steel ingots and tubes from one
end to the other in different directions. Once the build
ing was ready, Tube Products, U.K., sent out most of the
equipment, much of it manufactured in-house. They also
sent out a young but senior foreman called Savage from
their factory to be Works Manager of the new factory.
Savage arrived with his wife, a nurse, and they occupied
the lovely bungalow that had been the Malayan Civil
ian's. Once settled in, Savage soon got the first mill roll
ing.
Half-inch to two-and-a-half-inch tubes were what were
first produced at Avadi using steel strips Tube Products,
U.K., tested and sent out. These were welded and made
into tubes in India, mainly for TI Cycles. In time, rolled
mills and other facilities were added to supply a variety
of tubes, mainly for the automotive industry. As Indian
demand for a greater variety of tubing increased, Tube
Products of India geared itself to meet these needs and
soon was making loco boiler tubing, shock absorber
tubing, steering coiled tubing and various structural
tubings. Moving from welded tubes to drawn tubes to
fabricated tubes — and still innovating and expanding
— it has been a significant contribution that Tube In
vestments of India has made to the development of In
dian industry in the years since those beginnings in 1956.

C h ap ter 12

Success & disappointments

T

he decade from 1955, when work started on Tube
Products, was one when TI Cycles of India grew
into Tube Investments of India Ltd (TII) and Ajax grew
into Carborundum Universal of Madras, India (CUMI),
whose beginnings are still to be narrated. But it was not
only an era of growth. It was also a time of success and
disappointment and of dreams, if Chettiars do dream.
Murugappa, the down-to-earth, pragmatic Chettiar was
no dreamer, but there was an un-Chettiar-like streak in
AMM that occasionally had him dreaming of what the
future could be like. It was possibly a streak he inherited
from his buccaneering father who envisioned opportu
nities and was always willing to take a chance.
It was during the first years of the decade that the cycles
and tubes operations were strengthened in several ways,
not a little due to the fine personal equation that had
developed between AMM and Sir Ivan Stedeford. The
first step to this strengthening was when Murugappa
proposed that a TI's, U.K., subsidiary, which had been
started in Calcutta shortly before TI's, U.K. and the
A.M.M. Family had first begun talking, be merged with
the two companies in the South. This company, TI of
India, had been started to market TI's, U.K., tubes and
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other major products in India. When Tube Products, India
started, the relevance of the Calcutta agency began to
decrease, particularly when Tube Products, India began
to increase its range.
At about this time, the A.M.M. Firm's relationship with
TI Cycles and Tube Products, India, needed reviewing
too. The A.M.M. Firm was acting as Managing Agents of
the two joint ventures, giving its members some salary
benefits, a situation that TI's, U.K., had not exactly been
in favour of but which Sir Ivan had amicably resolved.
Now it appeared that the Government of India was plan
ning to do away with the Managing Agency system.
Murugappa, therefore, felt the best thing would be if the
A.M.M. Family could acquire a stake in TI of India and
make that the marketing arm of TI Cycles and Tube
Products, India. As the next step, he thought the three
companies should be merged. And that is what hap
pened in 1959, TI of India becoming a 50:50 company
called TI and M Sales, the M standing for Murugappa,
and the merged company, comprising three units —
cycles, tubes and sales — being called Tube Investments
of India Limited. Through the mergers, TI of India be
came one of the bigger players in the South, certainly
the second biggest individual company in the Madras
region, and so AMM now dreamed of the day when it
would be a mini version of its giant British partner in
the emerging India. The first steps to this end have been
the setting up of tube units in Ludhiana, to meet the
northern demand, and Satara, Maharashtra for western
India.
The only problem of sorts Madras's TI Group, as it came
to be known, faced during this period, as AMM remem
bered it, was that it was paying considerable taxes. Fol
lowing the straight and narrow path The Family had
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long trod, "we made sure that we paid ALL our taxes,
even if they amounted to a huge sum for those days".
Looking back, AMM wistfully remarked, "It would have
been nice having some of today's advantages at the time,
because we would have been able to save quite a lot of
money legitimately for further investment in the busi
ness". Explaining this situation of plenty that was
benefitting the taxman in a manner which, in retrospect,
was bountiful, AMM said, "In those days, we were not
able to get proper advice on tax savings. There were
hardly any good tax lawyers. We also tended to remain
loyal to audit firms and tax advisors who had been re
tained by The Family for years and they were a bit re
moved from the emerging Indian industrial, commercial
and financial scenes". This, however, did not stop the
Group from moving ahead by firming up its further plans
for backward integration.
Cycle chains is what AMM felt should be looked at fol
lowing the local manufacture of tubes. Sir Ivan agreed
and immediately got in touch with Reynold's Chains,
the world's largest manufacturers of chains and the major
supplier to TI's, U.K. When AMM met Reynold's direc
tors, they were not particularly enthusiastic about a joint
venture in India, but they did not say 'No'; they wanted
to think it over and then they "haughtily" stated terms
that were unreasonably steep. AMM decided to look
elsewhere. Shortly afterwards, AMM had to go to the US
as part of an Indian commercial delegation and, during
the course of the trip, asked around for information about
the best chain manufacturers there. He was given four
names, Diamond and three smaller units. When he got
in touch with them, only Diamond's directors showed
some interest. He would convey their interest to TI's,
U.K., he told them, and then get back to them. There
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followed a prime example of the wheels within wheels
that make the industrial world go round.
TI's, U.K., had at the time just taken over the British
Aluminium Company. A Canadian subsidiary of BAC,
the Canadian Aluminium Company, was in partnership
with the Chicago Tribune, Chicago's leading newspaper,
in a hydroelectric company which supplied the newspa
per's huge paper mill and CanAl all the electricity they
required. Sir Ivan got in touch with the Tribune's owners
and requested their help in getting Diamond's interest
converted into commitment. The approach to the Trib
une had been made because Diamond was at the time
owned by a Chicago conglomerate, Amsted. Soon, the
Tribune responded, that it had strongly recommended to
Diamond an Indo-American partnership that would be
one of the earliest in Independent India. Sir Ivan acted
fast. He got hold of an engineer called Archer who was
with Brampton Fittings1, a TI's, U.K., subsidiary, and
who had earlier worked with a chain company, and
requested him to join AMM on a visit to the Diamond
Chain Company factory in Indianapolis.
AMM and Archer first met the Amsted people in Chi
cago, then went to Indianapolis where Jack Cooper,
Diamond's Vice-President, Sales, looked after them so
well and Shole, the President of the Company, impressed
them so much with what Diamond Chains could do for
a partner that they returned to England convinced that
they need look no further than Diamond Chains for a
partnership. In the U.K., Richard Young, the Managing
Director of TI's, U.K., and Sir Ivan's right-hand man,
immediately cabled Amsted's Chairman suggesting a
London meeting during his next visit to Europe. As it
1Som e of B ram p ton's range w as m anufactured by T I in India from 1959, when
m anufacture o f W right saddles also began.
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happened, he was indeed planning to visit Europe in
days and would include London in his itinerary. AMM
decided to await him in London. The meeting that took
place a few days later in TI's office in Adelphi saw the
business settled in half a day. It was agreed that TI of
India would give Diamond Chain 27½ per cent of the
shares in return for knowhow and would put in the rest
of the investment. The new Indian company, TI Dia
mond Chains, would start with the manufacture of cycle
chains, which it did in 1960-61, and would progress to
other chains the American company was making or
would make in the future2. It was also agreed that any
further increase in capital would be in the same ratio,
with Diamond Chains subscribing financially towards
its 27½ per cent. It was decided to order German
machinery and Forsyth, a TI's, U.K. man who was
the Works Director of TI Cycles, and AMM left for
Germany to finalise the required purchases for cycle
chain manufacture. Diamond Chains sent out their
own man to erect the plant, train the workforce and get
the operation running. He spent nearly a year with
the plant.
Simultaneous with the search for machinery and orders
for it, TI, India, bought 16 acres of land in Paruthipet,
close to TI Cycles' factory, for the TI Diamond Chain
factory. Such a large extent of land had to be purchased
because this was the area from where TI Cycles' water
supply came and the three shallow wells had to be pro
tected by quite a large vacant acreage that would ensure
adequate groundwater to recharge the wells. Govern
ment had helped TI, India, acquire some of this land on
the understanding that it would not be used for any
thing but recharging the wells and now Government
2T ID C started m anufacture of industrial chains in 1964
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assent had to be obtained to put up a factory here. In a
corner of this large acreage, it was decided to build a
new building, in fact a building that would look differ
ent from the usual factory buildings. A woman architect
was commissioned to do the design, but when the plans
were sent to Chrishop, he threw up his hands in horror.
Not only was the plan one for a building that would cost
a fortune, but it was also not a good plan at all for a
factory. So out Chrishop came once again and drew up
plans for a traditional factory, but permitting differences
because there had to be a heat treatment area. And here
production began in 1960, another step being taken on
the way to total indigenisation of the TI of India bicycle.
Years later, TI Diamond Chain bought another plant in
Germany, this one manufacturing agricultural chains, and
moved it to India where it not only supplies the Indian
market but also exports to Germany from where the
German agent assembles an additional component and
sells the chains throughout Europe.
While TI of India and Diamond Chains of the U.S. were
getting ready to start their joint venture, TI of India began
looking at another project that might help it to manufac
ture some other item in its quest to Indianise the
Hercules. This was a project to manufacture dynamo
lamps for bicycles. At the time, the Indian dynamo lamp
market was dominated by H. Miller Lamps of Birming
ham, a fam ily-ow ned concern. As it happened,
Boultsridge of Phillip's who was to take charge of all TI
Cycles operations under the banner of British Cycle
Corporation, had more than business access to Miller's;
his son-in-law was one of the family. It therefore didn't
take too long for AMM to reach agreement with Miller's
and it was decided to locate the lamps factory in the
same building as the chains factory, where production
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was already underway when the TI-Miller agreement
was signed.
Some years later, differences in the family that owned
Miller's resulted in the business facing closure. At this
stage, Miller's offered to sell its business to TI of India,
but all that was left was the brandname and a few proc
ess tools; all the manufacturing equipment had been sold
piecemeal. Nevertheless, TI of India decided to acquire
the trade mark and the tools. And so, the Miller mark
became owned by TI of India worldwide in 1982. Mill
er's had registered the mark in a large number of coun
tries. TI of India reduced that number somewhat and
still continues to renew the registration of the mark in
several countries. This helped TI Miller export the lamp
to many of these countries in the early days, but these
exports were not particularly well-handled, AMM felt.
"It might have been a marketing problem, but whatever
it was, we did not exploit the opportunity we had to the
extent we should have," AMM related.
With the indigenisation of the bicycles made at TI
Cycles almost complete, AMM, who was looking after
TI Cycles as well as Tube Products, turned his attention
to the latter and sought opportunities to expand its prod
uct range. High pressure cylinders and bright steel bars
were what AMM suggested to Sir Ivan for manufacture
in India. Neither was manufactured in India and both
were in demand, particularly bright steel which was what
automatic drilling machines required. Sir Ivan immedi
ately agreed to increase the capital of Tube Products,
India, and subscribe towards it so that these two plants
could be established in Madras. Land was identified in
Avadi, but those were the days of the Licence Raj and
licences had to be sought for both plants.
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There was, however, disappointment ahead. The small
est economical plant for pressure cylinders that could be
put up was for 1,00,000 units. The TI partners were pre
pared to invest in such a large plant, even though the
demand in India at the time was only 50,000 units a
year, because they saw the demand far exceeding capac
ity in the future, by which time they would be well estab
lished in the market. So they asked Government to grant
them the licence but at the same time grant no other
licences, for a three-year period, for the manufacture of
high pressure cylinders in India. This, Government was
not willing to do. In fact, Government went further and
said, we'll grant you the licence right away, but if some
one else applies we'll grant them a licence too, because
competition is something we wish to encourage in order
to benefit the customer. In these circumstances TI's, U.K.
which was planning a 60 per cent investment, decided
to drop both plans, because bright steel by itself was not
going to be big business. "It was a great disappointment
to us at the time," recalled AMM, adding, "If only we
had been given that three-year grace period, we would
have welcomed any number of competitors thereafter
because we were so sure of the quality of the product
we would manufacture, and the manufacuturing facili
ties we would have established would have been able to
withstand any competition. That cylinder was based on
the same cylinder used by British Oxygen, which bought
its entire requirements from the TI subsidiary Chester
field Tube Company. In fact, Chesterfield was the only
manufacturer in the UK... that was the size of the mar
ket! This was one of the best cylinders in the world ...
and we couldn't bring its manufacture to India. It was
sad."
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A rather similar thing happened at TI Cycles about the
same time. AMM dreamed that the way to go from
bicycles was into mopeds. Today, the moped is one of
the major forms of transport in India; in those days, it
had hardly been heard of. If TI Cycles had got the li
cence it wanted, it would, perhaps, have been the pio
neer of the motorised two-wheeler revolution in India.
But that was not to be and, in many ways, AMM felt
more disappointed by not being able to go through with
this project than with having to drop the cylinders project.
When AMM first dreamed of manufacturing mopeds, it
was difficult to get the knowhow, which was Euro-cen
tred. But after Raleigh's took over the entire bicycle
operation of TI's in the U.K., it also began to look at the
moped. It tied up with a French company, Motobikon, a
successful manufacturer of two-wheelers, and started
operations in England with an assembly line. Test mar
keting, however, demonstrated that the moped would
not have a market in the U.K.; English weather was the
hindering factor not only for mopeds but also for motor
bikes. So, Raleigh's gave up the idea of mopeds but was
only too glad to introduce AMM to Motobikon. When
AMM met the French company in France, it was imme
diately responsive to the idea of a project in India and
agreed to wait the six months AMM felt it would take to
get an Indian licence.
Back in India, Murugappa argued the case forcefully with
Government, but times had changed and Government
was no longer as amenable to reason as it had been in
the Nehru era. At the time Murugappa met those in
government for the moped licence, Government wanted
to licence manufacture of only 50,000 mopeds in the
whole country and this they wanted six or seven manu
facturers to produce. Murugappa pointed out that manu-
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facturing only 7000 or 8000 mopeds a year was not at all
viable; in fact, to make the engine alone cost-effective, it
was necessary to manufacture at least 50,000 units. Gov
ernment, however, was not prepared to listen. And even
though Motobikon gave TI Cycles a further six months
to get a licence — that's how keen it was — Murugappa
could not make Government see the economies of num
bers. Eventually, a licence in terms of Government's
thinking was given to a Coimbatore manufacturer who
put up a factory on the Renigunta-Tirupati Road — and
he duly burnt his fingers, a fact Murugappa stressed
when he met the Minister, Manubhai Shah, on a later
occasion. It was to be another ten years or so before
Government relented to an extent and mopeds and
motorbikes became a success in India. "But we should
have been in the business on the ground floor if Govern
ment had not been so adamant in the Sixties," AMM
narrated, rueing a denied opportunity.
Tube Products, India, however, had better luck with
tubings, even if it took some time. The Company was
already supplying special tubings for the automotive
industry, but there was a growing need in the country
for the specialty Bundy tubing. This excellent tubing was
necessary for refrigeration coils and for fuel and braking
systems. At the time, it was being manufactured by only
one manufacturer in the world, Bundy Corporation of
the U.S., whose partners had for over 20 years held the
patent for the tubing worldwide. Despite the monopoly,
the company was strapped for cash and so had ap
proached an attorney, Anderson, a friend of Henry Ford,
to help. He first put money into the company and then
took it over, after which his two sons ran the company
successfully. In the late Fifties, TI and M Sales was im
porting Bundy tubing from Bundy's Australian subsidi-
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ary and had established a good market in India for the
range. Through Bundy, Australia, TI of India made con
tact with Bundy, U.S., and as early as 1962 the American
firm agreed to join hands with TI of India to manufac
ture a part of its range in India. When Murugappa fol
lowed this gentleman's agreement up during a visit to
the U.S., he got a Memorandum of Understanding con
tingent on TI of India getting a manufacturing licence.
That licence again proved a stumbling block and the
MOU was allowed to lapse. It was to be in the late Six
ties, in the slightly more liberal industrial atmosphere in
India, that fresh negotiations were entered into with
Bundy, U.S., and a joint venture company formed. This
company when it was formed was set up totally sepa
rately from TI's, U.K., interests in India. Bundy insisted
on this against the following background.
Highby, a small American company, was set up in the
Sixties to manufacture Bundy tubing. TI's, U.K. had ac
quired this plant and shifted it to the U.K. Highby, how
ever, was far behind in knowhow and Bundy, U.S., did
not want any of its knowhow leaking through TI of
India and reaching Highby. None of it ever did.
Bundy India Ltd was established in 1970 and AMM
decided to keep it at a distance from the TI of India
operations. That Gujarat also offered some very enticing
concessions helped in the Bundy India factory putting
down roots in Baroda. It was decided to make it a public
company and its issue was the first public issue handled
by the newly set up SBI Merchant Banking Division. Raj
Talwar was then the Chairman of the State Bank of India
and AMM knew him well. The issue was therefore en
trusted to SBI and AMM's faith in the Bank was amply
justified when "it did some very good work and we had
a successful issue". The plant came up within a short
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time and Bundy India did well for a few years. Mean
while, Steel Tubes of India which had been using dou
ble-walled tubing like Bundy India, introduced single
walled tubing using Japanese technology transmitted
through its German collaborators. Bundy, U.S., felt the
STI tubing was not of the same quality as Bundy tubing,
but the refrigeration business preferred the less expen
sive single-walled tubing to the complex Bundy tubing.
To meet the competition, which was severely affecting
it, Bundy India decided to put up a plant for single walled
tubing. Just at that time Tata's wanted to have the brakepipes it was buying from Bundy covered with plastic.
With Tata's having a 10 per cent stake in Bundy India,
the decision was taken to go in for an expensive plastic
covering plant in order to protect the business with Tata's.
As AMM recalled that decision, "We probably made a
mistake getting that plant. If we had opted for the single
wall plant, Bundy India might have continued to be a
success. But as things were, we had to go through a
difficult patch for a time, before things changed for the
better." The rest of the Bundy story is several years ahead
of this time, and will be narrated later in the chapter.
Just as the Bundy story was beginning Lord Plowden,
who had with Sir Ivan been on the Atomic Energy Com
mission of the U.K., joined the TI's, U.K., Board as Sir
Ivan's chosen man. In 1962 he took over as TI, U.K.'s
Chairman. When he joined TI's, U.K., Lord Plowden had
brought with him Sir William Strath, a former Principal
Secretary in Her Majesty's Government who had been
Member Secretary of the AEC. Lord Plowden nominated
Sir William to the TI of India Board and made him
responsible for the Indian portfolio of TI's, U.K. Both
became good friends of Murugappa and AMM, but nei
ther was as generous as Sir Ivan had been. "Despite being
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good friends, they never extended us the same facilities
or the financial support Sir Ivan gave us," AMM re
called. And remembering Sir William he added, "When
we were not talking business, he was very friendly and
warm. But when a business discussion started, he'd
talk for hours, often quite firmly, before he would
finally come to an acceptable, never a generous, settle
ment."
Looking back, AMM felt that TI's, U.K., could have done
more for its Indian partners in the 1960s. It was doing
very well in the UK and was among the top ten engi
neering companies there, with a workforce of over 65,000
round the world. It had its fingers in many a big pie and
some of those pies had Indian shares to them. "There
were one or two occasions they could have included us
in their plans for these other Indian operations of theirs,
but they didn't," AMM regretted. One particular instance
was the case of India Foils.
India Foils, Calcutta, was taken over by TI's, U.K., dur
ing Lord Plowden's time as a consequence of Venester
Foils being taken over by British Aluminium, which was
owned by TI's, U.K. When British Aluminium went from
strength to strength, it was at a time TI's, U.K., had be
come more inward looking and had decided to concen
trate on its U.K.-based business. India Foils was, there
fore, up for sale. "Sir William Strath could have easily
merged India Foils with TI, India, but he was not pre
pared to do this even after we spent hours trying to
persuade him," AMM related ruefully. "He had taken a
decision that TI's, U.K., would retain the investments it
had made in India, but would not add to them. And he
would not budge. That was the way with him usually,"
explained AMM.
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On the other hand, even though TI's, U.K., could not be
as helpful during this era, Lord Plowden and Sir William
Strath made it amply clear how well they regarded and
how much respect they had for the A.M.M. Family and
its principled way of doing business. Whenever AMM
was in London at a time the TI's, U.K. Board was meet
ing, Lord Plowden would invite AMM to join the Direc
tors for lunch. And if the meeting was to discuss aspects
of the Indian business, he'd invite AMM to join them at
the meeting and ask him to present the Indian point of
view if the Directors were hesitant about a decision. But
what was significant on these occasions was that Lord
Plowden did not invite AMM to join the meeting only
when the Indian business was being taken up; AMM
was invited as an observer from the beginning of the
meeting itself and so was privy to several discussions on
the UK business. In fact, there were even one or two
occasions when Lord Plowden would turn to AMM and
ask "what I felt" about some of the matters they were
discussing. "I considered this an extraordinary gesture
of trust and respect," AMM commented.
Sir William Strath was even more friendly. A Scot, Sir
William rose to where he was from humble beginnings.
His father was a policeman on the beat, but had ensured
that his son's ability did not go to waste. As mentioned
earlier, some of that ability was reflected in sticking to
his position when talking business, without ever seem
ing brusque or authoritarian. Outside his office or the
Board Room, however, "he was a true friend" who en
joyed the company of both Murugappa and AMM. A
theatre enthusiast, he'd make sure he'd take AMM and
Lakshmi Achi to two or three West End productions,
followed by dinner, during every visit. He was as atten
tive to Murugappa. Knowing that Murugappa enjoyed
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sightseeing and the country, when he and Valli Achi
came to England on their annual visit in 1965, Sir William
arranged to take them for an over 500-mile trip. And he
drove them himself all the way. Murugappa and Valli
Achi enjoyed the trip thoroughly, but little did they re
alise there would be a tragic ending to it. When they got
back to London, Murugappa felt very tired and took to
his bed. There he had a heart attack — and Sir William
proved a tower of strength in the days that followed. He
had Murugappa admitted to the best hospital in London
and ensured the best care. But none of it helped — and
Murugappa passed away on 1.11.65. In a tragic coinci
dence, his son Muthiah too died in London about a
decade later, when still comparatively young.
When Murugappa fell ill, Muthiah flew out to London
and he was able to spend a week by his father's bedside
with his mother. AMM was in Tokyo when Murugappa
died. And so Sir William made all the necessary arrange
ments to ensure they had no problems getting the body
back to India. London Airport is not one where they
bend the rules easily, but Sir William got them to allow
him to drive Valli Achi out to the tarmac first and board
the plane just before departure. He led her up the steps
himself and seated her before saying his goodbyes. "It
was most thoughtful of him and demonstrated the great
affection he had for the Murugappas," said AMM recall
ing what Valli Achi had told him about that last trip to
London.
In Bombay, they were met by Murugappa's nephews
who had chartered a special plane to fly the body to
Madras. Valli Achi wanted her husband cremated in
Pallathur, so when the body arrived in Madras it was
kept at their San Thome house and all day long thou
sands streamed past it, friends, business acquaintances,
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Nagarathar from all walks of life, factory and office
employees, those who worked or used or studied in
institutions run by The Family trusts, politicians and
trade union leaders, bureaucrats ... it was an unending
stream that ended only when the body was carried out
from the house by San Thome Beach and taken to the
railway station where a special train awaited to take
Murugappa's mortal remains and family, kin and friends
to Pallathur.
Not long after Murugappa died, Sir William Strath too
passed away. AMM was in London at the time and at
tended the funeral. There were more people with Indian
and other overseas connections at the funeral than mem
bers of Sir William's family, reflecting both the regard
with which he was held by those he had done business
with all over the world and the distance he had trav
elled from those humble beginnings in Scotland.
With Murugappa's death an era had ended, an era dur
ing which the A.M.M. Family moved from its traditional
banking business to become one of the pioneers of in
dustry in independent India. It was the kind of growth
not associated with the traditional Chettiar way of doing
business. It was progress made through moving into a
world apart from India, a world alien to the Chettiars,
the Western world, and fitting into it when needed, being
comfortable in it, yet never losing sight of the traditions
of the community, its customs and its values. Recalling
his elder brother's passing away, AMM said, "From 1949
we had always been together, a team in harmony. In
everything either of us did, we'd consult the other and
then work together to implement the decision we took.
Together, we slowly built up what is now known as the
Murugappa Group. I don't think either of us ever had to
regret anything we did; every decision we took was for
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the greater good of the Group and The Family. We never
lost sight of what was best for The Family."
As the 1955-1965 decade ended, AMM was now the head
of The Family. He was not yet 50, not too many years
older than his nephews. In many ways, AMM was lucky.
His eldest son and his four nephews were all in their
late twenties, early thirties, had finished school, served
an apprenticeship somewhere and been slotted into
managerial positions in one company or the other.
Murugappa and AMM had agreed that the training
should be a year or two in another business house, not
one of The Family's, for they didn't want the boys pam
pered or taken advantage of. The third generation had
also spent time in England and knew the key personnel
in the various TI's, U.K., operations that had interests in
TI, India. Thus, though Murugappa's death "left a void,
I was fortunate in having a younger generation that had
grown up and had slowly been taking up important
responsibilities. I was also lucky that they all thought
along lines that might be described as the Murugappa
culture — an amalgam of respect for their elders, tradi
tional values and modern professionalism."
The reorganisation of the management of the companies
after Murugappa's death was, therefore, smooth. At the
time of Murugappa's death, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar,
who said "but for whom we could not have made a
success of TI, India", was Chairman of TI, India, as well
as at Carborundum, whose story will be narrated in the
next chapter. Murugappa was Managing Director of both
companies and AMM was Joint Managing Director of
TI, India. M.V. Arunachalam, who was looking after
Carborundum under Murugappa, joined AMM as Joint
Managing Director at TI, India. AMM became a Director
of Carborundum and its guiding spirit while Muthiah
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was moved from Plantations to Carborundum as Man
aging Director, the man on the spot. Plantations at that
time comprised only New Ambadi Estate, a wartime
acquisition in the Kanniyakumari D istrict in 1942.
M uthiah, while spending considerable time on
Carborundum was still able to look after The Family's
and his great personal interest in planting. This gave
him entry into the United Planters Association of South
India and allowed him to become in time a specialist in
the plantation industry. With MV, as Arunachalam was
best known, and Muthu, as Muthiah was better known,
looking after the nitty-gritty of TI of India and
Carborundum respectively, AMM was free to concen
trate on planning and development and look at ways
and means to lead what at the time was known as the TI
Group into the frontline of Indian industry. This he was
to do in exemplary fashion over the next 30 years and
more. Some of what AMM was to do during his years at
the helm had their beginnings in this period and so it
may be more appropriate to complete those stories here.
Shortly before Murugappa's death, TI's, U.K. had started
going through a bit of a rough patch, both through Japa
nese cycles pushing its high-priced range out of the
market and tubings facing considerable competition from
European and American manufacturers. TI's U.K. also
had frequent changes at the top at the time and manage
ment suffered a bit. Sir Ivan Stedeford had brought in
the capable Lord Plowden to succeed him and Lord
Plowden, a couple of years before he was to call it a day,
had brought in Brian Kellet to take over from him, Sir
William Strath having died. Utiger of British Aluminium,
in turn, succeeded Kellet as Chairman, while Michael
Boughton, Sir Ivan's son-in-law, became Managing Di
rector. The two were successful in consolidating the
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multifarious business activities of TI's, U.K. and getting
it to concentrate on its core businesses. Tubes, with which
the company had started, was one of the businesses they
had decided to focus on.
It was during Kellet's time that the Anderson brothers
decided they wanted to sell off their Bundy Corporation,
as their sons were not interested in the business and
each had gone into other fields. When Jack Anderson
met AMM, he mentioned that they were looking for a
buyer. He later spoke to Murugappa about this, after
hearing from AMM that TI's, U.K. might be interested.
Before further discussions could be proceeded with,
Murugappa died. AMM then took up the strings and, on
talking to Boughton, was glad to get a positive response.
Unfortunately, Boughton retired soon after these discus
sions and Utiger was also due to retire. However, plan
ning for the future, U tiger recruited C hristopher
Lewington from Wilkinson Sword as Managing Direc
tor. Lewington, a go-getter who even more clearly saw
the need to remain in core businesses only, felt that what
TI's, U.K., needed much more than such a focus was to
establish itself in one or two businesses in which it would
have a virtual global monopoly. Bundy offered this op
portunity and, so, off he went to the U.S., a country
where he had worked before coming back to manage
TI's, U.K. A mutually agreeable price was negotiated,
but when Lewington returned to the UK he found that
firefighting was a greater priority than acquiring a new
company and he, regretfully, had to withdraw his offer.
A few years later, however, when things were looking
up at TI's, U.K., the negotiations were reopened and,
though a higher price had to be agreed on, Bundy came
into the TI's, U.K., fold. By buying Bundy, U.S., TI's,
U.K., got virtually the world's entire tubing business,
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most of which was in the hands of Bundy subsidiaries,
like the Australian and Indian companies. TI's, U.K., con
solidated this business further by giving up Highby and
incorporating its speciality business in Bundy.
Once TI's, U.K., acquired Bundy's, Lewington began to
turn his attention to Bundy India, which was a public
company, with the A.M.M. Family the largest sharehold
ers and Bundy Corporation of the U.S. holding only
10 per cent. He wanted TI's, U.K., to take over the com
pany and though the A.M.M. Family was willing to give
it major shareholding, the Government wouldn't agree.
But it did when liberalisation arrived, AMM helping TI's,
U.K., to get 51 per cent of the shares. TI's, U.K., also took
over the management, but the A.M.M. Family retained a
small shareholding which enabled it to support the ef
forts of TI's, U.K. But even this has now been trans
ferred.
The A.M.M. Family's gesture was reciprocated by TI's,
U.K. A couple of businesses it had disposed of in the
U.K., had joint venture partnerships in India with the
A.M.M. Family. The TI's, U.K., investments in these busi
nesses would remain, the company told the A.M.M. Fam
ily, and as The Family increased its capital, TI's, U.K.,
was quite willing to hold a decreased share of the busi
ness. TI, India, in turn, promised the British company
one directorship as long as it retained a share in the
businesses, no matter how small. Bundy India, it was
also agreed, would have an A.M.M. Family director as
long as there was a Family shareholding. All this was a
reflection of how an old partnership had mellowed into
strong friendships; even more importantly, the two old
partners still help each other whenever necessary. As
Bundy India has grown, moving into fabrication, it has
benefitted considerably from A.M.M. Family advice and
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TI, India introductions. As Murugappa had always said,
in partnerships you always give a little, take a little; it
doesn't matter who has the bigger share, because if the
relationship between partners is sound, you'll always
help each other and both will gain. It was a pragmatic
philosophy that a mellower AMM began to appreciate
more in the years after Murugappa.
Perhaps the best example of this was what Sir Ivan
Stedeford did around 1959-60. TI of India was starting a
cold-rolled steel mill and needed a million pounds in
foreign exchange to import the equipment. Those were
the days when Indian foreign currency reserves were
low and foreign exchange was as big a problem to In
dian industrialists as import licences. There were occa
sions when TI of India had to borrow foreign currency
loans at very high rates of interest, though those rates
were much lower than what they are today. AMM was
in England at the time — in those days he was there two
or three times a year — and he rather baldly made his
request to Sir Ivan. He got a non-committal reply in
response: "I'll look into it and get back to you." TI's,
U.K., did have surplus funds at the time, but it also had
plans. Also, you don't go lending a million pounds that
easily, even today, when it is not worth the same amount.
AMM was not sure what would happen, but he was
sure that it was a test of what Sir Ivan thought of his
Indian partners.
A few days later, when AMM was at the Phillip's cycle
factory with Boultsridge, Sir Ivan reached him on the
phone and said, "About that loan, Arunachalam, I think
I can get it for you. We'll discuss the terms the next time
we meet." The next time was over a weekend at Sir Ivan's
country home where Sir Richard Young was also visit
ing. Sir Richard was at the time looking after TI's, U.K.'s
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Indian affairs and on the first morning they were all
there Sir Ivan took AMM and Sir Richard aside and said
he'd leave them together for a while to sort out terms.
The discussion was over in a few minutes: A million
pounds at 6% interest — the maximum rate the Govern
ment of India allowed tax-free at the time — against an
equivalent of participating preference shares in case TI,
India, did not pay back the loan in the stipulated time,
a time Sir Richard allowed AMM to stipulate! In the
event, TI of India, repaid much of the loan well before
it was due and converted £400,000 into a second loan on
rather similiar easy terms. "Such a big sum being given
to an Indian company without any security was really a
grand gesture that reflected the confidence Sir Ivan had
in us. I can't think of anyone else who would have been
so generous with partners thousands of miles away and
living under different laws. But then Sir Ivan's relation
ship with us was always special," remembered AMM
wistfully. It remained special after Lewington took
charge, but there was a qualitative change. The world
was much more commerce-oriented, where each organi
sation looked after itself first. Or, at least, it was busi
ness that came first. There was no room for the gentle
give and take of the partnership of Sir Ivan's day, when
there was a world beyond business, or, at least, the di
viding line was blurred. And it was therefore that
Lewington, when he had come in, had wanted a firm
foothold in Bundy India.
With that foothold, TI's, U.K., once again became inter
ested in overseas investment, and upping its stake in
Bundy India was Lewington's first major business move
in the country since the time Tube Products India had
been set up. This happened with Crane Packing too,
manufacturers of industrial seals. Negotiations for the
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acquisition of Crane Packing, an American company, had
begun in Kellet's time. At the time there was a Crane
Packing, U.K., too and TI held a 51 per cent stake in it,
with the Americans the rest. TI and M Sales were agents
for Crane's in India and had developed "a wonderful
market" for its product range; in fact, TI and M had
really created the market for the product. AMM pointed
this out, and suggested that a Crane Packing unit be
established in Madras under the TI, India, umbrella. It
was a request he was to make three or four times, but
though the Chairman and the Managing Director of TI's,
U.K., were willing to make the necessary investment,
the Managing Director of Crane Packing would not agree
to the proposal. And TI's, U.K., could not make him
change his mind, despite the successful manner in which
they had run the British end of the business and TI,
India's proven track record.
Meanwhile, the Sanmar Group tied up with a Crane
Packing competitor and set up a factory to manufacture
a similar range. Once it was in production, this indig
enous manufacture had a serious impact on TI and M
sales and imports of the Crane range dwindled to
almost nothing in India. As AMM recalled that period,
"W e virtually handed a competitor the business on a
platter, at a time opportunity beckoned. Seizing oppor
tunities abroad was something TI's, U.K., was a bit slow
about at the time."
It was when Crane, U.K., was doing very well, that Kellet
had made his offer to the parent company. "But Kellet
was not the best of negotiators and he couldn't beat down
the price the Americans were asking," recalled AMM, so
Crane remained not only out of TI's, U.K. reach but
consequently out of TI, Ind ia's reach too. When
Lewington arrived on the scene, he followed up his
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success with Bundy's by putting in a bid for Crane. The
Americans now wanted a still higher price than when
they were talking to Kellet, but though Lewington nego
tiated a reasonable price in the end, it was still higher
than what Kellet could have got it at. Nevertheless,
through acquisition of Crane Packing, US, Lewington
gave TI's, U.K., a virtual monopoly in yet another item.
With Bundy and Crane, to which Dowty, an aerospace
company, was later added, Lewington gave TI's, U.K.,
three winners who led the field by a distance and ena
bled TI's, U.K., to soar out of the doldrums.
Having acquired Crane, Lewington was now in a posi
tion to pay some attention to AMM's requests. This was
particularly so because the Bundy business had worked
out very well. But one thing or another led to Crane
Packing taking years before it decided to put up a fac
tory in India. When TI's, U.K., decided to establish Crane
Packing in India, however, they immediately turned to
what had become the Murugappa Group and a new
company was jointly floated in 1996, with the Murugappa
Group having a 15 per cent stake in the business and a
lot of goodwill for the help it offered Crane India every
step of the way.
Thus, what began in the early Sixties, the tie-ups with
Bundy and Crane's AMM had dreamed of, finally came
to pass. But several years of opportunity were lost in
between and when the opportunity finally came, the
Murugappa Group had a role only as minor players after
having done all the hard work.
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espite wanting to modernise the Ajax operation
with the latest knowhow on abrasive papers and
grinding wheels, Murugappa and AMM were preoccu
pied with trying to diversify by setting up the cycle fac
tory in the first flush of Independence. But whenever
they were at Ajax they discussed whom they would like
to get into partnership with to upgrade the Ajax range
which in those days depended on natural abrasive ma
terials like emery, garnet and corundum, imported from
countries like Greece and Turkey. At the time, all three
leading manufacturers of the abrasives range were in
America: Norton, the leaders, Carborundum, not far
behind, and 3M specialising in coated products alone.
These three companies had established a fourth, Durex
C orporation, and excepting for Norton and
Carborundum's plants in the U.S., U.K. and Europe, Du
rex looked after all the other plants and, more signifi
cantly, any new plant any one of them wanted to estab
lish. So any approach the A.M.M. Family wanted to make
would have to be to the Durex Corporation.
In 1950, AMM was scheduled to go on his first visit to
the U.K., to look around the TI's, U.K., factories and
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discuss future plans with Sir Ivan Stedeford and others.
Discussing the information they had gathered about
abrasives, grinding wheels, etc., with Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar, AMM had mentioned that he was going to
England and planned to gather more information there
on the abrasives industry. Sir Ramaswami promptly
suggested that he would do better to go to New York
after his London visit and look for the best way to go
about this there. In fact, Sir Ramaswami said, it might
even be easier, for he was going to be in New York at
the time. Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, who signed the
United Nations Charter on behalf of India in San Fran
cisco, was India's first representative at the UN Assem
bly and was, at this time, Chairman of the United Na
tions Economic and Social Council (UNESCO). He could,
therefore, open doors for AMM that might otherwise
have remained closed.
Before leaving to catch up with Sir Ramaswami, AMM,
introduced by TI's, U.K., met the Managing Director of
Carborundum Company, Manchester, a Mr Williamson.
Williamson said that he could make no decision in the
U.K., but urged AMM to meet with Carborundum in the
U.S., to whom he would write about the AMM Family's
connections in the U.K., and its interest in a new joint
venture. When Sir Ramaswami, through the Consulate
General of India in New York, got in touch with
Carborundum's headquarters, he was advised to put
AMM in touch with Donald Kelso, the President of Durex
Corporation, in New Rochelle in suburban New York
City. Kelso proved a very friendly and helpful person
who, in time, became a good family friend; it was a
friendship that was to last long after their business con
nections ceased.
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After explaining the Durex Corporation set-up — which
included a fourth partner, the Armour Meat Company
which supplied 'fleshings' to the other three firms to
make glue — Kelso said that Durex Corporation and its
partners were preoccupied with an anti-trust action that
had been brought against them. Until that case was over
Durex Corporation was in no position to take any deci
sion on its future business. If the verdict was in favour
of Durex, it would be upto Durex to take any decision
on the joint venture and who would be the foreign part
ner. On the other hand, if the case went against them,
then AMM would have to negotiate with each company
independently. "Unfortunately the decision went against
Durex in 1952. I say 'unfortunately' because if Durex
had continued we would have had the inputs from all
its partners and would have benefitted tremendously."
In the event, not only did separate negotiations become
necessary but the benign influence of Kelso was also
lost; Kelso joined Norton's, but remained a friend even
though his interests lay with a company that was to set
up a rival venture in India.
But that's getting ahead of the story. At the end of their
first meeting, AMM suggested that perhaps Kelso would
like to meet Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar and that they could
dine together. Kelso was delighted with the invitation
and at the end of a very pleasant evening, during which
he was "most impressed with Sir Ramaswami", he prom
ised to talk to the three abrasives manufacturers and
arrange for AMM to visit them all. At Norton's, Norton
himself, the doyen of the business, met AMM and took
him around the whole factory. At the end of the visit, he
regretfully told AMM that he would have to await the
decision in the case and that would take several months.
Similarly, at 3M, which was at the time not the giant it
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has since become, its founder himself, McKnight, received
AMM and took him around, but at the end he repeated
what Norton had said. The same thing happened at
Carborundum, where Williamson's recommendation had
impressed the senior executives of the company.
Back in England, AMM met Williamson again and told
him the whole story. Williamson then invited AMM to
Manchester to look around Carborundum, U.K., saying
that if the case went against the companies, he would
like to team up with Ajax together with the Universal
Grinding Wheel Company, for between them they were
at the time serving the entire Indian market and to work
together rather than separately in a small market made
sense. AMM was delighted with this promise and the
warm reception he received in Manchester. And, so,
instead of looking for joint venture partners elsewhere
in Europe, Murugappa and AMM decided to await the
verdict in the anti-trust case. In the event, that was a
two-year wait. But patience was a part of The Family
tradition, if there was promise of something favourable
at the end of the rainbow.
Williamson was as good as his word. The moment the
verdict insisting that Durex Corporation be broken up
was given in 1952, he got in touch with AMM and said
that he would like to come out to India together with a
Mr Philips, who was heading Universal Grinding Wheel,
and discuss how a joint venture could be established
with Ajax. The visit to Ajax and the meetings in Madras
went off very well and it was agreed that it would be a
50:50 venture, the U.K. equity component being split 27:23
between Carborundum and Universal. It was also agreed
that Universal would be a silent partner, but would
benefit from the Indian company importing grains from
it. At the time, grains were not being manufactured in
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India and so grains were imported from Universal till as
late as 1990-91, when the Indian company started to
manufacture grains. The new Indian company would be
called Carborundum Universal of Madras, India (CUMI),
it was decided. When Williamson and Philips left, they
said they would report back to their Boards and confirm
the Madras discussions.
While waiting to hear from London, AMM heard from
Kelso that Norton's had asked him to explore the possi
bilities of putting up a plant in India and he would like
to meet with AMM. "Though Norton's was bigger, we
had given our word to Carborundum and we would not
go back on it, I told Kelso," AMM narrated. And a dis
appointed Kelso had replied that if there was any change
of heart, he'd be glad to hear of it. M eanw hile,
Carborundum appeared to have heard of Norton's ap
proach and they rushed through finalisation. CUMI was
floated in 1953 and was soon into manufacture. The first
grinding wheel which came out of the plant still has a
place of honour in the Special Director's room.
It was agreed that the new company would take over
the assets of Ajax after Ajax had disposed of all the
equipment and stock of its steel security furniture op
eration. The three sheds where all Ajax's varied opera
tions were taking place were thereafter to be placed at
the disposal of CUMI. Both Carborundum and Univer
sal paid for their shares in cash, so the new company
started with sufficient working capital to modernise the
buildings and bring in new equipment. Carborundum
sent out Ivor Mann to supervise the whole project and
he was appointed Managing Director of CUMI. With him
came out a scientist for the laboratory and an engineer
to look after the manufacturing operations. A home for
Mann was built near the site in Tiruvottriyur and quar-
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ters were developed in a portion of the old buildings for
the other two expatriates. This on-site accommodation
still remains.
While smooth progress was being made throughout 1953
in getting the Ajax facility ready for CUMI, a slight
shadow was cast over the activities at Tiruvottriyur.
AMM's nephew M.K. Ramaswami (Govindan), who had
been in charge of Ajax from not long after its sandpaper
production went on stream, found that he was uncom
fortable working with the new Managing Director. After
trying to make a go of it for some time, he decided it
would be best if he left. Thereafter he established a suc
cessful packaging business, with the Group helping him
with orders in the initial stages. "He could never have
been as successful if he had remained with CUMI as a
professional," felt AMM, talking about this parting of
the ways.
Once CUMI went into full-scale manufacture by 1954,
Murugappa and AMM began to examine opportunities
for backward integration. Both believed strongly that
backward integration ensured self-sufficiency. And what
started at CUMI as far back as when Williamson was
still head of Carborundum, U.K., has gone on to the
present day. The first new facility in the process of back
ward integration was the electro-mineral division started
in Edapally, Kerala, for the manufacture of brown alu
minium oxide, one of the major ingredients of abrasives.
The decision to go to Kerala was a result of Murugappa's
friendship with pioneering labour leader V.V. Giri, who
went on to become the President of India. But at the
time Giri was Governor of Kerala and trying to help the
Government bring the State into the Indian Industrial
Age. Apart from Governor Giri's personal request, there
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was another attraction in Kerala: it had a plentiful sup
ply of hydro power and was at the time charging the
lowest rate in the country for electricity. When CUMI
was invited to Kerala, that rate was sweetened further
and an extremely attractive low electricity rate was of
fered to it. With such a rate it was not difficult to get
Carborundum, U.K., to agree to the project and contrib
ute its share to the increased capital.
Murugappa was Managing Director of CUMI at the time
and M.V. Arunachalam, MV to all, was Joint Managing
Director and looking after the company's day-to-day
affairs. MV played a major role in getting the project off
the ground after Murugappa had successfully negoti
ated Carborundum, U.K.'s participation. Unfortunately
Murugappa could not make it to the inauguration and
AMM "substituted for him". Giri paid high tribute to
Murugappa and looked forward to The Family's greater
involvement in the industrialisation of Kerala. The Fam
ily has responded to that request ever since, with further
expansion in Kerala as late as 1997. What is now the
Murugappa Group is one of the few Tamil Nadu con
glomerates with a significant presence in Kerala, where
getting on with the workforce is an art.
Once the Edapally factory went on stream, it needed to
be assured of a steady supply of bauxite. However, baux
ite of the quality required was not to be found in South
India, so CUMI had to turn to Gujarat. Mines were
bought in Bhatia, Gujarat, and the Group found itself in
mining again. The bauxite from Bhatia was transported
to Okha port and from there by ship to Kochi from where
it was taken to Edapally.
Starting with Edapally, CUMI's presence in Kerala grew
during the next decade. The next factory was established
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at Palghat (Palakkad), again to take advantage of the
handsome concessions the Kerala Government was of
fering on electricity tariffs. CUMI had for some years
been making silicon carbide refractories at Tiruvottriyur,
using silicon carbide imported from Carborundum, UK.
As the demand for refractories grew, The Family thought
it was time to establish an electrocast refractory unit,
particularly as Carborundum was "one of the few com
panies in the world which had the technical knowhow
for this process". With Carborundum, UK, supporting
the project, the CUMI plant in Palghat was established.
In it was installed "for the first time" a white tilt furnace
to make white aluminium oxide. "At the time we started,
we were probably one of only six factories in the world
making this type of refractories, which are mainly used
in the glass industry," recalled AMM.
The Palghat plant was followed by one in Koratti, again
in energy-cheap Kerala. This third Kerala unit was for
the manufacture of silicon carbide. With Koratti going
on stream, CUMI became virtually self-sufficient in re
spect of its main raw materials, namely brown and white
aluminium oxide and silicon carbide. It was also in a
position to ensure the strictest quality control over these
raw materials. Thus, The Family's policy of backward
integration once again proved successful.
After the A.M.M. Family put down industrial roots in
Kerala, several other industrial conglomerates in the
country followed suit. Inexpensive electrical energy for
five-year start-up periods was the lure. But there was a
downside to this too. The industries that came in began
to take up more and more of the power generated in
Kerala. Hikes in power tariffs did not stop new industry
being established, for Kerala power rates were still the
lowest in the country. And so there came a point when
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Kerala, a hydel-rich State but dependent on the bounty
of the Southwest Monsoon, began to feel the pressure on
its grid. A giant hydel generation plant in Silent Valley
was proposed by the Government. But such thinking
was too late; by then environmental concerns had be
come a part of the vocabulary of social-consciousness
and the environmentalists would not let the biodiversityrich Silent Valley be disturbed. But with scores of small
rivers in a State short of land to spread itself out in, mini
hydroelectric plants seemed a feasible option. Around
this time the Central Government adopted a policy that
encouraged the private sector to set up mini hydel plants.
Kerala was the first State to make use of this opportu
nity offered by the Centre's relaxation of its rules.
When M.M. Muthiah, who, as mentioned earlier, suc
ceeded M.V. Arunachalam as Managing Director of
CUMI, died in London suddenly in 1978, as his father
had a little over a decade earlier, M.V. Murugappan took
over the Managing Directorship of the company. His first
challenge was the M aniyar Hydel P roject in the
Pathanamthitta District that the Group had decided to
implement to ensure power supply to the factory at
Edapally. Times had changed when Murugappan began
working on this new venture. A leftwing government
led by Chief Minister Nayanar was in power, and it was
not about to do any favours to private industry. Thus,
the negotiations for the Maniyar Project, which the World
Bank had recommended to the Government after it had
surveyed it, went on for long, well over two years, as
AMM remembered it. Eventually, however, the agree
ment was signed, but that was not the end of the story.
Endless problems plagued the project. First the civil
engineering work took much longer than promised. Then,
when the electrical side had been completed and the
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turbines installed, the transformer failed. By the time
this was set right, over a year's delay had resulted dur
ing which "we had no return on this investment at all".
But under Murugappan's leadership all hurdles were
overcome and not only did power generation commence
but it is now producing more than CUMI had expected.
"In fact, we can say that in the whole of South India, this
is probably the only power plant that is operating at full
capacity," AMM stated proudly. The plant produces
about 15-18 MW during the season, when there is sur
plus water, and 8-10 MW during the rest of the year,
averaging about 12 MW during the year. But even at full
capacity, the power from this plant is not adequate for
CUMI's factories in Kerala which require nearly 27 MW,
not taking into consideration any expansion that might
be planned. And so, as these lines are written,
Murugappan has started negotiations with the Kerala
Government to set up another power plant of around
the same capacity.
The Kerala experience had, meanwhile, got CUMI
interested in power generation and when the Tamil
Nadu Government did a survey for windmill power
generation in the Kanniyakum ari, Tirunelveli and
Coim batore D istricts and fixed locations for wind
turbines, the Company saw a new opportunity.
Subsidies and 100 per cent depreciation were also
inducements. CUMI set up some of the first windmills
in the State in the Kanniyakumari District and traded
their output for power at a very low rate to its abrasives
factories in Tiruvottriyur and Hosur. Taking a cue
from this, TI, India, also set up w indm ill farms
in Kanniyakum ari D istrict and its A vadi and
Am battur factories benefit from the w heeling of
power.
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With Carborundum Universal's backward integration
projects on stream and CUMI's various facilities assured
of power, the Company began to look at new but asso
ciated areas to move into. Carborundum, U.S., was
among the world leaders in ceramic fibre technology and
this was something CUMI thought it might like to get
into. Unfortunately, Carborundum had been taken over
in one of those American operations of the 1980s that
saw giant corporations swallow business after business
and run them at a distance three or four times removed.
The new owners decided to break up Carborundum
worldwide and the Manchester unit was taken over by
its managers and some local interests. With the change
at Manchester, there was little interest in its Indian in
vestment and, so, it offered its 27.5 per cent to CUMI
which was glad to acquire this offering in 1983. But
with Carborundum, U.S., cutting down many of its lines,
there was no opportunity to link up the ceramic fibre
business with it. A contact which led to Morgan Cruci
ble, U.K., however, provided the opportunity CUMI was
looking for.
Morgan Crucible agreed to collaborate with CUMI and
so Murugappa Morganite Ceramic Fibre was started in
1985 with Morgan Crucible having a 30 per cent stake in
the Company. A modern plant was put up in Ranipet
and manufacture of ceramic fibre began. Though there
were initial manufacturing glitches, once these were
overcome, selling the fibre in India proved no problem.
Soon after the first plant was on stream, negotiations
began to expand capacity at Ranipet. At this point,
M organ Crucible decided it would like to have
a 51 per cent stake in Murugappa Morganite. This was
agreed to, but it was also agreed that the management of
the local unit would remain with the Indian partners.
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By this time M.V. Murugappan and M.M. Murugappan
were on the Board of CUMI and were taking all the
decisions necessary to ensure the Company's growth.
Also, by this time, Norton's had moved into India and
was the major shareholder in Grindwell Norton (Norton's
was later taken over by St Gobain of France). Competi
tion was therefore heating up. To meet the challenge
CUMI felt the quickest way to do it would be to expand
its capacity and range through acquisitions. Around this
time, the owner of Sterling Abrasives in Gujarat ap
proached CUMI seeking its involvement in his company.
It was a most opportune approach and agreement was
quickly reached. CUMI would take 60 per cent of the
shares in the company and run it. And, so, Sterling is
now part of the Group.
Around the same time, in the early Nineties, CUMI tried
hard to make another acquisition. M.V. Murugappan felt
that one area CUMI was not in was in diamond abrasives.
These abrasives, using industrial diamonds, were used
for tool steel grinding. In India, diamond abrasives were
being manufactured by Van Moppes in Coimbatore, a
unit of the Amalgamations Group. This company had
been set up by Amalgamations with the original owners
of Van Moppes, who had a minority 40 per cent share.
The principals had later been bought out by Universal
Grinding Wheel Company, which certainly would have
liked to bring Van Moppes India into the CUMI fold.
The Amalgamations Group, however, refused to sell its
60 per cent stake.
With Van Moppes not available, CUMI began looking
around for another company that was manufacturing
diamond abrasives. As luck would have it, Wendt India,
with a production facility in Hosur and a German col
laboration, was going through a phase where the Indian
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and German partners were not seeing eye to eye and
had become uncomfortable with each other. CUMI, there
fore, approached the Indian partner, one of the Khataus
of the Khatau family, and sought his share, which was
about 30 per cent. The Germans at the time held 30 per
cent and the rest was held by the public. Despite Wendt
India not showing profits and Khatau himself not get
ting on well with the Germans, he still quoted a price
AMM thought was "exorbitant".
Let's make a hostile bid for the company, AMM then
suggested. At the time the suggestion was made, there
was no previous experience in India of such a bid. Nor
were there any rules governing such a bid. So the Group
studied what the experience had been elsewhere in the
world and also sought legal advice on the matter. When
it was sufficiently convinced that it could go after the
public-held shares, it took a final decision to make the
bid. But before that, it had to tie up a major loose end —
and that was the German connection.
An approach was made to the German company by
CUMI and the Germans were only too glad to support
the Group's hostile bid. It went further and gave the
Group a letter of intent that it would be willing to join
hands with CUMI in running Wendt India as equal
partners if the Group could mop up 25 per cent of the
shares from the market. In the event, when CUMI made
its bid, it managed to get 30 per cent of the public stock.
Khatau still had his shares, but CUMI's representatives
and the Germans took over the Board and began run
ning the Company. That was when Khatau came around
to negotiate a price for his shares and when a fair price
was agreed on, the Group found itself with a holding of
nearly 60 per cent. But sticking to its promise to the
Germans, it transferred its surplus shares to them and
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arrived at a 40:40 partnership, with 20 per cent being
held by the public. Ever since then, things have looked
up at Wendt India and the company started paying
handsome dividends, within a year of the takeover.
The Wendt experience was to help CUMI expand fur
ther in 1996. Unlike in the bonded abrasives business,
where CUMI and Grindwell Norton had almost equal
shares of the total Indian business, barring some small
players, the coated abrasives business had four or five
players of the same size, including CUMI and Norton.
Having tasted expansion through the acquisition route,
CUMI started to look around to strengthen its market
position by acquiring one of its competitors. In this proc
ess, CUMI made a determined effect to buy all the pro
moters' share of Cutfast Abrasives, a major player in the
coated abrasives business, and succeeded in doing so.
W ith all these takeovers and d iversifications,
Carborundum is today the undisputed leader in the
abrasives market, to which "M.V. Murugappan and his
nephew M.M. Murugappan have contributed hand
somely". But more significantly, "W e are proud to claim
that CUMI is the only abrasives company in the world
that is totally integrated, from power generation for its
plants to producing raw materials to manufacturing and
marketing the finished products. The decade from 1955
to 1965 laid a solid foundation for this unique achieve
ment."
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he decision that was to make the biggest difference
to the A.M.M. Family in later years was a farsighted
one Murugappa Chettiar made as 1942 dawned. He was
in Burma at the time and with the War drawing nearer,
he and Vellayan decided to leave the country as quickly
as possible. Murugappa Chettiar also had the foresight
to decide to transfer all the firm's money in Burma —
and Malaya as well — to India. That was a decision that
most Chettiars did not make at the time, resulting in the
community's struggle for survival in the post-War years.
Through Murugappa Chettiar's percipient decision, how
ever, the A.M.M. Family had the wherewithal to begin
where they had left off. It was to make all the difference
in the long run.
We have already seen how The Family had, from the
late Thirties, begun to look at pastures new. There had
been Ajax, Swastik...and now there was yet a new turn
The Family was to take. Swastik was a small investment
at this time; Murugappa Chettiar felt that the greater
part of the Burma and Malaya monies should be put not
into Swastik but into land. He was equally clear in his
mind that paddy land would not be the most remunera
tive of investments. With the Japanese having brought
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under their control the rubber plantations of Southeast
Asia, rubber was going to be a major requirement of the
Allies, as the Anglo-American alliance was known, fa
ther and son were convinced. With some experience in
tending small rubber plantations in Malaya and, from
the early Forties, in Travancore-Cochin, Vellayan felt a
rubber plantation was the way to go. Murugappa Chettiar
agreed and as the War progressed Vellayan began to
reconnoitre the Kanniyakumari District, which was then
partly in Travancore and was "considered the best area
for rubber in India".
In Kanniyakumari, Vellayan heard of four or five European-owned estates that might be up for sale. All of them
were said to be in good condition and producing high
yields. M ost of them were managed by H arrison
Crosfield's. Vellayan narrowed his shopping list down
to three, Ambadi, Palali and Shivalogam. The last-named
was owned by T.P.M. Alexander of Burmah-Shell who
was quite willing to sell. It was an attractive property
with a beautiful bungalow and new and modern trolleyoperated smoking and manufacturing facilities. The price
was attractive too, but Vellayan felt that the acreage was
too small and did not offer the opportunity for expan
sion that the manufacturing facilities warranted. And so
he contacted the owners of Palali, but found the asking
price too high. The largest of the three properties was
Ambadi, but its owner, Michael Bostock, a stockbroker
and a tea broker in Colombo, was stuck in the U.K. be
cause of the War. Luckily, the A.M.M. Family knew a
Mr Knopp of Maconochie & Co., Madras stockbrokers,
through the Swastik connection. And Knopp was a friend
of Mike Bostock's, having worked in Colombo for some
years. Knopp cabled Bostock about the A.M.M. Family's
interest in Ambadi and received an immediate reply with
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Bostock's offer. But the price was too high, Murugappa
Chettiar and Vellayan thought and made a substantially
lower counter-offer. When it was not accepted, they
decided to wait it out. When Colombo was bombed on
April 5 , 1942 and Madras too was threatened, Murugappa
Chettiar thought this would be the best time to make
another offer. It was a figure higher than what he had
previously offered, but still less than what Bostock was
asking. In a curious coincidence, Knopp's cable crossed
one from Bostock which mentioned exactly the same
figure! The deal was struck, managing agents Harrison
Crosfield's were advised and they requested that the ad
vance be paid to their legal advisors, King and Partridge,
and the documents collected for scrutiny.
Murugappa Chettiar, however, was very keen on get
ting his hands on the estate as soon as possible. He there
fore paid the full amount for the acreage to King and
Partridge and suggested the documentation be sorted
out in time, with King and Partridge arbitrating differ
ences if any. With King and Partridge knowing the
A.M.M. Family well, they got Bostock to agree to this
unusual procedure and The Family took charge of the
estate. Over the next few months, Narasimhachari, a
Company Law expert, and AMM spent days together in
the Trivandrum railway station retiring rooms scrutinis
ing the documents, preparing fresh ones and getting the
new company registered. Murugappa Chettiar had felt
it was best to start a new company to take over the
estates and, so, Ambadi Estates Private Limited was
registered in the latter half of 1942. Looking back on the
time, AMM's best memory is of "what a nice retiring
room it was", where they had spent so many days; "it
was so nice and airy, with very good service and food;
not at all like what retiring rooms now are!"
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During the finalisation period, some differences of opin
ion did arise, and King and Partridge stepped in to ar
bitrate. AMM thought they tended to favour Bostock a
bit and wanted to argue the points, but Murugappa
Chettiar had said let's accept their decision and remain
friends. And, indeed, the Bostocks have remained good
friends of The Family ever since. This was the first large
estate property The Family acquired; until then it had
owned a large acreage comprising several small proper
ties.
Ambadi was formed with a capital of Rs.7,00,000 and
Murugappa Chettiar felt it would be wise to invite some
friends to take a stake of about 20 per cent in the Com
pany. In the event, C.RM.L. Lakshmanan Chettiar of
Kothamangalam and A.T. Rajan, an ICS man who had
served in Burma and was now retired, took a Rs.50,000
share each, T.S.PL. Palaniappa Chettiar and Devakkottai
Chidambaram Chettiar took a Rs.25,000 share each and
S.M. Meyyappa Chettiar of Pallathur invested Rs.10,000.
One day, some time later, Vellayan and AMM had been
calling on Rajan in Trivandrum when, out of the blue, as
they were leaving, he wondered whether they would
like to buy back his share as he was not particularly
interested in rubber-growing. Vellayan immediately
agreed to buy the lot back. There were also some subse
quent changes in Chidambaram Chettiar's holdings, but
the others still continue to have an interest in what be
came New Ambadi.
Ambadi was, in many ways, Vellayan's 'baby', even
though he did not spend too much time on it after he got
involved with the mill in Bombay. Soon after the War,
when he was planning to return to Burma, Murugappa
Chettiar wrote to him that there were good offers for
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both Jaya Spun Silk and Ambadi Estates. Wrote the
Dewan Bahadur to his son, "Since you had bought them,
I don't want to commit myself to their disposal without
hearing your views." Vellayan replied, "By all means
sell Jaya Spun Silk to Brijlal Narayandas if you must,
but Ambadi Estates is a Kamadhenu for The Family;
please don't sell it, however good the offer may be. Keep
it for The Family forever." Shortly after this New Ambadi
Estates Pvt. Ltd. was floated. Jaya Spun Silk was even
tually bought by its Mysore rivals and The Family got a
good price for it.
Mammen of Harrison Crosfield's was the Superintend
ent of the estate at the time of the takeover and Ambadi
absorbed him. The A.M.M. Family, however, sent out
Lakshminarayana Iyer as overall Manager of the prop
erty. Lakshminarayana Iyer had been with the A.M.M.
Firm in Burma handling all English correspondence; in
those days, few Chettiars knew good English and hav
ing Brahmins to handle correspondence was a regular
practice. With the fear of malaria prevalent in Ambadi,
as in all other rubber estates at the time, Lakshmi
narayana Iyer lived and ran his office out of the A.M.M.
Family house in Trivandrum, paying day visits to the
estate. The Superintendent, the supervisors and the
workers all lived in Kulasekaram village, about five kilo
metres from the estate. Later, Meyyappa Chettiar, who
had been in charge of the A.M.M. Firm in Moulmein,
succeeded Lakshminarayana Iyer. By then, the A.M.M.
Family had moved its residential base from Trivandrum
and Meyyappa Chettiar found himself a smaller place
for his residence-cum-office.
Once all the documentation had been completed, the
A.M.M. Family looked at what needed to be done to im
prove Ambadi. It was felt a still larger estate was neces-
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sary to make the venture profitable and so it was de
cided to develop the property further. To do this prop
erly, we felt it was necessary to have a senior planter
with Malaysian experience and so the post was adver
tised in Malaya. One of those who replied was a lawyer,
a Mr Marshall, who in 1965 became the first Prime Min
ister of Singapore. In his letter to Murugappa he said
that he had a friend in England, Watts-Carter, who had
been a first-rate planter in Malaya and wanted to come
out East again. It was agreed that someone in England
could interview him. By then, the TI connection had been
forged and AMM asked for TI to help. The Hercules
Works Director and Chrishop interviewed Watts-Carter.
Neither knew anything about rubber, but both were so
impressed with the way Watts-Carter explained the pro
duction of rubber from start to finish they had no hesi
tation in recommending him.
Watts-Carter and his wife, a nurse, came out, but then
she decided she was going back to her job and therefore
would come out from time to time. Watts-Carter, for his
part, decided he would stay on the estate and converted
a one-room building by the factory into a drawing room
and bed-and-bath and added a lean-to to serve as his
kitchen. Once he settled in, "that's when Ambadi really
started developing". He began new plantings in large
areas that were available as well as on kuthahaipattam
(Government poromboke land) that he had applied for
and got without any difficulty from the Travancore
Government. Through all this, he lived in that one-room
house despite the A.M.M. Family suggesting that he build
a new house where they too could come and stay during
their visits. Eventually he got around to responding more
positively to their suggestion and, once he did, WattsCarter did a wonderful job of it. In a rocky area of
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Ambadi, which is on the edge of the Western Ghats, he
cleared the top of a 600-foot high hillock, put in a steep
road and built a lovely bungalow as well as half a dozen
staff quarters. Built in the Kerala style, it was a beautiful
complex of homes and gardens overlooking a valley.
With a comfortable home being offered them, Watts-Carter's wife began to visit more frequently, but did not take
the opportunity to stay permanently. This had rather
unfortunate consequences. A local liaison made it very
awkward for the A.M.M. Family whenever they visited
Ambadi and had to stay in the bungalow. Their advice
to Watts-Carter to break off with his paramour and go
back to his wife in the U.K. fell on deaf ears. And so
there came a parting of the ways. Watts-Carter then
moved to Trivandrum where he stayed on and did con
sultancy work for several other rubber plantations.
It was this unfortunate incident that led the Murugappa
Group in later years, when it expanded its planting ac
tivities several-fold, to pay a great deal of attention to
the welfare of managers' wives on estates. Encouraging
them to stay on the estates, getting them involved in the
life of the estate and putting their talents to use in estate
activities became a part of our policy, AMM explained.
Watts-Carter leaving was a tremendous loss. He had done
a wonderful job and expanded the estate and its number
of trees considerably. Finding a replacement was going
to be difficult. But then MV remembered a collegemate
of his, a Chettiar from Nattarasankottai, who had gone
on to become a rubber technologist. Arumugam, one of
the post-War breed of Chettiars who saw their future in
professionalism, had done post-graduate degrees at the
University of Akron in Ohio, the world's leading institu
tion in rubber studies, and had then gone on to work
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with Dunlop before joining the Rubber Research Insti
tute in Malaya. He accepted New Ambadi's invitation to
join as its Manager and proved "a very great asset".
AMM remembered him not only as being excellent on
the technical side but also for displaying Chettiar pru
dence when it came to costs. He developed the crepe
factory to offer a variation to sheet rubber and, later,
helped in the production of pure latex. He added con
siderable new technology on the estate. But his greatest
contribution was to start systematic replanting which
goes on to this day. Old trees of 25-30 years are cut and
new ones, which will yield more copiously in three or
four years, are planted block by block. This has resulted
in New Ambadi being one of the best rubber estates in
India and having one of the highest yields. Arumugam
retired in the Seventies, by when the Group had added
another estate to the fold, Kadamane in Mysore. Iyappa
from Kadamane succeeded Arumugam and as the Group
further expanded its plantation holdings there has been
a regular interchange of Managers among the various
estates as a matter of policy.
With Vellayan's death, AMM began to play a greater
role in Ambadi. When Muthiah entered the business in
the Fifties, he was given Ambadi to look after. And he
took to planting like a duck takes to water. Before long,
he was not only The Family's plantations expert but
became a leading authority on planting in South India.
In due course, he played a major role in UPASI (the
United Planters' Association of South India), whose
Chairman he became. He was to be responsible for add
ing acres to Ambadi by merging Greenham Estate with
it in the 1970s.
This addition came about in an unexpected way, but
certainly The Family's policy, of keeping in regular touch
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with all those they did business with at any time, helped.
In the early 1950s, Muthiah, just out of college, was sent
to Colombo to learn the business in the traditional
Chettiar manner, working with one of the local agents,
as Chettiar managers of family 'banks' were called. In
this case, the agent was Periyakaruppan Chettiar who
had been a senior agent with The Family in Burma. He
was looking after a trading firm The Family had set up
with Valliappa Chettiar of Colombo after the War;
Valliappa Chettiar was an influential person in Colombo
who, together with V.VR.N.M. Subbiah Chettiar, Natesa
Iyer, Vythialingam and Peri Sundaram, had founded the
Ceylon Indian Congress to look after Indian commercial
as well as labour interests in Ceylon, where much of the
trade was in Indian hands and virtually all the estate
labour was from India. The company, trading in com
modities, was not the greatest of successes and had to be
closed down, but during his stint with it, Muthiah caught
up with the Bostocks, father and son, Norman, and be
came a friend.
When Michael Bostock returned to Colombo after the
War, he hankered for a property of his own and so,
together with some friends, acquired land near Ambadi
and developed Greenham Estate. When, in 1976, the
Government of India introduced its Act to Indianise the
operations of British companies in India, Greenham
Estate was one of the hundreds of companies affected. If
a British company was producing an essential commod
ity it was permitted to reduce its holding to 74% but if
it was regarded as dealing with non-essential items it
would have to dilute its holding to 40%. Whereas tea
was considered essential at the time, rubber was not! So
the Bostocks had to reduce their holding in Greenham to
40%. That's when the Bostocks spoke to Muthiah and
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The Family immediately jumped at the opportunity to
negotiate a deal. It was agreed to take over Greenham
Estate and the Bostocks received equivalent stock in
Kadamane Estate, which they held till 1999. Greenham
was kept separate from Ambadi for some time, but they
were then both merged in the New Ambadi Company,
making New Ambadi, now about 1250 acres, one of the
larger rubber estates in the country. There is in a large
part of these acres several high-yielding coconut groves
adding to the profitability of New Ambadi.
With the success of Ambadi and Muthiah's interest in
plantations as well as his contacts in UPASI, The Family
felt in the late Sixties that plantations were an area of
opportunity, particularly with many of the British inter
ests beginning to pull out of India or considering the
possibility after the 1965 devaluation. A good coffee
plantation, Dubbary was acquired in the Coorg after
Murugappa had seen the property and been convinced
of its future. Ambadi, however, could not come to terms
with the complexities of running a coffee plantation and
The Family, when offered a good price, decided to sell
it. It wasn't the best of decisions, said AMM looking
back; it's doing very well now in the hands of a Chettinad
family. There were several offers of tea plantations in
1967 and AMM and Muthiah visited many of these prop
erties that year, but could find none which met their
expectations. Then along came the Managing Director of
Tea Estates of India Ltd. (Brooke Bond's), a Mr Thorne,
a good friend of Muthiah's. He offered TEI's Kadamane
Estate, an estate in the back of beyond, a property liter
ally at the end of the road (kadasi manai = last point,
accounting for its name), about 15 kilometres from the
Sakleshpur end of the Mangalore-Sakleshpur road. The
estate, in an area of heavy rainfall, had once been the
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6000-acre private hunting preserve of the Earl of War
wick. Later, the Middletons, father and sons, had opened
up a bit of it for cardamom and, in the 1930s, J. L. Benson
of TEI had opened up acreage for tea as the main crop
and cardamom and pepper as subsidiary crops. Timber
was what was giving TEI a profit in an estate that was
difficult to develop due to the extremely heavy rainfall,
the leech- and tick-infestation and the wild life that came
right up to the planted areas from the thousands of acres
of surrounding forest. To Muthiah, however, those over
5000 acres of forest were an attraction and AMM agreed
with his view, also certain "we could improve it". So,
interest in the property was expressed to Thorne who
quoted a very reasonable price. The price was accepted,
but a certain schedule of payment spread over a couple
of years was requested by the A.M.M . Family.
There was a slight delay when Thorne went on home
leave but he returned in 1968 with the answer: All terms
accepted.
Muthiah now started spending more and more of his
time at Kadamane and in the process became a first rate
planter. He even ensured the company he helped form,
the Kadamane Tea Company, began to make some money
when he decided to switch from orthodox manufacture
— which was not suitable for Kadamane tea — to CTC
manufacture. When he found that Kadamane could not
afford a new CTC plant, he was quite prepared to take
a chance with a second-hand one — and that proved a
good buy. He did not have as much luck with carda
mom, however.
Kadamane decided to sell a considerable amount of tim
ber and invested the money from it in planting a large
area with cardamon and protecting it. Planting carda
mom over such a large area — really plantation, not
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garden, scale — had never before been attempted in the
industry. Unfortunately, the heavy rainfall in the area
and unsuitable species of cardamom, which did not prove
hardy, resulted in the failure of the experiment and a
fairly substantial loss. Other varieties of cardamom and
different methods of cultivation were tried by Muthiah
over a period of time, but nothing succeeded. Yet, to this
day, cardamom still flourishes in parts of Kadamane and,
with pepper, contributes to its income.
After the failure of cardamom, it was decided to concen
trate on tea — and that paid off as an increased acreage
came under high-yielding tea. This enabled the mod
ernisation of the factory and the development of other
facilities, making Kadamane a major and a prize-winning estate in the South. It is the biggest tea property in
Karnataka.
With the success of Kadamane — and keeping in mind
Murugappa Chettiar's dictum that investment in land
was the soundest business — The Family continued to
scout around for other estates. An Act of 1976 that was
the first step towards Indianisation, gave it an opportu
nity to make some earnest offers, even if it meant that
most British companies would not unload more than the
mandatory 26% to Indians. But AMM was certain that in
the long run that percentage would increase and that it
would be best to get in at the ground floor of
Indianisation, even if it meant being a minor partner for
the nonce. Muthiah made the first approach to Tea Es
tates of India Ltd, because he was particularly friendly
with its Managing Director. On that level, it was agreed
that TEI would like to have the A.M.M. Family as mi
nority partners. As and when it decided to dispose of
further holdings it would be to The Family. But Brooke
Bond's, which owned TEI, couldn't make up its mind
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and the negotiations dragged on for nearly three years
without Brooke Bond's being able to say 'yes' or 'no'.
Rather than live in hope, Muthiah suggested The Family
look at an alternative. And he approached Harrison
Crosfield's. This company, which was in both tea and
rubber, had just been told that because of its rubber
holdings it would have to disinvest 60% in the company
and offer that stake to Indians. AMM at this stage met
the Harrison Crosfield's Chairman and Board in London
and suggested that they consider a 40:35:25 holding
pattern, the A.M.M. Family and the public being the mi
nority shareholders. London seemed interested in the
proposal but the Chairman felt they should consult the
head of their Indian operations, a Mr Weavers, who,
they said, would get in touch with AMM or Muthiah.
Weavers was not very keen on anyone else coming in
and managing the company with him. He also felt that
he could persuade the Government of India to allow
Harrison Crosfield's the same privileges as other tea
companies, namely disinvesting only 26%. He pointed
out to the Government that as long as the Company's
major sales were in tea, it should be treated as a tea
company. Fortunately for him, the company had, at the
time, for two years running, a substantially larger turno
ver in tea. Government accepted Weavers' contention in
these circumstances and climbed down a bit, allowing
Harrison Crosfield's a 60% holding. The Company of
fered the remaining 40% to the public and retained
management of the company. A few years later, how
ever, tea prices dropped and rubber became Harrison
Crosfield's major commodity. Government now insisted
that the Company Indianise a further 20 per cent. And
no amount of persuasion by Weavers would make it
change its mind.
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That is when Muthiah re-opened negotiations with
Weavers. Unfortunately he died during the tail-end of
the discussions and AMM's son Alagappan, who was
being groomed to succeed Muthiah as head of planta
tions and had become a familier figure at UPASI delib
erations, took over the negotiations. Weavers, however,
kept stalling by making promises of accord while never
quite getting around to finalising matters. It transpired
that his London headquarters was discussing the sale of
the Company with two or three other Indian parties at
the same time, including the R.P. Goenka Group. RPG,
using an Australian middleman, was able to offer more
attractive terms of settlement than anyone else and these
terms were just what Harrison Crosfield's London Board
wanted. Thus, the A.M.M. Family lost what became
Harrison Malayalam, one of the biggest planting compa
nies in the South.
This disappointment did not, however, stop The Family
from looking for other plantation properties. Unfortu
nately at the time only Assam estates were coming up
for sale and The Family was not particularly interested
in unknown terrain, particularly in a troubled part of
the country. So it bided its time. And it wasn't long
before opportunity beckoned again. Fraser and Ross were
the auditors of the TI Group. They were also auditors of
CWS India, the tea estate company of the Anglo-Scottish
Cooperative Wholesale Society headquartered in Man
chester. CWS India had a number of estates in South
India and they were not particularly well run, as the
managers and the Managing Director received little di
rection from Home Office where the cooperative nature
of the organisation made strong guidance difficult.
The Society was therefore examining the possibility of
disposing of these farflung properties it owned. And this
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was the information A.K. Sivaramakrishnan, the Senior
Partner of Fraser and Ross and a Director of CWS India,
passed on to AMM. Sivaramakrishnan had been the first
Indian President of the Madras Club. AMM, who had
been the first Indian President of the Madras Cricket
Club and one of the first Indian members of the Madras
Club, enjoyed a good relationship with Sivaram a
krishnan, who, like him, enjoyed the club life. That made
negotiations easy when they began.
CWS India had already sold some of its estates which
had not been doing particularly well and was at this
time left with about 8000 acres, including seven estates
in South India and a good property, Deckiajuli, in As
sam that was doing very well and helping to compen
sate for the losses in some of the South Indian estates.
Manchester was keen on finding an Indian partner who
would manage the properties and improve them. But in
offering the 26 per cent mandatory stake, CWS's first
priority was the Rs.2 crore it had lent its cash-shy Indian
subsidiary. It was quite prepared for the A.M.M. Family
to take charge of CWS India if it rightaway settled this
Rs. 2 crore debt to CWS Manchester. The negotiations
that followed ended with Russell, CWS's Finance Direc
tor, persuading Manchester to accept the TI Group's offer
which was backed by several British associates of the
Group speaking up for The Family. The A.M.M. Fami
ly's offer was to settle the Rs.2 crore in three years, a
part of it immediately by enlarging the capital and the
rest in scheduled instalments. With CWS's acceptance of
this offer, the A.M.M. Family took over the management
of CWS India in 1980, with Alagappan in charge.
Alagappan spent a lot of time reorganising the manage
ment of the Company, which needed drastic change. But
he needed expert help in the field and the factory. It was
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a stroke of fortune when he found K. Ahmedullah, who
was with TEI, and made him the General Manager.
Ahmedullah was an extremely good tea man, who within
two years improved the quality of tea on CWS India's
South Indian estates. He brought in several young dy
namic managers like Nikku Rawlley (who eventually
succeeded him) and set about improving estate manage
ment and quality. In those two years, CWS India tea,
which was 20th-25th in the batting order at the auctions,
moved up to the top. Substantial borrowings were made,
but spent on improving the factories and adding CTC
machines, thus increasing production. But the biggest
and most successful investment, almost Rs.3 crore, was
in building a new, completely modern, entirely compu
terised factory, the first of its kind in the world, Mayura,
not far from Iyerpadi. This was a revolutionary step in
tea manufacture in India, where the different floors of
the traditional factory were done away with and one
long production line was established, with the tea leaf
being fed in at one end and packed tea despatched from
the other end. Three million kilos of tea are produced
daily by fewer than 30 persons in this factory — and it
is tea of the highest quality in South India. The factory
has been awarded ISO 9000 certification, the first tea
factory to achieve this. Going around Mayura with AMM,
the pride he took in this particular factory which he de
scribed as "probably the best tea factory in the world"
was obvious. It also revealed another side of AMM,
indeed of the Murugappa Family; they might not be
technologically inclined, but they were ever willing to
invest in new technology that the experts, even young
ones, recommended if it would increase production and
profitability. "Keeping a step ahead with new technol
ogy is what has enabled us to remain successful," he
explained.
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Sadly, Ahmedullah did not stay to see Iyerpadi, Mayura
and other CWS India estates in the High Range of the
Anamallais reach this position. The RPG Group made
him an offer he could not refuse and he joined Harrison
Malayalam. It was a great loss to CWS India, as he de
veloped Harrison Malayalam's quality to a high level
very quickly. But fortunately he had trained his manag
ers at CWS India well and, backed by the management's
willingness to invest in research and modernisation, CWS
India tea has been able to hold its own.
Meanwhile, CWS in Manchester had undergone a seachange and the new Board lost whatever little interest
there had been in its Indian operations. So, in terms with
the agreement it had come to with the TI Group in 1980,
it offered to sell its shares to The Family. Alagappan
went to Manchester and negotiated a price at which the
TI Group took over all of CWS's share in 1992. Under
the agreement, the TI Group had to change the name
CWS India within two years. Within one year CWS In
dia became Parry Agro Industries. There couldn't be a
better name than the Parry one, the second oldest com
mercial name in India, a name over 200 years old and a
company which had made a foray into plantations but
in those pioneering times in planting's early years seen
a greater future as a trading establishment and a man
aging agency.
As befitting the generalised Agro Industries description,
the Company has added other agricultural ventures to
its core tea business. Several small coffee estates in the
Chikmagalur area in Coorg, 1000 acres in extent but
belonging to one company, were bought in 1992 and
much has been spent on improving them. For the pur
chase price of what is known as Yelnoorkhan Estate a
much larger area could have been bought elsewhere, but
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Alagappan and M.M. Venkatachalam, the younger son
of Muthiah and who has inherited his father's affinity to
the land, felt that Chikmagalur coffee was the best and
improvement to the estates would yield good results in
the future. Some of those expected results are now being
seen as these lines are written. Venkatachalam, who now
looks after the agro activities on a day-to-day basis, has
expanded those activities into other areas as well, such
as successful algae production and natural vanilla-based
aromatics and flavour production with Bush Boake Allen.
In 1993, Parry Agro established a packeted tea division
to blend and sell branded tea, but decided a couple of
years later that this was not its cup of tea. In 1993 too,
Parry Agro took over the management of 750 acres of
tea in Sri Lanka but found working conditions not par
ticularly conducive to a successful operation and pulled
out in a couple of years. It however left a mark by chang
ing the manufacturing process from orthodox to CTC in
the estate and increasing its production.
To complete the plantations story, a word needs to be
said of the Assam experience. CWS India's Deckiajuli
property in Lower Assam was being managed for a fee
by Macneill and Magor who had a good man called
Pandey in charge. The A.M.M. Family asked M&M to
loan Pandey to them for two years till CWS India's man
agers from South India could come to grips with the
totally different situation prevailing in Assam estates.
M&M would not agree to this request and CWS India
had to recruit a new man and discover the Assam situ
ation for itself. The insurgency did not help matters, but
despite difficulties because of it from time to time, CWS
managers were able to come to terms with planting in
Assam and, today, the tea from the expanded, improved
factory on this estate enjoys a good export market.
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It has been a long way from the paddy fields of Burma
and the small rubber holdings in Malaya to the large
estates in Kanniyakumari and the High Range, Kadamane
and Assam, but for over 75 years the A.M.M. Family has
not lost touch with the land. That is as it should be, in
terms of what Murugappa Chettiar considered a good
foundation for business. But there's more to the A.M.M.
Family's commitment to the plantations business as you
would see if ever you saw AMM in Iyerpadi. He would
go there every summer in his later years — and that's
when he seemed happiest, looking over the acres of
rolling green, chatting with the managers and their wives
of an evening or over lunch, going round Mayura and
other factories, picking up the crushed tea leaf and smell
ing it. The estates were his country, his pleasure and his
pride it seemed — yet they were a world away from
Pallathur, with which he also never lost touch.
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t was in 1931 that Dewan Bahadur Murugappa
Chettiar, then the Sheriff of Madras, was elected to
the Madras Chamber of Commerce, one of the first Indi
ans to be made a member of an essentially British or
ganisation that, in many ways, ran commerce and in
dustry in the Presidency and often helped influence
Government policy. Murugappa Chettiar's willingness
to join such an organisation not only reflected the views
of the Justice Party which he ardently supported but
was also another indicator of his farsightedness. He felt
that those in business or industry could not survive in
isolation. They needed to be a part of organisations that
helped mould policy, that fought for the interests of
commerce and industry and that demonstrated a unity
in the face of adversity. He saw membership in such
organisations as a contribution to the common good of
the state as well as its people. And he also saw that such
membership would give members a greater opportunity
to widen their circle of friends and contacts among those
with similar interests.
Ever since then, members of the A.M.M. Family have
actively participated in every major industrial and com
mercial association in Madras and, in the wider context,
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at the national level. They have also willingly served on
the Boards of several private and public sector compa
nies and institutions, lending them their commercial and
industrial expertise and business acumen. There was
none more involved in this than M.V. Arunachalam.
With the death of Murugappa, AMM took over as Chair
man of what had by then become the TI Group. His
nephews were still young, in their thirties or late twen
ties, when they were asked to take on greater responsi
bilities — and the systematic training Murugappa and
AMM had ensured enabled them to meet the challenges
they faced. Thus, by the Seventies and Eighties, they
were ready to move beyond The Family business and
play a greater role in the business world. With AMM
himself realising he was "blunt and outspoken, often
lacking tact" as well as being something of an "intro
vert", he encouraged the other members of The Family
to play a greater role in the business world beyond the
Group. MV, the oldest of the third generation, and the
most extroverted of them, took to the world of associa
tions, committees, boardrooms, delegations, spokesmen,
speech-makers and public relations practitioners as to
the manner born.
In the late Seventies, MV was a Director of the Reserve
Bank of India and serving on the Boards of several fi
nancial institutions as well as businesses outside the
Group. In 1979, while he was waiting for a Board meet
ing of the Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation
of India to begin, his neighbour, Jagdish Saxena, Chair
man of the Industrial Development Bank of India, turned
to him to talk about the sorry state Parry's of Madras
was in. The IDBI and other financial institutions had a
27 per cent stake in Parry's and were concerned about
the way Parry's was being run. Would MV be willing to
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offer his management expertise as Executive Chairman
of Parry's, wondered Saxena. At that time, apart from
his leading role in the TI Group, MV had played a sig
nificant role on the Boards of Neyveli Lignite, Madras
Fertilisers and the Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment
Corporation among others. It was well-known that, if he
accepted a directorship, he would see his role as being
an accountable one and play a major part in decision
making. At the time, however, he had the CWS takeo
ver, among other things, on his plate and he said he
couldn't even think of it. A few months later, CWS hav
ing been brought into the TI Group fold, Saxena invited
MV again to head Parry's. This time MV, who had dis
cussed the state of play at Parry's with The Family, was
prepared to think about it, provided the institutions sold
the TI Group their holdings. When Saxena said they'd
be glad to do so after he took over the running of the
Company, MV said 'No, thank you'. The next year,
Saxena's successor, Raj Talwar, renewed the offer, but
once again there was no commitment on the share trans
fer. Talwar then asked MV to suggest someone else. As
Chairman of Madras Fertilisers, MV had known its
Managing Director, Dr Easo John, as a sound economist
and an able administrator. And so Easo John joined as
Executive Chairman of Parry's in 1980.
John did much to sweep the cobwebs out of Parry's
operations and to snip the red tape that had snarled
progress. Many in the Company were pleased by his
active, hands-on approach, but his often unilateral ac
tions had the Board in a huff. Unnecessary unpleasant
ness over Dr John's support of labour's point of view
followed and John resigned. Now, IDBI's new Chair
man, N.N. Pai, approached MV again. "Your man has
left; it would be nice if you took his place," he sug-
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gested. Once again, the institutions were not willing to
sell the TI Group their shares, while AMM and MV were
adamant that the Group would not come in without a
stake in the Company. This time, however, Pai told MV
that two British interests, the Commonwealth Develop
ment Finance Company and Pearl Assurance Company
Limited; who together held 13 per cent of the shares,
had offered IDBI the shares and he would help the TI
Group acquire them. In that case, he'd get back to him,
MV said.
When MV met AMM about this proposal, MV was still
hesitant about his own role. He wondered whether he'd
really have the time Parry's needed. AMM suggested
they examine the whole situation together. They sought
all the information they could get from Parry's and about
it from outside, then went through it carefully to dis
cover just how deep a hole Parry's had dug itself in.
They also discussed at length the future of the TI Group,
of which MV was Vice Chairman, if he was going to
work virtually fulltime at Parry's. "In the end, after days
of discussion, we agreed that if IDBI arranged for us to
get at least a 25 per cent stake, MV could be spared by
the Group. But more than the practical aspects of the
situation, what weighed with us was a sentimental point
of view. Parry's was a very old company and very much
part of the ethos of Madras. We did not want it closed
down or passed into the hands of someone outside Ma
dras. We felt we should make every effort to keep it
going and turn it around," AMM recalled.
"When Pai was informed of our decision, he agreed to
the stake we wanted, but before selling the institutions'
stake they wanted us to acquire some of the public hold
ing. Before long, New Ambadi Estates and friends of the
Group had begun to pick up shares from the market.

Lakshmi A c h i (M rs. A M M ) and A M M sm ile f o r the camera in their
home in 1995. This was the last p ictu re o f them taken together.

The ca rin g ly m aintained reception hall o f the A .M .M . Fa m ily house in
Pallathur that was A M M 's home. The house is over 70 years old.

The Laurels (II),

The art deco style house that A M M b u ilt in 1 9 4 7 Road. The f ir s t house that he b u ilt in M adras, it was in
the 1970s sold to the Consulate-General o f Japan to serve as the C on sulG eneral's residence, its vast law ns an asset f o r entertaining.

3 Chittaranjan

In a corn er o f 3 Chittaranjan Road's west garden, A M M in 1975 b u ilt
a house com bining the Regency w ith the Chettinad
and Kerala styles, the latter the entrance and the fo rm er (seen here)
opening out on to the lawns.

The Laurels (III),

London was A M M 's fa vo urite destination and he enjoyed staying there.
T h is fla t, w here A M M a n d L a ksh m i A c h i a re seen in a happy,
relaxed mood, was a second home.

3

of Nattukkottai Nagarathar Varalaru,

A M M , on left, at the release
a
history and study o f the Chettiars by A . Seshadri Sharma. The book was
published by Vanathi Pathippagam, M adras, in 1970 and the publisher,
V. T h iru n a va kka ra su , is seen here b rie fin g A M M and C .V .C T .V .
Venkatachalam C h e ttia r on the p ro g ra m m e f o r the e v e n in g . O n
Venkatachalam Chettiar's left is M .A .M . Ramaswami, P ro-Chancellor o f
A n nam alai U n iversity, and Um ayal Ramanathan, Correspondent o f the
Alagappa College, Karaikudi.

The In dian indu stries and commerce delegation that visited China in
1982 w ith some o f their hosts in B eijing. A M M , a member o f the
delegation, is in the second row, second fro m right, and the Indian
Ambassador, A .P . Venkateswaran, is in the fro n t row, fo u rth from right.

On

holiday in Ottawa in 1993: A M M and Lakshm i A ch i w ith a (Lady)
M o u n tie in fro n t o f the Canadian Parliam ent B uildin gs.

(Above left): E .D . Chrishop o f T I's,

U .K., not only had m uch to do with
the p u ttin g u p o f the C ycles and Tubes factories in M adras, but he also
became a close fa m ily frie n d who was godfather to M .V . M urugappan and
M .A . M u ru g a p p a n w h en they w e re s t u d y in g a n d t ra in in g
in B ritain. E v ery member o f The Fa m ily made it a point to v is it w ith him
whenever they were in B ritain. Here, A M M calls on h im in Cornbrook,
n ear B irm in g h a m .
A M M and an o ld frie n d , H .O .
Bradshaw, in a jo v ia l mood at T ube P ro d u cts' cafeteria in O ld bu ry ,
Birm ingham , in the Sixties.

(Above right):

Seen at the opening o f the M R . A R . Vocational T ra in in g Institute,
Om ayalpuram (near Nemathanpatti, Chettinad) in 1988. From left to
right: D r Radha Thyagarajan,
sisters A R . A nnapoorani A chi,
R M . M eenakshi A c h i and Sivagam i Narayanan, P Chidambaram and
A M M . In the background is a bust o f M R . Arunachalam, A M M 's nephew,
after whom the in d u stria l training in stitu te is named.

AMM’s

Seated before a
p ortrait o f Omayal
A c h i are her sister
Sivagam i A c h i and
brother A M M . The
occasion was the
u n veilin g o f the
p o rtra it and opening
o f the d in in g and
recreation fa c ility at
the Om ayal A ch i
College o f N u rsin g
in 1994.
6

A M M receives h is appointment as H on ora ry C o n su l f o r Japan in M adras
fro m the Japanese Ambassador in 1961. The Ambassador's wife is on the left.

A M M receiving the O rd e r o f the R is in g S un in Japan in 1965.

1

A M M A ru n a c h a la m is co n g ra tu la te d by an o ld f a m ily f r ie n d ,
C. Subram aniam , fo rm e r State and U n io n M in iste r and G overnor o f
M aharashtra, on being awarded the Japanese O rd e r o f the Sacred Treas
ure, G old and S ilv e r S tar in 1998. O n left is the Japanese Am bassador
to India, H iro sh i Hirabayashi, who presented the award and on rig h t is
a delighted Y u z u k i Kaku, frie n d , n eighbour and C o n su l General fo r
Japan in M adras at the time.

O ld frie n d s and pioneers o f in d u stry in M adras congratulate A M M on
his being awarded the Japanese decoration in 1998. O n left is M ammen
M appilla i, Chairm an o f the M R F Group, and on right, K.S. Narayanan,
Chairm an o f the Sanm ar G roup. In the background is M . V. Subbiah.

Form er President o f India R Venkataraman seen as C h ie f Guest at two
fu n ctio n s in 19 9 7 in which A M M participated. In the p ictu re above, on
the occasion o f the 50th A n n ive rsa ry o f Indian Independence, he presents
an award to A M M fo r his contribution to in d u stry in In d ia over the fifty
years. The fu n c tio n w as organised by the Confederation o f In d ia n
Industries, Southern Region. O n left is C II's A.J.Seshasayee, M anaging
D ire cto r o f A shok Leyland, a D irecto r o f which A M M had been f o r many
y e a rs . In the p ic t u r e below , P C h id a m ba ra m p re se n ts to the
fo rm e r President o f India a copy o f
a tribute to M .V .
A runachalam who died in 1996. W atching the presentation is A M M .
O n left is M V 's son, A . Vellayan.

Recalling MV,

A M M leads in a w in n e r at the M adras Race Course, his 'Fairdale', with
champion jockey Shankar astride and champion trainer Sam H ill on the
right. A M M , who owned h a lf a dozen horses in the Fifties and early
He
Sixties, named them a ll 'F a ir
was a Stew ard o f the M adras Race C lu b
f o r a fe w years and was interested in
breeding d u rin g the years he owned
thoroughbreds.

.....

Ju d y the Russian Samoyed that was a
household fa vo urite f o r
years
d u rin g the Forties and Fifties.
A fter she died, A M M w o uldn't have
another dog as a pet in the house.

72
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AMM’s

The M adras C ricket C lu b was
fa vo urite club fro m the time
(1947) he entered as a member its old pavilion seen in the painting
hanging behind him . A n d the C lu b in turn treasured its long association
w ith him and w ould in v ite him to play lead roles on several occasions.
H ere he is seen after in a ugura tin g the C lu b 's new kitchen, cafeteria
and chambers in 1996. W ith him are, left to right, Sp. Sathappan,
Secretary, Dwaraknath Reddy, the President, N Sankar, past President
and Chairm an o f the 150th A n n iv e rsa ry Celebrations Committee, and
T.T. Ashok, V ice President.

A M M n e v e r m issed the f in a l o f the M C C - M u r u g a p p a G o ld C u p
Hockey Tournam ent that the G roup f ir s t sponsored in 1962. H e w ould
often turn up at other matches too du rin g the 80-year-old M C C tournament,
sports-lover that he was. H ere M ukesh Kum ar, the In dian international,
receives the trophy fro m A M M after Indian A irlin e s had won it. To A M M 's
left is K.P.S. G ill, President o f the Indian Hockey Federation, and N . Kumar,
Chairm an o f the M C C 's Tournam ent Committee.

A M M at h is desk in 1 9 7 1 at the T I C y c le s ' office, a ll p a p ers
cleared and an alm ost empty desk in fro n t o f him , which is the way this
M anaging D ire cto r always liked it.

The M urugappa G rou p's
headquarters
on 1st Line
Beach (R a ja ji Salai).
B uilt by Coromandel
Engineering, it was
M a d ra s's f ir s t highrise
when it was inaugurated
in 1958.

House,

TIAM
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Meanwhile, IDBI helped persuade the Reserve Bank of
India to allow New Ambadi to acquire the shares held
by the British institutions. The negotiations with the
CDFC were finalised quickly and New Ambadi was able
to acquire their 9 per cent, but Pearl's 4 per cent was
more difficult to get. They wanted to see how the mar
ket behaved. In fact, when we started buying shares in
the market, the price was Rs.6, but then it went up to
around Rs.15. That's when Pearl agreed to sell their
shares and they got a couple of pennies extra. Mean
while, we continued to buy in the market till we ac
quired 30 per cent of the stock and by then we were
buying at Rs.30. The institutions stuck to their holdings,
despite what Pai had promised us. Nevertheless, we
appreciated their help with the British shares and MV
took over as Chairman of Parry's in June 1981. It was a
takeover that, more than the CWS one, made the critics
look at us with new eyes and not continue to brand us
as a 'conservative South Indian company'. Our values
remain traditional and conservative, but when an op
portunity to grow comes along, we don't ignore it even
if it means ploughing a lot of money into what might be
a risky business," said AMM of the takeover that had
made the headlines in 1981 and was to continue to do so
for a couple of years thereafter.
There was one aspect of the Parry takeover that few
knew, AMM went on, and that was that we were inter
ested in Parry's as early as 1958. That was the year TI's,
U.K., had taken over British Aluminium, making the first
hostile bid for a company in the U.K. "It was headlined
'The Battle of Britain'," laughed AMM. But it also gave
me ideas, he remembered. EID Parry's, registered in the
U.K. and with a British shareholding, was being quoted
low at the time and "I suggested to Sir Ivan that if we
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together made a bid for the company we could easily
take it over". But TI's, U.K., after the British Aluminum
takeover, was stretched at the time, so Sir Ivan could
only promise moral support and help with contacts if
the Murugappa Family decided to make a bid for the
Ancient Foundation. The Family at the time was not in
the happy position it was in 20 years later, when it was
able to acquire Parry's.
"Once the acquisition had been made, I did not have
much to do with the running of Parry's. In the initial
stages, MV bore the burden of the problems dragging
down the company, and later M.V. Subbiah played a
major role in rebuilding Parry's into a successful institu
tion. But as had been Family practice from the begin
ning, they kept the rest of The Family informed about
every major decision they took and listened to The Fami
ly's views at family get-togethers," AMM narrated. A
feature of this family support was the backing it had
given the brothers in a long drawn-out strike at TI Cy
cles earlier and that it would give them in all their ne
gotiations with employees at EID-Parry's in the days to
come. As MV once said, "Because I am soft-spoken, many
people tend to get the idea that I am not firm. We are a
family that can be firm when it is necessary. Our polite
ness and courtesy should not be mistaken for weakness."
And it was that firm hand, with all in The Family united
behind it, that got Parry's on the road again.
It was, however, obvious soon after the takeover that,
with all his multifarious responsibilities, MV was not
going to be able to mind P arry's by him self.
K.V. Raghavan, whom AMM had known as a successful
engineer-administrator at Imperial Chemical Industries,
was at the time retiring from the chairmanship of Engi
neers India Ltd. MV invited him to join Parry's as its
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President and he did so in 1982. He helped MV evolve
corporate strategy which resulted in the paring down of
several agencies, consolidating of trading operations and
crying halt to all new projects, including those for which
licences had been granted. Instead, they devised a strat
egy to modernise all existing plants and streamline their
operations. Raghavan's major contribution was steering
through the Supreme Court and the Special Industrial
Tribunal appointed by the Tamil Nadu Government the
halving of the labour force at the Nellikuppam sugar
factory. It was the first time the law had agreed to the
retrenchment of so many employees — over 900 — and
the freezing of increments till the Wage Board salaries
reached the Company's levels. Raghavan was not as
successful with voluntary retirement or retrenchment at
other factories and failed to get the Head Office staff to
accept ceilings on allowances. That would happen when
M.V. Subbiah moved from TI Cycles to Parry's on the
resignation of Raghavan.
Subbiah was made a Director of EID-Parry's in Novem
ber 1983 and moved in as Vice-Chairman and Managing
Director of the Company eight months later. The Family
agreed on this move in order to improve morale and
productivity. Providing full-time leadership by a mem
ber of The Family the Group could ill-afford to spare
from other assignments was meant as a gesture of com
mitment to Parry's, a sign that the Family thought the
Company an important and integral component of the
Group. Another sign of the importance of Parry's was to
come a few years later when the Group changed its name
from the TI Group to the Murugappa Group, thus bring
ing EID-Parry's within the fold.
The appointment of Subbiah as full-time Managing Di
rector had another dimension to it. Over the years, The
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Family had wondered how involved it should get with
the management of public limited companies it had pro
moted. It had preferred to leave day-to-day administra
tion and production to a professional, but always with a
Fam ily m em ber in overall charge, hands on. The
Raghavan induction was a change from the pattern es
tablished in the Fifties. Now, The Family wondered
whether the traditional way might not be better, particu
larly where drastic action was needed for a total turna
round, like immediate reduction of staff. What was
needed, it was felt, was a person who could make such
changes without fear while not having to worry about
the management's reaction. Only a family member could
meet those criteria. And with the Subbiah experience at
TI Cycles having proved a success, that had been The
Family's policy since.
With Parry's came Coromandel Fertilisers, both a bless
ing as well as a bother, recalled AMM. It was when
H.V.R. Iengar was heading Parry's, after he had retired
from the Civil Service, that the Company decided to tie
up with Chevron Chemical Company and the Interna
tional Minerals and Chemicals Corporation, both of the
U.S., to promote a fertiliser unit in Andhra Pradesh. But
even as the project was being put together, Parry's de
cided its priority was its Ennore fertiliser plant and in
vested a substantial sum in it. Short of money for the
new venture as a consequence, it agreed to the Ameri
cans putting in 43 per cent and for Chevron to run the
operation, while it merely distributed the product. To
supplement the 7 per cent for which it was in, Parry's
brought in the Andhra Pradesh Industrial Development
Corporation for 10 per cent. The only saving grace in
this arrangement that AMM and MV saw when they
took over Parry's was that if any of the partners wanted
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to sell out, the first offer had to be made to them. Decid
ing to take advantage of this understanding, Parry's
under MV's management began looking at taking over
APIDC's shares. It was about the same time that another
Madras entrepreneur with a large stake in the fertiliser
business began to eye APIDC's shares and made a com
petitive bid for them. APIDC, knowing it had to make
the first offer to Parry's, used this opportunity to push
up the price, a manoeuvre that saw it talking to both the
wild bidder as well as Parry's. With the price going up,
AMM and MV hesitated a bit, but in the end, in July
1988, decided to buy in further and by November had
picked up APIDC's stake. Which didn't exactly earn them
the good wishes of the rival bidder. AMM did not say it,
but it would be no surprise if the purchase at this price
was one more example of his description of The Family:
"W e are always willing to take on a challenge."
With this purchase, Parry's gained another Director on
the Board, but the Americans still tended to be a domi
nant presence. Meanwhile, Coromandel Fertilisers, in a
diversification move, had started a cem ent plant,
Coromandel Cements, with a large unit imported from
Germany. "Unfortunately none of them knew the cement
business and did not seem to understand that in a ce
ment plant, manufacture had to be at full capacity if
there was to be money in it for the promoters," AMM
narrated. Once it became obvious that what they had
started was a losing proposition, the Americans being
Americans wanted to cut their losses forthwith by get
ting rid of the plant. "W e fought it out in the Boardroom
for nearly nine months, but having just two directors
against their six we were in a losing battle," AMM re
called. The opposition from Parry's was not to the sale
of the cement plant, but the timing, which made it a
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distress sale of sorts. Nevertheless, the Americans went
through with the sale.
An uneasy relationship continued for some time and then,
in 1995, Chevron decided to withdraw from Coromandel.
By the end of that year, M.V. Arunachalam negotiated
the purchase of Chevron's shares and by November 1995
EID Parry's stake in Coromandel Fertilisers went up to
nearly 42 per cent. It was in 1999 that IMC decided to
pull out and P arry 's acquired those shares too.
Coromandel Fertilisers today functions as an independ
ent unit, with Parry's other fertiliser interests also run
by it.
Parry's had over this same period spent nearly Rs. 170
crore in Ennore, modernising the plant. It had also de
cided to import the ammonia it needed, instead of strug
gling to manufacture it. The money spent had included
an ammonia-receiving single buoy mooring facility at
sea. This was an arrangement very similar to what
Coromandel Fertilisers did in Vishakhapatnam to receive
molten sulphur it imported from Japan. Instead of buy
ing sulphur powder, as had been the practice, molten
sulphur was imported to manufacture sulphuric acid.
The savings on account of not having to melt the pow
der in India enabled the import to be bought "at a song,"
said AMM. Mitsui & Co., the Japanese conglomerate,
which still handles the molten sulphur, set up the han
dling and storage facility in Vizag to make this costsaving scheme a success.
Parry's innovative measures in Ennore and its import
activity in the area did not, however, interest AMM and
the rest of The Family enough to take a greater interest
in the developing Ennore satellite port or its facilities
and the industrial estates springing up around it. "I how-
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ever think we should look at Cuddalore if the plans to
develop a port there get underway. Cuddalore was his
torically Parry's town and we have a lot of land and
buildings there next to the present harbour. It would be
nice if we could establish a presence there again, in the
same harbour where Parry's once handled a consider
able amount of shipping," AMM mused wistfully.
With the Group's decision to concentrate on certain core
production in each unit, Parry's now focusses only on
sugar, fertilisers and ceramics. Fertilisers includes "m a
nure", as the Ancient Foundation used to call it, seeds
and pesticides. A particular focus is being planned on
organic pesticides from the indigenous neem seeds. A
large plant to manufacture Neemazal is what we now
have getting ready to go on stream; when it does, it'll
produce one of the best organic pesticides in the world,
AMM was confident.
AMM also felt the three sugar mills Parry's had should
plan to find use for every bit of their output, including
waste. He was particularly enamoured with the Brazil
ian practice of producing 'petroleum' from alcohol. "We
should be making alcohol at all three mills, not at just
one as at present. That will enable us, together with al
cohol from the 15 other mills in the State, to manufac
ture a viable quantity of 'petroleum'. The other two fac
tories should also take a page out of the Nellikuppam
book. That used to be the worst factory. That's where we
had all those labour problems. Today, it's the best fac
tory in the State. It's producing biogas for co-generation.
Its sludge is available for use as fertilisers. Nothing is
thrown away there. That's how sugar factories should
work," AMM recommended.
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Long before the AMM Family looked at such proposi
tions as Parry's, a smaller British-owned company came
its way, Crompton Engineering, in which Best and Co.
and Crompton Engineering, U.K., had a half stake each.
When Crompton, U.K., decided to pull out of the com
pany, A.W. Stansfeld of Best's, a good cricketer, a Ma
dras Cricket Club stalwart and a friend of AMM's, was
keen that The Family buy Crompton's 50 per cent. AMM
does not remember why Murugappa and he did not
accept the offer, but looking back he felt it was not the
best of decisions; "W e could have done with an engi
neering company."
Some years later, Best and Crompton merged, sanctify
ing the long-standing relationship, but the marriage of
convenience brought prosperity to neither. At this point
of time, the TI Group acquired a 25 per cent stake in the
company and was giving serious thought to further in
vestment when it heard that Vijay Mallya was interested
in the company and had approached the authorities in
Delhi. "We knew that Delhi would favour him and when
he approached us through Vellayan, who is a friend of
his, we agreed to sell our stake to him. It wasn't a bad
price," AMM recalled.

C hapter 16

Building high
t was in 1945/46, when he was building his Laurels
on Chittaranjan Road, that AMM met Eric Coe. AMM
always believed in getting the best, particularly when it
came to quality, and this was a philosophy he was to
translate into practice when Murugappa and he led The
Family into industry. As far back as the early Fifties,
when QC, TQM and all the other initials were mantras
still in the future, the TI Group focussed on ensuring
products of the best quality. Its bicycles might be more
expensive than others that followed Hercules' pioneer
ing industrial footsteps, its steel tubes may have had
buyers thinking twice about whether to accept their
prices, and their abrasives gave several others the op
portunity to offer competitive products at lower prices.
But none of the competition offered the quality the TI
Group offered. And that was a quality that Murugappa
and AMM insisted on from the first. Let us not compro
mise with quality, they urged their staff and, later, the
younger Family members.

I

Thus it was that when AMM was building his house he
sought the best engineers for the job, each a specialist in
his field. He was told that Eric Coe of Richardson and
Cruddas was the best sanitary engineer in Madras and
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so Coe and his team came to work on the new house,
though the rate R & C had quoted was "a bit higher than
the rest". AMM noted with interest Coe's frequent visits
to the site and supervision of every new step taken.
AMM, it should also be mentioned, had a great sense of
curiosity; when The Family business grew into an indus
trial empire he would still be watching the nuts and
bolts of operations and asking why a particular opera
tion was being done in a particular way. It was curiosity
that made a person with no engineering background at
all knowledgeable about a whole heap of mechanical
and manual operations, at least in the fields in which the
Group was interested.
Coe reacted to this intriguing streak of curiosity not with
irritation but with a warmth that soon had the two of
them on the same wavelength. It turned out that R & C
had, like many another Madras engineering agency firm,
turned out to be a jack-of-all-trades during World War II
and had undertaken a lot of civil engineering work in
the Avadi base area. Coe had at the base acquired a lot
of civil engineering experience. With industry expected
to boom in independent India and with the number of
factories in the country bound to grow enormously,
there'd be a great opportunity for a firm of construction
engineers who offered quality work, the two agreed.
AMM arranged for Coe to meet Murugappa and the
outcome was that the three of them floated Coromandel
Engineering in 1947.
What a trail the Company was to blaze in those early
years! There was AMM negotiating prime contracts, Coe
pushing the work to keep every target and, a few years
later, M.M. Nawaz, a British Chartered Engineer and a
returnee from Ceylon, doing what Coe did in the first
years and then doing it even better when Coe retired
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and returned to England. The Nawaz era, till well into
the Sixties, was the heyday of Coromandel Engineering.
It was certainly one of the most successful construction
companies in the South during this period — when
quality still fetched a premium.
Nawaz, on his return from Independent Ceylon, had
joined Richardson and Cruddas. He had been educated
in England, and was a workaholic. When he joined Coe
about a year after Coromandel Engineering had been
started, he complemented him well. Coe was a shorttempered person and he would often stalk off the job
after a disagreement with the client. That the job got
finished and Coromandel Engineering retained the con
tract was entirely due to Nawaz who would not only
make the peace but also charm the client. That he — and
Coe too — did meticulous work was a plus factor. "I've
seldom met a person like Nawaz, what an efficient, qual
ity-conscious, hardworking engineer he was, but what
was cherished by the whole Family were his soft, gentle
ways, his generosity and his loyalty," AMM was to re
member long after a long-past-retirement Nawaz had to
be virtually dragged away to England by his son settled
there.
Corom andel E n gineering's first building was the
Willingdon Nursing Home. Its first major project was
putting up the TI factory, its next the plant for Ashok
Motors to assemble Austins in. This plant later became
Ashok Leyland, a company with which AMM had a long
association. Among Coromandel Engineering's subse
quent major projects in the first years were the various
factories the Group raised in Avadi, Ambattur and
Tiruvottriyur apart from several other factories coming
up in Madras as a consequence of the post-Independ
ence industrial boom. In fact, Coromandel Engineering's
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thinking was to concentrate on factory-building. But the
Company made a mark for itself when it started work
on the British-designed United India building and com
pleted it in 1959 as the nationalised Life Insurance Cor
poration's southern headquarters, the tallest building in
the South till the Eighties. The Murugappa Group's head
quarters, TIAM House, another landmark building exer
cise, and Bombay Mutual's building on Esplanade Road
were both built by Coromandel Engineering and were
among the first modern highrises in M adras's main
business district. In more recent times, the Chola Shera
ton and the Oberoi Group's Trident as well as the
Karumuttu Centre on Mount Road in Nandanam have
been some of Coromandel Engineering's major achieve
ments.
The consultants for both the LIC building and TIAM
House were Brown and Moulin of the UK. They were
later to be architects for the first buildings of the All
India Institute of Medical Sciences, Delhi. Brown was a
businessman and Moulin "a wonderful architect" and
their help was needed because there was no knowhow
in India at the time for laying the foundation for, and
raising, such tall steel-framed buildings. While they built
well, they found Indian tax laws a maze and lost much
on account of them. But they did build what were trou
ble-free landmark buildings for the times.
Behind the raising of the Bombay Mutual Insurance
building on Esplanade Road — or NSC Bose Road as it
is called today — and the building of TIAM House, the
Murugappa Group's headquarters today, there is an
interlinked story that also touches on the Coromandel
Engineering story. The story reveals both the friendly
give-and-take attitude of the AMM Family as well as how
its attitude to certain things have changed over the years.
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The Bombay Mutual Building had its origins in a major
banking controversy. The Alleppey-based Travancore
National Bank (1912) and the Quilon Bank (1919), both
run by Syrian Christian families in the princely State of
Travancore, were banking successes in pre-Independence
days. When they were merged in 1937 as the Quilonregistered Travancore National and Quilon Bank, the new
bank became one of the biggest and fastest growing banks
in South India, even bigger than the Indian Bank which
had started many years earlier. The power of the
Travancore National and Quilon Bank not only in
Travancore but also in the Madras Presidency was a
matter of concern to the Royal Family of Travancore and
its advisers. The Syrian Christians wanted a more demo
cratic form of government, with elected assemblies, to
replace the authoritarian rule of the M aharaja of
Travancore and this thinking was winning neither the
community nor the Bank any favours from the Royal
Family or its chief adviser at the time, the Dewan of
Travancore, Sir C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar. The Bank, there
fore, had begun to face difficulties the more the commu
nity demanded a greater voice for the people.
What caused it and who was responsible, no one was
very sure, but there was a spate of rumours followed by
a major run on the Bank in April 1938 and it had to close
its doors two months later. The Governments in Madras
and Trivandrum thereupon filed cases against the Bank
and the Madras High Court appointed receivers who
took over all the property of the Bank in Madras. The
major property the Bank owned in Madras was the splen
did buildings of the Madras Christian College on Espla
nade Road. The Bank had bought this handsome, classi
cally styled row of buildings and established its head
quarters in the main block. This building and another
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which was left with the Bank, thus, duly came up for
auction. (A third had been sold some years earlier.)
At this point of time, Murugappa and AMM were look
ing for a property in a prime location in which they
could headquarter all the expanding activities of what
was promising to be a fast-growing group. They decided
to bid for one of the properties, use it with little altera
tion for the time being, then pull it down at a later date
and build a new headquarters building. When U.S. Desai,
a stockbroker in Bombay and Chairman of the Bombay
Mutual Insurance Company, heard of their interest, he
approached them. A friend from the Swastik Company
days, he knew The Family well and felt confident enough
to approach the Murugappa Family and ask them not to
bid for the property. He was keen to start a Bombay
Mutual office in Madras and the main building was just
the property he was looking for. He approached
Murugappa Chettiar and requested him not to compete
for the property and allow Bombay Mutual to make an
offer for it in open court. AMM had been not only in
strumental in suggesting the need for a corporate office
but had also been very keen on this particular property.
Murugappa Chettiar, however, persuaded him that the
need of a mutual insurance company was greater than
that of a privately owned company, so they should let
D esai make his bid. W hich he did. And Ju stice
Venkataramana Rao who was handling the liquidation
heard Desai's price, then had his own valuation made
and arrived at "a very fair price for all concerned". AMM
thought that Justice Venkataramana Rao had looked af
ter everyone's interests in arriving at what was a "good
price for the times and circumstances". And so Bombay
Mutual took over the College's main block. When it came
time to build anew on this property, it thought of
Coromandel Engineering and the Company raised an
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Art Deco-styled building to replace the Gothicised IndoSaracenic. The new building was opened by the Gover
nor of Madras in 1955. As always, Murugappa Chettiar
had a way of giving in today, to gain something tomor
row.
Some time after the A.M.M. Family had decided not to
bid for the MCC School buildings, another opportunity
came its way. This was the splendid Classical building
Best & Co had built in the late 19th Century. After moving
into a rather substantial annexe to the main building;
Best's had rented it to Burmah Shell whom they had
once represented. When Shell built its own building,
Best's had, in mid-1938, sold the main building to the
Khaleeli family for their business headquarters. Hand
som ely p illared , verandahed, balustraded and
pedimented, the second Khaleeli Building was one of the
most striking buildings on First Line Beach, also known
as North Beach Road and today called Rajaji Salai.
TI India acquired the Khaleeli Building from the brothers
Ameen and Kasim Khaleeli in 1956 and on its site raised
TIAM House, headquarters of TI India and the A.M.M.
Family (TI-AM). The first modern highrise in George
Town, this cement, steel and glass tower block designed
by Brown & Moulin opened in 1958 for the Group's com
panies to move in from 106 Armenian Street and Jahangir
Street now the Annexe. While TIAM House was being
built, the family had acquired a three-storey building
behind it in Jehangir Street, where the Indian Overseas
Bank had been housed when it was founded, and had
moved some of the offices from the cramped Armenian
Street premises. Fully airconditioned, TIAM House, when
it was completed, was THE most modern building in the
city, a landmark with the LIC tower's completion still a
year away in the future.
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When buildings like the MCC School's two blocks and
the Best-Khaleeli block were pulled down in the 1950s,
there was not a word of protest in the City. Rather, their
replacements were welcomed as steps Modern India was
taking to move into the future. The beginnings of the
heritage movement in India were still about 25 years in
the future. Even as these lines are written, the heritage
movement in the City, indeed Tamil Nadu, is just gain
ing momentum and a Heritage Act is at last being talked
about. In the twenty years since a heritage conscious
ness in Madras was awakened by the country's first city
magazine, Aside, among the staunchest supporters of the
movement have been AMM and the Murugappa Group.
Looking at buildings being pulled down in the City to
make way for characterless highrise, AMM rued having
been partly responsible for pulling down the MCC School
and the Best-Khaleeli buildings but offered hope for the
future. "In those days, we were just not aware of the
importance, necessity and value of heritage preserva
tion. As a Family we have always strongly believed in
tradition, but somehow it never occurred to us that the
handsome buildings the British left behind in Madras
were also an intrinsic part of this tradition. It's only since
the Eighties that there has been a growing awareness of
living heritage and as we too became aware of the wider
scope of tradition, we have attempted to play a role in
m aking people aw are of the heritage of M adras.
We more than anyone else in the City had supported
the celebration of Madras's 350 years and the publica
tions that have followed that event. We can't undo the
past, but heritage in the future can be assured of the
Murugappa Group's support." Indeed, that leadership
in support for heritage activities continues to this day
and there is a dedicated commitment by The Family for
the future.
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In the Forties and Fifties, however, The Family view was
that it was for such highrise as the LIC building and
TIAM House that Coromandel Engineering was founded
and bringing such landmark projects successfully to
completion was its strength. Competing in the market to
develop residential apartment complexes was not its cup
of tea, AMM had always thought, but when the younger
members of The Family felt there was an opportunity in
such construction in a city whose middle class popula
tion was burgeoning, he did not stop them. That the
change in focus affected Coromandel Engineering for the
worse was yet another example of AMM's ability to read
correctly the future of any market he had helped steer
the Group into.
Today, Coromandel Engineering has come out of the
woods by adding other divisions and focussing less on
its core strength. While it builds less, it offers services
for the prevention of corrosion and for plastic fabrica
tion for the chemical industry, it manufactures granite
slabs and polished monuments, it has introduced to In
dia the new concept of pre-engineered metal buildings,
putting up two huge structures for the Ford factory in
Maraimalainagar, a southern suburb of Madras, and it
makes acrylic bathtubs.
All this expansion into new areas is quite in contrast to
the single-minded focus at Coromandel Engineering in
the first years. In those early days, AMM would exam
ine the plans of every project that Coromandel Engi
neering was working on. He'd grasp the details quickly,
recall those who had worked with him in that period,
and he'd often have a perceptive suggestion here or an
alternative idea there, they remember. He'd spend even
more time studying plans Coromandel Engineering drew
for the raising of factories for the Group's companies.
And he'd always have ideas for improvements.
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AMM's attention to detail was something that constantly
surprised everyone he worked with. When it came to
buildings, he'd pay as much attention to door handles as
he would to the sanitation and the foundation. Once,
when his house needed some improvement and he
wanted a particular kind of door handle, he asked the
Materials Manager of Coromandel whether he could find
him one. When the Manager told him that he'd arrange
for samples from two or three shops to be brought to
him, AMM said, "Don't bother; let's go visit them to
gether and look for it". And together they went to two
or three shops where he examined scores of handles
before he picked just what he wanted. It was this pains
taking attention to detail and getting the staff to seek
exactly what was needed that ensured commitment to
quality in the Group, many who had worked with him
feel.
As the Group's businesses grew, he gradually began to
take less of an interest in Coromandel Engineering. M.M.
Muthiah now began looking after its affairs and was, in
time, to be succeeded by M.V. Murugappan. M.V. Muru
gappan was the first member of the Family to earn a
foreign degree. He qualified as a civil engineer at Bir
mingham University — where he also earned a tennis
Blue — he trained, through the good offices of TI's, U.K.,
at Douglas's, a large civil engineering firm in Birming
ham that did much work for them. When he returned to
Madras, he joined Coromandel Engineering and worked
with Nawaz and they developed the Company into the
second biggest contractor in Madras. It was only when
Nawaz left that he took over. That was the way
Murugappa Chettiar and his two sons had determined
the younger generation should learn the business in a
growing industrial empire, moving up only step by step.
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M.V. Subbiah, who did a management course at Aston,
came up the same way in the TI factory and so did
M.A. Alagappan, who did his Cost and Works Accounts
in Britain, working his way up from Assistant Manager
(Marketing) in TI Cycles. M.A. Murugappan, after doing
the management course at Aston and apprenticing at
T I's U .K., started his career w ith TI, but after
M.M. Muthiah died and M.V. Murugappan was asked
to look after Carborundum as well as Coromandel Engi
neering, M.A. Murugappan moved to the construction
company.
AMM during all this was little involved with the affairs
of Coromandel Engineering, but he constantly surprised
Coromandel Engineering personnel with the knowledge
he had of their projects. That Coromandel Engineering
was a company he had a great deal of affection for was
obvious when he addressed the gathering at the Compa
ny's Golden Jubilee celebrations in 1997. His love for the
construction business he passed on to his eldest son.
When M.V. Murugappan wanted to be left free to con
centrate on Carborundum and the various projects it was
expanding into, M.A. M urugappan m oved into
Coromandel Engineering. And M.A. Murugappan saw
himself resurrecting the fortunes of Coromandel Engi
neering which had declined with the stagnation of in
dustry in the State in the Eighties. Unfortunately, sev
eral things went against him.
With building factories, Coromandel Engineering's spe
ciality, slowing down, the firm sought several large
government contracts for other work and accepted them
at low rates. These did w onderful things for the
turnover but not for the profitability. On the one hand,
large bank guarantees had to be given, on the other,
government withheld a lot of payments on one ground
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or another despite the high quality of the work.
Coromandel Engineering, like other companies in the
Group, was not in the practice of keeping those they
dealt with happy and officials used to being looked after
by other contractors were not going to oblige this un
helpful one. In the end, the Company had to refer eve
rything to court and then to arbitration. This concluded
in favour of Coromandel Engineering ... but only in the
late 1990s! After this experience, a decision was taken
not to tender for government contracts — but by then
the initial damage was done.
W hile undertaking the governm ent contracts,
Coromandel Engineering also entered the domestic prop
erty development business. But it was late in the field
and could not make the same success of it the early
entrants had. Both these setbacks resulted in
M.A. Murugappan finding it "very difficult to run the
company because he ran into a cash crunch. And the
Group couldn't help out too much". It was very firm
about the Group's public companies not transferring
funds to other Group companies in trouble. This was
not merely because the financial institutions and private
shareholders might raise objections; in other groups, ways
had always been found to effect such transfers without
a hornets' nest being raised. But in the Murugappa Group
it was an inflexible principle, not only to retain a finan
cial institution's or shareholder's trust in the organisa
tion but, more important, their respect born out of their
being sure the Group would not misuse for any reason
funds deposited or invested in it. "Such ethics are very
important in business, even if it sometimes hurts your
business," AMM insisted.
As for helping out with funds from one private com
pany in the Group to another, the Group did do this
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from time to time. But at the time Coromandel Engineer
ing was in difficulties, much help from other privately
held companies in the Group was not possible because
they had their own pressing needs at the time.
M.A. Murugappan then came up with a suggestion that
he'd like to run Coromandel Engineering as a unit apart
from the Group. It was agreed that the A.M.M. Family
shareholding in the re-structured company would be the
same but that after a certain period, except for AMM's
own family, the others would sell their shares to him.
AMM's own family would retain their stake in the com
pany but with M.A. Murugappan's acquisition of his
cousins' shares he'd be the majority shareholder. This
agreement enthused him no end and he began drawing
up big plans for the Company. Unfortunately, tragedy
struck.
Tamil Nadu's industrial growth was to reach new heights
in the second half of the Nineties but M.A. Murugappan
was not to see the benefits of that boom. Coromandel
Engineering was having an all-day sales conference at a
local hotel in 1995. Shortly after lunch, Murugappan, as
Managing Director of Coromandel Engineering, got up
to speak. Into just his first few words he collapsed. The
hotel was on Madras's 'Harley Street', Poonamallee High
Road. So it was possible to rush him to a hospital in
minutes. But Murugappan was declared dead on arrival.
A few months later AMM suffered a second blow when
his wife and companion of over 60 years died. Both losses
aged him considerably and slowed him down quite a
bit. But they did not keep him out of TIAM House for
long; within days after each tragedy he was back at his
desk. When M.V. Arunachalam, who had begun to play
a greater leading role in the Group's affairs, fell ill not
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long afterwards, AMM returned to lead the Group again,
as much to keep himself occupied as because the Group
needed him. And when MV passed away a year after he
fell ill, AMM began to spend more time at TIAM House.
It was more a demonstration of his indomitable will to
hold The Family together than the actual act of physi
cally managing the Group's affairs. It was a comeback
that was to give the other Family members a chance to
come to terms with a situation where there was neither
MV nor Murugappan to play any kind of role. With a
Group immensely larger than any Family member had
dreamed of a decade earlier, The Family was faced with
a situation where it had fewer members to handle a
considerably increased business. And that at a time when
everyone was almost shellshocked by the tragic events
that had overtaken them. The return of AMM to the helm
of affairs, no matter how notionally, was to provide the
younger members of The Family the necessary moral
support they needed at this juncture. AMM passed away
two years later, but by then much of the combative spirit
had returned to The Family; its members had come to
terms with their losses and could by then also visualise
a future where AMM himself might not be there. They
had also made up their minds on AMM's advice in those
last months: The Group needed professional leadership
of its companies; The Family, as members of a govern
ing board, should only offer policy guidelines and moni
tor results. Their numbers would then not matter.
After M.A. Murugappan's untimely death, M.V. Muru
gappan returned to the helm of Coromandel Engineer
ing. He downsized its building operations and had the
Company concentrating on a couple of lines he had long
nurtured. E.D. Chrishop, the civil engineer whom we
have met in these pages earlier, was M.V. Murugappan's
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guardian, godfather and mentor when the civil engineer
ing student was in Birmingham. He was to later play the
same role for M.A. Murugappan. Both cousins retained
their closeness with and regard for Chrishop over the
years. Thus, whenever they went to England, they made
it a point to call on him. On one visit to Birmingham,
after he had taken charge of Coromandel Engineering
for the first time, M.V. Murugappan mentioned to
Chrishop that he was looking for new lines of unique
business for the Company. Chrishop pointed him to a
small company in Birmingham that TI’s, U.K., had been
dealing with. Prodorite specialised in waterproofing and
acidproofing for industry. Discussions with the firm re
sulted in a joint venture that was called Coromandel
Prodorite. It may still be a small company, a part of
Coromandel Engineering, but from the very first it has
been a very successful company; "we have never re
corded a loss in the company," stated AMM.
The company pioneered the manufacture of anti-corro
sive cements in India. Today, it is a leader in the field of
anti-corrosion engineering and plastics. The company
owes much to a chemist and a chemical engineer, namely,
R. Srinivasan and K. Janaki Rao whose innovativeness
helped the company enormously. But whereas in the
early days the company enjoyed almost a monopoly,
today it faces considerable competition, mainly from
people who learnt the business in the company and went
out on their own to start rival firms. "They might
underquote Coromandel Prodorite, but none of them
could give the guarantees or the finishes we offered,"
AMM explained the company's continuing success.
Looking for such opportunities whenever he goes abroad
has always been one of M.V. Murugappan's strengths.
And having qualified as a civil engineer that remains an
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area he is interested in. And so, on a visit abroad in the
early 1990s, he saw what a firm called Butler's was doing
in America. It was making prefabricated giant ware
houses and factories, huge floorspaces without any col
umns. He was soon into negotiations with Butler's and
the American company was not only NOT interested in
a joint venture, it was NOT even interested in giving
Coromandel Engineering the all-India agency. And so
M.V. Murugappan accepted an arrangement for South
India. The prefab material would have to be imported
from Butler's and Coromandel Engineering could do the
erection in India in the first phase. If this was successful,
Butler's would negotiate with Coromandel Engineering
for the manufacture in India of some of the material, like
beams and outsides.
With import duties very high, Coromandel Engineering
was not at all confident of making a success of the busi
ness. But then Ford was putting up its Indian plant in
Maraimalainagar, a new industrial township in the south
ern part of Greater Chennai, and knew all about But
ler's. So, Coromandel Engineering got its first orders for
prefab factories, two large buildings for Ford India. These
were successfully erected, but not many other investors
in India have wanted to pay the high-prices Ford was
willing to pay for a Butler prefab erected by Coromandel
Engineering. So this has not become the major line
Coromandel Engineering had hoped would lead it back
to construction success. Neither has a granite division
established in 1988 with an eye to export.
Today, the Company depends on Coromandel Prodorite
and its traditional building division which is content to
build and develop only for the Group and a few old
clients.

C hapter 17

A role in the wider world

D

ewan Bahadur Murugappa Chettiar's belief that
The Family should play a role in the wider world,
both as a matter of obligation to society, particularly
investors, as well as to expand The Family's contacts is
a philosophy that, as already mentioned, is followed to
this day. Some members of The Family, however, chose
the broader stage of representative associations which
often have to deal with Government whereas others chose
the smaller world of Boardrooms to make their contri
bution. Murugappa was one who bestrode both worlds
comfortably, but even more at home in both worlds was
MV. AMM was never comfortable with the wider can
vas and abhorred having to deal with political figures;
"I was too outspoken for them," he explained, but in the
Boardrooms of several organisations outside the Group
he made as significant a contribution to the fortunes of
those organisations as he did to the Group.
Murugappa Chettiar put his philosophy into practice
when he became an active member of the Justice Party
in the late Twenties. Whether he believed the non-Brahmins were being treated unfairly by the ruling power or
not is NOT very certain, but he was undoubtedly sym
pathetic to the Justice Party view that its aspirations
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might be better served by the British than by any Indian
leadership, particularly in the Madras Presidency, which
was likely to be Brahmin-dominated. This association
with the Party brought him close to Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar who edited the Party's journal, Justice; it was
to become a close, lifelong friendship that was to help
the fortunes of The Family enormously. Murugappa
Chettiar in his later years urged his sons that if they ever
needed advice when he was no longer there, it was to
Sir Ramaswami that they should turn. And the several
times Murugappa and AMM turned to him always led
to new growth for the Group. In later years, Murugappa's
friendship w ith Congress contem poraries like
T.T. Krishnamachari, R. Venkataraman and C. Subra
maniam was to help the TI Group get a hearing when
ever there was need for one. As important was the Sir
Ramaswami link to prove when the Dravidian Progres
sive Party (DMK) came to power; its leader C.N. Annadurai had been a sub-editor with Justice when Sir
Ramaswami was associated with the paper and, as a
consequence, 'Anna' and his successor Mu. Karunanidhi
knew the Murugappa Family's credentials.
Murugappa Chettiar's links with the Justice Party as
much as his interest in racing were to help him forge
links with the Madras Establishment too, in a day when
association with the British Civil Establishment meant
immediate respect from the British Mercantile Establish
ment. Murugappa Chettiar was an inveterate gambler
when it came to racing, but he also owned a horse or
two. These were trained by the Earl of Shannon. And the
Irish Earl was also ADC to the Governor of the Madras
Presidency at the time (1929-34), Sir George Stanley.
Shannon, thus, gave Murugappa Chettiar the sportsman
access to the Governor and this helped considerably when
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some of the banks, instigated by envious rivals of
Murugappa Chettiar, foreclosed loans to the AMM firm
and insisted on prompt repayment. A word from Gov
ernment House helped ease the pressure a bit, but AMM
remembered being told that, nevertheless, "those were
anxious days and the financial strain was enormous".
But by God's grace we got over them and emerged
stronger for the experience, AMM recalled being told.
Murugappa Chettiar's closeness to Government House and
the bureaucracy was to pave the way for The Family to
enter the wider business environment. He was Sheriff of
Madras in 1931 when F. Bailey of Best & Co., proposed
his name for membership of the Madras Chamber of
Commerce, at the time Madras's leading business asso
ciation with an all-white membership. Dewan Bahadur
Murugappa Chettiar was the first Indian to be admitted
to membership of this exclusive organisation and, though
he did not play a major role in the Chamber, his partici
pation in its meetings enabled him to make the acquaint
ance of all the European business leaders in the City.
Murugappa later joined the Chamber, when his father's
health restricted his participation in its meetings, and,
from the first, proved an active member. Together, he
and his friend and neighbour, S. Anantharamakrishnan
of the Amalgamations Group, not only made the Indian
voice heard but, by leading the State into Industry, were
instrumental in getting the Chamber to consider chang
ing its identity to the 'Madras Chamber of Commerce
and Industry'. This eventually happened in 1966.
Anantharamakrishnan was the first Indian to be invited
to join the General Committee; Murugappa joined the
Committee a few years later. He was elected Vice-Chair
man of the Chamber in 1964 and in 1965 became the first
Indian Chairman of the Madras Chamber of Commerce.
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Unfortunately he died in England later that year and
could not complete his term. He had earlier, in 1960,
gained national recognition when, after playing a role in
its Southern constituency, he was elected Chairman of
the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI), which had a greater Indian focus; the
Madras Chamber, together with the other old British
Chambers in India, on the other hand, preferred to re
main members of the Associated Chambers of Commerce
(Assocham).
The TI Group's deep and committed involvement with
organisations like Assocham, FICCI and CII were to help
it considerably at a time when "permission for every
little thing was needed from Delhi". Murugappa's long
association with FICCI was of immense help to the
Group. "He was excellent at liaising with people in both
political as well as bureaucratic circles in Delhi. He
seemed to have more friends there than in Madras. And
if ever he was stuck, there was always Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar to help open a door," recalled AMM.
But while Murugappa was willing to meet anyone and
everyone, he was never prepared to go beyond present
ing a cogent argument to a friend. Ethics, as he and The
Family understood it, was to meet people, talk to them,
try and convince them and if they gave the Group on
merit what it asked for, that was well and good. "If we
didn't get the permission, we were the losers, but it was
not going to break us. We just started afresh." Any other
method was not permitted by the ethical standards of
The Family. Thus, liaison was an important aspect of
The Family's approach to business. And that Murugappa
was respected wherever he went was a great asset.
When Murugappa died, I was certainly not the person
to follow in his footsteps in Delhi, AMM narrated. In-
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stead, MV took over that role. When Murugappa's term
as President of FICCI came to an end, MV began to play
a greater role in the organisation. First as a member of
the Committee, then as President and, finally, from the
end of his term at the helm, as adviser to many who
followed him as President of FICCI. MV proved excel
lent at liaison work, recalled AMM; "he was not only
highly respected, but he would prove more charming
than even Murugappa." MV's untimely death was a big
loss to the Group. "We've not been able to find anyone
else in The Family to develop such happy equations in
Delhi," AMM said. But fortunately, he added, "with lib
eralisation such close contacts in Delhi are no longer
necessary and the need for someone to keep in close
touch with people in Delhi is not as great."
In Madras, AMM began to play a more active role in the
Chamber, after Murugappa's death, first in the General
Committee, then, in 1969, as its Chairman, the third In
dian to hold the post; John K. John had been elected in
1967. During his Chairmanship in Madras, Assocham's
national chairman, a European who was Chairman of
ICI, proposed that AMM lead an Assocham delegation
to a conference of the Commonwealth Chambers of
Commerce being held in London. One of the delegates
was Suraj Das of Tata's India Tube Company. The ties
forged as fellow-members of this delegation were to
prove very useful when Bundy Tubings was being
started. Tata's were happy to come in with a ten per cent
stake and this helped TI's and Tata's to forge strong
links at the time. "Participation in associations and
delegations, which Father had always advocated,
enabled us to establish an all-India identity and develop
useful contacts in all parts of the country," AMM
narrated.
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Also a help in this was the kind of dignified hospitality
AMM always offered fellow members of such delega
tions. On this occasion, a couple of preliminary meet
ings were necessary in London for the delegates to get to
know each other and plan a common viewpoint. This
was particularly necessary as a couple of the delegates
— one was the Inchcape man representing Lord
Inchcape's interests in India — were U.K.-based and did
not know the rest of the members of the team at all.
Lord Plowden had taken charge of TI in the U.K. at the
time and, rather than operate out of Birmingham and
visit the small London office occasionally, he preferred
to establish his main office in London and give TI a
greater presence in the capital. To this end TI's, U.K. had
acquired Bridgewater House, a huge and impressive build
ing, and spent a fortune improving it and maintaining
it, but the expense was well worth it; Bridgewater House
did have an impact on every visitor. And this was cer
tainly true of the Indian Assocham delegation too, when
AMM made arrangements for the delegation's prelimi
nary meetings to be held there. "TI's, U.K., certainly did
us proud on these occasions, providing impeccable
backup service and a wide array of refreshments," re
membered AMM, and added, "Overall, it helped create
a good impression of me as a leader, who got things
done, and it spoke more for me than the few words I
usually prefer to stick to." The result was a very happy
and successful participation by the delegation in the
Conference proceedings.
AMM's leadership of the Madras Chamber led to his
being asked to take over the chairmanship of Assocham
when the South's turn came. Keshub Mahindra and a
few others pressed him to take over the leadership of
this apex body, but AMM was adamant that he was not
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the right man for the job. Looking back on his refusal to
accept an offer that had unanimous backing, he said, "I
am not comfortable walking the corridors of Govern
ment Secretariats and waiting on Ministers and Secretar
ies who all speak to delegations as if they are doling out
favours. I could take it up to a point during an occa
sional visit, but if I had to do it regularly, I'm afraid I
would not have the tolerance to be comfortable with
such behaviour. Being outspoken, I would have said
something that, I'm sure, would have hurt Assocham
more than helped it, particularly as at that time dealing
with Ministers and Secretaries in a smooth manner was
essential for the well-being of industry. I was the wrong
person for the job both by temperament and inclination;
diplomacy was not a high point with me. So I prudently
said 'NO'. I think Assocham was the better for my stick
ing to my guns."
AMM thereafter recommended N.S. Bhat of Binny's for
the chairmanship of Assocham. Such leadership, how
ever, is a costly proposition for the person accepting
office. The Chambers do not meet any of their expenses
and the person chosen has to meet all his expenses or
have his company meet them. Two decades down the
line AMM led the Murugappa Group out of the Cham
ber when there was a rare contest over the candidature
for the chairmanship in Madras. AMM felt that whis
pers, as to whether the candidate backed by him and
others could afford to spend the couple of crores or so
that would be necessary during his chairmanship, was
not quite cricket. When Binny Managing Director Bhat
himself had, on the previous occasion, raised this ques
tion of expenses for travelling all over the country and
even abroad on occasion, as well as hotel stay etc., point
ing out that he was a professional and that neither he
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nor his company, considering the state it was in, could
afford the luxury of his chairmanship, AMM had sug
gested that several members of the Madras Chamber get
together to contribute towards a special fund in the
Chamber that would meet any expenses of Bhat that
Biruny's could not meet. When a few years' later the
South's turn came around again, AMM was again pressed
to accept the chairmanship and once more he refused.
This time he spent a lot of time persuading A. Sivasailam
of the Amalgamations Group to accept. Sivasailam is a
shy person who shuns the limelight, but when AMM
was being persuasive he was always very convincing.
And Sivasailam for the first time stepped on the national
stage and became known as a very successful Chairman
of Assocham.
AMM was much more comfortable being a member of
delegations going overseas, where no favours were asked
or given. Mention has already been made of that happy
visit to London in the Sixties. The first delegation AMM
went as a delegate with had been over a decade earlier.
It was as far back as 1955 that T.T. Krishnamachari, then
the Industries Minister, felt, that West Asia was likely to
be of great importance to India's industrial aspirations,
and, so, a strong delegation, comprising representatives
from the country's leading industrial organisations,
should visit this emerging part of the world. The delega
tion chosen was a young one led by M.P. Birla, the son
of R.D. Birla. Apart from Birla and AMM the delegation
included Charat Ram of Delhi Cloth M ills, Arvind
Narottam Lalbhai from Ahmadabad, N.M. Choksi, Man
aging Director of the Bank of Baroda, Ravi Kirloskar of
Kirloskar's and a couple of others including a member
of the film industry from Bombay. Accompanied by
A.P. Venkateswaran, IAS, as Secretary Member, the del-
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egation visited Turkey, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Bahrain and
Kuwait.
The report at the end of this visit was a very candid one
and pointed out how Indian industry had to improve to
meet the demands of emerging countries like those we
had visited on the tour. Recalling the recommendations
of that report, drafted by Venkateswaran with contribu
tions from every member, AMM commented, "It's a great
pity that India did not follow up on this report. West
Asia had not developed much at the time and India could
have achieved much by paying greater attention to the
region's demands at that time. If it had, India would
have had a headstart over the other countries that now
dominate that rich market. But then India does tend to
be slow much of the time, even when it had people like
T.T. Krishnamachari prodding it into action."
A few years later, in 1959, AMM followed a trail that
had been blazed by his brother Murugappa, attending
the conference of the International Chambers of Com
merce in Washington. Only he went as a member of the
FICCI delegation. But like Murugappa, he travelled to
Singapore, Hong Kong, Tokyo, San Francisco and then
to Washington — but it was a flying visit, not the leisure
ship-and-train journey that had been both business and
holiday undertaken by Murugappa and Subbiah in 1930/
31. In the years that followed, AMM went to South
America and to Australia as a member of Export Promo
tion Council delegations exploring opportunities to in
crease Indian exports. All these visits ended in reports
that India needed to learn much before it could success
fully enter markets abroad. Indian products lacked qual
ity, needed improved packaging, and there had to be a
better way of dealing with exports both by officials as
well as the exporters, particularly in maintaining regu-
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lar and prompt two-way communication, these reports
stated. The report after the Australian visit was particu
larly critical on all these counts as well as in pointing
out Australian unhappiness over Indian business ethics
when dealing with customers abroad. AMM was inclined
to feel that these candid reports of the Fifties and Sixties
had much to do with improvement in India's export
image in the years since. But there is still a long way to
go, he added.
One thing AMM remembered about those two export
promotion tours while he was Chairman of the Export
Promotion Council, Madras area, was the reception they
received from the Customs in New Zealand after the
Australian part of the visit was over. The New Zealand
Customs officials were not interested in the delegation's
baggage; they were more interested in the delegates'
shoes! They insisted the delegates remove them and take
out any other shoes they had in their baggage. These
were peered at, pored over, felt and smelt...all to ensure
there was no mud on them from Australian or, presum
ably, Indian farms. The New Zealanders dreaded the
thought of their cattle wealth being affected by any dis
ease brought in on the soles of shoes — so these proce
dures, which came to a conclusion only after all the shoes
had been cleaned by a team of bootblacks and returned
to the delegates. At least we got our shoes cleaned for
free, laughed AMM recalling the incident.
The trip that AMM enjoyed the most, however, was to
South America. Richard Young, who became Managing
Director of TI's, U.K., had started life as an apprentice in
Argentina and married a girl of British descent there;
there was a large British settlement in Argentina of peo
ple who had originally gone there on various major
development assignments. The father of the girl Young
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married had gone from Britain to work in the Argentine
Railways. This TI's, U.K., connection with South America
ensured an organised tour that made the visit an even
more enjoyable experience than had been anticipated.
The Amazon, a solitary silver line meandering through
impenetrable tree cover, the hardworking Japanese farm
ers in the Sao Paulo area, the gleaming but at the time
unoccupied new capital, Brasilia, and the Inca ruins all
left an indelible impression on AMM. All his life he
wanted to go back and explore South America, but busi
ness never permitted the amount of time he thought a
real visit to South America demanded.
Travelling with the FICCI team to the International
Chambers Conference was nowhere near as enjoyable.
The team selected was not as cohesive as others that
AMM had been a member of; this one appeared to have
a person or two too many with agendas of their own.
The visit began with a fiasco in San Francisco, where the
Indian Consul-General had arranged a meeting for the
team with American and Indian business interests in
California. The team, however, had broken up in Japan,
each to travel as he wished, but to catch up with the
others in Washington well in time for preliminary dis
cussions before the Conference. This was a change from
the programme the Government of India and FICCI had
together drawn up for the delegation and the change
was not communicated to the Consul-General in Frisco,
who was in a fury when AMM paid a courtesy call on
him. AMM had to bear the brunt of his lecture on cour
tesy but in the end won him over sufficiently for the
Consul-General to arrange a couple of outings for AMM,
including one to the redwood forests.
Less happy was AMM with one of the delegates, an
important Calcutta personality. Instead of participating
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in the delegation's discussions and planning, he was for
ever off on his own to negotiate various joint ventures.
That these negotiations were a great success and that he
left his sons an industrial empire with many American
tie-ups established during this official tour is altogether
another matter. "This is not the way a delegate should
take advantage of being selected to an official delega
tion," AMM commented angrily. Then he wryly smiled
and added, "But I suppose that's the way the world
works now; grabbing opportunities with both hands,
whether you have a moral right to them or not, is, I
suppose, the way to grow further faster." And looking
back on the San Francisco experience he added, "Once a
delegation's tour plans are drawn up, it's not right for
delegates to change these as they wish. We need to be
much more disciplined in such matters."
One other role AMM played in official circles was his
service to Japan in Madras as its Honorary Consul. This
appointment came about through a business connection.
Few know that Mitsubishi has had an office in Madras
for over 60 years, since the 1930s. It was in the Madras
office that a man named Tanaka served as a buyer and
he knew Murugappa well, for the A.M.M. firm was one
of the suppliers of magnesite and iron ore to Mitsubishi
from mines in the Hospet, Bellary and Chittoor Districts.
Tanaka kept rising in the Mitsubishi organisation dur
ing World War II and in the early Sixties returned to
Madras as General Manager of the giant conglomerate's
M adras office. He im m ediately caught up with
Murugappa again.
At this time, Japanese consular affairs in Madras were
looked after by the Japanese Consulate-General in Cal
cutta. Japan, however, wanted to establish a consular
office in Madras and Tanaka was asked by Calcutta to
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suggest a name. Tanaka asked Murugappa whether he
would like to serve as Consul and was surprised to hear,
"How about my brother, AMM? He's younger and more
active." And so AMM was appointed the Honorary
Consul for Japan in 1961. He thereafter played an im
portant role in improving Indo-Japanese trade relations
in South India, particularly in the granite and leather
businesses. As the two-way business with Japan grew,
the Japanese Government thought it best to open a fullfledged Consulate-General's office in Madras and this
was done towards the end of 1964. To say thank you
and farewell to its Honorary Consul, AMM Arunachalam,
the Japanese Government invited him and his wife to
Japan and rolled out the red carpet for them. They also
honoured him with the Order of the Rising Sun while he
was there, a rare honour bestowed on an Indian. With a
few days of his official visit still to go, the AMMs heard
the shocking news of Murugappa's sudden death in
London. The Japanese Government pulled out all stops
to see that he was on the first plane back to Madras, by
way of Calcutta as it happened. The arrangements the
Japanese Government made ensured that AMM was in
Madras a day ahead of the arrival of the body which,
despite all the best efforts of TI's, U.K., had had to await
departure 48 hours because of all the formalities in Britain.
Shortly afterwards, AMM laid down office as Honorary
Consul, his last assignment in that position being organ
ising and welcoming a Japanese 'floating exhibition'. This
did not leave behind the happiest of memories. The
exhibition was such a great success that the crowds were
huge and almost unmanageable, despite it being a 'by
invitation' occasion. With many bringing mothers and
sisters, the crowd became uncontrollable at one point
and a rather panicky Japanese skipper ordered the gang-
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way to be pulled up. This angered those waiting on the
dockside and their reaction led to the police swinging
into action to protect the ship. In the end no great harm
was done, but there were hundreds of angry invitees
who did not get a chance to see what they had been
invited to and they did not hesitate to voice their dis
pleasure to the Japanese Embassy and AMM. But soon
all was forgotten and forgiven and AMM laid down office
with the happiest of memories.
Not long afterwards land ceiling regulations made the
disposal of The Laurels inevitable and AMM built him
self a smaller house at the western end of the property.
The main house and most of its grounds were sold to
the Japanese Government for its newly established Consulate-General's residence. Today, as these lines are writ
ten, plans have been drawn up for the vast open space
here; the Consulate-General's office and accommodation
for some of the staff are expected to rise around the
house AMM built in the 1940s.
AMM's close association with Japan continued over the
years; this was perhaps inevitable with the Consul-Gen
eral living next door. Successive C onsul-G enerals
benefitted greatly from AMM's advice, none more so
than the Oxford-educated Yuzuki Kaku who became a
close friend and a daily visitor to AMM's house in AMM's
last years.
Just a short while before he died, the Emperor of Japan
conferred on AMM a second decoration, the Order of
the Sacred Treasure, Gold and Silver Star, a gesture that
was something exceptional in Japanese State protocol.
The honour, it was stated, was in recognition of AMM's
"exceptionally remarkable contribution to the promotion
of friendship and close ties between India and Japan
over the past 50 years".
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AMM was to say in a message to the Murugappa Group,

"This (honour) is mainly due to the cordial relationship
maintained and the little part I played in keeping up the
same between the two countries.
"I sincerely believe that 'relationships' are the building
blocks of a more decent world. It seems clear that most
problems we have — either in the family, in business or
between nations — are essentially m atters of relationship,
of honestly recognising interdependence. Thus, I see this
award not as a culmination but more as a coating on a
most valuable relationship.
"I sincerely hope that we, as m em bers of a common
organisation, recognise this value of relationships and
continuously endeavour to improve and strengthen them
thereby en su rin g healthy grow th of not only the
organisation but also of each one of us."
Indeed, forging relationships and preserving them was
what AMM did best in his years of public service.
Closer home, a project close to AMM's heart brought no
satisfaction at all, despite Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar's best
efforts. It was in the early Sixties that TI's suggested that
several major industries in and around Madras form a
consortium to set up a large private sector power plant
in North Madras. Around 15 industries agreed on the
proposal and Sir Ramaswami met Pandit Nehru and
sought his approval for a project which would have made
most of the big private sector industries in the City's
industrial belt self-sufficient in power and also offer the
State grid a surplus. It would have also ensured less
pressure on the grid and, thus, more power for others.
Nehru, however, was adamant that power generation
must remain a public sector prerogative and said, 'No'.
"What an opportunity was lost," AMM regretted and
pointed out that, as a consequence, industry had to in
vest considerably more in captive generators during the
last 25 years.

C hapter 18

Commitment to others
s committed as he was to being completely in
volved with the mission of any delegation or asso
ciation he served, so too was AMM to the many outside
Boards he was invited to be a member of. As already
indicated, he felt strongly that those going on official
missions should, at least during the official part of the
tour, concentrate on the purpose of the delegation and
be a wholehearted member of the team, participating in
all its deliberations; once the official part of the visit was
over, members were free to do as they pleased, but they
certainly ought not to do so on delegation time. He took
this philosophy into the Boardroom too and at times his
involvement with the problems of some companies he
served was so great that many in The Family and Group
wondered whether such involvement, including sticking
his neck out, was really necessary. But AMM was built
that way; if he agreed to help any organisation or asso
ciation he would do so wholeheartedly and if he felt he
couldn't do that or might endanger the organisation by
his actions, he was perfectly happy to say a loud 'NO',
as in the case of the Assocham chairmanship. He did not
believe in serving only for the sake of honour.

A
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The first example of this was seen in almost the earliest
days of industrialisation in Madras. TI Cycles was the
first major industry to be started in Madras, indeed the
South, after Independence and the company that became
Ashok Leyland started not long afterwards. Ashok Mo
tors, named after his son Ashok by founder Raghunanda
Saran, a Delhi automobile dealer, was set up in Madras
with Austin Motors, U.K., to assemble Austin cars. T.T.
Krishnamachari's zonal policy — one car manufacturer
in each of the port cities — and his persuasive powers
sent Saran south. An Ennore site neighbouring the har
bour was one inducement; the work companies like
Simpson and Addison had done to put Lend-Lease aid
on the roads was another, as it assured him of some
kind of skilled labour. TTK's friendship with Murugappa
also helped in Saran's decision to set up shop in Madras.
Certainly it made him turn to the A.M.M. Family for a
large investment and a request to Murugappa to serve
on the Board when he began looking at a much bigger
operation. Such an operation was necessitated by TTK's
insistence on joint ventures stepping up indigenisation
by a process of 'progressive local manufacture', thereby
decreasing the imported content. Austin Motors were
not willing to accept this policy.
Sensing that Government would be more liberal with
trucks and buses than with cars, if there were any diffi
culties in indigenisation, Saran began negotiations with
Leyland's. The British truck manufacturer expressed its
keenness on a joint venture provided the bulk of the
capital was raised by Saran. That was when he had
approached Murugappa, but with TI Cycles needing all
the money The Family could invest, Murugappa had to
decline the offer; a family friendship, however, was
forged.
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Despite this setback, Saran was confident of raising the
money needed and he flew to Delhi to get the industrial
licence needed for a joint venture with Leyland Motors
Ltd to manufacture truck and bus chassis. TTK told him
that the Centre would be glad to help if the Madras
Government, in 1952/53 a Congress one headed by
C. Rajagopalachari and one particularly close to the
Centre, would back his plans and urge Central Govern
ment approval. And so Saran took the night flight to
Madras from Delhi; in those days Dakotas would take
off from Delhi, Madras, Calcutta and Bombay simulta
neously around 9 p.m., carrying the mail and any pas
senger willing to undertake what was virtually an allnight journey. The four planes would meet in Nagpur,
exchange mail bags, cargo and passengers and fly back
to their home bases. Many an industrialist and business
man who wanted a full day's work in one of the metros
took these flights; despite the promise of two nights of
uncom fortable sleep, but perhaps because of the
bonhomie found on the flights and in Nagpur, the flights
were usually fully booked. On this occasion, however,
the Madras flight that Saran caught crashed while tak
ing off in Nagpur — and a dream threatened to go the
same way. A distraught Mrs Saran did not know what
to do with her husband's dream project, particularly as
so much of the family wealth had been sunk into it, and
she turned to TTK.
The Central Minister for Industries had no intention of
allowing the link forged with Leyland to put the greater
Indian public on wheels to break nor did he want the
project to be sited anywhere else but in Madras. So he
contacted Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar and asked him to
take over the chairmanship of Ashok Motors and con
tinue the negotiations with British Leyland's Chairman
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Sir Henry Spurrier. Sir Ramaswami was at his persua
sive best when he met Sir Henry and the negotiations
ended with British Leyland changing its stand and agree
ing to invest 49 per cent1 in the company that would be
called Ashok Leyland. Sir Ramaswami would remain
Chairman, but there would be a British Managing Direc
tor to manage the affairs of the Indian company. The
first British Managing Director was A.E.L. Collins, who
was with Hyderabad State Transport. At the time, Sir
Ramaswami was spending a lot of time in Calcutta and
he felt a local director was necessary to oversee Indian
interests and guide the British Managing Director in his
dealings with the local government. He could think of
no better person than Murugappa of TI's joining the first
Ashok Leyland Board.
Murugappa gave considerable time to Ashok Leyland
and much advice that was followed in developing the
Company. When he died, Sir Ramaswami invited AMM
to take his place. AMM at the time was already a Direc
tor of Ennore Foundries which had been set up to manu
facture castings for Ashok Leyland. This company too
was chaired by Sir Ramaswami at the time and he told
AMM, "Leyland's need is greater than the Foundries.
Also, Murugappa would have told you much about the
company, so you would not be new." Around this time,
John W atson, who was W orks M anager of Ashok
Leyland, was elevated as Managing Director and he and
AMM interacted regularly and well.
Meanwhile, there had been a change in Britain too. Sir
Henry Spurrier had died and his successors, faced with
the numerous problems, sold Leyland Motors to British
Motor Corporation, and British Leyland Motor Corpora
tion, headed by Sir Donald Stokes, emerged. Sir Donald
1T h e B ritish holding w as later raised to 60 per cent.
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wanted to play a bigger role in Madras affairs, but Sir
Ramaswami was not having any of this. However, Sir
Donald insisted on discussing every action of the Ma
dras Board every time he got the opportunity, which did
not do very much for his relationship with Sir
Ramaswami. At this juncture Sir Ramaswami fell ill and
AMM found himself with a greater role to play. Also, at
this time, Britain sent out yet another Managing Direc
tor, Robin Jones, who had been General Manager in
Madras and then risen in the organisation during serv
ice with Leyland in Australia and Britain.
Madras in the early Seventies was going through un
precedented labour strife after R. Kuchelar, a combative
lawyer, had captured most of the industrial unions in
and around Madras, and thought he could expect the
political support of a 'people's party' (the DMK) that
had come to power for the first time. Violence as a means
of protest was not reined in by him and several factories
had a very difficult time. Leyland was one of these. "An
unwarranted strike was called," recalled AMM, "and the
main office was attacked by the workers, causing con
siderable damage to property." With Sir Ramaswami ill,
it fell to AMM to help Jones take decisions and handle
the situation. AMM advised a lock-out and, after consul
tations with the U.K. office, Jones declared one. The State
Government, then led by Mu. Karunanidhi and in the
first flush of political DMK success, kept pressing Jones
for a quick settlement. AMM's advice was not to agree
to a compromise: "W e have to be firm now to ensure
that violence never again occurs; if we compromise now,
we'll never get industrial peace. We have to stick by our
guns."
Jones was agreeable to this, but Sir Donald felt that the
lock-out was going on for too long and a quicker settle
ment would enable production to resume. He therefore
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sent out from Britain a former Ashok Leyland Managing
Director to handle the negotiations. Sir Ramaswami was
still ill and an angry AMM met him to discuss this ac
tion by British Leyland. "This," he told Sir Ramaswami,
"is an insult to the Managing Director in India, Jones,
and an undermining of his authority. We cannot accept
this degrading situation." AMM also told Sir Ramaswami
that if the U.K., insisted on its negotiator, he would re
sign from the Board. Sir Ramaswami replied that he
would too. Sir Ramaswami then cabled Sir Donald and
AMM followed it up with a call. In that call, AMM clearly
stated the Indian Board's view: no interference from
Britain, allow the Indian Board to settle the issue on its
terms, thereby demonstrating British Leyland's confi
dence in it, otherwise Sir Ramaswami and he would
resign and the others were likely to follow. "That really
shook him," AMM recalled, "and he said 'No, it was not
a sign of our lack of confidence in you; we just wanted
to help. Please carry on'. And so we did."
N ot long afterw ards AMM met C hief M inister
Karunanidhi and listened to some "tough talk" and
"plain speaking" from him. But AMM was not ready to
let up. "The way labour is behaving at Leyland and else
where in Madras, it is impossible to carry on business.
Unless labour becomes more amenable to discipline,
managements will have to stand firm. And that's what
we intend to do at Leyland." With the Chief Minister
unable to find an answer to the labour problem, the lock
out continued. Eventually, however, the workers began
to feel the pinch and started to display less militancy. A
fair settlement was negotiated and work resumed at
Leyland.
The long dispute told on AMM's health and this is when
many wondered aloud why he needed to fight others'
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battles. "But if I wasn't willing to fight them, I should
never have joined their Board or should have resigned
at the first scent of trouble," he always told them. AMM
certainly went through a tough time during this period.
The Leyland workers took up 'residence' in a 'hut' they
raised in front of TIAM House and from there shouted
slogans against AMM every day and put up posters
intended to damage his reputation. AMM avoided much
of this by entering TIAM House from the rear and carry
ing on with his work. But the numerous meetings with
Leyland executives, the angry signs in front of TIAM
House and the pressure from London all had their effect
on AMM, who was to all intents and purposes at the
helm of Leyland affairs in Madras at the time. The anxi
eties of the time and the extra responsibilities he had
taken upon himself led to the health problem. But once
Leyland began functioning smoothly again, AMM was
back in good health.
Sir Ramaswami's health, however, was not improving
and he suggested to AMM that they invite S. Ranganathan to accept the Chairmanship. Ranganathan was a
former Secretary of Industry who had also been Comp
troller and Auditor General of India. He had been close
to TTK and knew Ashok Leyland's history well. Being
resident in Delhi after his retirement, he'd also be able to
help Leyland more. Sir Ramaswami suggested that AMM
serve as Deputy Chairman and, as the 'Madras director',
give the British Managing Directors and Managers all
the advice and help they needed. He himself would
continue to serve on the Board as long as his health
permitted and offer whatever assistance he could. And
so Ranganathan became Chairman and this arrangement
continued for a few years. Then Ranganathan and Sir
Ramaswami retired almost simultaneously.
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Ram Sahaney of Jessop's, Calcutta, had some time ear
lier been appointed the first Indian Managing Director
of Ashok Leyland. British Leyland, under a new man
agement at this point of time, also went ahead unilater
ally and made him Chairman. They requested AMM to
continue as Deputy Chairman. AMM "bluntly refused"
this offer and announced his intention of resigning. Mrs
Saran, who had been on the Board from the beginning,
and Sahaney both met AMM and urged him not to take
this step; the company needed him, they both stressed.
"I agreed to continue for Mrs Saran's sake," AMM ex
plained "but I also strongly recommended who the next
Chairman should be." AMM's choice was Mantosh
Sondhi, Mrs Saran's brother, who had just retired as
Secretary of Heavy Vehicle Industries. AMM had known
him when he had been General Manager of the Defence
Ministry's Heavy Vehicles Factory in Avadi and they
had worked together well in establishing smooth indus
trial relations in the Avadi area. That Sondhi would also
be Delhi-based was another reason for AMM's sugges
tion. Sondhi was reluctant initially, but eventually agreed
and served Leyland well. To assist him he brought on to
the Board P. Choksi, a Chartered Accountant and a sen
ior partner of Price Waterhouse, and they insisted AMM
stay on. Ram Sahaney too continued as Managing Direc
tor. Under this Board, Leyland's grew tremendously and
became an all-India presence.
Then came the Thatcher era in Britain and her decision
to dismantle much of the public sector. As British Leyland
Motors was largely Government-owned by this time, it
was decided to put it up for sale — and along with it its
holding in Ashok Leyland. When Sondhi went to Britain
to discuss these plans with the British Leyland Board, he
went with the brief from his Board that either the buyer
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from abroad must have experience in motor vehicle
manufacture or the British shares must be offered to the
public in India and the Indian management allowed to
continue to supervise operations. The latter alternative
did not find favour with British Leyland, who felt they'd
get a better price if they negotiated a sale in Europe
through a British banker. When the Ashok Leyland Board
heard that the Hindujas had put in the highest bid, it
contacted the British Leyland Board and reminded it that
the Hindujas had no experience in the car industry. The
Hindujas were quick to react to these rumblings; they
promptly forged a partnership with Iveco of Italy, a part
of the Fiat empire — and that was that.
The Hindujas requested the Indian Board to continue
unchanged, with Ram Sahaney as Managing Director.
AMM, however, told them that as he was giving up his
directorships in all firms one by one, he would be giving
up the one in Ashok Leyland too. But Sondhi made a
special request that he continue for some time more and
AMM agreed. Later that year, when AMM began giving
up his directorships of companies in the Murugappa
Group, he decided to give up his role in Ashok Leyland
too. And so, at the General Body Meeting at which he
was supposed to retire and be re-elected, he quietly
handed a letter over to Sondhi stating that he was not
standing for re-election. It came as a bit of a surprise to
many ... but its eventual acceptance ended an era of the
A.M.M. Family's association with Ashok Leyland.
AMM had even before the rigours of the Leyland expe
rience served on the Boards of large institutions and
found that it was not all smooth sailing even in wellestablished organisations. It was in the late Fifties that
he was invited to be a local director of the Bank of Baroda.
In a few years he was invited to join the Bank's main
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Board. This was to give him the opportunity to interact
with many of the leaders of Indian industry at the time,
all fellow directors of the Bank. Tulasidas Khilachand
was the Chairman of the Bank at the time and the other
directors were Naval Tata, R.D. Birla, Rakesh Mafatlal,
one of the Bangurs from Calcutta and Chinubhai from
Ahmadabad.
There were Board meetings at 3 p.m. every Thursday in
Bombay, AMM recalled, and he made it a point to at
tend two meetings in the month on the average. With
Managing Director N.M. Choksi having done all the
homework well, "we used to go through a lot of subjects
very quickly". There were only a couple of matters at
each meeting that were complicated and required dis
cussion, but even these did not take too long against the
background of Choksi's recommendations, AMM nar
rated. In fact, everything was smooth sailing till T.T.
Krishnamachari became Finance Minister. And then
AMM saw at first hand how political pressures worked.
Khilachand had once been a Member of Parliament and
he and TTK had crossed swords on numerous occasions.
Now TTK was the Finance Minister and, AMM thought,
he took the opportunity to demonstrate his unhappiness
over those differences. One fine day the Reserve Bank of
India pointed out that several of Khilachand's compa
nies had borrowed large sums from the Bank of Baroda
and it was not ethical practice for him to continue as a
Director of the Bank while these sums were outstanding.
It was suggested that the companies repay the loans
immediately or he resign. No matter how right TTK may
have been on taking this high moral ground, the fact
was that in those days directors of banks borrowing from
their own banks was not unknown and had never been
made an issue. It was not till Morarji Desai became
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Finance Minister that this moral principle became law;
under restrictions he introduced, the director of a com
pany or the company could not borrow from a bank he
was director of and he had to resign one or the other of
the directorships. But this was to be much in the future;
at the time of the Khilachand affair there were no such
restrictions. Nevertheless, the RBI suggestion was made
and blew up quite a storm at a number of meetings of
the Board.
R.D. Birla appeared to be adamant that Khilachand
should resign, according to the grapevine at the time;
apparently this was a view he was also expressing in
official (and political) circles. He then addressed a strong
letter to the Board that suggested that Khilachand should
quit the Board. If he had discussed the affair at Board
meetings with the others, many might not have taken
the umbrage they did. As it was, he was not at the Board
meeting when his letter was discussed. There were sev
eral objections at the meeting to the tone of the letter
and the strong words used. AMM, as was his wont, was
the most outspoken of the lot, so much so, his words
alarmed some of the other members of the Board. A
couple who were particularly friendly with AMM ex
pressed the view that the TI Group should watch out in
future; many people connected with the Khilachand af
fair had long memories, they warned. AMM's reply was
that if a thing needed to be said because it was right,
then it had to be stated loudly and clearly, whatever the
consequences.
AMM's strong response at the meeting to R.D. Birla's
letter prompted the meeting to agree that some of the
Board members should meet the Governor of the Re
serve Bank and discuss the issue. The delegation that
met the Governor included AMM, but, despite all the
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persuasion by its members, the Governor, Bhattacharya,
appeared to have strong feelings on the subject. The
furthest he was willing to go was to give Khilachand a
little more time to settle the Khilachand Group's dues to
the Bank. Khilachand soon found this was not going to
be possible and he resigned. Which was a pity, said
AMM, because he had been an able Chairman of the
Bank for a long time and had been very close to the
Baroda Royal Family who had started the institution.
Government's determination to gain greater control over
the banks of the country kept growing in the years that
followed and it began to eye these institutions more
covetously in the name of the people. In 1969, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi decided to make Government's
dreams come true and she decided to nationalise the 14
major banks in the country. Nani Palkhiwala filed a writ
petition against the nationalisation on the grounds that
it was not proper in law and the Supreme Court ruled
in favour of the petitioners. Government immediately
retaliated with an Ordinance that took care of all the
earlier lacunae and the banks were, thus, nationalised
once more. Bank directors like AMM therefore found
themselves no longer on the various Boards one day,
back on them another day and out in the cold again on
a third day, AMM smiled remembering that game of
musical chairs.
AMM's connection with the Bank of Baroda was never
forgotten by its officers, not even after nationalisation.
Whenever senior officials of the Bank or its new direc
tors were in Madras they would call on AMM. Often it
was to seek advice, particularly on South Indian clients.
And thus AMM continued to be associated with the Bank
for a long time after leaving the Board. AMM for his
part thought the experience of serving on a major bank's
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Board was invaluable apart from the fact that it enabled
him to get to know several senior people in India's world
of commerce and industry.
Another early experience on the Board of a major insti
tution began when A.L. Mudaliar, son of Sir Ramaswami's twin brother Sir Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar,
was Chairman of the ICI Group, then comprising four
companies. The oldest of these was Alkali Chemicals and
he invited AMM to join its Board. It was a quiet innings,
even when Alkali Chemicals began to perform poorly
some years later. A.L. Mudaliar and the U.K., head of
fice at this point decided to merge the four companies,
three of whom were doing very well and would be helped
by Alkali Chemicals' losses. As soon as the merger got
underway A.L. Mudaliar retired and Dr Baijal, a senior
member of the Company and the Board was inducted as
Chairman. He wanted an outside director from each of
the four main regions of the country and so, to represent
the South, he invited AMM to join the ICI India Board.
In the event, this was the last outside directorship AMM
was to hold; despite requesting to be relieved of the
responsibility several times in the second half of the
Nineties, ICI kept persuading him to stay and he re
mained one of its directors till shortly before his death.
ICI of India had its share of problems after the merger.
The relationship between senior management and the
senior staff was not a particularly good example of team
work. A frank discussion of the problems of the Com
pany was also not possible at the Board meetings be
cause the Government of India had two nominees on the
Board apart from two directors representing Government
financial institutions. With four Government directors
on the Board, the Company's full-time directors were
not prepared to open up at Board meetings and, instead,
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tended to take decisions individually, given the nature
of circumstances following the merger. All this did not
help ICI India and the outlook was positively gloomy
until a Scotsman, Dr. George Ewart arrived on the scene,
to serve as Managing Director and Chief Operating Of
ficer.
Meanwhile, Dr Baijal had retired and Jauhar Sen Gupta,
Chairman and Managing Director of Exide, was invited
to help ICI by accepting its Chairmanship. He in turn
was very keen that AMM continue to serve on the Board
and AMM agreed — stating that it would be only for a
short while. That short while in the end stretched to
many years. Ewart soon won the confidence of the ex
ecutives of the Company and the full-time directors. He
then came up with a plan. Before each Board meeting,
he would hold a "mini Board meeting" at which only
Sen' Gupta, AMM, Akbar Hydari and he would be
present. They would thrash out the affairs of the Com
pany, call for presentations from senior executives if
necessary, discuss all matters among themselves and then
jointly take decisions. These decisions would be presented
at the full Board meeting. This strategy soon had even
the Government directors looking more favourably at
the Company's affairs. The Company did very well there
after under Ewart's stewardship.
On Ewart's advice, two divisions that were not making
profits — fertilisers and fibres — were sold. This brought
in a lot of cash and, together with a tighter ship, follow
ing a voluntary retirement scheme, profits improved
tremendously at ICI. With the crisis over, AMM thought
this was a good time to say goodbye to his connections
with the company, but just then ICI in the U.K. changed
its composition and became two companies. A former
Unilever director Charles Miller was appointed CEO of
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the company to which ICI India belonged and he wanted
a little more time to consolidate. So, once again, a re
quest was made to AMM to stay on for a while... but
that while too tended to stretch. However, shortly before
his death, AMM finally succeeded in resigning from ICI,
his last outside directorship.
Closer home, politics took a dramatic turn in 1967 when
the Dravidian Progressive Party (DMK) was swept into
power, which, despite the party breaking up into several
groups, one or the other of the Dravidian splinter groups
has held upto the time of writing and does not seem
likely to yield for years to come. It was under
C.N. Annadurai's leadership that a major turnabout took
place in the country's politics, a regional party ousting
the country's only real national party at the time, the
Congress. Annadurai was determined to industrialise the
State to an even greater extent than had been done in R.
Venkataraman's and C. Subramaniam's heyday and to
this end he invited Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar to chair the
Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment Corporation (TIIC).
One of the first items on the DMK agenda, incidentally,
was to change the name of the State from Madras to
Tamil Nadu and project the Party as the resurrectors of
Tamil pride and glory. Growth in industry would give
the State a place in the Indian sun, 'Anna' felt and he
thought Sir Ramaswami, once his mentor in journalism,
was the best man for the job. The assignment was small
fish for a man with Sir Ramaswami's record, but he ac
cepted it gladly to oblige an old friend and colleague.
In the early days, he presided over the frequent meet
ings of the TIIC Board that he insisted be held and he
did help in getting more industries to put down roots in
Tamil Nadu. But then he fell ill and was never quite the
same man again. Given his physical condition, he re-
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quested the Board to meet at his house regularly and
this the Board agreed to.
By this time Mu. Karunanidhi was the Chief Minister,
Anna having died within a few months of assuming office
and declaring his dreams. S. Madhavan, a youngish
member of the Party, was Karunanidhi's choice for Min
ister of Industries. Madhavan, unfortunately, did not
seem to be aware of how much Sir Ramaswami had
done for Tamil Nadu and how much he could still do.
Not very happy with the way Sir Ramaswami was hold
ing the Board meetings, he one day suggested to AMM
— whom Sir Ramaswami had brought to the Board —
that he should request him to resign. When AMM men
tioned this uncomfortable conversation, Sir Ramaswami
laughed and said, "I've just been waiting to get rid of
this. Will you take over?". But AMM was not keen on
accepting the post in these circumstances. So without
mentioning Sir Ramaswami's suggestion, he told the
Minister that Sir Ramaswami had long been waiting to
resign, but had only been waiting till the Minister asked
him (Sir Ramaswami) to suggest a successor. "Would
you accept?" Madhavan asked AMM and AMM again
expressed his unwillingness, but said he would discuss
it with Sir Ramaswami; "I can't give you an answer
without his consent." Sir Ramaswami overcame AMM's
reluctance and insisted he accept the Minister's offer.
And, so, AMM became Chairman of TIIC.
In doing so, AMM was following in his brother's foot
steps. Murugappa had been Chairman of the organisa
tion in the days of the Congress government and had a
long innings during which much investment was made
in industry in the State. Now it was AMM's turn, but
AMM was not going to have an easy Minister to deal
with. Sometimes Madhavan would pay close attention
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to the Board's advice, on other occasions he would come
up with some grandiose ideas of his own. While AMM
managed to persuade him most of the time to take pru
dent action, there were times when he was difficult.
V. Karthikeyan was Industries Secretary at the time and
an ex-officio member of the Board. AMM and he worked
well together, but as a civil servant Karthikeyan did have
to report to the Minister and often urge on the Board the
latter’s biddings. In fact, AMM remembered, there were
several occasions during Board m eetings when
Karthikeyan would be summoned to the telephone by
the Minister and given instructions. "I did not like this
at all. As Chairman I felt I should be left to run the
institution without interference, particularly as I was
willing to take full responsibility for all Board actions.
Receiving instructions from the Minister was not my cup
of tea. Karthikeyan appreciated this, but as a Civilian he
was in no position to convey my views to the Minister
as bluntly as I had expressed them," AMM narrated,
explaining why he was eager to quit the post.
AMM, while waiting for the right opportunity to submit
his resignation, did however make an important contri
bution to TIIC. He suggested that shares TIIC had ac
quired over the years in various units be sold back to the
promoters so that the Corporation could become finan
cially more comfortable. Sound investments in bigger
businesses, like South India Shipping Corporation and
Madras Aluminium Company, AMM agreed with Gov
ernment, would be retained, but shares in smaller units
could be sold back to the promoters, Government agreed
with AMM. Once the decision was made, AMM negoti
ated fair prices, marginally more than market prices, for
the bulk of TIIC's shareholdings and the Corporation
benefitted immensely from the cash inflow. In the proc-
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ess, AMM also earned the appreciation and goodwill of
many a Tamil Nadu industrialist, particularly smaller
ones.
It was while AMM was Chairman of TIIC that he had to
play a significant role in keeping the South India Ship
ping Corporation in the South, specifically Madras
headquartered. The Company had been promoted by one
of the first founders of M adras industry,
T.S. Narayanaswamy, whose son N. Srinivasan now looks
after India Cements. Narayanaswamy, who started In
dia Cements, also promoted Madras Aluminium in ad
dition to the shipping company. In time, B. Venkataswamy Naidu took over MALCO. Narayanaswamy,
however, continued to run the shipping company, in
which the P & O line, which was chaired by Lord
Inchcape, took a 40 per cent stake and Tarapore & Co,
M adras, had a fairly substantial holding. When
Narayanaswamy died, Dastur, who was a Director of
Tarapore's, approached the Bombay-based Great East
ern Shipping Company to take over the shares P & O
had become keen to sell.
When N. Srinivasan heard about this move, he came
rushing to AMM. At the time TIIC had a 20 per cent
stake in South India Shipping and was, therefore, an
interested party. AMM remembered Srinivasan's call for
help well. AMM and Lakshmi Achi had gone to Raj
Bhavan where the Governor was hosting a dinner for
some visiting VIPs. When they returned to The Laurels,
at about 11 p.m., they found Srinivasan pacing the gar
den. "What's the matter? What are you doing here so
late?" a surprised AMM had asked Srinivasan who
poured out a story of what had been happening at South
India Shipping since his father's death. Neither AMM
nor TIIC had had an inkling of all this.
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When AMM heard what was happening he felt TIIC
should play a role. This was a company started by South
Indians, at least promoted by residents of Madras, and
he felt it shouldn't go into the hands of outsiders. The
next day AMM sought a meeting with the Minister and
Madhavan went along with AMM's views on the sub
ject. Next, AMM contacted Karthikeyan and suggested
that both of them be present at all discussions on the
matter; Karthikeyan's presence would give the imprima
tur of Government to all negotiations and strengthen
AMM's hand; additionally, no one would be able to later
say AMM acted unilaterally in this matter.
A meeting was soon arranged with Great Eastern Ship
ping and V.J. Sheth came down to Madras to represent
it in the discussions. The meeting was held in AMM's
house and Vasant Sheth explained that with Great East
ern Shipping playing a role in the Company, South In
dia Shipping would benefit and so would TIIC. AMM
was not convinced and he and Karthikeyan told Sheth
that they would not agree to P & O offering their shares
to Great Eastern Shipping. If at all P & O wanted to sell,
it would have to be to TIIC or to TIIC's nominees.
P & O was, however, insistent on selling its shares — to
anyone. And with TIIC not in a position to add to its 20
per cent, AMM had to find buyers for P & O's 40 per
cent. He was hoping he could find four or five investors
who would each put in Rs.4 or 5 lakh and buy up the
Rs.50 shares which were selling at Rs.100-125. Apart from
a couple of persons already involved with South India
Shipping putting in Rs.5 lakh each, AMM got the Maha
raja of Mysore to put in the same amount and then LIC
agreed to a substantial investment. With Tarapore & Co
also agreeing not to disinvest, South India Shipping
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stayed a Madras company and this position lasted for
several years.
After AMM's stint with the TIIC and after Tarapore's
death, Tarapore's family sold the Tarapore shares to Essar
Shipping. Thereafter Essar Shipping negotiated with the
Tamil Nadu Government for the TIIC shares and took
over the Company. Essar by then was headquartered in
Bombay, but the only consolation was that the Ruias of
Essar had their beginnings in Madras.
Yet another Board AMM sat on not only brought with it
its share of unexpected problems but also had him play
ing a role in one of the major tragedies of our time. The
tragedy struck AMM as being all the greater because it
came from out of the blue with no forewarning at all.
When AMM joined the Union Carbide India Board, not
even in his wildest dreams did he imagine a horror story
on the scale of the Bhopal tragedy.
It was when AMM was Chairman of the Madras Cham
ber of Commerce in 1969 that he became friendly with
Keshub Mahindra and it was Keshub Mahindra who was
keenest that AMM accept the Chairmanship of Assocham.
But while AMM refused this opportunity time and again,
he did accept Mahindra's invitation to join the Board of
Union Carbide India of which Mahindra was Chairman.
AMM was particularly happy to join the Board because
it was running a very large company and a very well
run one at that. AMM also thought that it would be an
experience to watch how the Americans, particularly
those representing one of the world's major multination
als, operated; till then, most of AMM's Boardroom deal
ings had been with the British and this promised to be
different. So AMM not only gladly accepted the invita
tion but attended almost all Union Carbide India's Board
meetings.
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With the Americans having a 51 per cent shareholding
in the Company, they were really running it, hands on.
This was particularly so in the case of the Company's
Bhopal plant, which used Union Carbide's home tech
nology. Union Carbide engineers from the US had erected
the plant in 1975, run it for a while, trained Indian en
gineers to take over and left only after they were con
vinced that the plant was running as it should. Unfortu
nately the best laid plans of mice and men... Early on the
morning of December 3, 1984 there was a leak of toxic
gas that none of the safety systems could contain and
before the day was out, much of Bhopal was blanketed
by 5 tonnes of lethal gas. Over 1750 died immediately
after the leak, mainly in the slums around the factory,
and 200,000 were affected by what they had breathed in,
about 20,000 seriously. The effects of the gas on many of
those affected last to this day and as many as around
5,000 have died as a consequence since then.
It was afternoon before AMM was informed of the trag
edy. He heard about it when the Secretary of Union
Carbide called him and warned him there might be some
unpleasant times ahead. Many at TIAM House had heard
about the disaster in the morning but none thought to
mention it to AMM, as no one really connected him with
Union Carbide — and even less with what had hap
pened. Union Carbide's Company Secretary, however,
advised AMM to seek anticipatory bail. "What has hap
pened is very serious and Government might take harsh
action, which the law entitles them to do. As a non
executive director you are not likely to be involved, but
it is best to take precautionary steps," he advised. AMM
immediately got in touch with the Public Prosecutor and
the necessary arrangements were made.
In the days and months that followed, there was Board
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meeting after meeting and Keshub Mahindra, who had
to bear the brunt of the allegations, depended greatly on
AMM for support and advice. Together they met vari
ous senior government officials and stressed the fact that
it was an accident that could not have been anticipated,
but that the Company would do the best it could for
those affected. Parasaran of Madras was the Attorney
General of India at the time and AMM met him and
stressed these points again. He went further; he told
Parasaran that immediate relief needed to be provided
to the people of Bhopal and that Union Carbide was in
the mood to pay handsome compensation immediately.
"We should therefore reach a settlement quickly and do
our best to provide medical help and rehabilitation to
those affected in Bhopal," AMM had urged. Parasaran,
AMM recalled, appreciated the point, but the politicians
had other views.
Unfortunately the whole affair became politicised, felt
AMM, with Chief M inister Arjun Singh of Madhya
Pradesh playing to the vote banks. An unfortunate part
of this political drama, AMM regretted, was the decision
to arrest Warren Anderson, Chairman of Union Carbide
U.S., and Keshub Mahindra, non-executive Chairman of
Union Carbide India, on arrival in Bhopal after being
told they would not be arrested. Anderson was later
allowed to return to Delhi, but Mahindra was kept in
custody until bail was allowed. "It was a big drama,"
AMM thought, because neither had anything to do with
the physical running of the factory. Sadly, the cases
against Mahindra have still not been settled and it must
be very unsettling for him, AMM recorded shortly be
fore his death.
In the aftermath of the Bhopal tragedy, the Board met
several times and AMM attended most of those meet-
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ings because he was convinced that the tragedy that had
occurred in Bhopal was an accident and that no one was
to blame. Because he was convinced of this and because
he saw the concern of the Americans who attended the
Board meetings, all of whom wanted to make suitable
reparations, he continued on the Board. A resignation
would have seemed as though he thought all was not
well with the Company or that he was shirking his re
sponsibilities, he felt at the time, so he stayed on and
offered his advice at every meeting he attended. "No
non-executive director resigned in those troubled days
because we wanted to show the people and the Govern
ment that we were responsible people who wanted a
fair and just conclusion to a tragedy that was caused by
an accident," he related.
With Government, Union Carbide and the Courts un
able to see eye to eye on what was fair to the people of
Bhopal affected by the tragedy, a compromise settlement
was arrived at in 1989 for $470 million, a figure no one
was happy with. AMM thereafter thought there was no
point staying on and decided to resign. Keshub
Mahindra, however, resigned immediately after the set
tlement; AMM did not want to resign at the same time,
so he stayed on for a couple of more months. None of
the non-executive directors were prosecuted, but Keshub
Mahindra, having been Chairman, has had to go through
a very rough period.
The whole Bhopal tragedy was one of the saddest expe
riences I have had in life, AMM thought. It was a period
fraught with anxiety. But it helped him strengthen enor
mously his concepts of fairness and justice. None of his
other directorships in companies outside the Group had
given him this opportunity.

C hapter 19

A commitment to society

T

here is an ancient Nagarathar tradition, mahimai,
whereby every family sets aside a portion of its prof
its annually for the upkeep of its village and clan tem
ples. This tradition linked with the native piety of the
Nagarathar was extended throughout South India in the
heyday of the community when the wealthiest among
them contributed generously to the great temples of
Tamizhagam1 and restored many of them to the hand
some state they now are in. The tradition was extended
overseas and wherever the Nagarathar put down busi
ness roots they also raised and maintained temples and
supported their festivals. In a world fast modernising,
this tradition of contribution for the greater good was,
during this era, then extended generously into the field
of education and somewhat into the domain of healthcare.
Making such charitable contributions used to be in
grained in the Nagarathar. But changing times have seen
the emergence of changing values, often due to the force
of unfortunate circumstances. Those who lost much in
South and Southeast Asia have not been in a position to
sustain such traditions. Those who have recovered from
1'Z H ' pronounced as a d eep 'L '
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the trauma of the Forties and Fifties and Sixties and their
heirs who have gone abroad have revived the ancient
tradition, but in a less formal way and contribute what
they can when they can. The affluent continue to be
unstintingly generous in their contributions to religious
institutions but are more calculating in their contribu
tions to other fields of activity. An exception is the
A.M.M. Family that has offered facilities to the commu
nity-at-large as few others have done and have expected
nothing in return, not even capitation fees.
It was C. Subramaniam, former State and Central Min
ister and now an elder statesman still eloquent of word
and incisive of mind, who told the author, "A business
house should keep two things in mind always. One, run
the business in the most efficient manner possible, par
ticularly in the bad times that are bound to occur; in
deed, it is in adverse circumstances that business effi
ciency must be at its greatest. The second, don't merely
run a business to make a profit; the business house al
ways needs to keep the community2 in mind and make
a substantial contribution to its welfare." The Murugappa
Group has set an example in both these ways, he added,
a thought echoed by a trade union leader who felt that
"the Murugappa Group management was from the be
ginning committed to looking after the welfare of the
families of its employees. And none more so than AMM
who showed a special interest in social welfare schemes
and the upliftment as a whole of the society in which the
Group's employees lived." In fact, speak to the leaders
of the 10,000 and more families in the Avadi, Ambattur
and Tiruvottriyur areas who have working links with
the Murugappa Group and all of them will emphasise
how the growth of these villages into townships was
2H e had the broad er com m unity, the civil society around, in m ind.
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made possible by the Murugappa Group establishing a
host of facilities for the improvement of these then rural
communities.
From the 1960s, it was AMM who had been in the fore
front of, and the driving spirit behind, the Group's sup
port for a variety of causes. Whether it was temple res
toration, education in all its varied facets, research with
a rural focus, healthcare in different environments, pro
motion of culture and heritage, and encouragement of
sport and sports training, AMM took a personal interest
in all of them. Two things he was happiest about in his
last days were the completion of the Ariyakudi temple
renovation in Chettinad and the successful conclusion of
the Lady Willingdon Hospital sale in Chennai. One un
finished business that must have saddened him was the
inability to get off the ground the village improvement
program m e in his native Pallathur that he and
AR. ('Nextdoor') Annamalai had planned to implement
by enlarging the scope of an existing Trust. That The
Family will see his dream for Pallathur through to a
happy conclusion is the conviction in the village.
The A.M.M. Family contribution to the Ariyakudi tem
ple restoration was substantial but it was still not enough
for the extent of work involved. A contribution had been
sought from the Tirupati Devasthanam to complete this
temple just south of Karaikudi and, after a wait that had
AMM edgy, it was granted only shortly before his death.
No one was happier than AMM. The Family could have
easily put in the money needed and completed the work
much earlier, but why didn't it, is the type of critical
question sometimes asked. But be it charity, support for
a cause, a trust or a foundation, The Family in these
cases too maintains what is its strongest point, financial
discipline. There is a certain percentage allocated for each
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of its activities in the public interest and that is never
exceeded. In the case of the several companies with public
and institutional investment this may be mandatory, but
The Family follows this discipline even in its privately
held businesses.
In the case of the Lady Willingdon Hospital and Nurs
ing Home, a century-old institution in Madras set up by
European business interests in South India to take care
of their own, AMM's commitment to it was as a trustee.
When, after Independence, several British businesses
were Indianised and new Indian business groups began
to be established, those contributing to the Lady
Willingdon Hospital Trust increased and the composi
tion of the trusteeship became Indian. AMM was one of
the first Indian trustees of the hospital and he took it
upon himself to bring to a successful conclusion the
difficulties the institution had got the Trust into. AMM
had committed himself to this task as, he said, all of us
were responsible for the sad state the hospital found
itself in in its last days. We as trustees did not pay enough
attention, to the nuts and bolts of the operation of the
hospital; we should have put in much stronger admin
istrative and financial managers and looked more care
fully at the reporting, he admitted. When the new tower
block was built, we should have paid more attention to
the economics of it, AMM added. The result was that the
tower block proved a drain on the old British landmark
institution and the only way out was to sell it.
It was about a year before AMM's death that the sale to
Sankara Nethralaya, a renowned ophthalmic institution,
was negotiated, but it took some time for the final pay
ments to be settled. Some of the doctors who had offices
in the Lady Willingdon Hospital complex felt they had
been given too short a notice to leave, but AMM ex-
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plained that, while this was unfortunate, no other course
was practical, given the circumstances of the delay in
settlement and the request for vacant possession. "The
doctors knew all about the sale to an organisation that
would have no place for them and they should have
begun moving as soon as they heard about our plans; in
fact, if they had moved, the Trust would have been the
losers, deprived as it would have been of rental and
facilities apart from nursing charges." With the Trust in
possession of a substantial sum of money meant for
public charitable purposes, AMM would have liked to
have been in on what use was to be debated for it in the
future. Unfortunately that was not to be. But here too,
The Family will undoubtedly reflect his thinking in the
deliberations to come.
The case of the Pallathur trust is again a different kind
of story, but a reflection of the A.M.M. Family's close
ties with their ancestral village. Few Nagarathar families
have maintained such close connections with their home
villages. In the case of the A.M.M. Family, there had
always been a Family member serving on the village
panchayat as far back as anyone can remember and that
member always made it a point to attend all panchayat
meetings. With elections to the panchayat, things have
changed in the last few years, with no member of the
family standing for election. However, many in the
panchayat consider the A.M.M. Family valuable advis
ers — and that is a consequence of the interest The Fam
ily has always taken in Pallathur. To a person like AMM,
service to his oor/ur ('native place', ancestral village) was
a sacred duty.
It was AMM who in the Eighties demonstrated that
commitment in the most concrete way possible. He sug
gested the formation of a trust to look after some of the
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infrastructure requirements of the village. And so the
Meenakshi Charitable Trust was formed for the two tem
ples, with locally resident, Shantiniketan-educated AR.
Annamalai Chettiar managing it and a substantial con
tribution by the A.M.M. Family. The Trust, initially pre
sided over by AMM, restored the Sivan temple and its
nandavanam (sacred grove) and looks after both, as well
as the Perumal temple. In the case of both temples, AMM
arranged for all their debts to be paid and had all the
outstanding cases involving the temples settled. The Trust
thereafter helped improve the roads of Pallathur and
laid some new ones. It was, at the time of writing, plan
ning to improve the drainage system in the village, on
AMM's advice.
To improve Pallathur beyond all this and to ensure that
all its residents had the best facilities, however, was
AMM's dream. And in his last year or so he began to
discuss with The Family, Annamalai and a few of the
other Chettiars of the village the possibility of collecting
substantial funds and establishing a large trust — per
haps even an extension of the Meenakshi Trust — to
provide and maintain civic amenities in Pallathur. He
was also looking at expanding the education facilities in
the area. To this end, AMM suggested to a gathering of
Nagarathar that they collect at least Rs.3 lakh from each
of the 12 karai (areas of Chettiar residence into which a
village has been traditionally divided) of Pallathur and
start the trust. A meeting to launch this plan was sched
uled to be held in January/February 1999, but AMM
passed away shortly before that. This too is something
that he has left for The Family to follow up on.
One other non-Family trust in which AMM played a
significant role was the Alagappa College Trust.
Alagappa Chettiar, who made and lost several fortunes,
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was one of the first Chettiars to receive higher education
and he was the first to study overseas, going to London
to qualify as a barrister. He had always felt that the
Chettiars would have done better for themselves and
established themselves in a world beyond that of bank
ing, financing and moneylending if only they had pur
sued higher education. In this view he found ready sup
port from the A.M.M. Family. Murugappa, particularly,
was very much against m oneylending and, after
his return from his world tour, had spoken on a
couple of public platforms against this practice and the
need for the Nagarathar to move into new fields of
business.
In the years between the Wars, Alagappa Chettiar had
been unable to do much in establishing the educational
institutions he felt Chettinad needed, his own fortunes
sky-rocketing and plummeting unpredictably. But when
Independence came and the writing was on the wall for
all Nagarathar to see, he was at one of his peaks and
decided to establish post-haste several colleges in
Karaikudi, the first in the area, that would form the
nucleus of a university in Chettinad.
AMM like several others firmly believed that it was the
education, particularly in engineering, science and com
merce, that these colleges provided that brought about a
change in the fortunes of a community that was down
and out after the great exodus from Burma and failures
that many had in other countries where the Nagarathar
had established businesses. By offering education on very
liberal financial terms to the sons of Nagarathar who
were left with little, the Alagappa colleges provided these
young men the base they needed to become profession
als. Today, a one-trade community has professionals in
every field possible in India and abroad.
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Alagappa Chettiar did not live to see his colleges thrive
or the Nagarathar pick themselves up off the ground
and establish themselves in the professions, thereby
beginning a new era of Nagarathar enterprise. But AMM
as a member of the Alagappa College Trust did much to
see that Alagappa's vision became a reality and that the
colleges were established on a sound footing in an area
that had little or no education facilities. But subsequently,
when he found the culture and philosophy of the educa
tional institutions and their administration changing, he
quietly resigned. He had not been comfortable at all with
the changes that had taken place.
When asked years later, at the time he was beginning to
pay more attention to Pallathur, why the A.M.M. Family
had not made as significant a contribution to Chettinad
in the immediate post-Independence years, either by way
of education or industrial investment, he did regret that
The Family did not take what was the more difficult
path in those days. With Chettinad having no infrastruc
ture, it was not possible to develop industries there —
and industry was what The Family had determinedly
decided on. Where we established industry, we started
our welfare programmes for the then rural communities
where those who worked in our institutions lived, he
stated — and many of them were migrant Chettiar boys
whose families had lost much, he pointed out. But, some
how, improving the lot of the Chettiars who could not
move out of Chettinad did not figure in our thinking, he
added ruefully, though now we are trying to make
amends. "
Those amends are partly recognisable in commitment to
the community, particularly the Pallathur community.
But long before this more focussed approach, Murugappa
Chettiar had in the early 1920s demonstrated his will-
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ingness to improve the lot of those in the villages. He
determined to build a hospital in Pallathur; at that time
the only hospitals in the area were in Kanadukathan, the
Lady Pentland Women and Children's Hospital built by
the S.RM.M.A. (later the Rajah) family and a small hos
pital the S.A. family was proposing to enlarge (it became
the V iscount Goschen H ospital). G overnor Lord
Willingdon laid the foundation stone for the A.M.M.
hospital in 1922, and it was inaugurated in 1924. Over
the next couple of years, Murugappa Chettiar "devel
oped it with his own money". In those days, giving its
few patients free compounded mixtures, then, later, tab
lets and injections, did not cost much. Nor were the sala
ries of the staff high. And so The Family annually gave
the money required to run the hospital. Murugappa and
AMM later improved the hospital considerably and
added several facilities.
In those days, the British conferred titles on those who
served the public and so Murugappa Chettiar was hon
oured with the title of Rao Bahadur in 1923. In 1926, Rao
Bahadur Murugappa Chettiar was conferred the Dewan
Bahadur title. That he did not get a knighthood was a
sore disappointment to him.
If the hospital in Pallathur and a patasala in Mayavaram
(Mayiladuthurai) were the focus of The Family's atten
tion outside its religious commitment before Independ
ence, it was because its financial success was nowhere
near what it was to be with the post-Independence
growth of its industrial ventures. With that success, there
came the willingness to give back institutions in hand
some measure to the communities in which The Family
had put down industrial roots.
When those industrial roots were first put down in
Ambattur with the cycle factory, oldtimers in the area
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recall how much the factory helped to give new life to
the area around by providing employment opportuni
ties. Not only did the TI Cycles factory open up an area
that lacked infrastructure, but The Family began to pro
vide additional facilities to the community. There was at
the tim e a school w ithout a home in Am battur;
Ganapathy Vidyashram, it was called, recalled AMM, a
school that may have been Government-aided, but which
could only afford huts for a roof and no furniture for its
3000 students. When the school heard that the AMM
Family was thinking of starting another school in the
area, its well-wishers offered the school to TI — not the
property, but its students. When agreement was reached,
TI agreed to take over classes from the 6th Standard
upwards and left the primary school to the old manage
ment.
There was at the time about 25 acres of vacant land in
front of the school and The Family decided to buy it
immediately. On a part of it we raised the buildings for
the school we decided to name in honour of the Founder
Chairman, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, AMM narrated. In
time, the junior school was absorbed.
When the Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar HS School opened,
it was headed by the Headmaster who had been in charge
of the Ganapathy Vidyashram. He was a very good man
and developed the school well, related AMM. "A s long
as he was there, the school was one of the best in and
around Madras," AMM stated. But, he added, once he
retired, "we had to take government servants and we
were never able to find a person of his calibre. The re
sult was the school deteriorated." Nevertheless, residents
in and around Ambattur feel "the school is providing
very good education for the children in the area". A
second school has now been started here, the TI
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Matriculation HSC, and, being a private institution, it
has progressed well.
When the Tubes factory thereafter opened in Avadi, The
Family decided to add another educational institution.
This time Murugappa and AMM thought it should be an
institution that should contribute more to the Group's
growth plans while still helping the community. And so
was started the Murugappa Polytechnic in Avadi. At the
time, Minister R. Venkataraman was offering Government
help to every major Madras industrialist to start a poly
technic; he even wanted a polytechnic in every district.
Government offered to pay 75 per cent of the capital and
running costs and its industrial partners were expected
to contribute the rest — on the basis of a total running
cost that would not exceed an assured amount — and
management. That assured running cost soon got left far
behind and so the ratio was improved to 90-10, "but
even that ten per cent is quite a considerable sum these
days". In fact, "with the government grant seldom reach
ing us in time and salaries having to be paid on the 1st
of every month, we have had to apportion a rotating
fund to keep everyone happy," said AMM, pointing out
the difficulties in running institutions in 'partnership'
with Government. The Polytechnic, today, has a student
strength of over 1000 and a faculty of 125. Recognition
of the quality of the Institution is reflected in Govern
ment of India and World Bank grants for regular mod
ernisation.
One project that failed, however, was when The Family
acquired about 100 acres in Tirumullaivayol, between
Ambattur and Avadi, and thought of establishing a
'colony' for the TI employees. All attempts to form a hou
sing cooperative failed and the plan had to be given up.
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The AMM Foundation, started in 1953 as the AMM
Charities Trust, today runs all the Trust's educational
institutions. Apart from the Polytechnic in Avadi, and
the schools in Ambattur, it also runs the Vellayan Chettiar
HSS in T iruvottriyur and the com paratively new
AMM M atriculation HSS in Kotturpuram, Chennai,
the latter prom ising to becom e one of the better
schools in the City. Over 9000 children attend AMM
Foundation schools today. The Foundation also runs three
hospitals.
The first of these hospitals is, of course, the AMM Hos
pital in Pallathur, now equipped well enough to do minor
operations. The second of these is the Valliammai Achi
Hospital in Kaliyal, Kanniyakumari District, not far
from the New Ambadi Estate. Like the AMM Hospital,
the Valliammai Achi Hospital too is of great benefit to
residents of a rural area where, till w ell into the
20th Century, no medicare facilities existed. A hospital
of a different type is the Sir Ivan Stedeford Hospital in
Am battur, a w ell-equipped suburban facility that
can handle almost any major operation except the speci
alities.
The Stedeford Hospital was a pathbreaking venture as
an industrialising Madras began spreading itself into the
suburbs, and helped to improve the quality of life in
Ambattur-Avadi, essentially a rural area. In fact, when
TI Cycles moved into Ambattur, the Post Office did not
even have telegraph facilities; "we signed a bond for a
minimum number of telegrams and it was only after
that that telegraph facilities were introduced in
Ambattur," narrated AMM. There were also no banks in
Ambattur at the time. The Group raised a building there
and AMM, who was, as already related, a Director of
the Bank of Baroda, persuaded the Bank to establish a
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branch in the building, the first banking facility in
Ambattur. Indeed, Ambattur owes much to the TI Cy
cles factory and the AMM Foundation.
With a school, bank and full-fledged post office in place,
what Ambattur needed was a hospital. And so AMM
suggested that The Family establish a hospital that would
serve the employees of both TI factories and the commu
nities they lived in. Murugappa agreed to this and they
discussed and settled on a location between Ambattur
and Avadi. Then Murugappa, in his usual fashion, came
up with a master stroke. He wrote to Sir Ivan and said,
"W e plan to establish a hospital for the TI community
and we would like to name it after you. May we have
your permission?" Sir Ivan's reply was prompt and to
the point: "I'd be delighted. And since you have decided
to name it after me, I'll do my bit. My contribution won't
be very very big. I am not, although people here may
think I am, a very rich man. But I will gladly contribute
to the project." In the event, he gifted the hospital around
"£4-5000 gross".
Every step taken to establish the hospital was taken in
consultation with that legend in medical, medical ad
m inistration and medical education circles, Dr Sir
Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar's
twin. Sir Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar's first bit of advice
was, "Don't give anything free; it will not be appreci
ated. Charge four or eight annas for an outpatient and
Rs.3 or Rs.5 for a bed and they'll not only pay, but also
appreciate what you are doing for the people." And that's
how the hospital started ... and grew, with no one grudg
ing the nominal charges that were asked. Those charges
may have increased a bit over the years, but where else
can you get a bed for Rs. 15-35 today in a hospital of this
standard?!
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The Sir Ivan Stedeford Hospital was opened in March
1966 in the presence of Sir Ivan who, later that month,
wrote to AMM,

"Since my return from our most enjoyable visit to M adras
and following the opening of the hospital, I have been
seeking w ays and m eans over here to m ake the
contribution which I mentioned I would like to make to
the Hospital, in a manner which would include in the
am ount the tax that I would otherwise have to pay on it;
I am sure you are quite familiar with these, w hat we term
'covenanted payments'.
"W hilst I w as working on this and discussing it with
various people, the question arose as to whether it would
not be possible to get a financial grant from the British
Government. The Ministry for Overseas Development, I
understand, has in fact made grants to a Nigerian Hospital,
which has been used for the purchase of British equipment.
"We expect a Socialist Government to be returned to power
tom orrow and so I would be able to go into action with
the new M inister as soon as I hear from you."
Apart from his own contribution, Sir Ivan was looking
at ways and means by which the hospital could benefit
from British assistance. At the end of April he suggested
the hospital "approach through the usual channels for
help for the purchase of equipment for the Hospital".
He was fairly confident that it would be "really forth
coming". Six weeks later he wrote to AMM,

"I feel I have been p u tting you to a lot of trouble
concerning these moves of mine over here towards getting
a Government grant for the Hospital, and I am sorry I
have done so w ithout achieving any result.
"I am still pursuing ways and means of making my own
small personal contribution in the m ost advantageous
manner and I will be letting you hear about this 'ere long."
In August he met the Minister for Overseas Develop
ment, who, he felt, might agree to aid the project if a
request came from the Government of India, but, as
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anticipated by AMM, the approach was not successful.
In the end, Sir Ivan decided to go ahead with his
own contribution of equipment manufactured by the
Associated British Hospital Equipment Co. Ltd. This
equipment might well have had much to do with a con
cern AMM wrote to Sir Ivan about in December 1966:

"The doctors were very particular that until and unless
food cooked in the hospital canteen under supervision
could be served to the in-patients, we should not take in
any in-patients even though we are ready for it in other
respects."
The difficulties in getting this equipment out to India at
that time — and it hasn't changed too much even today
— are reflected in the following excerpts from letters Sir
Ivan wrote in 1967. In May he wrote to AMM,

"At long last I have heard from Oxfam. They have agreed
to cooperate with me up to a total gross value of £4,000.
It has been, as you know, a long endeavour to get this
little plan through; a plan w hich has bristled w ith
difficulties from the outset in a num ber of ways, so I am
pleased with this degree of success.
The equipm ent will be shipped in the name of Oxfam
which will ensure customs-free entry. Oxfam tell me too
that the hospital will have to find an Agent in M adras
w ho is an authorised recipient under the Indo-U.K.
Agreement and willing to act on the hospital's behalf. I
presum e this can be arranged."
In July Sir Ivan wrote a Mrs Ausma Acworth, presum
ably of Oxfam,

"Thank you for your letter of July 11, from which I am
pleased to note that you have suggested to
M r Arunachalam two voluntary agencies in India, either
of w hich w ould be eligible u n d er the In d o /U .K .
Agreement to take delivery of the equipm ent on behalf of
the Sir Ivan Stedeford Hospital. As soon as we hear with
which of these two he has made arrangem ents, I will see
you are advised.
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W ith regard to the other point you raise concerning the
possibility of my death before the final paym ent under
my covenant has been made, I confirm that I am at once
arranging for a codicil to be added to my Will which will
ensure that any am ount outstanding at the time of my
death will be liquidated by my Trustees; and I will send
you a copy of this codicil as soon as it has been completed."
In September that year, MV wrote to Mrs Acworth,

"I am in receipt of your letter of the 29th August. We are
making efforts to get the Sir Ivan Stedeford Hospital itself
recognised by the Government of India as an authorised
Institution to receive donations of equipm ent from abroad
without having to pay Customs Duty at the Indian end. I
expect to h ear by the end of this m onth from the
Government. If however this is not possible, then we could
arrange with another agency to act as the consignee."
The matter finally came to a happy conclusion later that
month when MV received a letter from the Under Sec
retary, Ministry of External Affairs, saying,

"I am glad to inform you that your institution has been
included as a recipient at S.No.158 in Appendix II of the
Indo-U.K. Agreement 1964."
The Acworths visited Madras and the Hospital early in
1968 and Sir Ivan urged AMM to "use the opportunity
to invite their attention to any significant shortcomings
in the form of equipment" and expressed his willing
ness, in the event of any further requirements, "to pay
off in full immediately the outstanding sums owing under
my covenant" and prepare the way for another approach
to Oxfam.
As the hospital grew, AMM insisted that both full-time
medical and nursing staff be paid wages almost on gov
ernment scales. Honorary visiting specialists get a sub
stantial conveyance allowance. The expenditure on sala
ries and allowance is by no means low today, pointed
out a hospital administrator.
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When AMM retired from active supervision of the
Murugappa Group in the late Eighties, he chose to be
come the Managing Trustee of the AMM Foundation and
it was to its activities that he devoted his almost fulltime
attention. He was particularly interested in developing
the hospitals of the Foundation and the Group. After he
had had heart surgery in 1985, he always emphasised
that it was not enough for doctors to do their work well
in a hospital; aftercare was as important and for that
you should have good nurses. "The success of a hospital
depends on good nursing," he used to stress repeatedly.
And that was why the Omayal Achi College of Nursing
was started by a sister trust, the MR. Omayal AchiMR. Arunachalam Trust, in the Ambattur area in 1991
after he had begun working on the idea in 1988. Ever
since the B.Sc. and M.Sc. students of the nursing college
began visiting the Stedeford Hospital, it has benefitted
considerably. Another feature of the nursing college has
been its tie-up with the Medical College of the Univer
sity of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada. Nursing
instructors of the College now train in Canada and
medical students from Saskatchewan train in rural
healthcare in the four hospitals of the Foundation and
the Group.
The fourth hospital AMM took an interest in was the
hospital on Iyerpadi Estate which serves not only all
Parry-Agro estates in the High Range but also several
smaller estate groups. This hospital run by the Estate,
not by the Foundation, is a model institution. A report
of this fine facility by a visitor reads:

"In the splendid estate hospital in Iyerpadi, w here a
husband and wife team have for over 20 years ministered
to the medical needs of a few thousand in the area, two
young men were being treated for snakebite ("w e're the
only hospital in the area that stocks anti-venom") and an
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elderly woman was in traction for a pelvic fracture after
she had startled three bison, who knocked her down while
no doubt fleeing from her.
While such mishaps m ay be indicative of the fact that
th e re 's still life enough in the h ig h lan d s to m ake
conservationists happy, MMM was made happier still by
the surprisingly excellent facilities the hospital provided:
Two operating theatres, one straight out of a five-star
Chennai hospital, a dental clinic (almost impossible to find
in any estate hospital in India), a Fam ily Planning
program m e whose success rate has earned it national
awards, and spotlessly clean wards—infectious, medical,
surgical, women's, childbirth, children's — with as much
space and more as there are beds. Some of Chennai's fivestar hospitals — which at times resemble bus stations —
could pick up a point or two about good medicare and
aftercare b ro u g h t ab o u t by a dose of D r P h illip 's
discipline."
Once he became a full-time trustee, AMM was deter
mined to bring the Stedeford Hospital to the same stand
ard as a district headquarters hospital. To this end, he
urged the trustees to get a survey done of the local en
virons to find out what facilities the hospital still needed.
The study done by Loyola College made several sugges
tions that are due for implementation. Among new fa
cilities to be added will be a strong Cardiology Depart
ment and an Intensive Care Unit, an Orthopaedic De
partment, a new block for the outpatient wing with
additional facilities for inpatients, and doctors' and
nurses' quarters. A constant im provem ent of the
Stedeford Hospital was his focus during his last years.
Very little of the money for the hospitals, and only a
little more for the educational institutions, comes from
Government. In the early days, when there was only the
A.M.M. Hospital, funding by The Family was adequate.
Even when the Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar School started,
Family funds were able to maintain it. But as the Group's
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C Rajagopalachari,

Prem ier o f M adras, 1952-54, w ith A M M at the
opening o f the second u n it o f the T I C ycles fa cto ry in 1954.

C h ie f M in is t e r Kam araj inaugurates the T I C ycles' canteen in 1956
w atch ed b y A .M .M . M u ru g a p p a , S ir R a m a sw a m i M u d a lia r,
M B haktavatsa lam , W o rk s D ir e c t o r B a s il F o rs y th a n d A M M
(ju st behind Kamaraj).

The M aharajah o f M yso re inaugurates the Tube Products fa cto ry in
1957, flanked by S ir Ramaswami M u d a lia r and A M M . O n extreme left,
is D .K .V . Raghava Verma, Secretary o f the Com pany and an advisor to
The Fa m ily f o r decades.

W orks D ire cto r B asil Forsyth, S ir Ramaswami M u d a lia r and A M M
accompany U nion M in is te r M o ra rji D esai as he begins a v is it to the
T I Cycles factory in the early Sixties.

M adras G overnor B ishnuram M e d h i (1958-64) at the T I Cycles factory
in the early Sixties. W orks D ire cto r Basil Forsyth explains the use o f
some parts, w hile A M M listens in and W orks M anager W illia m T u rn e r
has h is attention draw n elsewhere.

The Suprem e H ead o f the M alaysian Federation draws the attention of
M adras C h ie f M in iste r M . Bhaktavatsalam (19 6 3-6 7) to a part made
at the T I Cycles factory. W orks D ire cto r B asil Forsyth offers a word
o f explanation w hile A M M (extreme right) m aintains h is usual
withdraw n presence.

A M M and W orks D ire cto r Basil Forsyth take a couple o f directors fro m
London around the fa cto ry in the early S ixties in a conveyor specially
b u ilt f o r v isito rs to the T I Cycles fa cility.

S ir Ramaswami M u d a lia r presents a memento to the Shah o f Iran at the
end o f a v is it to the T I Cycles factory in 1979, wh ile A M M explains
som ething to both.

P a rrys 200 - A sweet story that A M M and M .V . A runachalam review
after their bold step in taking over the a ilin g South In d ian giant.

Lakshm i A c h i (M rs. A M M ) cuts the birthday cake at the d in n er in 1998
to m ark the 200th an n iversary o f the fo u n d in g o f P a rry & Co., the second
oldest business house in continuous existence in India.

S ir D en is Landau, M anaging D irector, o f C W S India, belonging to the
A nglo-Scottish Cooperative Wholesale Society (C W S ), M anchester, U.K.,
and A M M in the
office in Cochin shortly after the papers were
signed f o r the T I G roup to take over
estates in India. In itia llin g
the agreement is P C Jose, the Secretary o f
India.
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A M M presents a memento to C h ie f M in iste r K. Karunakaran o f Kerala
at the inauguration o f the new Carborundum U niversal plant in Koratty,
Kerala, in 1985.

T am il N adu C h ie f M in iste r M G Ramachandran a rriv es f o r the S ilver
Jubilee celebrations o f C arborundum U n iversa l held in M adras in 1988.
A M M introduces h im to an old frie n d o f The Fam ily, A Sivasailam,
Chairm an o f the Am algam ations Group.

Representatives o f Carborundum , U .K., and the U n iversa l G rin d in g
Wheel Co., U .K., with Lakshmi A c h i (M rs. A M M ) on rig h t at a concert
o rg a n ise d in con nection w ith the S ilv e r Ju b ile e ce le b ra tio n s o f
C arborundum U niversa l (C U M I) in M adras in 1988. Fourth fro m left
is M .V . M urugappan and seventh fro m left A M M .

H ands on, was always A M M 's way, his immense cu rio sity leading him
to learn and understand an in d u stry by adopting a hands-on approach.
H ere he's try in g to f in d out more about the m anufacturing process at
C arborundum U n iversa l's Palghat plant in 1992.

C h ie f M in iste r o f Kerala A .K . A n to n y lights the sacred lam p to inaugurate
the M a n iy a r H ydroelectric P lant in 1998. The M a n iy a r R iv e r in Kerala
was harnessed by C arborundum U n iversa l f o r this project. Others in the
p ic t u r e are, fro m left, E le c t r ic it y M in is t e r G . K a rth ik e y a n ,
M .C . Cherian, m l a , A M M and K .M . Mathew, m p .
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commitment to social welfare grew, there was need for
greater funding — and that was when the A.M.M. Chari
ties Trust was formed as a registered trust. A decision
was taken to fund the Trust, now the A.M.M. Founda
tion, through each company in the Group giving a por
tion of its profits to the Trust. In the early years, it was
only around Rs.5-10 lakh from each of the bigger com
panies, but this has grown over the years and the Foun
dation today receives about Rs.l crore from the Group
companies.
In addition, the Foundation is a landlord. When the
Kotturpuram property, a windfall already referred to,
was plotted out, The Family sold a few plots a year,
keeping in mind the factor that prices would appreciate
annually. Then the land ceiling laws came and several
plots, a substantial area really, were sold to the Trust at
a very moderate price. Some years later, when the Trust
funds had accumulated, up-market residential apart
ments were built on this acreage and rented out. This
provides the Foundation with a substantial regular in
come today. Income also comes from the several invest
ments the Foundation has made over the years. All this
makes its position very comfortable.
When R. Venkataraman brought in legislation that pre
vented trusts from holding shares, The Family formed
two societies, the A.M.M. Educational Society to run the
schools and the A.M.M. Medical Society to run the hos
pitals. All the Foundation's shares were transferred to
the Societies and they have become wealthy institutions
in their own right. The expenditure in running the schools
and hospitals is spent by the two Societies, while all
capital expenditure for them is from the Foundation. To
enable such expenditure, the companies still continue to
contribute to the Foundation annually even though the
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Foundation is otherwise self-sufficient. In all, the Foun
dation and the Societies budget for about Rs.4 crore
expenditure a year. It was not unknown for AMM to
telephone MV or M.V. Subbiah or any of his sons or
other nephews and wonder why a contribution was
delayed or why it had been reduced. I cannot question
them or compel them, he used to say; in any case, an
appeal is bound to have a greater effect. And it usually
did, he chuckled.
The A.M.M. Foundation, apart from the Managing Trus
tees and other Trustees from The Family, has a full-time
Secretary. The actual supervision of each institution is
done by coordination committees that comprise the
women in The Family. With a decision having been taken
not to involve the women in the Group's business activi
ties, this has proved an excellent way of channelling their
talents. Valli Murugappan (Mrs M.V. Murugappan) and
Meiyammai Murugappan (Mrs M.A. Murugappan) are
much involved with the Stedeford Hospital. AMM's
daughter, Valli Alagappan, plays a major role in the
Nursing College. Meena Arunachalam (Mrs. MV) and
Alagammai Alagappan (Mrs. M.A. Alagappan) look af
ter the running of the Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar High
School. Seetha Muthiah (Mrs. M.M. Muthiah) looks after
the Vellayan Chettiar School. And Seetha Subbiah (Mrs.
M.V. Subbiah) tends the AMM and TI schools.
Apart from the Foundation, there are two other non
profit activities of The Family that contribute to the
greater good of the weaker sections of society. One is the
A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar Research Centre, named af
ter M urugappa and looked after by his nephew
M.V. Murugappan with a rare passion, and the other is
the A.M.M. Rural Development Society which puts into
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practical use the research findings of the Centre. The
Centre made little progress in its first years because a
good director could not be found. But once it was headed
by Dr. C.V. Seshadri, Sir C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar's grand
son, he helped get outstanding work done at it, focussing
on low-cost solutions for the problems of rural India.
Sadly, he was lost at sea when he went for a swim just
outside his house in Injambakkam.
The Society has adopted several villages and encour
aged them to run the various programmes developed
by the Centre. In the early years, a problem Dr Seshadri
faced was sustainability of such projects in the villages
once the Society moved on elsewhere. Local ambi
tions, rivalries and profit-seeking, once the Society's
guiding hand was no longer there, led to this sad state
of affairs.
Success however came with the Centre carrying out
experiments in villages near Pallathur — where the sun
shines bright the most days in the year — and identify
ing a strain of algae that could be successfully cultured
in rural Tamil Nadu. With the Murugappa Group not in
the healthcare field, it was not keen on exploiting this
pathbreaking research, nor were other companies inter
ested. So the Centre sold its knowhow to the Central
Government's National Research Development Corpo
ration for a little over Rs.2.5 million. With this money,
the Murugappa Centre put up a pilot plant that New
Ambadi Estates took over and has since made plans to
expand substantially. The algae converted and processed
by the plant is being marketed as a nutritional supple
ment by Parry's under the name 'Parry’s Spirulina' and
promises to be a major success. That success has also
been drawing greater national attention to algae. How
ever, Dr Seshadri, who devoted himself to this work even
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after retirement, without seeking publicity for himself,
never received the national recognition he deserved, re
gretted AMM.
All these contributions to society at large, which the
Murugappa Family began in 1924 and to which the
Group has been committed since 1953, are a splendid
example of mahimai in modern conditions. But the great
est drive to make these activities as important as the
companies the Group runs came from AMM in the last
ten years of his life. The need to improve the lot of the
community at large was almost an obsession with him
in those years.

C hapter 20

As seen by others

M

eet those who've worked with AMM and they'll
all agree, except some of the hundreds of
Nagarathar who work in the various companies of the
Group, that he was fair but firm. In fact, FAIR, BUT
FIRM, might well be the motto of the Murugappa Group
ever since AMM began to play a leading role in its af
fairs. Several Nagarathar, however, tend to feel that he
didn't do enough for them. Ask Murugappa, ask MV,
and they'd always be willing to go out of their way to
help us, many a Nagarathar recalls. But ask AMM —
and we'd be even scared to ask him — and he'd never
go out of his way to help us; in fact, he did much more
for others, they'd claim.
AMM smiled as he recalled the numerous times he had
heard this complaint. And looked back: "The truth of
the matter is I never ever stopped a Nagarathar being
recruited, even if he was not qualified; in fact, there was
a time when Carborundum seemed to have more than
its fair share of boys from Kothamangalam, what with
two of my sisters being married there, among other rea
sons. But if anyone came to me, Nagarathar or other
wise, I passed them on to the personnel managers and
let them judge whether there were places for them. If
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they recruited them, well and good; if they did not, I
had faith enough in my executives to be sure the appli
cants did not fill the bill or that there was no vacancy for
people with their qualifications. I did not think a profes
sional organisation should go out of its way to favour
any particular community — and from the first I wanted
the Group to be not only professional but also recruit
the best." In fact, it is he who in 1962 suggested and
developed the recruitment and training department.
The question of the best also played a part in AMM's
thinking on the issue of Nagarathar recruitment. Too
often the Chettiar boys who were recruited lacked am
bition, he felt; they were generally quite content to draw
the fairly good wages the Group paid and be satisfied
with an increment or two more than the usual. The re
sult was that there was, amongst most of them, little will
to excel, to push their way to the top by performing
better than the others, he thought. It was almost as though
the post-Independence trauma the community had gone
through had had an effect on the determination and
morale of many of the Chettiar boys, he had concluded,
at a time he was looking for people who would be will
ing to say "we will overcome".
Another aspect of the Nagarathar issue in the Group
was that AMM felt that too many of them thought that
the Group being Chettiar-owned owed the Nagarathar a
living. There were too many demands for AMM's liking
couched in terms of "as a fellow-Chettiar you should
help us". So he preferred to keep his distance and let the
personnel managers do their job — or Murugappa and
MV dole out favours.
On the other hand, those who were prepared to work
hard, those he felt were deserving, he never hesitated to
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help — sometimes even going beyond the rulebook.
Human resources managers remember several instances
of this well-hidden soft streak. He had once sent a re
frigerator mechanic, who did a good job of looking after
the refrigerator in AMM's home, to the HRD Manager
for a job as the young man wanted to get on in life. The
manager promptly turned the applicant down saying he
had had no advice from AMM. The young man reported
back to AMM who told him to go back and request the
personnel manager to look "on the top right hand corner
of the application you gave me". Personnel maintained
separate dossiers of all requests from Family members
and sure enough this manager found AMM's noting on
the application in the AMM file. But perusing the appli
cation, he told the applicant that he did not have the
necessary qualifications and to tell AMM that they had
now been raised from 7th Standard pass to SSLC level
studies. Back went the mechanic and AMM chuckled,
then told him he'd find him another job somewhere else.
And he did. Not once did AMM question a personnel
manager who did not recruit a person he had recom
mended. And that was an example that he set which
was followed by everyone else in The Family.
Then there was the car mechanic who had been looking
after the cars of the Group and had been doing a consci
entious job. Ambitiously, he had invested a lot of money
in a fishing boat and had lost it all. The amount was
around Rs.20,000, he had told AMM when he had ap
proached him with his problem. AMM immediately
called one of the senior financial managers and asked,
"How can we help him?" When no advice was prof
fered, he suggested, "Look, you know Pandian is look
ing after the cars of four or five of our companies. Why
don't you arrange for Rs.5000 from each of the compa-
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nies and tell them it can be adjusted against future car
repairs?" And that's how Pandian's predicament was
solved.
Many a long service senior executive who had a run-in
with a rather abrasive younger member of the Family
felt that it was AMM who was responsible for their con
tinuing with the Group — though sometimes in a differ
ent capacity. One of these executives felt that his trans
fer to another company in the Group, where he wouldn't
have to report to the person he had been uncomfortable
with, was a result of AMM's intercession. Another was
urged by AMM to withdraw his resignation and report
to someone else.
The soft side of AMM, particularly his personal concern
for those with whom he worked, is remembered by all,
including those who also describe him as a tough task
master, quick-tempered and often impatient when he was
running the Group. One executive who had put in over
20 years of service, however, remembers being tel
ephoned by AMM a few days before he was to join the
Group and being told, "I hear you are joining on No
vember 1st. Don't start on that day. Come a day earlier
and join." The executive hadn't realised till then that
November 1st was a Tuesday. "AMM was a stickler for
such sentiments, even when it involved others," the
executive remembered nearly forty years later.
AMM at one time knew by face and name almost every
one who worked in the Group in the Fifties, remembers
someone who started life with the Group as a typist
while yet a teenager. Remembering how AMM encour
aged him to study and improve his lot — he is now
Managing Director of a large company in another group
— he recalls the day TIAM House was opened. Trailing
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behind the others as they went floor by floor, he sud
denly heard AMM enquire where he was. When he re
sponded, AMM wanted to know whether he had received
the prasadam from the pooja. "In the days preceding, I
had trailed behind him, taking notes of everything he
said, while he climbed seven storeys to the top every
day inspecting the TIAM House construction. He may be
irritated with you, as he was with me from time to time
on those days, but he'd never hold anything against you
moments later. Searching for me at the pooja was so
typical of him."
In time, this 18-year-old typist, who AMM had always
thought was not quite 18 at the time, rose to become a
junior executive. And that's when one day he approached
AMM and confessed that he had made an error in a
calculation whereby the Company stood to lose. "How
much?" When he was told it would be about Rs.10,000,
AMM had said, "W hat's there to worry about it? We'll
make good that in ten sales." People do make mistakes
all the time, he realised, and so he never ever said 'Don't
do it again'. But they all realised that to be judged as
good by him they had to keep an eye out for such pit
falls next time around. What was important, was taking
as much care as possible all the time. That young execu
tive never forgot that lesson; "mistakes I still forgive,
lack of commitment to the job I don't."
AMM's meticulousness was legendary. Whenever he
gave instructions, they were precise and to the point.
There would not be the slightest ambiguity about them.
If you had doubts you could test his patience and ask
him, but once you had indicated that you were clear
about what had to be done, he expected the same kind
of meticulous attention to detail from you.
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AMM's lunch might have been a tiffin box of curd rice,
but a display of his meticulousness was his daily plan
ning of the menu with Chef Arokiadoss for the execu
tives' lunch. It was a menu planned with care, filling but
not too heavy, just the right number of savoury dishes,
light on fried food, careful with the sweets! How he made
time for this daily discussion with Arokiadass had eve
ryone in awe of his time management.
His meticulousness was very much part of his philoso
phy that every care should be taken to husband wealth
— possibly a reflection of the brothers' concern over their
father's gambling streak. From the first day of industri
alisation, Murugappa and AMM insisted on written pro
posals for capital expenditure and had a committee vet
each proposal and approve it. Thereafter, AMM would
monitor it all the way till the equipment proved its use
fulness. But for all the care The Family took over capital
expenditure, it was by no means not progressive. AMM
was for ever demonstrating his progressiveness; as far
back as the early 1960s, he had introduced computerisa
tion and coding in the Group, one of the first business
houses in the South to do so. But at the same time, if
anyone picked holes in any of his ideas and he was
convinced they were right, he would not hesitate to
withdraw his proposal.
Another part of this meticulousness was his personal
commitment to punctuality. Once, he used to visit the
Ambattur and Avadi factories in the morning and arrive
at TIAM House at 3 p.m. (those were the days long be
fore the present chaos caused by traffic). "You could set
your clock by the time he arrived," remember old-timers
who had worked at the Jehangir Street headquarters or
TIAM House. He'd come in, ask Balaji his attendant for
his cup of coffee and be ready for work. He expected the
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same punctuality from others. And he also wished they'd
clear papers off their tables as fast as he did; he never
held on to a paper for days. A clean table, clear of all
papers is what he prided himself on. If it needed discus
sion, he'd call in the person concerned and settle the
matter on the spot. He hated hanging on to a paper.
Be it a meeting, an interview or something he wanted to
discuss with any member of the staff, he was always
well-prepared. He would have done his homework, and
in front of him would be a list of points to be discussed
and cleared; there would be no time-wasting with pro
viding the background or explanations. When anyone
met him, he expected them to be as prepared and an
swer all the points, 1, 2, 3..., he had jotted down. He
might have been polite to a fault, always asking you to
sit down, but there were seldom pleasantries during such
business meetings; let's get through the points as pre
cisely and as quickly as possible, was his attitude. He
was all business. And his decisions were spontaneous;
person after person remembers how quick he could be
with decisions, they were almost intuitive, taken in min
utes, yet they were almost without exception right. As
one executive put it, "He read fast, he thought fast, he
talked fast, and acted fast." Many a time what he said
was inaudible or muttered too fast to catch. "But Balaji
always knew," this executive laughed.
A spin-off of this was his uncanny ability to spot an
error or something not quite right at a glance. Once,
when the Carborundum factory was being built he turned
up in his favourite 'uniform' — immaculately starched
and creased white jibba and veshti (the alternative was a
spotless white bushshirt and trousers) — and led the
Carborundum leadership into the nearly finished build
ing. Then he suddenly stopped, looked up and said,
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"Ivor, what have you gone and done?" And as the oth
ers looked at the slowly turning fan he was staring at,
Ivor Mann, in charge of the factory, went red in the face
when he spotted with a gasp what they'd done wrong;
the revolving fan was casting shadow after shadow on
the Managing Director's table they had positioned! No
detail was too small for AMM and most of the details he
noticed had not been noticed by others who were doing
the job day in and day out. And those mistakes could be
in letters, in accounts, in the production line, in machines
... when he spotted them, he'd always want to know
what had happened. Murugappa was different; he was
a visionary who could see what would happen in the
future to major decisions taken today and found the
means to create the opportunities for his vision. AMM
was the implementer who got the cogs and wheels
moving smoothly, ensuring that the opportunities cre
ated were not hindered or wasted, and that meant no
mistakes.
No detail was too small for AMM. Oldtimers remember
him going round the various TI companies coming up,
inspecting the gardens, discussing the landscaping, ne
gotiating the positions of the lavatories, examining the
installations of machinery. He'd spot a change immedi
ately. In office, he'd examine numbers as closely. He'd
instantaneously spot errors, particularly discourtesies, in
letters others in the Group had written. Once, a very
senior official in government service who had joined the
Group wrote a letter in his usual officialese — which did
not allow him to be particularly polite to someone who
had once been subordinate to him. AMM spotted it at
once and suggested it be drafted rather differently, rather
more courteously.
AMM's ability to grasp a point quickly is something that
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was admired by all his senior executives. An outspoken
former head of finance recalls that "I would rather go to
AMM than any other member of The Family. You didn't
have to give him half hour-long explanations. He was
unbelievably quick on the uptake, often saw in five
minutes what was the loophole in a proposal I had
worked 15 days over and, best of all, he took a decision
fast — and it was always right." Citing example after
example of AMM improving on proposals put up by
him, he particularly went into detail about a bonus plan
he had suggested to offer the employees more than the
4.33% Government permitted at the time. With employ
ees certain to get the 4.33% (later raised to 8.33%) whether
they worked or not, the finance executive had suggested
to AMM the need to work out a bonus scheme that would
act as an incentive to the employees to increase the turno
ver and ensure improved profits. AMM, who was later
to lead the Group — and show the way to Madras In
dustry — into making productivity-linked wage settle
ments, asked him to come up with a proposal. That, said
another retired senior executive, was the good thing
about AMM; he was always open to suggestions and
would give every proposal his fullest consideration, dis
cussing it in a cool, collected manner with whomsoever
had made the suggestion. He was convinced that every
employee of the Group had something more to contrib
ute to it than his routine work and he encouraged such
efforts. In the case of the bonus recommendations, which
did away with carry-overs, AMM thought it was a very
good idea when it was presented to him. But in minutes
he suggested an improvement to the major thrust of the
recommendation: Instead of giving a percentage on
wages, state that a total amount will be distributed among
the workers, he had advised, "He had, in an instant,
spotted a way to get the employees themselves to re-
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strict their numbers. Fixing a total amount, the employ
ees would quickly realise there'd be a larger slice of the
cake for each of them if there were fewer of them and
we would not have to increase their numbers," explained
the executive.
Another executive remembered how not only did AMM
immediately accept his proposal for a quarterly house
journal but also agreed that he could have a free hand
with it, with no Editorial Board to report to. "He only
suggested that if I had any doubts about the companies'
policies I should contact him directly for clarification."
He was the easiest person to approach, if ever I needed
to consult him about anything, this executive remem
bered. Whether they had had a taste of his quick anger
or not, whether they had heard his "ish" once more than
necessary or not — his 'ish' hissed once was that he did
not agree with what had been presented by you to him
or that there was something not quite right about it, his
second 'ish' with a push of the papers indicated 'please
leave and look at it again; you have not done your home
work' or 'there's some mistake here' — or whether they
had been refused a request or not, all who had worked
with him were unanimous about the regard he had for
people of whatever rank and his unfailing courtesy to
them. This was part of the Murugappa Family tradition,
which in turn drew its inspiration from ancient Chettiar
traditions that had got diluted in other families in the
more competitive 20th Century.
To this day, no younger member of The Family sits in
front of an elder — unless signalled to do so when out
siders are present. Murugappa and Vellayan always
stood when Murugappa Chettiar was seated while talk
ing to them. AMM alone broke this tradition in his child
hood, when he would climb into his father's lap while
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Murugappa Chettiar spoke to his two elder sons. But
when he grew older and entered his teens, even Father's
pet followed this practice. Free speech till a decision was
taken was permitted, but the courtesies due to an elder
had to be honoured. In fact, even in office, AMM made
it a point to go to the room of an executive elder to him,
not summon him, if he wanted to tell him anything —
as in the case of the letter-writer mentioned above.
Another traditional courtesy of the Murugappa Family
was to greet and treat everyone on an equal level at
family functions. A middle level executive remembers
going to a wedding in the M urugappa Fam ily in
Chettinad. When he was walking towards Murugappa
on arrival, he noticed Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar and Dr.
P.V. Cherian, once Governor of Bombay and a political
leader in Madras, following him. But it was only after
Murugappa finished greeting him and then gestured him
towards AMM that he turned to greet the VIPs. AMM
and the next generation in turn greeted the executive, a
com parative new com er, before w elcom ing Sir
Ramaswami and Dr Cherian, old family friends.
AMM took these courtesies even further. At office and
factory functions, he always had a word for oldtimers
no matter what their position in the company was. As
Director, Managing Director or Chairman, he never
waited for any one of the oldtimers to come up to pay
their respects to him. As soon as he came in, he'd walk
up to each one of them and have a word with them,
often an inquiry about their families — about whom he
seemed to keep uncanny track. Yet many felt he was not
as warmhearted as Murugappa or MV!
AMM showed similar courtesies in several other ways.
An executive remembers him returning from a trip
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abroad that had taken over a month. Quite early in this
period this executive had lost his mother. Within a cou
ple of days of AMM's arrival the executive received a
letter of condolence from him — and was surprised by
his sensitivity. This same executive remembers that
whenever he visited AMM's office and AMM was not
in, his secretary would take the message and pass it on
to him. The moment AMM arrived, he would immedi
ately telephone the executive and invite him over or
discuss the matter on the phone. Not only did he believe
in instant response, but he also believed that no one's
time should be wasted. Yet another executive remem
bers that as soon as AMM had informed this at-the-time
Delhi-based applicant that he had been recruited, AMM
had gone on to ask, "Where will you stay in Madras?"
He had then taken time out to discuss several alterna
tive areas for accommodation with the just-recruited
executive. He always had time for such concerns about
the home and family of what seemed like each one who
worked with the Group, says another oldtimer.
The knowledge of AMM's courteousness and concern is
what made it possible for an executive planning to leave
the Group, to start his own advertising agency, to meet
AMM and ask him whether the agency he was establish
ing could do some work for the Group. "Which ones can
you do without upsetting the existing arrangement?"
AMM had asked and when he was given a list, he im
mediately dictated a note to the people concerned, sug
gesting they help the new agency that was being formed
by the executive who was parting with the Company as
friends after making an important contribution to it.
AMM had the same approach when the financial execu
tive mentioned a few paragraphs earlier wanted to re
sign. This executive had a habit of changing jobs every
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six or seven years and the time had come for change.
When he was offered a job by Tata's he came to AMM
and said that it was time for him to move on as was his
wont. The conversation that followed was intriguing to
say the least. AMM had replied, "There's been a steady
growth in the Company since you joined us and the rate
of return on capital is now 18 per cent. Wouldn't you
like to stay till it's 20 per cent? You can then leave with
my good wishes." The finance executive immediately
agreed but with one proviso: "Please don't match the
terms Naval Tata offered me; let me continue on my
present terms for one more year." And that's what hap
pened. At the end of the year, 1974, he told AMM that
he wanted to do his Ph.D. and also help a friend in
Government who was trying to make public sector or
ganisations viable. And AMM wrote a note to all con
cerned that they should encourage this executive in his
studies and offer him all support. That Ph.D. came in
1978 on the executive's 60th birthday — and AMM re
joiced more than the executive over the achievement of
someone in the Group.
Yet another senior executive remembers the occasion
when he was made president of a professional body. He
had not mentioned this to anyone in office and though
the news had appeared in the newspapers, no one had
even commented on his election to office. A couple of
days later AMM rang him of an evening in his house
and said, "Congratulations. I'm sorry I didn't congratu
late you earlier, but I've just come back from a few days
out of town and am just catching up with the papers.
See me in office tomorrow and let me congratulate you
in person." He had spotted the item in the paper, even
though it had been tucked away in a corner, and had
reacted immediately. The next morning, when the ex-
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ecutive called on him, he was profuse in his congratula
tions and then wanted to know all about what the asso
ciation did.
This kind of considerateness is what many an oldtimer
will cite over and over again when talking of AMM.
They'll also talk of his expectancy of loyalty and integ
rity from those who worked with the Group. Once, when
a senior executive resigned and was less than truthful
about where he was going, AMM expressed his disap
pointment to a top-level executive with whom he could
speak frankly. This executive told AMM quite bluntly,
"Every man must look to his future and grab the oppor
tunities that come his way but rarely. We shouldn't stand
in his way, but there have been occasions when the Group
has made it difficult for key employees to move on when
we knew where they were going. We need to change
what at times seems a vindictive attitude on the part of
some in the Group. We, on the other hand, are not reluc
tant to grab key players from other companies. We must
establish a code of conduct." AMM, he went on, did not
take it "am iss"; instead, he suggested the executive put
his ideas down in writing. The executive never did find
out whether his rather forceful minute was taken note
of, but nothing changed in his relationship with AMM.
This executive's philosophy was that any young man
who got a better opportunity should move on and the
Group should not stand in his way. To want him to stay
on was an indication that he was indispensable. "I don't
deserve my job in the Group if I am dependent on some
one; I must have the confidence that when X leaves, I
can train Y without letting the Company's work be dis
rupted in any way. No one is indispensable." It was in
line with this thinking that this executive once urged a
young assistant of his to move on to better things. This
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assistant revered AMM and did not want to leave with
out "getting his blessings". AMM was abroad at the time
and the job the assistant had been offered would not
await AMM's arrival a month later; "in any case, he
won't let you go and with his opening words you'll agree
to stay," said the executive and advised, "You had better
grab the opportunity. I'll explain it to him and your
feelings when he comes back." The assistant in the Fi
nance Department is a Managing Director of a company
in another group today, but he still wonders on occasion
whether he shouldn't have told AMM.
Loyalty is one thing, integrity is something quite differ
ent, emphasises the finance executive. "AMM expected
both; I always felt integrity and commitment while on
the job were all a company can ask for." Another execu
tive who gave the Group both loyalty and integrity re
m em bers the tim e he was first interview ed by
Murugappa for a key post in TI's. After several ques
tions, Murugappa asked him, "At what price is your
company selling its main product?" When the inter
viewee gave him a price, Murugappa casually asked,
"What is its manufacturing cost?" When the interviewee
replied, "I'm sorry, Mr Murugappa, I can't tell you that;
it w ouldn't be fair as I'm still in their em ploy,"
Murugappa immediately rang AMM, asked him to come
in and, when he did, said, "I want you to meet Mr. soand-so," and narrated the story, adding, "H e's just the
type of person we want. This is the type of integrity we
need from all who work with us. Why don't you brief
him on how he can help us?"
The Murugappa Family did not always find such integ
rity among those who worked with them. Too often "even
the Chettiars who worked with us let us down", AMM
regretted. But AMM and others always set an example
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for integrity within and without the organisation. Every
member of The Family had a salary befitting the post he
held and the perks that went with the job were strictly
laid down. Like what kind of car you can have at what
level. With the rise of each person in the organisation,
salaries increased and perks improved, but always at
the same levels as any professional manager would get
in a similar organisation. Everything else had to be pur
chased from their own earnings, but could not be flaunted
in the working environment. AMM himself set the high
est standards in this regard, recalls a senior finance ex
ecutive. "He would never take a single thing, no matter
how small, for his own use from the company if it was
not one of the perks he was entitled to. Many people
used to laugh at the things he used to pay for, when the
Company could easily have paid and no one would have
even wondered about it," he added. A part of this strict
self-discipline, recalls an oldtimer, was the old Fiat he
had in the early days of the factories. More often than
not, he'd drive it himself from home to the factories.
And at TI Cycles he'd grab a bicycle and cycle around
the floor on his inspection rounds.

O ne o f A M M 's notes regarding some items he had
bought w hile at T I Cycles. A note preserved by an
old-tim er.
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Another aspect of this integrity was his "total truthful
ness and absolute frankness when discussing matters
even with junior executives". When a young assistant
carried out some instructions of his while he was out of
town on one occasion and AMM returned to find it not
quite right, he asked the assistant, "Why did you do it
this way?" When the assistant replied, "That's how you
instructed me to do it," he immediately accepted the
explanation; "I've forgotten, but yes, I most probably
asked you to do it that way." He not only took you at
your word, he never ever went back on his own word.
Indeed, he was a man of rare honour, everyone who
knew him repeats like a litany. If there was the slightest
possibility that he had committed himself to doing any
thing, he would always follow through. He never let
anyone down. If he had faith in a person, he would back
him all the way. But for bluffers and shirkers and those
he considered disloyal to The Family or Group he had
no time. He was an excellent judge of character, all who
knew him agree.
An old-time Family agent in Pallathur also remembers
how he would always stand up for his staff. The agent
remembers a powerful Chettiar who had encroached on
A.M.M. land in Pallathur that had been earmarked for
the hospital expansion. The agent had pointed this out
to the Chettiar who took offence over what he consid
ered an employee overstepping the mark. Not only did
the Chettiar give the agent a tonguelashing and accuse
him of trying to create bad blood between the two fami
lies, but he proceeded with clearing the land. When this
was reported to AMM on his next visit to Pallathur, AMM
not only telephoned the Chettiar and told him he had no
business to upbraid an agent acting in good faith on
behalf his mudalali (boss), but all he had had to do if he
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wanted the land was to ask AMM;. he didn't have to take
it over in this manner. And, added AMM, "Since you've
started work on it, keep it. If I insist on my right to
reclaim it, your reputation will suffer. I will record it as
a sale and you can donate it back to us at a later date."
Which is how it happened.
This practice of backing their staff fully went back to
Murugappa Chettiar's days. In those days, Murugappa
Chettiar's daughters-in-law always had, if they used
Family transport — the house cycles, the bullock carts
or, later, cars — a few annas debited to their respective
family accounts. His wife and daughters were not re
stricted by this "discipline"; it was presumed they had
been brought up with an appreciation of the need to
conserve resources. It used to be an anna for the cycle,
two annas for the single bullock cart, four for the double
bullock cart. When cars came in, it used to be a couple
of annas a mile. An agent was in charge of this account
and the vehicles. Once, when one of the vehicles was not
available as Murugappa Chettiar had 'booked' it, the
achi who had asked for it vented her wrath on the agent;
"Must I beg for a car from him?" she had angrily asked.
When Murugappa Chettiar heard about it, he told his
wife that the agent would do his best to fulfil their de
mands for transport, but they must respect the decisions
he made and appreciate the difficulties he faced in meet
ing several demands at the same time. "You all should
not talk to him like that; after all, he's only carrying out
my instructions."
Apart from backing his staff wholeheartedly in this
manner if they were right, AMM would always find time
even on the busiest of days to talk to those in the Group
who he felt had achieved something. He wanted quick,
sharp people on the staff. It was not always possible. For
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the dullards and under- or non-achievers he, therefore,
had no time, but he never had the heart to send them
away either. He was, however, harsh with dishonesty; it
was always summary dismissal. Inefficiency he gener
ally put up with. There were scores of employees in the
Group — many of them Chettiars — whose transfer to
less demanding jobs he had suggested and who contin
ued to serve the Company till their retirement, after 30
or 40 years, doing little beyond the routine of attending
office reasonably regularly.
This many thought was not the most professional of
attitudes and they would suggest that a professional
company should not carry so much deadwood. He never
subscribed to this view, particularly about professional
organisations necessarily having more able and efficient
staff than organisations recruiting from family and on
recommendation. But the whole question of family man
agement versus professional management was often hotly
debated by executives in private. One school of thought
holds that in a family-owned organisation, professionals
no matter how good would not find it worth their while
staying with the organisation, for there was always a
glass ceiling. Too often there were also family members
put in charge who might not have the ability of the
professionals reporting to them. Which is why, pointed
out an oldtimer who had long been a trusted member of
the higher echelons of administration in the Group, com
panies like Ford and IBM do not have members of the
family working in any capacity. They are happy with
the professionals ensuring them their returns. On the
other hand, pointed out another former senior execu
tive, there is the lack of loyalty among professionals,
especially among the talented young who are always
looking for a quick change for the better. If there are
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talented or hardworking members of the family who
could team academic qualifications with working expe
rience outside and then move up step by step from a
rank suited to their qualifications and experience, a com
pany like the Murugappa Group or 'The Hindu' could
always be assured of a steady stream of capable persons
for its management who did not need to look elsewhere
to rise to the top.
AMM had often heard these arguments in informal dis
cussions with senior and trusted executives of the group.
Both arguments have merit, he'd often say. But we
haven't done too badly our way, he would add. Given
our success, is there really a need to change from the
conventional wisdom of the traditional joint family
management? This thinking, however, did not mean he
did not give professionals their head. They were always
given every opportunity to express their views and were
always allowed to do what they felt was best for the
organisation within the framework of the broad policies
laid down by The Family. "I don't think any profes
sional has really been unhappy at the way the Group
operates. There may have been differences with one or
two of the more abrasive members of The Family, but
even that was usually over results and not over the free
dom to function as the executive wished. By and large,
scores of professionals stayed with us for many decades
each and were quite content with the freedom they were
given," AMM felt.
C. Subramaniam, a former Minister of Industry and Fi
nance at both State and national levels, felt that, in In
dustry, many a family business flourished at the begin
ning, because the founder was there to drive it, but had
slumped in subsequent generations because of a lack of
professionalism amongst the family members. But, he
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added, the Murugappa Group had proved otherwise and
achieved a fine track record, mainly by training the
younger members of The Family to start in the mid
rungs after their academic qualifications and go up step
by step. Nevertheless, they needed to plan for the fu
ture; "it is time The Family sits together and talks of
how the best professional management of the Group can
be ensured, and not necessarily with a family member
always as Chairman or Managing Director. With a fam
ily member always at the head, the incentive for a dedi
cated professional diminishes," he felt. At the same time,
he thought a family-run group was more likely to con
tribute to the welfare of the community and be more
considerate to the workforce.
Even as AMM expressed these views and considered
those of others, he also saw the merit of the other side
of the coin. Particularly as the Group grew in size and
a limited number of family members were stretched by
the demands of so many institutions they had to look
after. It was in this context he urged his sons and neph
ews to sit down and discuss which way the manage
ment of the Group should go in the 21st Century. He
was in the early half of the Nineties beginning to con
sider favourably professional managing directors and
even company Chairmen working with a policy-making
and monitoring Board comprising members of The Fam
ily and a few eminent outsiders who could make a con
tribution to the Group.
Many long-associated with the Group, however, add
another dimension to this prolonged debate, on whether
professionally-qualified members of the family are a safer
bet than brilliant professionals who are upwardly mo
bile. And that is that many such executives lack an intui
tive financial acumen and vital financial prudence. An
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old-time finance executive of the Group dogmatically
asserts that in a career in several leading companies in
India he had not come across anyone with a greater
business sense and a feel for finance than AMM. He was
also a skilful negotiator, having an almost instinctive
feel when it came to striking a bargain and concluding
a deal. "He was brilliant, the best in The Family," but,
this executive adds, there were others who were not far
behind and reflected the leadership he gave in these
matters. The management skills of many of The Family
members in the Group were, and are, exceptional, many
a commentator has said and this has been a view re
flected in private and Government circles as well.
These management skills have been honed as much by
Family training as a willingness to listen to the views of
others. Senior executives in the group are encouraged to
freely express their views, though the eventual decisions
are usually taken by Family members. More significantly,
however, from Murugappa Chettiar's time, the family
has welcomed as Non-Wholetime Directors men of stand
ing and achievement. Their knowledge, experience and
advice have been valued by The Family and the Group
has benefitted from their contribution. An extension of
this has been the advice sought from management and
business advisers like M cK insey's and Arthur
Andersen's. AMM, himself, is not completely sold on
what they can contribute, but, he said, advice from any
one, within or without, deserves to be listened to and
given due consideration.
Union leaders see a different side of AMM. "He always
liked to say he would be firm but fair. In the end, all the
settlements were fair, but not necessarily generous." He,
however, did feel a genuine concern for the workers and
reflected it in many ways beyond the bounds of salaries
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and allowances, in such ways as educational and medi
cal facilities for the workers and their families within
easy reach of the areas where most of them lived. His
social conscience was exemplary. He would often say
that The Family philsophy was one of service: "Let us
serve others, but let us also receive the service due us."
Putting it differently, he'd say, "We make a living with
what we get. We make life with what we give." Never
theless, there was a toughness to the way he handled
labour negotiations. He was never one to yield to pres
sure tactics. While he was impatient at times when work
was going on comparatively smoothly, he was patience
personified when it came to dealing with unions trying
such strong-arm tactics as going on strike.
Such firmness could be noticed in dealing with others as
well, including those whose help was sought. Once, a
former executive remembers, TI's had wanted to borrow
a crore from one of the financial institutions. All terms
had been agreed on except on a convertibility clause.
TI's took the stand the clause was not applicable to the
Company. The discussion went on for nearly a year, but
the financial institution would not budge. Finally, it was
decided to tell the financial institution, "Thank you, but
we don't want the loan on those terms". This, recalled
the executive, must have been the first, or one of the
very few times, an Indian business house told a financial
institution that its money was not wanted. "It was cer
tainly a shock to them, but not to us," the executive
narrated. "It was a typical AMM decision, typically
strong, hard and firm, like many other decisions he took
in those days. If he said, 'No', it would be 'N O '." And
many a decision of this nature was taken on grounds of
financial prudence and the need to appreciate the spirit
of the contract. Both, linked with the concept of thrift
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and moral or legal obligation or responsibility, were high
on the list of AMM values. In the event, TI in this in
stance was to make up this shortfall by persuading TI's,
U.K. to treat the £400,000 still due to it on its millionpound loan as an extended, as already mentioned, sec
ond loan.
This firmness could, outside the business environment,
be occasionally construed as stubbornness. He was a
stickler for convention and tradition, said a person who
had long worked with him closely, and on such issues
he could be quite stubborn. In fact, it was only after he
retired that he mellowed a bit, sometimes taking a little
more generous view of others' attitudes on these issues,
though he himself would not bend or go with the tide,
this observer added.
One aspect of this commitment to both tradition and
courtesy was that whenever Murugappa or AMM took
a decision they concluded the discussion with the sug
gestion that you explain it to the other as well. Later,
AMM would always suggest that it be mentioned to MV
or one of MV's brothers as well. In fact, even when
outsiders made an appeal to him for support, he'd al
ways say he'd discuss it with the other members of The
Family and "someone will communicate the Group's
decision to you". At every step, he made it clear with
the gentlest of touches that all decisions were joint deci
sions of The Family. Whatever the differences of views
there may have been within The Family — and surely
unanimity could not be expected all the time, remarked
an executive who had spent years in a position close to
The Family — they made it amply clear to the outside
world that The Family spoke in one voice on matters of
business, public interest or Family concern.
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Apart from his considerateness for others, AMM was
always appreciative of anything others did that he felt
helped him in any way. Even when it was he who was
granting a favour or time, it was he would always say
the first 'thank you': "Thank you for coming," he'd al
ways tell an interviewer from the Press or anyone being
interviewed for a job. I remember as we said goodbye
after that week in Iyerpadi, AMM saying, "Thank you
for finding the time to come to Iyerpadi. It was nice of
all of you to come (referring to my family)." And then
he added, what so many have heard him say so many
times, "Have you got your car? Or shall I drop you?"
Fair, firm, but always courteous in an old-world way is
what everyone who knew him would describe him as.
There are, however, those who also saw him as being
rather aloof. A person who had not known him as long
as some of the others described him as "almost austerely
aloof". But oldtimers knew better. "He was shy. He was
an introvert. He did not open out to newcomers," they'd
say. And add, "In fact, that's why he was a reluctant
leader of local business associations and did not want to
step on to the bigger national stage." AMM certainly
preferred the company of those he had known for some
time, but even with them he'd seldom open out or have
an animated conversation. Yet with a few members of
The Family or a fewer number of people who could be
described as friends, he would be happy to have long
conversations and tell a story or two and even smile
more frequently. What is curious about this picture was
that as a young man he was a popular member of the
Madras Cricket Club, when participation in sporting
activity and a shared drink with fellow participants were
not only occasions of bonhomie but were also manda
tory if you were to gain greater acceptance. In fact, many
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an oldtimer remembers that he was most relaxed when
watching a sporting event; there was a time when TI
was a force in local football and hockey and he'd never
ever miss a match one of its team was playing. The se
rious-minded, all-business AMM who would never gos
sip or joke would be at his most relaxed on these occa
sions; he'd smile from time to time and say a few words
to his neighbour on something aside from business.
Another aspect of this shyness was his self-effacement.
In Pallathur they remember the contribution he made to
the renovation of the Perumal temple and the plaque
they decided to place in a prominent place in the temple
to recall that contribution. By chance, AMM saw it being
engraved one day and wanted to know what the neces
sity was for putting it in the temple. When those in
volved with the temple activities insisted it was only
meet that it should be sited in the temple, he agreed, but
added, "Make sure it's not visible to the public"! And so
it was placed in the sanctum where only the Lord and
the poojaris could see it!
Never shown in such circles was his quick temper. His
short-temperedness is something mentioned not only by
all who knew him as a young man but even by himself.
He mellowed considerably in his fifties, they'd say, but
in the early years of the Group, "we'd always try to find
out the mood he was in before going to meet him". "We'd
always ask Balaji, his peon of many years, what 'Iyya's'
mood was and Balaji had an uncanny knack of always
reading his moods right," remembered an executive of
his early years with the Group. He went on to narrate,
"There were always signs. If he kept twirling his round
glass paperweight on the table or if he pensively kept
drawing back and forth on his finger his diamond-shaped
diamond ring, you could be sure he was in a good mood.
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But if he was poring over papers, you'd better be quick
and well-prepared with precise answers to his questions."
But whatever his demonstrations of irritation or brief
outbursts of temper — usually seen only in a sharp,
almost muttered remark (he never ever raised his voice,
all are unanimous) — he never held it against you later,
all who had worked with him agree. There was never
ever anything vindictive about him. To a man they were
happy to have worked with AMM, all the oldtimers,
and they remain appreciative of all they had learnt from
his example ... his doing his homework, his striving for
perfection, his quick grasp of presentations, his ability to
spot mistakes at a glance, his decisiveness, his firmness,
his considerateness and courtesy. "Truly, working with
him was a learning experience of the highest order; TI's
in the early days was a veritable university for those
wanting to make their way in the world of business,"
remembered a senior executive who made his mark else
where after years of such learning at TI's. The short tem
per and the occasional streak of stubbornness were small
lapses compared to all that was positive he had to offer
anyone who worked with him.

The perceptions and anecdotes, in this chapter in
particular, and occasionally elsewhere, are from several persons who
had long worked with AMM. They are not mentioned individually
in the chapter or elsewhere because often similar perceptions have
been clubbed together and anecdotes have been included where
convenient for the narrative rather than in the different contexts they
were remembered.
The follow ing, how ever, m ade m ajor co n trib u tio n s to this
ch ap ter an d elsew here. In alphabetical o rd er they included
AR. Annamalai Chettiar, PL. Annamalai Chettiar, D. Chidambaram,
M. G opala-krishnan, G. Kalan, M.V. Kam ath, Kasi V isw anathan,
AR. Laksh-manan, P.C. Matthew, G.V.N. M udaliar, A. M uthuswamy,
Mrs P. Peters, J. Srinivasan, K.N. Srinivasan, A. Venkatakrishnan, and
T. Renga Ramanuja Iyengar. There were several others who also
contributed an anecdote, insight or perception or two, but prefer to
remain anonymous.
A uthor's Note:

C hapter 21

A bit of introspection

A

s mentioned in my preface, most of this book is
derived from AMM's recorded reminiscences. There
have also been some invaluable inputs from those who
had known him for years as well as from articles in the
Press and my own observations, few and far between.
This chapter, however, is entirely AMM's and is the
result of the forty or so hours he spoke in response to
my requests for clarification and the occasional ques
tions. We had started off with my apologising in ad
vance for what might be an uncomfortable question or
two. "That's what I'd like," he had said. "Let's have it
all out in the open and I'll be as frank with you as pos
sible. I'd like what I say to be an archival record for The
Family, especially since many of the younger generation
do not know much about how we started out in life and
laid the foundations for where we are today. There may
be a Family problem or two better left unstated in detail
for a wider audience, but The Family certainly needs to
be told in detail what you might refer to just in passing
in your narration and those details will always be avail
able to them in what I hope will develop into a rich
Family archives." Not once thereafter did he say or in
dicate "Your question is out of order". And so, that is
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how this chapter evolved, a chapter in which AMM takes
a close look at The Family, its philosophy of business
and its attitude to life, particularly to the society in which
it has evolved. It's a candid expression of his feelings —
and if some of the details are left out in the more per
sonal reminiscences in this narration for a wider audi
ence, "I'm sure they'll understand," he had said; "the
details about Family matters are for The Family alone,
but our attitude to business and the society we live in is
an open book."
The strength of The Family from Murugappa Chettiar's
time has been its unity, now in its fourth generation, a
unity brought about through a rare family discipline that
might seem autocratic in some ways but is in fact more
democratic than practices followed in other family-owned
businesses or conglomerates. It is a unity rooted in the
Chettiar tradition that the head of the joint family is the
decision-maker and the others play lesser but hierarchic
roles based on seniority by age. Murugappa Chettiar in
his youth discovered the drawbacks of the system; when
partition was decided on in the family in which he was
born, he, as the youngest by far, had found himself left
out in the cold with his two very much older brothers
the beneficiaries by a mile. Murugappa Chettiar received
a modest money-lending business in Pollachi and not
much more. It was a maternal uncle who took him to
Prome in Burma and trained him in the traditional
Chettiar business of money-lending and then helped him
find employment in the small town of Moulmein as the
agent of one of the wealthier Chettiar families. Being left
to fend for himself with little family support by a system
that gave him virtually no voice had a deep effect on
him. He did not want his family to face the same strug
gle he had.
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It was that determination that provided the twist in the
tail of tradition and made the A.M.M. Family different.
Murugappa Chettiar believed there should be only one
decision-maker in the family, otherwise chaos could re
sult. He also believed that that decision-maker should
be the eldest active member of the family and that not
only should he be respected by the others but there
should be respect shown by the younger members of the
family to their older brothers and cousins in the hierar
chical order. The difference that Murugappa Chettiar
introduced was giving all his sons the opportunity to
freely express their views, even disagree with him. But
then, after carefully listening to them, he'd weigh the
pros and cons and arrive at a decision. And the respon
sibility for that decision was his alone, but he'd be con
fident of its validity or justness as it was based on what
he'd heard argued by the others. This is the system that
continues to this day.
Legend in the Group has it that The Family members
met every Sunday for breakfast and the males discussed
all business and family matters in the fashion Murugappa
Chettiar had introduced. We used to do it regularly once,
AMM said, but it's no longer as regular, with so many
travelling in a business that's grown many times. "We
however meet whenever possible as a family and when
we can't we do consult everyone on a decision by mak
ing contact with each other." And generally, he added,
there's consensus, but there have been times when there
were different views and I accepted the responsibility of
making the final decision. There have been one or two
members of The Family at such gatherings who have
been rather outspokenly negative, he went on. They've
always been given the opportunity to express themselves
freely and forcefully, but it's often ended up with the
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others saying, 'We won't accept that view; this is how
we should go about it'. And it's the general view that
prevailed. Annoyance, irritation, resentment are all in
evitable in such cases — "after all, we are all human" —
but in the end the A.M.M. Family discipline prevails
and the opposer participates as enthusiastically as the
proposer.
The eldest member in The Family who took the final
decision prided himself on being "absolutely neutral".
This neutrality was made possible by always consider
ing in the first place what effect the decision would have
on the whole Family or the Group, NOT on the indi
vidual's family or the firm anyone affected was tending.
"There was absolute confidence that the elder would not
favour anyone." The eldest also advised any woman
member of The Family who might have a problem. The
Family has, over the years, developed a consciousness
that the decision of the eldest would always be fair, tak
ing into consideration the greater interest of the whole
Family. It was in this knowledge and in the cause of
unity that all of us have in the larger interest, at one
time or another, made sacrifices of ideas we have had,
actions we wished to implement, or needs we had wanted
to fulfil, AMM explained. "One thing all of us in The
Family have always understood is that all of us in life
have to sacrifice something. We can't have everything."
A case in point AMM cited was the Parry's takeover.
M.V. Subbiah was against the acquisition. He was not
convinced that Parry's could be turned around. But AMM
and MV felt that the takeover would strengthen the
Group and the others went along with their analysis.
Not too long afterwards, Parry's needed a firm hand to
implement the major decisions MV felt were necessary.
The Family thought Subbiah was the best person for the
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assignment, but Subbiah, who was at TI's, was not too
keen on leaving what was turning out to be a very suc
cessful company under his leadership. Nevertheless, The
Family insisted and Subbiah arrived at Parry's — and
there he turned around the company he thought could
not be turned around. This respect for the decisions of
the elders after having stated what might be seen as
contrary views, and wholeheartedly thereafter backing
those decisions in the interest of the common good of
The Family, has been the most important binding factor
among The Family members in the Group and the cause
for The Family's united front, whatever might happen
behind the scenes.
A reflection of this action by ‘consensus is the practice as
we have already seen, of even the head of The Family
stating that he would refer the matter to the other senior
Family members before giving an answer. It's a practice
that's been followed from Murugappa Chettiar's time.
Once, when there was a suggestion to sell Jaya Spun Silk
Mills and Ambadi Estates, Murugappa Chettiar was in
favour of the suggestion but told Murugappa and AMM
that both were the result of Vellayan's foresight and that
he should be consulted. And that was what was done.
Vellayan, who was planning to pull out of Bombay and
return to Burma, agreed to the sale of the mill, but
strongly voiced his view that the estate was a goldmine
The Family would one day be grateful for. And so
Ambadi stayed in The Family and, as New Ambadi,
became a success. This willingness to seek the views of
all 'working members' of The Family, whatever their
age group, and act on the best suggestion, no matter
from whom it comes, of whatever age, is an A.M.M.
Family characteristic and strong point, rather different
from what is found in almost any other Chettiar family
where the autocracy of age tends to be the rule.
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Another factor that has played an important role in fam
ily unity, AMM explained, was that of the individual
families being separate entities, yet united as the A.M.M.
Family. "As far back as when I was a minor, Father
partitioned the joint property into four equal portions,
one for himself and three for us. That was in 1929. Ever
since his death, the practice has been to divide every
thing into three, for Murugappa's, Vellayan's and my
family. Say, for instance, a consignment of coffee arrives
from an estate for The Family. This is divided equally
into three first and each third is then divided into as
many equal portions as there are members in each fam
ily — two in Murugappa's, three in Vellayan's, three in
mine. Such well-understood divisions, even in invest
ment, made each one's entitlement clear from childhood
and prevented differences over money matters.
"It should be mentioned that when the partition was
made in 1929, several properties and the jewellery were
not divided. Much of the jewellery and Father's contri
bution from his firm helped settle all my sisters by 1939.
Then, when Father became ill in the Forties, the various
properties, like Kotturpuram and some houses in the
mofussil, were apportioned in three by him, variations
in valuation being taken into account and settled imme
diately through the family accounts. Nothing was left
undivided at the time of Father's death in January 1949,
so there was no question of any dispute; each one of us
knew that what each of us was entitled to was what we
had agreed to in conclave," AMM recalled.
While the individual families might be separate as far as
accounting goes, The Family, the A.M.M. Family as a
whole, was encouraged to be one from Murugappa
Chettiar's days. Even when individual families began to
live separately, the boys from childhood would be en-
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couraged to spend as much of their spare time as possi
ble with each other and the girls would be involved in
all preparations for family functions. It is not unusual at
all to see half a dozen young boys or girls from two or
three A.M.M. families being shepherded by one of their
mothers to a cricket match, a film or an entertainment.
From childhood, a unity through friendship has long
been encouraged and that has added strength over the
years to the oneness in action in The Family.
In later years, once the industries were established, there
was what might be described as an 'apprenticeship'
scheme for the young coming in. "Father let us brothers
run the business, but he supervised us in the sense of
getting us to discuss with him what was happening and
advising us. Then Murugappa did this with MV and,
later, Muthu, after their education and training in other
firms. And MV and I followed this practice with M.V.
Murugappan and Subbiah ... and so it has gone on,"
AMM related.
The strict discipline already referred to with regard to
remuneration and perks, again through guidelines known
to all for the three levels we have for Family members,
further prevented any differences that might arise out of
Family decisions, AMM stated. It is also understood, he
clarified, if any of the younger members of The Family
is better qualified to enter at a level of higher responsi
bility, he will be fitted in at that level if his experience
is acceptable to The Family as a whole.
It is this family upbringing, the strong traits reflecting a
discipline long-ingrained, that is the reason why The
Family has not brought its sons-in-law into the business.
We once deviated from this and had a son-in-law join
one of our companies, but it didn't work out too well, so
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we took a decision to go back to the old principle
Murugappa Chettiar had enunciated, AMM narrated.
There were two reasons for this, he explained, and both
reflect The Family's tradition of management. One, he
said, is that other families do not have our tradition of
free speech followed by wholehearted acceptance there
after of the head's view and a committed implementa
tion of it. Whether sons-in-law would speak their minds
freely — something most of them were not used to with
the elders in their own families — and then accept and
commit themselves to doing what my father or elder
brother or I decided was something we could never be
sure of, AMM explained, and so we decided we'd avoid
any embarrassment on either side. The second reason
was that in the Chettiar tradition the son-in-law has a
rather favoured position in his father-in-law's house and
even his wife's brothers are expected to give him special
respect. In this context, his participation in family dis
cussions — which could get quite heated — could well
become awkward for all concerned, particularly for sonsin-law brought up rather differently and accustomed to
ways rather different from the A.M.M. Family ways,
AMM went on to add.
"W e were always willing to offer advice to them if asked
or help with recommendations if needed or avail our
selves of their services and products, but it was always
clear that their businesses were their own and that there
would be no involvement of the A.M.M. Family in them
except as I've described," AMM emphasised. "This ena
bled a smooth relationship with all the families our girls
have married into, except for a brief period in that one
case of ruffled feathers I mentioned," AMM related. A
cordial but rather formal relationship is maintained with
the families or in-laws and this has enabled the A.M.M.
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Family not only to keep in regular touch with their
daughters but to continue to play a role in their lives
after marriage.
This role derives from the A.M.M. Family's attitude to
what is rather a bane in Chettiar families, the dowry
system. We have from my brothers' time never asked for
anything from the families of brides who have married
into our families, AMM related and added, we have told
them that they could give whatever they wished for their
daughters. And, he smiled, as all of us married well,
what the wives brought with them was rather generous.
But, he explained, it was also clear that whatever the
girls brought with them was theirs, to do what they
wished. On the other hand, when our girls got married,
we did have to adopt a different attitude and bend a bit,
he ruefully smiled and then went on to explains this.
You know, he said, in Chettiar weddings the dowry
comes in two parts. One part for the mother-in-law, re
ally the boy's family, and the other that's meant to be
the girl's. Often there are negotiations on both as well as
on jewellery, silverware and dowry in kind. Whatever is
asked for the mother-in-law we have given but we have
never negotiated what is to be given to one of our girls.
That is because from the beginning we have adopted a
way of dealing with a girl's share in a family that's rather
different from the usual Chettiar way. From the time a
girl is born, we open an account for her and we keep
putting money into it every year. We look after this
money, invest it and let it grow. These savings and in
vestments are hers when she gets married. Some of the
girls, in consultation with their in-laws, request us to
continue to look after the account for them, others have
decided that they would rather tend it themselves after
marriage. The fact of the matter is, all the women and
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girls in The Family have substantial shares in the Group
companies and we have ensured that these are theirs
alone, AMM stressed. With the girls being well-provided
for, what The Family looked for in its would-be sons-inlaw was education and business or professional ability,
not wealth; "we looked for the right type of boy always,
not the wealth of his family," AMM stated.
But while girls from The Family have been left with
handsome incomes in this way and married to young
men of ability who would not mind their wives work
ing, the wives or daughters in the A.M.M. families have
never been involved in the business in any way, despite
several of them being outstandingly bright. AMM's
daughter Valli was, in fact, the only one who worked in
the organisation for a while — in the early days of com
puterisation when she helped set up the computer op
erations and her programming skills were used — but
this experiment was soon ended when there were dis
tant rumblings over what was perceived as being a step
contrary to Family tradition. That tradition, of not in
volving the women members of The Family in the busi
ness, was based again on the conviction that "other
Chettiar families were different from ours in their atti
tudes to business and those differences could upset an
established way of functioning that had proved success
ful". Wives of the men in The Family, brought up in
ways different to the A.M.M. girls, might, if in the busi
ness, not see eye to eye with decisions being taken by
the men, and their reactions could upset the even tenor
of functioning, it was felt. On the other hand, women
from The Family who were married might be influenced
by their husbands or their in-laws and that again would
affect the functioning of the system laid down by
Murugappa Chettiar. We may have been a bit unfair on
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the talented women in The Family, but we did not want
to take any chance of upsetting in any way a tried and
tested system, AMM explained.
Nevertheless, as far back as Murugappa Chettiar's later
years, the women in The Family were encouraged to
improve themselves. AMM's sister Sivagami was the first
member of The Family, male or female, to pass a public
exam, the Senior Cambridge. AMM's wife Lakshmi, selftaught, studied Hindi and passed exams in it long after
she was married. Murugappa's wife Valli was the first
to go to Madras and then overseas, to Malaysia. What
she saw abroad was a new world of creativity she intro
duced to her sister-in-law. And when Murugappa en
couraged her to play a role in social service activities in
Madras and she came under the wing of Mary Clubwala,
she opened out new vistas of activity for the women in
The Family.
It was AMM who, in more recent years, tried to do some
thing about what many senior observers in and outside
the group felt was a waste of talent. It was he who sug
gested that the women in The Family play an active role
in running the various activities of the charitable A.M.M.
Foundation. Today, each of the Foundation's activities
has, as already mentioned, committees running it and
regularly inspecting it. And all the wives in the A.M.M.
Family and a few of the married daughters play impor
tant roles in these committees; their contribution has
certainly helped maintain high standards in the various
institutions run by the Foundation and other trusts.
Observers from outside The Family, however, suggest
that while this role of inspection for standards has
been played admirably, a bit more stringent auditing of
the administration is what they should pay greater
attention to.
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But if playing important roles in The Family's commit
ment to a wider society is what the women of The Fam
ily have been doing well in recent years, they have been
playing an even more important role for years in not
just looking after their own families but in teaming to
gether to choose and welcome new daughters-in-law or
sisters-in-law and then manage all the lifecycle rituals
admirably. AMM thought that this was a singularly
important role the women played. It was not merely
relieving the men of the burden of picking the right girl
for a bridegroom-to-be and making all the necessary
arrangements for weddings and other functions, but it
was choosing the right girl to enter The Family.
A strict concept of thrift is what the three of us brothers
were reared on, recalled AMM. The Family at the time
was not wealthy. Father was an employee abroad and it
was Mother who not only had to bring a whole lot of us
up but do it on a tight budget, he elaborated and added,
"She was a role model to us on clever management of
moderate resources and inculcated in all of us the virtue
of thrift. It is a habit that has still not left us, even in
business. Father too was careful about every anna. Gam
bling on the horses was his only weakness; in all other
things, he was careful with money. Thus, we were
brought up to be thrifty and to monitor all expenditure
carefully — and those are habits we took to the
workplace. And which Mother and our sisters passed on
to the wives of the three of us and which they in turn
passed on to their children and their wives. Thus, when
it came to selecting wives for the boys, the ability of the
girls chosen to fit into this scheme of things was what
they looked for. Educated girls, but not girls who wanted
a career, girls who had the social graces and could run
a house to which would visit people from different cul-
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tures, but who could do so without being extravagant,
girls who could team with other girls in The Family and
contribute to the various family functions as well as play
a role in the charities were what the women in The Fam
ily sought when they were looking for new brides. And
they were seldom off the mark. Thus, "they made an
enormous contribution in holding The Family together
through a special kind of bonding," AMM thought.
The search for brides for The Family in this manner was
generally successful, but within The Family, educated
kin, on occasion, over the years, found it difficult to
conform and accept alliances in the traditional manner.
Some were successfully persuaded to conform after sev
eral discussions with various members of The Family, a
couple broke convention. And AMM was always the one
who took such breaches of tradition the hardest. For all
his enormous exposure to the world and the numerous
friendships he enjoyed with people of other communi
ties and different races, he was a firm believer in Chettiar
tradition when it came to family matters. He never ever
forgave a niece's daughter who insisted on marrying
outside the community. Not only did he not attend the
marriage, he thought aloud that the rest of The Family
too shouldn't. And they respected the thoughts of The
Family elder. As the years passed, various kin and
Chettiar friends married outside the community and
other members of the A.M.M. Family attended their func
tions after family discussions had left the decision to the
individual members. Slowly, AMM too began to accept
these marriages. And when this was pointed out to him,
he gradually bent in the case of his niece's daughter:
"You may invite her to your functions and go to hers,"
he told Family members in the last years of his life, "but
I prefer to keep my distance," he had added. As some-
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one who knew him as a Chettiar for a long time said,
"He could be stubborn in our matters" and another
person who had worked closely with him added, "On
matters of protocol, on what he thought was socially
right, he was always adamant". In fact, AMM was con
vinced that if he gave in once, he'd only be opening the
floodgates. He saw inter-caste marriages as a threat to
The Family, and on threats to the unity of The Family he
was not willing to yield. Marriage in the caste to a part
ner all agreed on he saw as a principle to be committed
to. AMM saw observance of Nagarathar tradition and
what might be described as the rule of family law as the
fundamental necessities to keep The Family united; fray
ing of these bonds he saw as a threat to the unity he felt
The Family had to maintain if the Murugappa Group
was to succeed and ensure the well-being of all family
members, men and women, the strong and the weak, the
clever and the plodders.
Having recalled this wedding he did not attend, he went
on to look at a future where the possibility existed of
similar happenings threatening to fracture The Family.
"If the present culture in The Family prevails, I don't
think such events will threaten the unity of The Family,"
he was confident. "If in the immediate family circle, boys
and girls find their own partners in life, I might not
attend their weddings or receive or visit them, but I will
not stand in the way of others who want to keep in
touch with them. Even more important, the share of each
in The Family and the stake the boy will have in the
Group will remain his, even if his active participation in
the business would have to be considered a little more
carefully; it could well be that while his stake is accepted,
his having a role in management might not be and he'd
be encouraged to set up on his own. Thus, while I might
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be considered rather inflexible on social tradition, I am
equally firm about the respect that needs to be paid to
the inheritance traditions in a Chettiar family. From the
time partition in Father's family left him with little, I
have seen such unfair divisions in several other families,
including some of the biggest in Chettinad. I don't want
that ever to happen in the family Murugappa Chettiar
founded," AMM was firm.
This commitment to what AMM and The Family firmly
believed was Nagarathar tradition led not so many years
ago to an unseemly squabble — at least in Chettiar eyes
— arising as it did out of tragedy. It was an aircrash in
Bombay in 1976 that took the lives of AMM's sister, her
son and daughter-in-law, an entire family lost in an in
stant. With no immediate heirs, the succession to the
property posed its own problems, with Nagarathar tra
dition and civil law raising several issues that needed to
be solved, particularly in the case of the daughter-inlaw's property. What was needed was goodwill all round
and friendly discussion in a mood of give and take. "But
we were faced with a confrontational situation. And that's
another aspect of the A.M.M. Family character. If we are
challenged, we fight back. But if anyone approaches us
in a conciliatory manner and discusses a give-and-take
situation we tend to be generous, to a fault. This matter
has now been settled and everything is water under the
bridge, but it was totally unnecessary and, unfortunately,
left Chettinad wondering why we were not being more
magnanimous. The fact was that no opportunity was
given to us to display our magnanimity. Instead, it was
being made a legal issue — and that's where The Family
trait of meeting a challenge head-on, instead of trying to
resolve a matter through third parties, came into play,"
he recounted in a candid appraisal of the one situation
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he was forced into and which he appeared to regret. But
what he was happy about was that he and his sister
Sivagami were able to put the estate of their sister and
her son to the best possible use. Today, the MR. Omayal
Achi-MR. Arunachalam Trust and other associated trusts
run several activities to improve the lot of the under
privileged in Madras and in Chettinad. Not the least of
these is the model nursing college the Trust runs in
Ambattur, set up with the help of Lt. Col. Chellamma
Thyagarajan who had retired as Principal from the
Armed Forces Nursing College.
Several members of The Family were keen that a son be
adopted by the Omayal Achi-Arunachalam estate. But
AMM was not sure how any boy adopted would turn
out in a different environment. He also felt that if the
estate started an educational institution or a hospital it
would not only be a permanent memorial to the family
but would also be of great help to the community at
large. And so the Trust started with a Public Health
Centre in the late family's village, Kothamangalam, then
took over the village school, Ganapathy Vidyalayam and
began to develop it, even ensuring the farmers' children
would not be taken out of classes during the harvest
season. And then the Trust's activities began to expand.
Recalling the problems leading up to the establishment
of the Trust, AMM emphasised, whether it was this in
stance or a labour issue, a tax matter or a difficult sup
plier or agent, "we get tough when confronted; if we are
reasoned with and their difficulties pointed out, we are
obliging." But he also agreed that this attitude was more
characteristic of him than of Murugappa. "He and I were
very different, he was much more lenient and would
give in more easily. Later, MV was too, to an extent, but
some of my influences remained with him. Subbu has
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been closer to my philosophy of 'let's be fair but we
must also be firm'."
Illustrating the aspect of fairness, he recounted a case
where a marriage in the family ended unhappily, "MV
and I did our best to sort out affairs after involving the
women in the family in our discussion, but when we
couldn't and we realised there was blame on both sides,
we did not take the matter to court. We came to a settle
ment as quickly as possible and brought to an end the
unhappiness, painlessly and fast."
AMM's — and The Family's — deep commitment to
Nagarathar custom and tradition is well-known to all.
No family follows Chettiar protocol more meticulously.
At every function of a pangali, no matter how big or
small, there'll always be family representation, as there
will be in response to invitations from friends. Never
theless, there have, over the years, been questions in the
wider community that wonder about the family's com
mitment to Chettinad and the Nagarathar. That he was
aware of such widespread comment over the years, AMM
made clear. And that "maybe we could have done more"
he was candid enough to admit. But let's examine the
whole issue together against the historic background, he
suggested.
The troubles Father had in the late Twenties and early
Thirties and the court battles he had to fight at the time
certainly had an effect on his and, later, our attitude to
the Chettiar community, AMM began. That Murugappa
Chettiar too had a strong case appeared to mean little to
the community at large that was watching the court
battles. The Nagarathar tended to keep their distance
from the A.M.M. Family during those difficult years and
The Family began to feel it was being isolated. Then,
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when its business began to look up in the late Thirties
and when, after Independence, The Family pioneered
industry in the South, it began to adopt what it thought
was a professional approach to the community but which
the Nagarathar saw as a pre-determined policy of The
Family to keep aloof from it. This is a perception that
has remained to this day and "maybe there is some truth
to it", AMM felt, his expression of this sentiment being
not without a tinge of regret. "It could well have been a
reaction to what we had faced a couple of decades ear
lier," he explains sadly, but, he added, "it was not as
though we did not help the Chettiar community in a
substantial way."
In the difficult post-Depression years, the Chettiar fami
lies that played major roles in the growth of the Indian
Bank, and in lesser measure in the Indian Overseas Bank
and United India Insurance Company, did play an im
portant part in helping many a Chettiar family stricken
by the consequences of the Great Depression. Making
use of the traditional skills of the Nagarathar, they not
only enabled these institutions to become successes but
they also helped hundreds of Chettiar families pick them
selves up from the floor. What happened after World
War II, when Burma was lost to the Chettiars, was an
even more difficult time for the community. Almost every
family had lost heavily and thousands were the Chettiars
looking for any form of employment. With only the
A.M.M. Family following the path Jawaharlal Nehru had
determined for the New India (the path of industry),
this was virtually the only family that could help in any
great measure the stricken community at this point in
time. "And we played our role well in the Fifties. First
in Ajax. Then, when we started Cycles and Tubes, we
employed over 400 Chettiar youths from Pallathur,
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Kanadukathan and Kottaiyur to which we had sent a
recruitm ent m anager. Later, there was the
Kothamangalam-Lakshmipuram crowd in Carborundum
that I have already referred to. Many have forgotten this
effort of ours at a time we had said that if we were to
run industry successfully we must run it professionally,"
AMM felt.
The reason for a negative Nagarathar view of what was
without doubt affirmative action of a sort lay in the
community's social attitudes. Whereas banking and in
surance offered Chettiars brought up in a 'white collar'
tradition the opportunity of remaining not only on what
the Americans would describe as the right side of the
tracks, it also enabled their self-esteem to remain
unsullied, for it still had them dealing with what might
be described as 'supplicants'. A 'blue collar' job at Ajax
or TI or Carborundum was seen as charity and, regret
tably, created envy of the management. With Chettiars
on the factory floor or as office staff proving not the
easiest of people to deal with on the one hand and dis
playing a lack of ambition to better themselves on the
other, The Family gradually began to adopt a more pro
fessional approach to Nagarathar recruitment, particu
larly after AMM began to head the Group. Other Chettiar
families adopted a much more flexible attitude to em
ploying fellow Chettiars, whether in textile mills, educa
tional institutions, small-scale or the occasional medium
or large industry, or retail stores, after the nationalisa
tion of banking and insurance, and reaped greater good
will from the community despite those working in the
TI factories earning much more.
Another question asked by an earlier generation in
Chettinad was posited on the fact that the Alagappa
colleges, by their very proximity to those Chettiars with
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little wherewithal, considerably helped in the regenera
tion of the community. Wouldn't the AMM Family's new
factories, if they had been located in Chettinad in the
same fashion, have helped many more Chettiar families
and brought to Chettinad the many amenities the Group
gave to Avadi-Ambattur? They certainly might have,
agreed AMM, but we don't know whether the industries
would have done as well as they did if they were lo
cated in an area with no infrastructural facilities, such as
a port, railhead and power, and without the technically
trained worker pool that Madras offered as a consequence
of World War II. But, he added, we might have done a
bit more for Chettinad than we did at the time; it's only
now we have begun to look at the area with fresh eyes,
locating the algae project there and helping develop tech
nical training institutions.
In fact, a spin-off of this new thinking was AMM's plan
to make Pallathur a model village, with the enlarged
trust fund ensuring not only civic amenities for all but
also higher education, particularly technical training,
facilities. He also saw the possibility of Chettiar women
in Pallathur and neighbouring villages being encouraged
to revive old crafts and create a cottage industry envi
ronment in the area. Unfortunately, AMM passed away
before he could launch these plans, but he did see mem
bers of The Family having greater time to pay attention
to Pallathur and the neighbouring villages in the future.
AMM said that the Group had for some time now been
discussing greater professional management and a con
centration on core industries instead of having to moni
tor a large number of disparate businesses. His vision of
this was that The Family members and a few eminent
business advisers from the outside would form an advisory-cum-monitoring managing committee. The day-to-
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day-operations would be in the hands of professionals,
who could now become Presidents or Managing Direc
tors with a free hand to implement the committee's
mandate. This would enable members of The Family to
pay greater attention to new plans as well as projects
like the development of Pallathur and surrounds, the
varied activities of the Foundation and other contribu
tions to a wider society. As these lines are being written,
there's news that the first steps to a Management Com
mittee of mentors are being taken. Perhaps the rest of
AMM's vision will follow.
The confidence that each has had in the other in family
circles is another strength of The Family. And this has
been entirely due to the integrity we have practised as
individuals and as a family or as a corporate entity, AMM
felt. In fact, integrity is what the Chettiars were best
known for in the first years of their business abroad. It
was something greatly admired wherever they went.
Recalling two aspects of this, AMM related what his
elders had told him. In those days, the lending rates
would be fixed in Rangoon by the Chettiars meeting in
conclave and every Chettiar firm respected the rate fixed.
When it came to collections, subagents would visit credi
tors daily and collect the firm's dues in cash, noting the
collection in a little notebook, a notation that would later
be transferred into the account books. There was virtu
ally no occasion when there was a shortage when the
collection was handed over at the firm's premises nor
was there ever a case when the creditor challenged the
Chettiar's figures on what was still due. Such Chettiar
integrity was a byword in South and Southeast Asia till
the Great Depression. Thereafter, due to pressure on fi
nance and greater competition in chasing the rupee as
well as the patronage of the rulers, there was some ero-
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sion of these values. "But the AMM Firm and The Fam
ily considered integrity their greatest asset and have
followed the practice not only through those difficult
days in the late Twenties and early Thirties but ever
since," AMM related.
The spin-off of this was that Murugappa and AMM
decided when they began moving into industry that they
would stick to their principles and never compromise
on them. "We'd make a straightforward appeal to the
powers-that-be and hope that our reasoning was accept
able. We'd never offer inducements or indulge in ma
nipulation. If our case was strong, we expected to get
what we had asked from the authorities. If we did not
get it — as happened often in the era of the Licence Raj
— we put the disappointment behind us and just strug
gled on after making as many appeals as we thought
our belief in our correctness entitled us to make. On the
other hand, if our case was weak, we would not be in
sistent and would gracefully concede or compromise.
The latter was especially true in matters where we were
looking at short-term advantages. But we would really
fight for long-term gains; ever since we got into indus
try, we always thought long-term and a reflection of that
is the amount of backward integration we did in our
core industries," AMM explained The Family's princi
pled behaviour in industrial matters. If, as he said,
the Group had taken the path of least difficulty, it
might have grown bigger much faster "but we would
not have been able to live with our consciences. A con
science is what we were brought up to have and we've
never lost it."
This firm adherence to principles and a commitment to
integrity in the old-fashioned Chettiar way, call it loy
alty to those you do business with, if you want, are what
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enabled us to forge strong, lasting relationships with all
our partners abroad, AMM felt. If we disagreed on
matters, we fought it out bitterly in the boardrooms, but
eventually both sides would settle for a compromise and /
or one would give in and smiles are what we thereafter
showed the world, he recalled. We never played games
with our partners by doing something behind their backs,
like so many Indian businessmen of the time did, AMM
stated with pride in his voice. In fact, when we met our
partners, we spent as much time as possible with them
or in their factories and if we wanted to meet anyone
else, we got them to arrange our meetings; this helped
build confidence in us and a close and friendly relation
ship with our partners, AMM recalled.
Once we established such relationships, we sought their
help and advice at every step to build up the business,
but we never kept dreaming, like many others, of build
ing big, AMM related. In the cycle business, my brother
and I kept telling ourselves we should never be caught
short of components, a real danger in the days of the
Licence Raj. TI's, U.K., taught us an invaluable lesson in
this respect; backward integration, they called it, AMM
recalled. Other industrialists of the time kept looking at
expansion of a single manufacturing unit, not looking
hard enough at their supply lines. From the first, we
always kept a close watch on those lines and decided we
could ensure any level of certainty of supplies only if we
manufactured them ourselves, he explained and added,
"So, rather than just expand a single operation, we spread
ourselves out to protect the core manufacture. And so
we grew step by conservative step.”
The TI Group becoming big suddenly and developing as
the Murugappa Group was in the Eighties with its first
acquisition, Parry's. "But I wouldn't really call Parry's,
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or what followed, CWS, 'acquisitions'. One was in trou
ble and was hunting for a rescuer to bail it out, the
owners of the other were no longer interested in staying
with the business and were looking for somebody to
relieve them of a burden. We just took advantage of the
opportunities when they knocked," AMM looked back.
But, he added, they showed us a way to follow in the
future at a time when licensing had still not been liber
alised and, even when it had, bureaucrats continued to
remain — as they still do — unhelpful, particularly to
growth. That way was by acquisition, and we've been
fairly successful at that in the Nineties, AMM stated.
Suggestions for acquisitions are made by a Family mem
ber in charge of a unit keen to expand through this means
and The Family hears him out, examines his project re
port and then takes the final decision. If it's a go ahead,
then it's the individual's to implement, AMM explained
the procedure and responsibilities.
There was, however, a time when AMM was fed up
with doing business in India. Manubhai Shah was In
dustries Minister at the time, the early Sixties, and, de
spite his friendship with Murugappa, was very unhelp
ful with the moped and high pressure cylinder projects.
AMM, fed up with getting nowhere, discussed with
Murugappa his "disappointment with India" and ex
pressed his wish to settle in a more entrepreneur-friendly
country and start a small business there. At the time,
AMM's elder son, Murugappan, who had been studying
engineering in Loughborough, had gone to apprentice at
TI's, U.K. While Murugappa was mulling over the sug
gestion, they agreed on Murugappan getting British citi
zenship — and in time his family following suit. But
nothing came of these plans, mainly because of the dif
ficulty of transferring funds; "hawala transactions, the
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only way in those days, were not our cup of tea," AMM
explained. But the thought remained that something
could have been started with the help of TI's, U.K. "But
then Murugappa died. I had to take over, with The Fam
ily still young. And that was it."
AMM was at the helm of the Group till 1985 when he
underwent bypass surgery. When he returned to office
in 1986 after a nine-month absence he suddenly devel
oped a severe back pain. It was diagnosed as Paget's
disease and the doctors said he'd have to live with it,
taking painkillers whenever the pain became acute. Af
ter six more months' rest at home, living with the pain,
he decided it was time for him to call it a day. He told
MV he'd continue to chair the Group for some time more,
but he'd start giving up the Managing Directorships one
by one. In 1988 AMM was completely out of the Group.
By then, Yoga exercises as advised by Krishnamacharya
and his son Desikachar had helped ease the pain consid
erably, but AMM did not consider returning to work. "I
felt it would be better for the younger generation to take
over completely while I was still around to offer any
advice they might need." Even after MV died, he did not
come back to play an active role "except for a few months
to make the rearrangements necessary". That's when he
began to concentrate on the Foundation's work and other
activities in the interests of the wider community. He
also began to think more of what could be done for
Chettinad and saw his plans for Pallathur as only a
beginning.
But then that last illness came rather unexpectedly. And
with his family around him on that last sleepless night,
he had a smile for all. Then, an era was over. TI Cycles,
the Murugappa Group's first major industry, marked its
Golden Jubilee the same year its founder passed away.

C hapter 22

I believe ....
MM did not particularly enjoy public speaking; as
already narrated, he was shy and always preferred
talking to family and friends rather than to strangers or
large audiences. But once he committed himself to an
organisation, he deemed it his duty not only to make the
speeches necessary but also to work on them to make
them as meaningful as possible. He never liked the idea
of speaking extemporaneously and he never did if he
could help it. On the other hand, whenever he agreed to
speak or be interviewed — and considering his position
the occasions were not as many as you would think —
he worked hard on what he had to say and, as a conse
quence, had a cerebral contribution of significance to
make. As the following excerpts from AMM's speeches
and interviews over the years will show.

A

Several million of our cycles are on our country's roads
as well as on roads abroad, providing the common
man with an inexpensive and reliable m eans of
transportation and yet offering a source of health-giving
exercise.
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Our history shows that we have built good bicycles at a
profit if we can, at a loss if we must, but always good
bicycles. The reason why I said "at a loss if we must" is
in reference to the voluntary price control which was in
vogue in the bicycle industry until recently, which re
sulted in uneconomic working. Hopefully, its recent dis
continuance should encourage increased production and
stability. We have tried not to compromise on quality.
The fact that we have had to live up to the reputation of
world-wide brand names makes our task very exacting
but very worthwhile.
— S ilv e r Ju b ile e C e le b ra tio n s o f
T u b e In v e s tm e n ts o f In d ia ,
S e p te m b e r 9 , 1 9 7 4 .

As a person associated with the Industry for the last 35
years, I consider it my duty to share my thoughts on the
problems facing the industrialists in the State. I need
hardly say that I am keenly interested in the rapid in
dustrial development and in the improvement in the liv
ing standards of the people of the State.
I am enclosing a note which briefly discusses the major
problem s facing the industrial units in Tamil
Nadu...Though some of the measures may entail some
loss of revenue to the State in the short run, in the long
run they would result in increased revenue and greater
employment opportunities...
As the industrialists in this State have considerable ex
perience and expertise, it may be a good idea to initiate
dialogues with them either directly or through a ma
chinery especially set up by the Government, such as an
Advisory Council. Such periodic discussions with indus-
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trialists will be beneficial both to the State Government
and Industry...

A Note on the major problems facing
industries in Tam il Nadu
Tamil Nadu made rapid strides on the industrial front
for about two decades after Independence ... Industrial
development has slowed down in the last 10 years ...
After the new Government has come to power at the
Centre, the priorities are being redrawn to emphasise
generation of greater employment opportunities and
eradication of poverty within a decade. In evolving ap
propriate policies, both the Central and State Govern
ments have to harmonise their thinking and adopt poli
cies complementary to each other, for attaining these
basic objectives.
Tamil Nadu is fortunate to have entrepreneurial initia
tive, technical skill, education and law abiding people. It
could have made progress. Its handicaps, such as power
shortage, high wages, higher rates of sales tax, distance
from raw material producing centres, as also distance to
the populous Northern markets, etc., are manageable.
Stagnation in productive investment, monsoon vagaries,
drought in some districts, rise in the cost of basic inputs,
e.g., steel, coal, oil, power, transport, etc., the recent ten
dency for wholesale prices to rise and consequent in
roads into the constricted purchasing power have com
bined to support a recessionary background and diffi
culties for engineering and textile industries. The effects
of rising costs of products and declining demand have
been felt acutely by Industry and the community.
This context calls for fresh and vigorous approaches for
better use of idle resources.
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Some of the specific problems facing industries in the
State are outlined in the following paragraphs.

Power
The hydel sector at 67% of the total installed capacity is
still predominant ...To make up for the shortfall, the
existing thermal units have to be managed more effi
ciently and industrial units encouraged to have their own
generating sets...
Industrial units having their own generating sets need
assistance. Discontinuance of import duty, excise duty
and sales tax on diesel oil consumed by Industry during
power cut periods is necessary.
The power tariff in Tamil Nadu is perhaps the highest in
the country. The inspection charges for HV and MV
installations in the State have risen sharply. The Electric
ity Board has raised the deposits to four months' con
sumption charges. The interest given on these deposits
is only 5% when industries have to borrow at 16%. These
add to the cost of production and adversely affect the
competitive capacity of the State.

Raw materials
Raw materials must be made available at international
prices to enable industries to compete in foreign mar
kets. While Government are making available raw mate
rials such as steel and other products to the exporters at
competitive prices, they are not applicable to such semi
finished raw materials like castings, forgings, tubes, re
rolled strips, etc.
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Water
Dependence on the monsoons results in short and un
certain water supply. This problem is faced not only by
the units in the industrial areas outside Madras City, but
even in other areas like Ranipet.

Factories Act
While Government should implement the Factories Act,
officials tend to adopt unproductive clerical attitudes
leading to heavy expenditure to industrial units, merely
for conforming to some outdated rule. Such expenditure
adds to cost of production. Rigid implementation of the
Act makes difficulties for industries. Entrepreneurs from
other States who wish to invest in the State have often
referred to this deterrent aspect.
The Act should be implemented flexibly so that it avoids
needless additions to cost of production and adverse
effects on our competitive position.

Wage differentials
Wages in Tamil Nadu are higher than the wages in most
States, especially those in the Northern States. The fig
ures published by the Union Ministry of Labour show,
for instance, that textile workers in both Coimbatore and
Madras receive much more than their counterparts in
Bombay, Ahmadabad, Baroda, Delhi and Bangalore. In
the Engineering industry, even before the industrial units
in the South accepted the Engineering Wage Board's
recommendations, the wages paid in the State were
higher than the States in the North. All Southern States
have been implementing the Engineering Wage Board
Award since 1968. But, unfortunately, States like Punjab
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and Haryana have not yet implemented the Award and
are only paying minimum wages. In consequence, wages
of Engineering units in the State are much higher than in
the Engineering units in the North. This wage disadvan
tage, in addition to the average North Indian workers'
productivity being rated higher, has discouraged new
ventures being started in the State.
This wage disadvantage must be eliminated to help units
in the State to compete effectively. There is no justifica
tion for such a relatively high wage level in this State.

Sales Tax
The Sales Tax tariff in Tamil Nadu is higher than in
neighbouring States.

Central Sales Tax
Even under the Central Sales Tax Act, there are anoma
lies between rates applicable on the same commodity in
different States.

Urban Land Tax
The Urban Land Tax which was 1% has been increased
to 2½%. The basis of valuation has been changed to 1971.
The result is that the tax has gone up ten-fold in the city.
The State Government in the late Fifties and early Sixties
encouraged entrepreneurs to establish units outside the
city limits to prevent congestion. These industrial units
acquired lands and developed them over the years...
Industrial lands must be totally exempted from the Ur
ban Land Tax to reduce the burden on industrial units
and to encourage further expansion.
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Labour unrest
When industrial units are already groaning under heavy
burdens, any increase in wage bills without increases in
output will not only make them more uncompetitive but
would even make them sick. Any demand for wage
escalation has to be viewed in the context of major na
tional objectives like price stability, availability of goods
at reasonable prices and exports. Labour has to be per
suaded to give up wasteful practices in production so
that the present high wages may be sustained and em
ployment potential is generated.
In this background, certain recent developments as re
flected by Government measures and utterances of some
Ministers cause concern to industries... The State Gov
ernment's initiative, in proposing sweeping changes in
Labour Laws to the Union Government, is a matter for
additional concern to industries in the State ...
The industrialists in the State welcome the recent state
ment of the State Labour Minister appealing to labour
unions to honour agreements reached with managements
for the full period of agreement. His categorical state
ment that once an agreement is signed, it should be
considered sacrosanct and that there should be no sub
version is a positive and valuable contribution to return
to the badly needed normalcy in industrial relations in
the State.
— In a le tte r a n d a N o te a d d r e s s e d to
C h ie f M in is te r M .G . R a m a c h a n d ra n , A u g u s t 1 9 7 7 .
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As CUMI comes of age, I believe it is poised to enter a
new era, full of opportunities and challenges...
Make materials work, make scarce resources go farther,
provide rewarding opportunities for employees, invest
in purposeful research, pursue social welfare projects,
development of backward areas — these and many more
will engage our attention.
— S ilv e r J u b ile e C e le b ra tio n s o f C U M I,
2 4 J a n u a ry 1 9 8 0 .

In the context of 'Productivity Year' it is instructive to
learn from the experience of Japan where commitment
to productivity is something which is an integral part of
the Japanese culture and ethos. In fact, the entire fabric
of the Japanese seems to be geared to achieving the
objective of greater productivity. The common goal of
the labour force and the unions, employers and the gov
ernment, is higher and higher productivity. The Japa
nese seem to look upon this commitment as the source
of their prosperity.
No wonder we perceive a unified and an integral func
tioning of the Japanese industrial system, each meshing
into the other effortlessly and unobtrusively. The mes
sage for a country like India where productivity is very
low is quite clear: that the labour force and the trade
unions have to be educated to look upon an enterprise
as their own and work for its prosperity; that manage
ments should design and develop appropriate systems
and programmes for fostering productivity and quality
— a consciousness right from top to bottom; that Gov
ernment should give its total support and take steps to
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achieve the commitment of the labour force, trade un
ions and management.
In India there seems to be no escape except to continu
ously strive towards higher productivity which alone
will contain inflation and create enough surpluses for
further investment and development. It is the realisation
of this particular problem that should compel the
Govern ment to evolve new policies having a strong pro
ductivity orientation.
This productivity orientation is particularly called for in
the area of remuneration as the system currently prac
tised seems to act as an impediment to the growth of
productivity. There is hardly any relationship between
wage structure and bonus and productivity. Wage fixa
tion and wage revision are effected in this country with
out any reference to productivity. Today, the DA ele
ment has burgeoned to such an extent that it forms a
very substantial proportion of the total wage packet. The
increase in the wage does not reflect higher productivity
but only reflects the increase in the cost of living index.
To my mind, it is essential to have linkage between in
crease in wages and dearness allowance with productiv
ity, as no unit can afford to pay higher wages without
improvement in productivity.
— C h a irm a n 's s ta te m e n t
T u b e In v e s tm e n ts o f In d ia L td ., 1 9 8 2

Even if 10 per cent of India's population becomes afflu
ent, a tremendous market can be tapped. I believe that
India with a vast potential market offers excellent pros
pects for marketing various goods and services.
— In TI D irector Digest, S e p t/O c t. 1 9 85
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Our industrial system and, for that matter, even our
economic system, does not operate as efficiently as the
best in the world, not merely because of the narrow
domestic market base, but also because of unnecessary
restrictions on investment, production, distribution, pric
ing and technology. Right from the beginning, we have
got into the habit of confining ourselves with shackles
without evaluating their effect in terms of restraining
initiative and infructuous wastage of scarce resources
including managerial and technical talent.
The control and regulatory system, coupled with high
rates of taxation, seem to keep the best of managements
busy all the time solving issues relating to a regulatory
environment and procedural problems rather than using
the skills to rapidly generate income and assets for the
enterprises and for the community.
Fortunately, in recent years, a new wind of realism has
been blowing across the subcontinent and a gradual,
though halting, process of liberalisation of economic
policies has been initiated by the Government. It has led
to certain healthy trends and there are concerted efforts
on the part of managements to control costs and use
resources more optimally than before in order to com
pete successfully in the market place, both internal and
external.
The time has certainly come when we should build up
a consensus on our policy frame with a view to achiev
ing excellence in our performance in all the sectors,
namely, agriculture, industry and service. This is the only
way to build our competitive strength which will help
us gradually to attain world standards of performance
and quality and, thus, enable us to succeed in export
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efforts in a better way than has been possible all these
years.
— C h a irm a n 's s ta te m e n t,
T u b e In v e s tm e n ts o f In d ia L td .,
M a rc h 1 7 , 1 9 8 8 .

Much of Parry's history has been coeval with that of our
City. Parry's can also be said to have marked the begin
ning of the business history of Madras.
Despite the ups and downs of the Company's business
cycle, the management, the staff and workers have made
the name of Parry great, and this hallowed corner —
Parry's Corner — with the impressive building of the
corporate headquarters named after the intrepid Dare is
truly a historic landmark of the City. It is at once an
eternal monument to the memory of the Founder and an
inspiring symbol for the entrepreneurs in our city and
South India.
— W e lc o m e s p e e c h a t th e
P a rry B ic e n te n a ry C e le b ra tio n s ,
M ay 12, 1988.

Infrastructural deficiencies continue to throttle the rate
of industrial progress. As a country we have a long way
to go to achieve an acceptable standard in power, com
munications and roadways. The public sector has failed
to raise the expected resources. A distressing feature of
the industrial economy is the large bank credit locked
up in sick units. Even with the setting up of an inde
pendent body like the Board of Industrial and Financial
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Reconstruction, the efforts of the Government in this area
have not met with much success.
— C a rb o ru n d u m U n iv e rs a l L td .,
D ecem b er 15, 1988.

On an occasion like this, we must acknowledge the con
tributions of our employees, suppliers and customers
without whose cooperation the industry would not have
attained the present state. This is important because, I
believe, it is time we recognised the central role of peo
ple in industrial management. Unless we appreciate the
human resources element in our industrial enterprises,
we cannot ensure their sustained performance and
progress. In addition, it is important that all the employ
ees in an organisation perceive the advantages of work
ing towards a goal with confidence and dedication. Fur
ther, as entrepreneurs and managers, we have to realise
that contemporary developments in science and technol
ogy demand greater attention to R&D in our industrial
enterprises. Without an intensive R&D effort, it may
become difficult for us to aspire to attain levels of per
formance which are comparable to the best in the world.
— R e p ly a t th e A b ra s iv e M a n u f a c tu re rs ' A s s o c ia tio n
f e lic ita tio n fu n c tio n ,
c. 1 9 8 8 .

Given the need for vocational bias in our educational
system, it is possible we may have to provide facilities
for regular courses upto 10th or 12th with a professional
bias. You will agree that there is need for skilled person
nel to cater to domestic and even to small-scale indus
trial activities. Besides, education with a vocational bias
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will help promote self-employment and, to this extent,
we will be helping at least some students take to some
professions and be self-employed. At this stage, we have
not crystallised our thinking on the issue but, as time
passes, it is possible we may have to give considerable
attention to this aspect of our education.
— P re s id e n tia l A d d re s s
a t A M M M a tr ic u la tio n S c h o o l, K o ttu r p u ra m ,
A p ril 1 8 , 1 9 8 9 .

Health is wealth. Health is happiness. The foremost duty
of everyone, therefore, is to maintain good health and
sustain it. For the blessing of good health is possible
only if one has a strong and sound heart.
— I n a u g u r a tin g a 'P ro g ra m m e o n
H e a r t C a re f o r S e n io r E x e c u tiv e s ',
N ovem b er 28, 1989.

India can no longer afford to shy away from the interna
tional arena since it will mean getting too isolated in the
dynamic environment. On the other hand, India should
seize the opportunities and occupy the areas vacated by
countries like South Korea and Taiwan in industrial
products due to their currency appreciation and their
products becoming expensive in the world market. The
common market in Europe in 1992 offers yet another
avenue for India to exploit, even though the East Euro
pean countries would themselves be looking forward to
filling up the vacuum with their advantage of lower cost/
currency rates and the expected over-eagerness of the
West European countries to use the infrastructure of
Eastern Europe rather than rely on Asian countries.
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In such a complex situation where developments are
going to be dictated not just by strict economic criteria
but where socio-political compulsions would be over
whelming, India has to chalk out its strategy very clearly
to emerge as a major exporting nation. It is sincerely
hoped that the Government in consultation with the
industry bodies would chalk out coordinated plans to
fully exploit the opportunities in the World markets. India
should not shy away from setting up joint ventures
abroad and/or acquire companies abroad in this overall
attempt to become a world player, at least in very se
lected industries.
— C h a irm a n 's S ta te m e n t,
T u b e In v e s tm e n ts o f In d ia L td .,
M ay 30, 1990.

The Government has introduced in the Lok Sabha 'The
Participation of Workers in Management Bill 1990'. Based
on the experience of many developed countries, legisla
tion for workers' participation at the Board level is a
retrograde step; it can at best be introduced at the shop
floor level. Such a legislative measure would severely
hamper the management of successful Indian compa
nies. It is hoped that the Government would bring in the
necessary amendments while taking up the Bill in the
next session of the Parliament.
— C a rb o ru n d u m U n iv e rs a l L td .,
Ju n e 2 2 , 1 9 9 0 .
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Our Group and the Amalgamations Group have certain
things in common: value system, product excellence,
socially responsible attitude, a blend of Family-entrepreneurship/professional management, quiet enterprise,
and, above all, a low profile. I personally believe these
traits have helped both the Amalgamations and the
Murugappa Groups to sustain their reputation founded
by their forebears.
— A t th e 1 5 0 th A n n iv e rs a r y C e le b ra tio n s
o f S im p s o n & C o ., A u g u s t, 1 9 9 0 .

To give back to society a little of what you earn and to
share it with the deprived sections and to render service
to them are to my mind objectives which strengthen the
positive side of one's personality. At the same time, this
also makes the person socially conscious and responsi
ble. This "Social Conscience" is something unique...
The Murugappa Group believes not only in value added
business, but believes in discharging its responsibilities
to various sections of Society and in providing opportu
nities to learn, contribute and advance; recognise and
reward initiative, innovativeness and creativity. We be
lieve not only in making our customers delighted, but
the community around us also delighted by establishing
service-oriented philanthropic institutions in the field of
Education and Medicare.
— 'F o r T h e S a k e o f H o n o u r A w a rd ' a c c e p ta n c e
a t th e R o ta ry C lu b o f A m b a ttu r,
M a rc h 3 , 1 9 92 .
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I suggest, you think big and attempt to venture out to
participate in State and national level events. The ben
efits and rewards of such wider participation will accrue
both to individual participants and to the Group.
— M u ru g a p p a G ro u p
In te r-C o m p a n y T o u r n a m e n ts '
p riz e d is tr ib u tio n , M a rc h 1 3 , 1 9 9 2

Our experience during the last one year unfortunately
gives us the impression that there is still inadequate
appreciation at the official level of the importance of
policy reforms in a country like India which has missed
opportunities in the past for sustained higher rate of
growth. This is particularly disturbing in the case of State
Governments which are still to come to terms with eco
nomic realities and help implement programmes and
policies which will ensure the success of the reforms
process...
At this juncture, Indian Industry and Trade have a great
responsibility. As they can no longer look to Govern
ment for protection and support, they have to improve
their performance substantially in terms of quality, price,
etc., so that they can measure up to global standards.
Industry, particularly the large and medium sectors, has
to do much better than it has been possible all along on
the export front, which, in turn, means honing of mana
gerial skills at all levels with a view to comparing their
performance with the best in the world.
— C a rb o ru n d u m U n iv e rs a l L td .,
J u ly 1 5 , 1 9 9 2 .
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It is probably time to work out some kind of ratio be
tween the number of patients and doctors and nurses in
a hospital. The need for good nurses is as important as
the need for competent doctors. It is they who really
provide the healing touch to the suffering patients, apart
from doctors and medicines. It is the tender care and
attention they give to patients that really cheer them at
all stages in a hospital — to cite a particular situation, at
the time of surgery and during post-surgery phase. I
think the authorities and the medical profession have to
consider staffing the hospitals and nursing homes with
professionally qualified nurses in adequate numbers.
— L a m p L ig h tin g C e re m o n y
a t th e O m a y a l A c h i C o lle g e o f N u rs in g ,
A u g u st 13, 1992.

The bold policy decisions taken by the Government on
liberalising the economy has not been followed up with
the change in the attitude of the State Governments and
the bureaucracy. The development of infrastructure is
not keeping pace with the growth of industries. We ex
pect the Government will address the urgent task of
controlling the fiscal deficit, restraining the inflationary
forces and giving priority to the development of infra
structure. The Government has to make necessary
changes in labour laws to improve the general work
atmosphere and increase productivity.
— C a rb o ru n d u m U n iv e rs a l L td .,
J u ly 2 5 , 1 9 9 4 .
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Another pioneering endeavour of CUMI and the first
private sector hydel power plant in Kerala... Our engi
neers at CUMI took great care to ensure that the ecologi
cal balance of the area is not disturbed, though the power
plant has been built on a private rubber estate.
— W e lc o m e s p e e c h a t th e in a u g u ra tio n
o f th e M a n iy a r H y d ro e le c tric W o rk s,
Ju n e 4 , 1 9 9 5 .

I still remember emphasising, at the commencement of
this tournament 34 years ago, the necessity for a vigor
ous and healthy outdoor sports activity for youngsters
in the country, particularly for those who have to live
and work in urban environments undergoing the stresses
of modern life, and had hoped that the institution of the
Murugappa Gold Cup would serve to keep up the inter
est in Hockey and improve standards.
— A d d re s s a t th e M C C -M u ru g a p p a
G o ld C u p H o c k e y T o u r n a m e n t,
O c to b e r 2 , 1 9 9 6

The success of the Murugappa Group is a story of tran
sition of a traditional clan into a professional group of
business managers with strong social and community
commitments. It is a story of successfully combining
traditional ethics with modern day business acumen...
The group had always treasured as its motto 'Reputa
tion Before Prosperity'. It has also valued its ideal 'En
terprise with C aution'. Though conservative, the
Murugappa management has always been quite clear
about its business philosophy and does not seek growth
at any cost.
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While we compete for market share we need to remain
conscious that this competition does not destroy our
environment and the world that our children's children
will inherit. In this connection, the Murugappa Group,
together with some other concerned Indian corporates,
has been working with scientists to pursue economic
growth with resource enhancement of the environment
and nature.
— W e lc o m in g In d ia 's G o ld e n Ju b ile e
In d e p e n d e n c e Y e a r in C h e n n a i,
A u gu st 14, 1997.

In the early days, family companies only dealt with trade
activities. They did not know anything about establish
ing factories and production. When the younger genera
tions of these families studied business management and
became qualified, things began to change. The families
then became involved in new fields and succeeded. But
all this will change very soon.
In future, only mammoth companies investing crores of
rupees will be viable. Individual families will not be able
to mobilise the necessary funds. Such investment will
have to be collected from the public through issue of
shares. In that case, whoever has the larger number of
shares will be more powerful. As a result, the supremacy
of the families will gradually decrease.
The family's role will be limited to taking policy deci
sions regarding industrial expansion, getting involved
in alternative industries, etc. The everyday administra
tion of the business will be entrusted to efficient profes
sionals in the field...
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Government should not interfere in the everyday activi
ties of industries and commerce. Similarly, Government
should not intervene in the success or failure of any one
industry or company. It should be left in the hands of
those concerned. The industrial sector should be allowed
to function independently. The bureaucracy should not
control the industrial companies in the name of the gov
ernment. Government should work in collaboration with
the industrial sector...

Liberalisation may well bring some unemployment ...
One cannot avoid it. Earlier, the salary of workers was
low. Those involved in production could employ thou
sands of people. Now that is not possible. If that was the
case, one cannot compete with other companies. Com
petition can be handled only if productivity goes up.
Only by reducing the number of workers and modern
ising the technology can productivity be increased. At
the same time, Government can encourage people to start
more number of industries and, thus, increase job op
portunities...

In the past, Government neglected agriculture. Agricul
ture must be recognised as an industry and modernised.
Through that, job opportunities will increase...
— In a n in te rv ie w w ith Vanigam ani,
a T a m il b u s in e s s jo u rn a l p u b lis h e d b y D inamani
o f th e In d ia n E x p re s s G r o u p , N o v e m b e r 1 9 9 8 .
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